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ABSTRACT
King, J. J. Students’ Social Adaptation to Mathematical Tasks. Published Doctoral
Dissertation, University of Northern Colorado, 2017.
This qualitative study describes mathematics majors socially adapting to perform
mathematical tasks. An advanced undergraduate geometry class was observed for social
and socio-mathematical norms. Three pairs of two students engaged in three task-based,
semi-structured interviews: paired, individually, then paired again, solving the Seven
Bridges of Königsberg and related tasks. A fourth stimulated-recall interview was
performed using episodes from the last paired interview. Interview discourses were
coded for structure and function to analyze the mathematical practices performed by each
pair as shaped by their social interactions. These codes were then inductively analyzed
for themes. Findings include: 1) the emergent norms of building and referencing
consensus, levels of student autonomy, and differing forms of argumentation in the
classroom, 2) the repeated use of diagrams and conjectures that were developed in the
paired settings, and 3) the lack of use of diagrams and conjectures that were developed
during individual settings. A model framing transfer as social adaptation is introduced,
and implications for research, teaching, and policy are discussed.
Keywords: cooperative learning, inquiry-based learning, socio-cultural theory,
transfer
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Activities, tasks, functions, and understandings do not exist in isolation;
they are part of broader systems of relations in which they have meaning.
These systems of relations arise out of and are reproduced and developed
within social communities, which are in part systems of relations among
persons. The person is defined by as well as defines these relations.
Learning thus implies becoming a different person with respect to the
possibilities enabled by these systems of relations. To ignore this aspect
of learning is to overlook the fact that learning involves the construction
of identities. (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p.53)
Recently, many institutions such as the Conference Board of Mathematical
Sciences (2016), the Mathematical Association of America (2016), the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics (2016), and the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy (Handelsman & Brown, 2016) have called for more research to
improve active learning efforts in mathematics education. One of the primary issues of
active learning, as articulated by the quote above from Lave and Wenger (1991), is the
growing amount of evidence that learning is situated in the activity in which it was
performed, implying that the application of learning that occurred in a classroom to other
situations may be difficult. This is the issue of transfer of learning, a construct that has
taken many forms over its history.
The issue of transfer of learning has been studied for over 110 years (Gick &
Holyoak, 1980; Goldstone & Day, 2012; Høffding, 1891; Lobato & Siebert, 2002;
Schwartz, Bransford, & Sears, 2005; Woodworth & Thorndike, 1901). At its core,
transfer of learning is an issue of having learners “apply what they have learned beyond
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its original classroom context” (Goldstone & Day, 2012, p. 149). However, the
definitions of “context” have differed in their scope and quality in regards to theoretical
framing of research studies.
In the early days of behaviorist educational theory, transfer was defined as the
improvement of one mental function on the efficiency of others (Woodworth &
Thorndike, 1901). For many years, this involved the use of paired tasks, whereby
participants were asked to perform one task, then perform a different task to see if
improved performance in the first task implied improved performance in the second, or
transfer, task. As such, the “original context” was the content of the first task, with the
transfer task being the application of the skills learned in the first task. Early studies
found, however, that the level of similarity between two tasks was positively correlated
with the strength of the effect of the transfer, exhibiting the “identical elements theory”
(Perkins & Salomon, 1992).
Using cognitivist perspectives, researchers began to focus on the structural
similarities between tasks in opposition to their surface similarities (Gick & Holyoak,
1980; 1983). The notion of the “context” was again limited to the content of the original
task within an experimental setting, and this limitation was challenged by Lave and
Wenger (1991). Their theory of situated learning proposed that learning was situated
within a greater context, including the physical, normative, and cultural setting of the
original task. Learning occurs in a social setting, involving the repeated reconstruction of
one’s identity within a system of meaning, then one could not define transfer as simply an
improvement of efficiency in one task from performing another. With the advent of
many such theories, called socio-cultural theories (Lerman, 2001), the theoretical
underpinnings of the construct of transfer came under debate. Currently, the question of
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what it means for transfer to occur from a social perspective is an open question (Lobato,
Rhodehamel, & Hohensee, 2012).
Statement of the Problem
Since the introduction of situated learning, theories of learning in mathematics
education have been described within two metaphors: acquisition and participation
(Sfard, 1998). Broadly, the acquisition metaphor was utilized mostly with cognitive
theories, while the participation metaphor was utilized with socio-cultural theories.
Constructs associated with the acquisition metaphor included concept, representation,
and schema, coming into being via mechanisms of reception, construction, and
internalization. In this metaphor, the teacher would engage in acts such as delivering,
conveying, and facilitating, to aid in the acquisition of knowledge. Learning theories
such as behaviorism, cognitivism, and radical constructivism rely heavily on the
acquisition metaphor. Theories expressed using the participation metaphor, in contrast,
relied on constructs such as practice, discourse, and communication with the process of
learning mathematics becoming a process of doing mathematics. Knowledge is not
commoditized as it was in the acquisition metaphor; knowledge is instead an ongoing
activity, inseparable from the context in which it was produced and subsequently
reproduced in alternative settings. As such, learning becomes a process of inclusion, in
which a person becomes a member of a community that performs a certain type of
practice, in this case, mathematics.
A primary difference between the acquisition and participation metaphors is their
treatment of knowledge as a commodity (Sfard, 1998). Under the acquisition metaphor,
knowledge is acquired or constructed, in essence becoming a quantity of sorts. It is this
quantity that is then measured and analyzed to determine if one possesses the necessary
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“knowledge” or “skills” to perform certain functions. The participation metaphor, in
contrast, lacks any such commoditization of knowledge, with the goal of learning to
become a participant in a community of practice rather than to acquire knowledge. Thus,
the idea of “transferring” knowledge from one context to another becomes problematic
and requires a new framing that explores the generalization of learning with respect to the
definition of learning from the participation metaphor view. The goal of this dissertation
study was to initiate a model that could help explore transfer from the participation
metaphor through exploration of the reproduction of socio-cultural constructs, such as
social norms, socio-mathematical norms, and classroom mathematical practices, within
experimental environments outside the classroom. My approach to this issue was to
reframe transfer as a form of social adaptation, in which learners adapt to the social
context of each task. I explored the viability of this reframing by investigating transfer
across paired and individual settings and analyzing the results via discourse analysis.
These results then contributed to a preliminary model for analyzing transfer as adaptation
to social settings.
Research Questions
The purpose of this dissertation study was to explore the issue of transfer from a
socio-cultural lens with the aim of developing a new preliminary model of framing
transfer as adaptation. To develop such a model, careful study of students’ development
of social interactions is needed. To work toward this goal, I conducted a qualitative,
basic research study investigating the development and appropriation of norms by
students and their reproduction in small-group and individual interview settings. More
specifically, this study attempted to address the following research questions and subquestions:
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Q1

How are observed socio-cultural aspects of the classroom
reproduced or not reproduced in a small group setting while
performing a novel task?

Q1a

What are the social norms that emerged in the classroom?

Q1b

What are the ways in which students source authority in the
classroom and how does this authority influence the small-groups
and individuals?

Q1c

In what ways does the discourse of the classroom influence the
discourse of the small groups?

Q2

In what ways do the mathematical practices performed on novel
tasks in a small group setting influence the mathematical practices
of each individual in an individual setting while working on a
related task?

Q2a

In what ways do the mathematical practices of others influence the
mathematical practices of the individual in subsequent tasks?

Q2b

In what ways do the social norms, power roles, social positions,
and discourse of the classroom influence the mathematical
practices performed by an individual in an individual setting?

Q2c

What are the similarities and differences between the mathematical
practices of each individual within the small group setting versus
the individual setting?

Q3

In what ways does the performance of novel tasks as individuals
influence the performance of a related task in a small group
setting?

Q3a

In what ways do the social norms, power roles and social positions,
and discourse of the classroom mediate these influences?

Q3b

In what ways does the performance of a novel task in a prior group
setting afford or constrain the manifestation of practices developed
in an individual setting in a later group setting?

Q3c

In what ways does one individual’s source of authority (and
correspondingly, lack of authority of another individual) influence
the actions of a small group when performing a novel task?
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To address the first research question, I observed the social interactions of the
classroom to explore the classroom norms. Second, my study required the participation
of pairs of students performing mathematical tasks in order to understand their social
interactions in an experimental setting. Lastly, to explore reflexive interaction between
individual cognition and social discourse, I performed individual interviews with each
group member between two group interviews, using a related task to expand upon their
work in the first paired interview and leading to their working on a transfer task in the
second paired interview. Table 1 provides a summary of the stages of the study.
Table 1
Stages of the Study
Stage

Setting

Purpose

Observations

Advanced
Mathematics Course
classroom

To catalog developed social norms, positions,
roles, and common discourse.

Interview 1

Paired

To investigate reproduction or non-reproduction
of above social aspects while performing a novel
task as a small group.

Interview 2

Individual

To investigate influence of small group setting on
individual cognition.

Interview 3

Paired

To investigate the influence (or non-influence) of
individual cognition on discourse of the small
group setting.

Interview 4

Stimulated Recall
Individual Interview

To gain insight into the internal thoughts of
participants during Interview 3.

Data analysis included an inductive analysis of the norms developed within the
classroom, as well as a description of the interactions and mathematical practices of the
interview participants. Themes were developed based on the interactions and
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mathematical practices of the interview participants, in which the actions of each
participant and pair were compared among interview pairs. In Chapter III, I describe the
theoretical framework, participants, setting, data collection methods, and data analysis
procedures of the study.
Definitions
Primary to my study from a socio-cultural perspective are the constructs of social
interaction, social norms, and discourse. For the purposes of this study, social
interactions shall be defined as all forms of communication between participants and
myself. Socio-cultural aspects shall include social norms, roles and positioning, and
discourse that take place in the subculture created and experienced by all participants.
Social norms shall include both classroom social and socio-mathematical norms (Cobb &
Yackel, 1996), defined as shared (among students and instructor) social beliefs within the
classroom setting and those specifically related to mathematics. Discourse shall pertain
to all normative forms of language specific to the setting, including spoken, written, and
gestural.
From an individualist perspective, mathematical practice is defined as the use of
mathematical terminology or reasoning, use of diagrams, any form of argumentation, any
problem-solving method, or mathematical proof methods. This definition is purposefully
broad to allow for the observation of changes in these practices across social settings. As
an example of an alternative definition of mathematical practices, the Common Core
State Standards Initiative (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices &
Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010) defined the Standards of Mathematical
Practice, including: 1) make sense of problems and persevere in solving them, 2) reason
abstractly and quantitatively, 3) construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of
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others, 4) model with mathematics, 5) use appropriate tools strategically, 6) attend to
precision, 7) look for and make use of structure, and 8) look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning. For this dissertation study, all of these Standards of Mathematical
Practice would be viewed as mathematical practices, in addition to any mathematical
terminology specific to the mathematical content of the tasks.
Assumptions and Limitations
This study had limitations in 1) scope, 2) time, and 3) context. There were also
several assumptions regarding the development and appropriation of social norms and
mathematical practices. While some of these issues could have been mitigated through
greater investment of resources, some could not have been resolved due to the nature of
the study.
The study was limited in scope in several ways. First, I drew conclusions
regarding social norms from observing only one course for 15 weeks. Each participant
was likely to be a member of several different courses, where each developed his or her
own set of social norms and mathematical practices. As such, there may have been many
socio-cultural influences from outside the course that I observed. This limitation was
addressed by identifying the patterns of behavior that did exist in this particular course,
with no claim that this course would uniquely allow for those patterns to emerge.
Second, the number of participants at the interview stages was less than 55% of
the course population. I interviewed three pairs of students. This accounted for only six
out of 11 students from the class, where the interview experiences of the six interviewees
might not have been similar to the other students in the class. I tried to address this
limitation by identifying any common characteristics among the interview participants
that may have biased their interactions performed during interviews.
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Limitations on time were related to the development of norms and practices.
Since I performed interviews after the 8th week of the semester, the class had only been
developing norms for that length of time. While some norms may not have been fully
developed and appropriated by the students, others may not. Also, the development of
mathematical practices for each individual student probably occurred over the course of
their entire school career. As such, a longitudinal study would allow for greater accuracy
in assessing each individual’s mathematical practices coming in to the interviews.
Similarly, a longer string of interviews, with perhaps more iterations of individual and
small-group interview cycles, would allow for greater accuracy regarding the influences
of small-group practices on individual practices and vice versa. Due to time constraints,
these extensions were not possible.
Finally, the inquiry-based learning structure in an advanced geometry class
limited the study in terms of the mathematics and mathematical practices that the students
participated and worked on during the course. The course was taught using inquirential
methods in which students openly discussed and negotiated relevant definitions, rigor,
and acceptable methods of proof, which could be viewed as atypical for an advanced
mathematics course. Possible improvements could have been to include observing more
than a single course, but again, due to time constraints, such could not be performed
during this study.
While these limitations were based on the resources of myself as the primary
investigator, some assumptions were made due to the nature of the study. First was the
theoretical assumption that students naturally attune themselves to the norms developed
within a classroom, particularly to the whole-group norms and not just to small-group
norms. However, it might have been the case that particular groups of students
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developed their own sets of norms that hold greater influence than the norms that I
observed from the whole-class discussions. Coincidentally, the professor elected to have
the students form different groups at random for each activity, minimizing the
development of unique small-group norms.
Another assumption I made was that students would not communicate with one
another between interviews regarding the interview tasks. Particularly after the
individual interview, it was my assumption (and direction) that students not communicate
about the ideas they developed during each individual interview, so that these individual
differences would manifest themselves only during the final group interview. In
particular, I directed the interview participants not to communicate with one another
about the tasks, asked them if they had during the final group interview, and assumed that
they could recall any and all instances if they had such communications.
One final assumption was that despite the nature of the mathematical activities in
the geometry course being different from the tasks performed during interviews, students
relied on norms and practices developed in the geometry class. It was not the goal of this
study to make domain-specific, content-related conclusions regarding the mathematics
involved. As such, the tasks were purposefully chosen to be different from the students’
current content-related experience in the geometry course. Having different content in
the interview tasks compared to the classroom allowed me to observe the “transfer” of
mathematical practices (e.g., providing mathematical reasoning and arguments) from
social perspectives in terms of reproduction of social and socio-mathematical norms.
While this might not have presented a reason as to why the social and socio-mathematical
norms of the classroom were not be reproduced, their reproduction in the interview
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setting provided evidence that social setting rather than mathematical content provided
greater influence on the beliefs of the students.
Finally, the nature of the interview tasks allowed for the students to rely on
experience developed outside of the geometry class. Such was the case, with each of the
interview participants having previously taken a course, Discrete Mathematics, that did
involve tasks related to the interview tasks. Due to this, I asked the interview participants
when they took Discrete Mathematics, if they took the course together, or if they took it
from the same instructor. This information was taken into consideration when
interpreting the results of the study.
Significance
This study has implications at the research, teaching, and policy levels. The
possible implications at the research level were outlined earlier. These include greater
understanding of how students transfer learning across social settings. This study also
investigated the influence of whole-class norms on small groups and individuals,
contributing to research on socio-cultural theory as well as providing connections to
traditional cognitive theory.
Implications at the teaching level consist of connections between whole-class,
small-group, and individual learning. For teachers, this study provides a description of
the practices associated with social norms and socio-mathematical norms that can
influence small group and individual mathematical practices, allowing teachers to better
anticipate the ways in which their instruction could influence their students. It also gives
insight into how students approach novel tasks in small group and individual settings,
giving teachers more information on how to better design small group and individual
tasks. Lastly, examining the influence of small group practices on individual practices
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gives teachers better descriptions on how to group students to structure small group work
in such a way as to benefit each individual within the group, not just the highest or lowest
achieving students.
Implications at the policy level include a critique of group-based inquiry learning,
as I investigated the influence (or non-influence) of paired problem solving on individual
mathematical practices, as well as the influence of individual learning on group-based
problem solving. As such, if group learning based inquiry curricula are intended to
improve individual student performance on standardized examinations, this study
provides evidence (or lack of evidence) on the interplay of group-based inquiry and
individual inquiry.
Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation is organized into five chapters including this introduction
chapter. Chapter II is a review of the literature, including literature on transfer of
learning, cooperative learning, inquiry-based learning, and socio-cultural perspectives on
teaching and learning of mathematics. Chapter III is a description of the methods of the
study, including descriptions of the theoretical framework of the study, the participants
and setting, my role and perspective as the researcher, the data collection methods of the
classroom observation data and the interview data, and the data analysis procedures of the
classroom observation data and the interview data. Chapter IV is a description of the
results of the study, including descriptions of the classroom observations with observed
social norms, descriptions of all interviews, and a summary of themes across the
interview participants’ experiences. The observed social norms include aspects of the
students and instructor building and referencing consensus, students’ acting in various
stages of autonomy, and the formulation of arguments with respect to both style and
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structure of the argument. The themes of the interview participants’ experiences include
types of diagrams used, methods of reasoning and exploring the problem, and uses of and
references to prior conjectures. Chapter V includes a discussion of the conclusions of the
study, including responses to each research question with connections to existing
literature, a description of a preliminary model of social adaptation based on the results of
the data analysis, implications for research, teaching, and policy, and a discussion on the
limitations of the study with directions for future research.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
The main purpose of the study was to explore transfer of learning of mathematics
from social lenses, which is commonly discussed in existing studies as problematic. In
this exploration, to gain an understanding of the nature of transfer through social
perspectives, I examined learners’ activity in the classroom as well as paired and
individual experimental settings.
In this chapter, I provide a review of literature of studies and theoretical lenses
regarding topics related to the generalization of learning in mathematics education. More
specifically, I synthesize the following areas of research: 1) transfer of learning, 2)
cooperative learning, 3) inquiry-based learning, and 4) socio-cultural perspectives as they
pertain to the research questions and the purpose of this study.
Transfer
In this section, I discuss the research literature on the topic of transfer. I do so
chronologically, as this provides the best framing of the current study in terms of
academic studies that have come before it. Lastly, I discuss various mechanisms of
transfer and other theoretical constructs in transfer research related to my study.
The concept known as “transfer” has been controversial since its inception over
100 years ago. Woodworth and Thorndike (1901) defined “transfer of practice” as the
improvement of one mental function upon the efficiency of other functions. The
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researchers provided participants with specialized training in the estimation of
magnitudes, then observed whether improvements in that process improved the efficiency
in the estimation of magnitudes of different quantities. Though they found significant
positive results, they also found some cases in which improvement in one function did
not improve and even damaged the efficiency of the second function. Thus, the authors
concluded that transfer depended on the degree of similarity between the initial task and
the transfer task, forming their identical element theory.
This conception of transfer was criticized by Judd (1908), who claimed that the
participants’ awareness of structural similarity between tasks allowed for their ability to
perform transfer. Indeed, Høffding (1891, as cited in Lobato, 2006, p. 433) argued for a
form of psychological similarity, in that the participant’s views on a prior situation
influenced their performance on the latter situation. As researchers focused on
understanding the notion of mental constructs, brought forth when performing tasks and
relatively stable over time, these criticisms gained momentum (Lobato, 2006). As such,
the process of performing a task began with recognition, which became core to the study
of transfer. Gick and Holyoak (1980; 1983) conducted a seminal study on students
attempting problems that contained surface differences but structural similarities. The
authors claimed the situations were intuitively similar:
Both situations involve an object that must be overcome, surrounded by
objects that must be preserved. The target object in each case occupies a
topographically central position in its environment. In each situation the
protagonist has available a weapon with an effect proportional to the
intensity or amount of the weapon that is used, and so on. (p. 309)
The authors then gave their participants an Attack-Dispersion story as
follows:
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A fortress was located in the center of the country. Many roads radiated
out from the fortress. A general wanted to capture the fortress with his
army. The general wanted to prevent mines on the roads from destroying
his army and neighboring villages. As a result, the entire army could not
attack the fortress along one road. However, the entire army was needed
to capture the fortress. So an attack by one small group would not
succeed. The general therefore divided his army into several small
groups. He positioned the small groups at the heads of the different roads.
The small groups simultaneously converged on the fortress. In this way,
the army captured the fortress. (Gick and Holyoak, 1980, p. 311)
Given the solution to the Attack-Dispersion story, students were then intended to solve
Duncker’s (1945) Radiation Problem, presented as follows:
A tumor was located in the interior of a patient’s body. A doctor wanted
to destroy the tumor with rays. The doctor wanted to prevent the rays
from destroying healthy tissue. As a result, the high-intensity rays could
not be applied to the tumor along one path. However, high-intensity rays
were needed to destroy the tumor. So applying one low-intensity ray
would not succeed. (p. 311)
The authors claimed that these two problems were structurally similar, and that
participants could use analogical reasoning to draw parallels between the AttackDispersion story and the Radiation Problem. These structural similarities, according to
the researchers, included having a central location (fortress / tumor), a desire (capture
fortress / destroy tumor), a requirement (whole army / high intensity rays), and a
constraint (safely travel in small groups / possibly damaging healthy tissue). Using these
correspondences, the participants could then potentially draw parallel conclusions from
the solution to the Attack-Dispersion story to solve the Radiation problem. Thus, the
problems only differed in context, called surface differences by the authors. A sample
solution to the Radiation Problem was presented as follows: “The doctor therefore
divided the rays into several, low-intensity rays. He positioned the low-intensity rays at
multiple locations around the patient’s body. The low-intensity rays simultaneously
converged on the tumor. In this way, the rays destroyed the tumor” (p. 311).
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Gick and Holyoak found, however, that participants were generally unable to use
analogical reasoning to provide a solution to the Radiation Problem. The contextual
differences between the problems made it difficult for the participants to construct an
analogical solution, even though the problems were structurally similar, according to
experts. Thus the authors, along with several other researchers (Novick, 1988; Reed,
Ernst, & Banerji, 1974), concluded that transfer of learning required overcoming
contextual barriers, an issue more difficult than originally thought by behaviorists such as
Woodworth and Thorndike. Others (Lobato & Siebert, 2002), meanwhile, concluded that
experts had difficulty determining structural similarities between problems for students
and that the issue had to be perceived from the students’ perspectives.
These findings inspired greater focus on representations and perceptions in
research on transfer. Several studies found that students would alter representations, both
of initial tasks and transfer tasks, to make analogical mappings consistent (Clement,
1988; Genter, 1983; Sternberg, 1977). DiSessa (1988), however, found that knowledge
can be recalled and applied “in pieces”, implying that a student’s knowledge regarding
one concept could be drawn from independent and sometimes conflicting sources.
Wagner (2006) extended this idea to transfer, in that the analogical mappings constructed
by students could occur “in-pieces”, allowing for a student to transfer one idea in a
particular situation, while transferring a different idea in a related situation. As an
example, Wagner found that one student, Maria, would invoke one of two metaphors
when solving tasks related to the law of large numbers. When given an equiprobable,
binomial situation (a coin flip), Maria invoked a “rule”, claiming that the more you did
something, the closer you should be to the expected probability. However, when given a
non-equiprobable situation (a spinner with non-identical sections), not only did Maria not
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invoke her “rule”, she also explicitly denied its applicability. As such, Wagner concluded
that the ways in which a student transferred knowledge depended on the nature of the
situation that he or she was currently in and that person’s perception of the situation.
Taken to its logical extreme, Day and Goldstone (2012) stated that this
dependence on situated perception was influenced by an individual’s entire lifetime of
experience. A study that exemplified this was the work of Carraher, Carraher, and
Schliemann (1985) on Brazilian street children. In their study, the authors found that the
children used methods that were different from the standard algorithms taught in their
schools. The children subsequently performed better on mathematical tasks embedded in
their real-life context as opposed to contrived school “word” problems and context-free
computations.
To researchers, this implied that the experience of a student could not be
understood merely from observing their problem-solving process on a particular set of
initial and transfer tasks. In Lave and Wenger’s (1991) seminal critique, they adopted the
perspective of situated cognition, whereby knowledge is a by-product of participation in
particular situations that are tied to a context. As such, humans develop in social
situations, in which certain tools and representations are provided by culture. These tools
and representations then function to support, extend, and reorganize mental functioning.
Thus, all learning and development must be considered in the social, historical, and
cultural situations in which they occur.
This new perspective required revisiting the findings of the prior research on
transfer. Transfer research in the behaviorist perspective, such as those performed by
Woodworth and Thorndike (1901), involved the use of an initial task with an
experimental group to determine if their performance on a transfer task was better than
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that of a control group that did not perform the initial task. Similarly, transfer research in
the cognitivist perspective, such as those performed by Gick and Holyoak (1980; 1983),
determined the ways in which students approached a transfer task, having performed an
initial task. In both cases, the approach does not account for any of a student’s prior
experience before the initial task and also occurred in an experimental setting from the
perspective of researchers. Thus, they do not address any of the social, historical, or
cultural aspects of the learning situation.
Some amendments to traditional transfer research were required in order to
address the socio-cultural concerns of situated cognition. Traditional transfer constructs
were defined as “measures of appropriate use of prior learning in new contexts, contexts
which are of the researcher’s choosing and based on the researcher’s perception of
similarities to the learning context” (Mestre, 2004, p. 1). Thus, new constructs were
required to perform research on transfer that would be more sensitive to social, historical,
and cultural aspects of learning from the perspective of both researchers and participants.
Perhaps the most prevalent of these is actor-oriented transfer. Lobato and Siebert
(2002) first defined actor-oriented transfer, or AOT, as “the personal construction of
relations of similarity between activities, or how ‘actors’ see situations as similar” (p. 89).
This definition influenced three major parts of their research study, including 1) the way
in which evidence was gathered, 2) the nature and amount of transfer observed, and 3)
the nature of the transfer situation. In traditional transfer, improvement on a transfer task
after the performance of an initial task provided the evidence of transfer. In AOT, it is
the influence of previous activity on a transfer task, regardless of improvement, that is
considered transfer, thus including the perspective of the participant. Thus, the metaphor
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of application of knowledge was replaced by the construction of relations of similarity
created by the participants.
While actor-oriented transfer allowed for greater detail in analyzing a student’s
viewing two situations as similar, it is still inherently a cognitivist construct. Though
some of a student’s development could be inferred by the ways in which that student
applied previous experiences to new situations, AOT was still unable to encompass the
wide scope of social, historical, and cultural aspects of transfer situations. Thus, Lobato
et al. (2012) developed an extension of AOT, called the noticing framework. In the
noticing framework, discursive practices called focusing interactions give rise to centers
of focus, including features, properties, and conceptual objects attended to by individual
students. In the study, focusing interactions included: 1) renaming, or changing the name
of a previously defined construct, 2) use of quantitative dialogue, and 3) use of object
dialogue. Differences in these focusing interactions between two classes occurred
alongside varying types of mathematical activity, in which one class engaged in mostly
small-group working, while the other class shifted to teacher-centered instruction. The
authors found that the students in the classes tended to rely on the centers of focus of
each class, reasoning with quantities in the first class, while reasoning with physical
attributes in the second.
Another socio-cultural approach to transfer was developed directly from theory.
Greeno, Collins, and Resnick (1996) analyzed the theoretical differences between
behaviorist, cognitivist, and situated perspectives. They concluded that, within a situated
perspective, a definition of transfer would require the invariance of certain constraints
and affordances between initial and transfer tasks. This transfer by affordances implied
that evidence of transfer would require a student becoming attuned to the invariance of
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constraints and affordances between two situations. This perspective, however, has
rarely been investigated or implemented in mathematics education.
While both the noticing framework and transfer by affordances respect the sociocultural environment of a classroom, they approach transfer from different perspectives
within the spectrum of socio-cultural theories. Lobato et al. (2012) defined noticing as
“selecting, interpreting, and working with particular mathematical features or regularities
when multiple sources of information compete for students’ attention” (p. 438). The
noticing framework begins with a student as a participant in a classroom actively noticing
a mathematical feature, in particular, centers of focus that emerge via focusing
interactions between students and between student and instructor. As such, transfer
begins with the individual student noticing a particular mathematical feature that has
emerged as a center of focus. In contrast, Greeno et al.’s (1996) main considerations
were the “(a) constraints and affordances that support activity that is learned in the
learning situation, (b) constraints and affordances that support successful activity in the
transfer situation, and (c) the transformations that relate the learning and transfer
situations” (p. 24). In particular, they wanted to discern whether or not a student was
attuned to these constraints and affordances, implying that the constraints and
affordances were intrinsic to the situation and not influenced by the individual student.
As such, these perspectives could be complementary in their descriptions of an individual
student transferring knowledge in social settings, but not necessarily addressing how
other aspects of social settings (e.g., other students as well as tasks and structure of a
course) relate to transfer of learning.
Another construct developed in response to critiques of traditional transfer was
preparation for future learning, or PFL (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999). Using Broudy’s
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(1977) types of knowledge (replicative, applicative, and interpretive), Bransford and
Schwartz concluded that traditional definitions of transfer relied on aspects of “knowing
that,” or replicating facts or ideas, and “knowing how,” or applying these facts and ideas.
The authors claimed that by using the third of Broudy’s types of knowledge, interpretive
knowledge or “knowing with,” students perceived, interpreted, and judged situations
based on past experiences. Thus, their PFL perspective focused on learning that came
after the performance of tasks, which required a new experimental paradigm.
To analyze the concept of PFL, Schwartz et al. (2005) developed the double
transfer method, in which students would receive two different treatments, then receive a
common resource, then perform a transfer task. In their study, Schwartz et al. placed
students into two groups: the first group was given instruction using an invention method,
where they were to invent the solution to a task on their own, and the second was given
instruction using a tell-and-practice method, where they were shown an example solution
then allowed to practice replicating the solution with feedback from instructors. Both
groups of students then received a common resource of a worked example included on
their posttest examination. Using this method, students would “transfer in” any
experience gained from the initial treatment to the common resource, and then “transfer
out” from the resource to the transfer task. Thus, the authors could not only analyze the
students’ performances on the transfer task, but also the ways in which the initial
treatments influenced their ability to use the common resource. The authors found that
students who were given a worked example and were given instruction using the
invention method were almost twice as likely to successfully complete a transfer task
than those in any of the three remaining categories of participants: those who were given
a worked example and were given instruction using a tell-and-practice method, as well as
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those who were not given a worked example and given instruction using either method.
This showed that, without the opportunity to “transfer in” to the worked example, the
treatment of the invention method did not improve the students’ completion of the
transfer task.
The double transfer method thus provided evidence that transfer could be
considered as preparation for future learning, in that students transfer ideas both in and
out of any instructional activity. This particular result of this framework influenced my
decision on designing my dissertation study. I chose to observe the participants in the
interviews of this dissertation in a paired, task-based interview, followed by an individual
interview with a related task, and finally with a paired interview with a structurally
similar task (in that it could be solved using a similar method as the previous tasks by an
expert). By viewing transfer as preparation for future learning, I conceived of the
intermediate, individual interview as the stage at which participants could transfer in
experiences from their prior paired interview and transfer out experiences to the
subsequent paired interview. This dissertation includes a form of social double transfer,
with the social setting and the treatment being part of the changing context of the tasks.
While most research on transfer remains purely cognitive (Day & Goldstone,
2012), there are still some attempts of making transfer research more sensitive to sociocultural issues through the use of new mechanisms and theoretical constructs. First was
Lobato et al.’s (2012) noticing framework, intended to capture centers of focus developed
in classrooms. Chi and VanLehn (2012) analyzed experts’ reasoning with surface
features to develop instruction for students in seeing the interaction of surface features as
a mechanism of transfer. Engle, Lam, Meyer, and Nix (2012) showed that using
expansive framing of contexts, such as settings, places, times, and participants, while
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performing tasks, could lead to expectations of future transfer, expected use of prior
content, promotion of accountability, as well as generation and adaptation of knowledge.
Richland, Stigler, and Holyoak (2012) found that students in countries that focused on
making connections between concepts significantly outperformed students in countries
that focused on using procedures, similar to claims made from an actor-oriented transfer
perspective. Lastly, Olivera and Straus (2004) used quantitative methods to analyze the
performance of undergraduate business students in individual and group tasks, stating
that while group interaction correlated with better performance on subsequent tasks, it did
not correlate with higher motivation. Also, those who merely observed groups performed
as well as those who worked in groups, implying that the benefits of social interaction
were not necessary for transfer to occur. While Olivera and Straus’ study is similar to
this dissertation, I intend to explore not just if students transfer knowledge from group
settings into individual settings, but also the ways in which they transfer experience 1)
from the classroom to paired settings, 2) from paired settings to individual settings, and
3) from individual settings to paired settings.
Day and Goldstone (2012) believed that the literature on transfer suggested that
“perceptual learning and perceptual processes provide a critical foundation for both
knowledge representation and knowledge use” (p. 167). In their view, mental models
required the integration of perceptual and conceptual content, in fact making perception
equivalent to conception. Thus, not only are the differences between perceptions of
experts and perceptions of students key in understanding transfer as highlighted by the
actor-oriented perspective, but one must also consider the ways in which social aspects of
a particular setting may influence students’ perception of mathematical concepts.
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Cooperative Learning
Research on cooperative learning began in the 1920s, when researchers first
became interested in its effects on student achievement (Johnson, Maruyama, Johnson,
Nelson, & Skon, 1981). In this section, I first define and differentiate cooperative
learning from several other education constructs. Then, I discuss several important facets
of cooperative learning, including group composition, ability grouping, and type of task.
Lastly, I discuss various theoretical perspectives used in research on cooperative learning,
and their relation to socio-cultural perspectives.
The five basic elements of cooperation were defined by Johnson and Johnson
(2002) as: 1) positive interdependence, or the perception that others work benefits you
and your work benefits them, 2) individual accountability, or when the performance of
each individual in a group is assessed and the results reflect that of the group, 3) face-toface promotive interaction, or when individuals give encouragement and facilitate each
other’s efforts to complete tasks, 4) social skills, or the interpersonal and small group
skills needed for communication and motivation, and 5) group processing, or group
members periodically reflecting on how they are functioning and how they plan to
improve their work processes. While it is not explicit in these elements, this definition of
cooperative learning is a form of small-group instruction, indicating merely the “physical
placement of students into groups for the purpose of learning” (Lou et al., 1996, pp. 423424). This is in contrast to whole-class instruction, in which the students are taught in a
single, large group.
To differentiate cooperative learning from other styles of learning, Johnson and
Johnson (2002) defined three types of social interdependence: 1) cooperative, 2)
competitive, and 3) individualistic. In cooperative learning, individuals perceive that
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success can occur if and only if the other individuals achieve success. In competitive
learning, individuals perceive that success can be obtained if and only if other individuals
fail. In individualistic learning, individuals perceive that their success is unrelated to the
success of others. Some studies that compared cooperative learning to the other group
learning styles have found that cooperative learning has a considerably larger positive
effect on achievement (Gillies, 2014; Johnson & Johnson, 2002; Slavin, 1996; Slavin,
2013; Zakaria, Chin, & Daud, 2010). In their meta-analysis of research studies involving
comparing cooperative, competitive, and individualistic goal structures, Johnson et al.
(1981) found that cooperation was considerably more effective than competitive and
individualistic goal structures, that intergroup competition was more effective than
interpersonal competition, and interpersonal competition and individualistic goal
structures were not significantly different.
Research has been performed on how to structure groups to maximize learning
(Gillies, 2014). In their meta-analysis of studies on within-class grouping, not limited to
cooperative goal structure, Lou et al. (1996) found that the most effective groups were
comprised of 3 to 4 members, rather than larger, 5 to 10 member groups. They also
found that low-ability students benefited most from being in mixed ability groups, while
medium-ability students benefited most from homogeneous groups. In a recent metaanalysis on effects of small-group learning on transfer performance, Pai, Sears, and
Maeda (2015) found that small-group learning had a significant positive impact on
performance on traditional transfer tasks compared to individual learning. In their study,
the authors differentiated between structured and unstructured small groups. They
defined structured as including features similar to the five basic elements of cooperation
defined by Johnson and Johnson (2002), such as including explicit group goals,
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individual accountability, or roles. They found no significant difference between
structured groups and unstructured groups.
Several studies (Cohen, 1994; Gillies, 2014; Pai et al., 2015; Slavin, 1990)
suggested that the type of task used in cooperative learning had a strong effect on both
the achievement and interaction of the groups. Despite the prevalence of research on the
effects of cooperative learning on achievement, Cohen (1994) investigated the effects of
various facets of cooperative learning on group interaction. Thus, she wished to answer
the questions of what types of task instructions, student preparations, and a teacher’s
roles foster desirable, productive interaction. In her meta-analysis, Cohen found that
productive interaction depended on several factors, including whether the task actually
required the cooperation of the group, or whether the task necessitated an ill-structured
solution, or a solution that does not come as a result of clear procedures and answers.
Thus, she found that studies should avoid tasks that only require the performance of
procedures and routines, even in groups, in order to foster productive discourse.
Similarly, Gillies (2008) found that students engaged in higher level thinking processes,
including evaluation, clarification, and reflection, when engaged in complex, non-routine
problems within structured groups compared to unstructured groups.
The discussion of cognition in cooperative learning is but one of the theoretical
perspectives used in the literature. In his review of research on cooperative learning,
Slavin (1996) identified four major theoretical perspectives in cooperative learning: 1)
motivational, focused on individual reward and goal structures, 2) social cohesion,
focused on group success, 3) developmental, in which interaction among peers increases
mastery of concepts, and 4) cognitive elaborative, in which cognitive restructuring occurs
in the explanation and evaluation of ideas with group members. While Slavin claimed
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that all the perspectives applied in certain circumstances, none are necessary or sufficient
in all cases for describing cooperative learning. To reconcile these perspectives, Slavin
created a model of the use of group goals to enhance learning, shown in Figure 1.
Motivation to Learn

→

↗
Group Goals
Based on
Learning of
Group Members

→

Motivation to
Encourage
Groupmates to Learn

Elaborated
Explanations
(Peer Tutoring)
Peer Modeling

→

↘

Cognitive
Elaboration

→

Enhanced
Learning

Peer Practice
Motivation to Help
Groupsmates to Learn

→

Peer Assessment
and Correction

Figure 1. Group Goals and Enhanced Learning (recreated from Slavin, 1996, p. 52)
Within Slavin’s (1996) process, one can see the motivational, social cohesion,
developmental, and cognitive elaboration perspectives. It is a possibility, however, that a
socio-cultural perspective would subsume this process, in that the establishment and
adherence to any set of group goals would be part of processes of negotiation between
individual, group, and instructor. In the preceding, I use negotiate in two separate and
equally important meanings, as outlined by Prawat and Floden (1994). First, negotiation
can imply “compromise and consensus-building” (p. 40) in which the primary purpose is
“to get people to agree to something” (Prawat & Floden, 1994, p. 40). Second,
negotiation can imply “skillfully overcoming obstacles” (p. 40) in the sense that rather
than compromising, points of contention may be clarified and reevaluated rather than
being ignored. If Slavin’s framework is interpreted in this sense, the establishment and
adherence to group goals would involve the negotiation (in a compromise, consensusbuilding sense) of the duties of each individual member of a group and the instructor, as
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well as the negotiation (in an overcoming obstacles sense) between each student and the
material and each group and the material. Each of these negotiations is framed within the
socio-cultural environment. For example, in her study on students in ability-grouped
classes, Boaler (1997) found that student performance, anxiety, and motivation were
linked to various socio-cultural elements, including students’ socioeconomic status,
pacing of the advanced classes, limitations on achievement due to placement, and gender.
If such is the case for ability-grouped classes, similar links could be found in small-group
environments, such as ability-grouped, cooperative learning.
In summary, the literature on cooperative learning and other forms of small group
learning initially focused on its effectiveness. While attempting to determine the
conditions under which cooperative learning is effective, researchers are still uncertain as
to the relationship between structured groups, group goals, and enhanced learning, though
there are few studies that found negative impact of cooperative learning on individual
achievement. Out of the various theoretical positions, most have yet to discuss the
impact of socio-cultural factors on cooperative learning, particularly on the role of
situated cognition within groups, as well as its relationship to the development of
adaptability through social interactions. In my study, I aimed at exploring some of these
gaps in the literature, particularly with respect to why cooperative learning may lead to
enhanced learning, as well as how socio-cultural factors affect how students approach
mathematical tasks.
Inquiry-Based Learning
Since the course observed for the dissertation study used inquiry-based learning,
the following section synthesizes literature regarding inquiry-based learning, its potential
impact, and criticisms. Laursen, Hassi, Kogan, Hunter, and Weston (2011) gave a list of
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characteristics of inquiry-based learning, including: 1) the main work of the course is
problem-solving by the students, 2) the course curriculum is driven by sequences of tasks
rather than a textbook, 3) course goals emphasize development of skills such as problemsolving, communication, and mathematical habits of mind, 4) class time is spent on
student-centered instructional activities where the instructor’s main role was not
lecturing, and 5) student voices were heard in the classroom and had influence on how
the course progressed.
Inquiry-based learning has shown many positive results in research. These
include cognitive and affective gains for both men and especially women in mathematics
courses (Laursen, Hassi, Kogan, & Weston, 2014), deeper learning and greater
persistence for all students and more support for lower achieving students (Laursen et al.,
2011), and achievement gains persist into future mathematics courses (Kogan & Laursen,
2014). These results show that inquiry-based learning has provided positive results for
all students and especially those who are disadvantaged in traditional mathematics
courses. None of the research, however, posits why or how courses that employ inquirybased learning provide these positive results. Part of this dissertation will explore the
social norms that develop in an inquiry-based undergraduate geometry course that may
lead to the aforementioned research results.
Criticisms of inquiry-based learning have included numerous challenges for
implementation, including student motivation, classroom management, and background
knowledge (Edelson, Gordin, & Pea, 1999). By studying the social norms of an inquirybased learning classroom and how they develop, one potential implication of this
dissertation is providing tools for novice instructors using inquiry-based learning to
motivate their students and manage their classroom. Stronger claims against inquiry-
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based learning have been made by Kircshner, Sweller, and Clark (2006), who claimed
that inquiry-based learning imparts heavy cognitive load onto novices with improperly
developed schemata, all the while withholding guidance. Furthermore, they claimed that
controlled, experimental studies support traditional, direct instruction over inquiry-based
learning (Clark, Sweller, & Kirschner, 2012).
Several researchers have responded to Kirschner et al.’s (2006) criticisms.
Schmidt, Loyens, van Gog, and Paas (2007) argued that problem-based learning and
similar strategies were not minimally guided due to the role of the instructor that is to
provide guidance to students during their problem solving. This may not necessarily
involve direct instruction, but provides guidance on ideas to pursue, self-reflection, and
irrelevant ideas. Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, and Chinn (2007) argued that scaffolding
commonly employed in problem-based learning and inquiry-based learning to 1) make
disciplinary strategies explicit, 2) embed expert guidance in explanations and examples,
and 3) structure complex tasks to reduce cognitive load. Sweller, Kirschner, and Clark
(2007) responded to these criticisms by citing the lack of controlled, experimental studies
that supported minimal guidance instruction, as well as the lack of explicit reference to
cognitive load theory in some critiques.
One issue of the previous debate is the description of inquiry-based learning as
“minimally guided.” While Kirshner (2006) were arguing against the use of minimal
guidance as an instructional method, it appeared as though Hmelo-Silver et al. (2007) and
Schmidt et al. (2007) were arguing the case that inquiry-based learning was not an
example of minimal guidance. This dissertation provides examples of how norms are
developed in an inquiry-based learning classroom, providing some evidence of guidance
to make the case that inquiry-based learning is not an example of minimal guidance.
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Much research has been performed on cycles or phases of inquiry-based learning.
Pedaste et al. (2015) synthesized 32 articles describing phases of inquiry or the inquiry
cycle to develop a general model of inquiry. This general model included five phases: 1)
orientation, 2) conceptualization, 3) investigation, 4) conclusion, and 5) discussion. In
this framework, an individual student processes through these phases with each task.
Figure 2 provides the model and Table 2 provides definitions of each phase and subphase.

Figure 2. Inquiry-based learning framework (from Pedaste et al., 2015, p. 6).
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Table 2
Phases and Sub-phases of Synthesized Inquiry-based Learning Framework (based on
Pedaste et al., 2015)
General phases
Definition
Sub-phases
Definition
Orientation

The process of
stimulating curiosity
about a topic and
addressing a
learning challenge
through a problem
statement.

Conceptualization

The process of
stating theory-based
questions and/or
hypotheses.

Investigation

The process of
planning exploration
or experimentation,
collecting and
analyzing data based
on the experimental
design or
exploration.

Questioning

The process of
generating research
questions based on the
stated problem.

Hypothesis
Generation

The process of
generating hypotheses
regarding the stated
problem.

Exploration

The process of
systematic and
planned data
generation on the basis
of a research question.

Experimentation

The process of
designing and
conducting an
experiment in order to
test a hypothesis.

Data
Interpretation

The process of making
meaning out of
collected data and
synthesizing new
knowledge.
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Table 2, continued
General phases
Conclusion

Definition
The process of
drawing conclusions
from the data.
Comparing inferences
made based on data
with hypotheses or
research questions.

Sub-phases

Discussion

The process of
Communication
presenting findings of
particular phases or the
whole inquiry cycle by
communicating with
others and/or
controlling the whole
learning process or its
phases by engaging in
reflective activities.
Reflection

Definition

The process of
presenting outcomes
of an inquiry phase or
of the whole inquiry
cycle to others (peers,
teacher) and
collecting feedback
from them.
Discussion with
others.
The process of
describing, critiquing,
evaluating, and
discussing the whole
inquiry cycle or a
specific phase. Inner
discussion.
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This is similar to Carlson and Bloom’s (2005) mathematical problem-solving
framework, which has four phases of orienting, planning, executing, and checking. See
Figure 3 for Carlson and Bloom’s problem-solving cycle. Both frameworks claim that
the process of inquiry has a phase in which the problem solver or inquirer orients
herself/himself to the task. While planning, accompanied by the conjecture cycle of
conjecturing, imagining, and evaluating, roughly corresponds to conceptualization with
the sub-phases of questioning and hypothesis generation. The act of executing includes
testing a conjecture or following through on a strategy in mathematics, and could
correspond to the act of investigation in the sciences, such as conducting an experiment
or observing data. Similarly, drawing a conclusion in an inquiry-based learning
environment could be considered similar to the phase of checking, which included
verifications used to assess the correctness of one’s mathematical computations.
Two differences between the framework of Pedaste et al. (2015) and Carlson and
Bloom (2005) are the ways in which individuals progress from phase to phase, as well as
the influence of discussion and reflection on the process. Pedaste et al. claimed that
discussion, communication, and reflection could (possibly) influence every stage of
inquiry. This is because individuals may or may not require reflection to progress from
one phase to the next, say from the hypothesis generation to the experimentation subphases. However, since they were mainly concerned with students in inquiry-based
learning classrooms, these discussions could occur when students were uncertain of their
methods. These reflections are not explicit in the Carlson and Bloom (2005) model,
possibly due to mathematical experts who reflect naturally and not as explicitly as
learners.
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Figure 3. The Problem-Solving Cycle (from Carlson & Bloom, 2005, p. 54).
While both frameworks can provide novice teachers with ways to describe an
inquiry-based learning or problem-solving class, they do not provide descriptions on how
to engage in these activities or to facilitate students transitioning from phase to phase.
Part of this dissertation describes these social norms and how they are developed in an
inquiry-based learning classroom in an attempt to complement Pedaste et al.’s (2015)
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general model as well as Carlson and Bloom’s (2005) model to describe the ways in
which an instructor can help students make progress through the phases of inquiry and
problem solving in order to transfer or generalize students’ learning of mathematics.
Socio-Cultural Perspectives
In the following section, I discuss several socio-cultural perspectives, including:
1) Vygotskian social constructivism, 2) Lave and Wenger’s (1991) situated learning, 3)
the emergent perspective, and 4) Lerman’s (2001) cultural, discursive psychology. For
each of these perspectives, I provide their views on learning, units of analysis, relevant
literature performed using each perspective, and how this dissertation study addresses
transfer and cooperative learning using the language of each of these perspectives. I
conclude this section by outlining how this dissertation contributes to each of these areas.
Vygotskian Social Constructivism
In his work, Vygotsky sought to incorporate all aspects of human, social behavior,
including “affect, cognition, communication, and meaning” (Lerman, 2001, p.97).
Vygotskian social constructivism claims that all learning is characterized as
internalization (Vygotsky, 1978). Through the use of culturally mediated speech and
language, an individual’s interactions with another person (within the intermental plane)
become internalized and reconstructed (within the intramental plane). This gives rise to
the notion of Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (ZPD), described as the
metaphorical distance between one’s actual development level within independent
problem-solving, and one’s level of potential development within problem-solving while
in collaboration with a more capable individual. Thus, all higher-level functions are
learned within the zone of proximal development as a result of social interaction.
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These higher-level functions are contrasted with elementary functions, which are
a result of solely one’s own thought. These two types of functions were dubbed scientific
and spontaneous (Vygotsky, 1987), and each develops both within itself, as well as
intertwining with related concepts of the opposing type. Vygotsky used the example of
language to differentiate between these two types of concepts and their intertwined
development. In learning one’s native language, a child learns how to use words and
speak before having an understanding of the structure of the language. Identifying words
with objects is a matter of matching within the child’s own memory, and as such occurs
spontaneously. As the child grows and studies (within a social context) his or her native
language in more depth, the child’s knowledge of the language becomes more structured
and salient. When learning a second language, however, one generally bases vocabulary
and structure of the second language on one’s native language. As such, a second
language would be considered a scientific concept, in this case. However, as one
becomes more proficient in the second language, one becomes less reliant on referencing
one’s native language, thus the second language becomes more automatic and less
structured, characteristic of a spontaneous concept.
In pursuing a unit of analysis, Vygotsky developed the concept of child-in-activity
(Vygotsky, 1978). Such a unit of analysis required the consideration of not simply a
child’s actions and thoughts, but also the activity in which the child was engaged when
performing such actions and thoughts. Other authors have since amended this unit with
socio-cultural considerations (Greeno, 1997; Wertsche & Tulviste, 1992) in that any
analysis of a form of mediation via a tool (such as a task) must consider the cultural
context in which the tool is used. For example, a hammer may be considered a tool of
construction in certain cultural circumstances, but may be primarily considered a weapon
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in others. As such, the unit of child-in-activity-in-context would be more apt to describe
a socio-cultural unit of analysis.
A recent example of research using a Vygotskian social constructivist perspective
was a study by Lee, Hung, Lim, and Shaari (2014) on adaptivity. The authors defined
adaptivity as “the ability to draw from experiences, modify lesson learnt, and apply it to
other situations” (p. 43). In their case study, the authors found that while learners
developed competencies in various subjects with scaffolding from more capable peers
within the ZPD, there existed a higher level Zone of Adaptivity Development, or ZAD, in
which learners would interact with “brokers-of-learning,” or facilitators of cross-context
learning. By interacting with these brokers-of-learning within the ZAD, learners would
then reflect on their learning experiences within various ZPDs in order to discover
connections between learning strategies within each ZPD. The authors found that their
participant, Nathan, could relate experiences in underperforming in mathematics as well
as bowling, and relate strategies in one area to address his weaknesses in the other. Thus,
Nathan was able to achieve self-regulation within the ZAD he could then apply without
the presence of a broker-of-learning.
While this study represents a typical use of Vygotskian social constructivism, it
does not address much of the cooperative learning research. In particular, Cohen (1994)
claimed that students working cooperatively could enhance one another’s learning despite
none being strictly more capable than the others. As such, it would appear necessary to
address the ways in which social interactions can enhance learning between two peers,
where the distinction of being “more capable” is more fluid.
This dissertation study further describes the nature of a child-in-activity-incontext, particularly the ways in which the “context” influences both the individual and
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the individual’s use of mathematical practices. Transfer from this perspective thus is the
ways in which an individual’s activity in one context (a paired learning environment)
influences subsequent activities (individual and paired environments).
Situated Learning
In response to the individualistic nature of constructivist tenets, Lave and Wenger
(1991) formulated the theory of situated learning. They disagreed with the traditional
definitions of learning as internalization, in which a learner internalized concepts that
were somehow previously external. Instead, they focused on a metaphor of participation,
in which learners are actively participating within a community of practice. This
perspective emphasized the interdependency of an individual and their surroundings, in
which sets of relations are socially negotiated and continually reaffirmed by the
community of practice. As such, when learning mathematics, students are engaging in
the reproduction of various symbols and structures, and using them in ways that are
consistent with the greater body of mathematicians.
Lave and Wenger specified the types of practice that could be considered
learning, defining legitimate peripheral participation as practices that are comparable to
those performed in the community of practice (legitimate) and in negotiation between the
student, a newcomer, and the experienced community (peripheral). This process is
considered a duality, in which both newcomers and veterans of a community of practice
would negotiate the structure and use of practices.
This reflexive nature of participation led to a further developed unit of analysis.
As Lerman (2001) characterized, the Vygotskian “person-in-practice” required a unit that
reflected the effects of participation on the individual, a so-called “practice-in-person” (p.
98). Thus, a unit of analysis from a situated learning perspective could be dubbed a
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“person-in-practice-in-person,” exhibiting the duality between a newcomer and an
existing community of practice.
To exemplify the use of the situated perspective in practice, I shall discuss a study
by Wake (2014) on the use of mathematics in the workplace and its relationship with
mathematics education curricula. Wake examined the case of a railroad worker, Alan, in
comparison to several students familiar with the mathematics of gradients and averages.
In his work, Alan’s familiarization with the procedure of determining the speed of a train
depended on factors such as the gradient of the track and the momentum of the train.
However, when students attempted to perform the same calculations in an experimental
setting, they struggled, despite understanding the mathematical processes necessary to
perform the calculations. So even though the students possessed the classroom
knowledge of the mathematical concepts at hand, they were unable to apply those
concepts in a setting outside of their schooling. Wake later found that while the students
had a robust knowledge of procedures and formulas, they did not possess the deep
understanding of the topic necessary to perform Alan’s job. Wake concluded that
mathematics curricula could address this issue by drawing the focus of mathematics
learning in the classroom away from mathematics as an object of study, and instead
develop learners as users of mathematics. He then conjectured several solutions, such as
the use of various artefacts to embody both abstract mathematics and context, placing
emphasis across contexts, making sense of the mathematical productions of others, and
providing a range of activities not focused on technical fluency or process skills.
In this dissertation study, I attempt to expose the social interactions involved in
students attaining such adaptability across contexts. From a cooperative learning
perspective, group interaction forms the basis of a community of practice, with the
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instructor as a proxy for experts and the students legitimately, peripherally participating
in the development of mathematical understanding and group norms. If students are to be
assessed individually, however, we must understand how group participation influences
and allows for individual performance. From a transfer perspective, I attempt to
understand how the movement from paired to individual setting (as well as from
individual to paired setting) affect the ways in which students participate in completing
mathematical tasks. This dissertation provides evidence that paired activity does
influence individual activities, but individual activities have less influence on paired
activity.
The Emergent Perspective
In an attempt to blend psychological and socials accounts of learning, Cobb and
Yackel (1996) developed the emergent perspective, in which didactic phenomena emerge
within the interaction between individual perspectives and broader social norms. Table 3
is a reproduction of interpretive framework under the emergent perspective.
Cobb and Yackel considered the social perspective to be interactionist, in that
communal or collective classroom processes arise from individual human action, and the
psychological perspective was considered similar to Vygotskian social constructivism. In
coordinating these two perspectives, the authors theorized that each row in Table 3 would
represent a reflexive relationship, in which the actual occurrences within a classroom
would then emerge from negotiation between the individuals and the collective.
As the emergent perspective consists of two perspectives becoming blended, it
thus requires two sets of analyses: one from the psychological perspective, the other from
the social perspective. This, therefore, represents two separate units of analysis, later
combined into one in a final analysis on the interaction and emergence between the two
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perspectives. Having two units of analysis affords the emergent perspective several
advantages over traditional socio-cultural perspectives (Cobb & Yackel, 1996). The first
is that individuals are not determined by social and collective activity, merely constrained
and afforded various circumstances under it. Next, negotiation is no longer an
appropriation of social understanding, but rather a mutual adaptation as teachers and
students coordinate their activities. Thus, learners are no longer encultured into
communities of practice, but rather engage in evolving their own set of negotiated
practices, guided via an instructor.
Table 3
Interpretive Framework Under the Emergent Perspective (from Cobb & Yackel, 1996,
p. 6)
Social Perspective
Psychological Perspective
Classroom social norms

Beliefs about own role, others’ roles, and
the general nature of mathematical
activity in school

Socio-mathematical norms

Mathematical beliefs and values

Classroom mathematical practices

Mathematical conceptions

One could then ask the question of whether more work in socio-cultural theory is
necessary, given that the emergent perspective provides a seemingly integrated account
of both social and individual aspects of learning. Lerman (2001) criticized this position,
claiming that attributes such as “class, gender, ethnicity, race, and other dimensions of
identity seem to disappear in an appropriate social environment” (p. 89). As such, merely
outlining the norms of a classroom do not provide an entire account of the socio-cultural
factors possessed by one individual. While the scope of this dissertation study did not
include investigating this account, I believe it is one worthy of further research.
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To provide an example of the use of the emergent perspective in research, I cite a
study performed by Yackel, Rasmussen, and King (2000) investigating social and sociomathematical norms in advanced undergraduate mathematics. In their study, the authors
contrasted two differential equations courses. In the first course, dubbed the project
course, students were typically given open tasks rather than worked examples, working in
small groups followed by whole-class discussion. In the second course, students
generally did not have to explain their reasoning, only being expected to provide a guess
as an answer to a question. The authors found that social norms, such as the requirement
of explanation and making sense of others’ explanations, differed across the two courses,
resulting in different teacher-student interactions. Similarly, socio-mathematical norms,
such as the use of procedural explanations rather than conceptual explanations, differed
across classes. The authors attributed these differences to the first instructor’s explicit
attention to social and socio-mathematical norms developing within the project class.
The conclusions drawn in the above study are entirely from the social perspective.
No explicit attention was given to the psychological side of the emergent perspective.
The study takes little account of prior experience of the students, showing a lack of
historical perspective regarding the students’ social development. These two weaknesses
of the emergent perspective were highlighted by Lerman (2001), saying “the social
context, in the way they see it, cannot account for the forms of behaviour and activity of
the individual, except in the important but superficial layer of classroom social norms
(and socio-mathematical norms)” (p. 89). By superficial, Lerman implied that the social
aspects of class, gender, ethnicity, race, and identity were not visible under the limitations
of the emergent perspective.
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In this dissertation study, I aimed to explore the ways in which classroomdeveloped norms influence small-group norms by observing an undergraduate geometry
classroom before engaging in paired, task-based interviews. I explored the ways in
which classroom developed norms and practices transfer with pairs and individuals in
experimental settings.
Cultural, Discursive Psychology
The last socio-cultural perspective that I shall review is Lerman’s (2001) cultural,
discursive psychology. Lerman focused on the central nature of language, discourse, and
culture, in that all forms of meaning precede us. He claimed that the challenge for any
individualistic psychology was to account for the social nature of life and its effects on
individuals, and the challenge for any socio-cultural theory was to account for individual
creativity. By placing the psychology of individuals within the lens of culture and
existing discourse, Lerman theorized that each person is then “a unique product of a
range of socio-historical cultural communities and practices, of unconscious drives and
desires, as well as propensities by virtue of genetic make-up and socio-cultural location”
(p. 94). As such, research via cultural, discursive psychology must include the
individual, social constructivist theory of Vygotsky, as well as discursive practices, such
as “positioning and voice, the social relationships of the classroom, the mathematical
artefacts, and development as a process of thinking/speaking mathematics” (Lerman,
2001, p. 101).
The units of analysis for a cultural, discursive psychology are thus each of the
constructs listed. 1) One must study internalization within the ZPD, via the use of
language by teachers, peers, and texts within social activity. 2) Positioning and voice
must be determined by behaviors within the classroom, understanding that mathematical
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activity produces those positions and voices. 3) Social relationships, such as those
between students, student and teacher, as well as student and interviewer, must be
considered when inferences are drawn from varying contexts. 4) The mathematical
artefacts involved in the classroom and research must be explored and their history and
use documented. Lastly, 5) knowledge development must be considered in the context of
thinking/speaking the mathematics involved, in that teachers initiate students into various
practices. These units must then be viewed as student-in-mathematics-classroom-instudent holistically, in which students have agency within a cultural context. Almost no
research to my knowledge has been performed using this perspective, implying a need for
exploring the ways in which cultural, discursive psychology can be used to understand
learning and transfer in mathematics.
Summary
In the research on transfer, numerous authors (Chi & VanLehn, 2012; Day &
Goldstone, 2012; Engle et al., 2012; Goldstone & Day, 2012; Lobato, 2012) have
discussed the importance of including aspects broader than individual cognition on the
issue of transfer. Indeed, much of the recent research on transfer has either 1) used a
traditional view on transfer to understand group interaction (e.g., Olivera & Straus,
2004), 2) focused on individuals in problem-solving situations using alternative
perspectives on transfer (e.g., Lobato, 2006; Wagner, 2006) or 3) observed the
development and adherence to social norms in large group settings (e.g., Lobato, 2012) as
a means of social transfer of learning.
In the literature on cooperative learning, while many studies (Johnson & Johnson,
2002; Lou et al., 1996; Pai et al., 2012) have studied the conditions under which
cooperative group learning can occur, few have attempted to analyze the mechanisms by
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which these conditions allow for group learning. In this study, I explored not only the
ways in which students construct relations of similarity between tasks in small groups,
but also the mechanisms (cognitive and social) by which this progress occurs. This is
done by analyzing students’ ways of interacting with one another and the purpose of each
interaction.
Lastly, the research on socio-cultural perspectives of learning have begun to
incorporate social factors (discourse, norms, traits, group interaction) into research on
learning in mathematics. However, due to conflicting (and at times non-existent)
definitions of transfer (Sfard, 1998), the notion of generalizing has been relegated to a
social process of adherence to social and socio-mathematical norms. I propose to
reintroduce aspects of individual cognition as mutually influential to group norms,
through the actions and discourse of the individuals involved.
In summary, each body of literature has yet to combine 1) the exploration of the
influence of social factors on individual transfer, 2) with small groups working
collaboratively, 3) while understanding the influence of shared norms on mathematical
practice. This study aims to explore each of these in order to understand the ways in
which students adapt to mathematical tasks in social settings. Using the results of this
exploration, I propose a new model of students’ social adaptation to mathematical tasks
described in Chapter V.
The next chapter discusses the methods of the study, including the participants,
setting, data collection procedures, and data analysis procedures.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
In this chapter, I provide the methods of this dissertation study by describing the
theoretical perspective that frames the structure of the study, participants, setting, data
collection procedures during observations and interviews, and data analysis methods.
The main purpose of the study was to explore transfer of learning of mathematics
from social lenses, which is commonly discussed in existing studies as problematic. In
this exploration, to gain an understanding of the nature of transfer from more social
perspectives, I examined learners’ activity in paired and individual experimental settings.
The research questions were:
Q1

How are observed socio-cultural aspects of the classroom
reproduced or not reproduced in a small group setting while
performing a novel task?

Q1a

What are the social norms that emerged in the classroom?

Q1b

What are the ways in which students source authority in the
classroom and how does this authority influence the small-groups
and individuals?

Q1c

In what ways does the discourse of the classroom influence the
discourse of the small groups?

Q2

In what ways do the mathematical practices performed on novel
tasks in a small group setting influence the mathematical practices
of each individual in an individual setting while working on a
related task?

Q2a

In what ways do the mathematical practices of others influence the
mathematical practices of the individual in subsequent tasks?
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Q2b

In what ways do the social norms, power roles, social positions,
and discourse of the classroom influence the mathematical
practices performed by an individual in an individual setting?

Q2c

What are the similarities and differences between the mathematical
practices of each individual within the small group setting versus
the individual setting?

Q3

In what ways does the performance of novel tasks as individuals
influence the performance of a related task in a small group
setting?

Q3a

In what ways do the social norms, power roles and social positions,
and discourse of the classroom mediate these influences?

Q3b

In what ways does the performance of a novel task in a prior group
setting afford or constrain the manifestation of practices developed
in an individual setting in a later group setting?

Q3c

In what ways does one individual’s source of authority (and
correspondingly, lack of authority of another individual) influence
the actions of a small group when performing a novel task?

To address these research questions, I conducted a qualitative research study.
Patton (2002) wrote,
Qualitative inquiry is highly appropriate for studying process because (1)
depicting process required detailed descriptions of how people engage
with each other, (2) the experience of process typically varies for different
people so their experiences need to be captured in their own words, (3)
process is fluid and dynamic so it can’t be fairly summarized on a single
rating scale at one point in time, and (4) participants’ perceptions are a key
process consideration. (p. 159)
As the purpose of the study is to describe, in detail, the processes involved in transfer
across social settings, I chose to perform qualitative research. Patton also stated, “In new
fields of study where little work has been done, few definitive hypotheses exist and little
is known about the nature of the phenomenon, qualitative inquiry is a reasonable
beginning point for research” (p.193). The study was also exploratory, given the dearth
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of studies focused on the nature of transfer across social settings, again indicating the
validity of choosing qualitative research as my design.
In the following sections, I outline the theoretical framework of the study, the
participants and setting, the data collection methods, and the data analysis methods.
Theoretical Framework of the Study
The theoretical perspective of the study was interpretivism (Crotty, 1998). This
perspective implies that each interpretation of observed phenomena was made with
respect to the culture and history of the social life-world from which they are derived. In
this study, the social life-world was interpreted as including the classroom, the interview
settings, as well as the university and mathematics community at large. This perspective
is appropriate for the study because the study is concerned with the nature of performing
mathematical tasks within varying social settings. When performing mathematical tasks,
one must explain one’s solution, a process that is formally done by constructing a
mathematical proof. Within the mathematics community, Harel and Sowder (2007)
claimed that the practice of mathematical proof was not only an act of convincing
oneself, but also that “one should be able to convince others through explanation and
justification of his or her conclusion” (p. 6). Constructing proof is thus a dual act of
ascertaining truth and persuading others. This persuasion can be extended to any
mathematical argument or explanation, not limited to formal, mathematical proof. Thus,
mathematical arguments and explanations were observed with the understanding that they
(the explanations and arguments) had a dual purpose with respect to the settings they
were observed in and also within the mathematical community at large.
In the pilot study (Appendix A), instances of mathematical argumentation and
explanation were observed as acts of authoritative negotiation, whereby one participant’s
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authority influenced another participant’s reasoning. For example, when working on
Task 3 in Interview 3 (see Appendix A for pilot study interview tasks and protocols), one
participant (Robin) initially believed that each edge of their graph represents a “possible
path” for a curve on a figure, but was later convinced by her partner (Lily) that the edges
represented the actual path rather than possible paths. The reason for Robin being
convinced by Lily was unknown at the time. Several possibilities included Lily being a
4th year undergraduate while Robin was only in her 2nd year, as well as Lily being in
control of the LiveScribe© pen that was used to capture the written and audio data
simultaneously during the interviews, but this result indicated that this kind of negotiation
behavior required further exploration.
To further explore this particular phenomenon of one participant influencing
another participant’s reasoning, I chose to amend Weber’s (1947) definition of authority,
that being the probability that a command given in a specific setting is obeyed by a
specific group of people. I chose to define authority as the probability that an argument
(instead of a command in Weber’s definition) given in a specific setting is agreed upon as
valid by a specific group of people. This modification of Weber’s definition of authority
helped me to construe the process of developing mathematical proof within a social
setting as an individual sourcing an argument in authority. Weber defined three
categories of authority: 1) legislative, 2) traditional, and 3) charismatic. Legislative
authority was derived from a legal system and established by laws, traditional authority
was derived from cultural sanctity and established by moral values, and charismatic
authority was derived from exceptional talent and established by cultural values. From
Weber’s perspective, norms provide legitimacy for the categories of authority while
simultaneously being generated by those sources of authority. As such, I chose Weber’s
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perspective to not only provide descriptions of sources of authority but also to describe
the ways in which those sources of authority relate to norms developed in the classroom.
In a mathematics classroom, examples of sources of legislative authority include
official textbooks and note packets distributed by the instructor, as well as curricula that
are imposed on instructors. Sources of traditional authority include normed positions and
roles such as the instructor, a teaching assistant, or even the “smart one” in a class.
Charismatic authority, being established by cultural values, necessitates an understanding
of what is valued within the classroom setting. While charismatic authority can vary
from classroom to classroom, the geometry class from the pilot study valued certain
aspects of arguments, such as clarity, certainty, and conciseness, as seen in the norm of
negotiation. For example, an individual could source an argument in charismatic
authority by citing its logical certainty, in that it was true for an exhaustive list of all
situations. An individual could similarly identify a lack of a source of authority by
uncertainty. These categories do not encompass all sources of authority in a given
setting, and thus data were open coded to determine any alternative sources of authority
that emerged in this study.
These definitions of authority and, in particular, categorizations of them are
consistent with interpretivism because they could be produced and reproduced within a
particular social setting. In other words, an argument viewed as convincing in one setting
may not be viewed as convincing in another. As such, any conclusion drawn from
analysis on authority in each setting must be interpreted through the culture of that
particular setting, but also re-examined according to other related cultures such as the
culture of the classroom, interview setting, and larger mathematical community in which
they took place.
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The underlying epistemology for the study was constructionism, the central claim
being that students individually construct their own experiences in the world (Crotty,
1998). Crotty highlighted that “…social constructionism emphasizes the hold our culture
has on us: it shapes the way in which we see things (even in the way in which we feel
things!) and gives us a quite definite view of the world” (p. 58). The use of
constructionism as an epistemology is consistent with the theoretical perspective of
interpretivism because individual constructions must be interpreted by the cultural
context in which they were developed. Additionally, from socio-cultural perspectives,
these constructions occur as a result of students’ appropriation of sign usage within social
settings (Ernest, 2010). Ernest described a model of sign appropriation and use
consistent with Vygotskian social constructivism, separated along social location and
ownership (see Figure 4). From Ernest’s model, appropriation is a cycle in which an
individual produces a sign, is responded to and conventionalized within a social setting,
reacts to that response and appropriates any new use of the sign, transforms and develops
personal meaning for that sign, and then reproduces the sign. From this epistemology,
transfer can be viewed as the process by which one comes to understand the validity of a
previously appropriated sign or utterance in a novel setting. From this lens, transfer can
be described as adapting one’s ways of acting to a new social setting, a form of social
adaptation.
Adaptation can be defined as the change or process of change by which an
individual becomes better suited to his or her social setting (Stevenson & Waite, 2011).
The definition of “better suited” is purposefully indeterminate to allow for flexibility of
use. In this study, becoming better suited included an individual’s becoming more
attuned to the validity of various sources of authority. Thus, a student could adapt within
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the geometry class by becoming more attuned to his or her own normed authority in
deciding the validity of an argument. In the pilot study, this manifested as the
expectation that students would explain and justify each argument, and that they as a
class could negotiate with one another to construct a definition.
Social Location
Public

Ownership
Private

Individual
Individual’s
public utilization
of sign to
express personal
meanings

Conventionalisation

Publication"
Individual’s
development of
personal
meanings for
sign and its use

$

!

Transformation

Collective
Conventionalized
and socially
negotiated sign use
(via critical
response &
acceptance)
#Appropriation
Individual’s own
unreflective
response to and
imitative use of
new sign utterance

Figure 4. Ernest’s (2010, p. 44) model of sign appropriation and use
Many alternative definitions of better suited could be used in another study.
While this study focused on attunement to the validity of sources of authority, some
alternative examples of becoming better suited from the pilot study included avoiding
conflict and expressing agreement. Any alternative formulations of becoming better
suited was grounded in data of the study.
The methodology for the study was discourse analysis. While discourse has a
multitude of meanings in mathematics education research (Ryve, 2011), I chose to use a
most basic meaning, with discourse being any connected amount of communicational
utterances with semiotic value. This included verbal communication, meaningful
gestures, illustrations, and distinguishable body language. The unit of analysis of the
dissertation study was therefore an utterance, or any continuous series of
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communicational acts produced by a single individual. Each utterance is intended to
communicate some meaning or idea (to another person or oneself), and so I considered
utterances to be the basis of social interactions that would reflect each individual’s
thoughts and actions.
The pilot study showed the usefulness of a general definition of utterance for the
dissertation study. Nemirovsky and Ferrara (2009) defined utterance as encompassing
“all types of body activity that play a part in a given conversational turn or transaction”
(p. 162), which incorporates the use of gestures, facial expressions, and body language.
These utterances occur collectively, often possessing both overt (such as speech and large
bodily motions) and covert aspects (such as body language and facial expressions). This
definition of utterance was appropriate for the study since it is concerned with possibly
non-cognitive forms of communication. While speech is still a mode of utterance that
can be analyzed in a manner similar to the pilot study, other modes of utterance, such as
pointing, drawing, and body direction were considered in the study.
The use of discourse analysis is consistent with the epistemology of
constructionism and the perspective of interpretivism due to its broad unit of analysis,
that being the discourse of a particular social setting. Discourse, or the ways of
communicating among participants, must be interpreted through the lens of the social
setting in which they were developed. For example, in a mathematics classroom, a
“group” is a mathematical term describing a particular algebraic structure, while viewed
within a different classroom mathematics course, could represent a collection of objects.
Thus, when members of a classroom utter the word “group,” they may imply entirely
different meanings depending on the context in which that word was developed. These
meanings are socially constructed, implying that the discourse as a whole is socially
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constructed, with each individual deriving his or her own personal meaning for each facet
of a particular discourse. As such, discourse analysis is well suited for use alongside
interpretivism and constructionism.
Participants and Setting
The participants for the study were undergraduates in an advanced geometry
class, which I shall call Geometry I, during the Fall semester of 2015. The class included
a mixture of mathematics majors with an emphasis in secondary education and
elementary education majors with an emphasis in mathematics. Their years of
undergraduate experiences were ranging from two to four years.
To solicit participants for the study, I introduced myself the first day of classes
with the instructing professor present. I explained the purpose of my study (see
Classroom Introduction Script, Appendix B), handed out the Informed Consent for
Participation in Research form (Appendix B), and answered any questions from the
students and professor regarding the study. The Informed Consent form requested
permission separately to 1) observe their class and take notes, 2) audio record their class,
3) video record their class, and 4) solicit them for interviews. This request was made
while the instructor was not present and the instructor was not informed regarding which
students did or did not participate in any parts of the study. At the start of the 8th week of
classes, I emailed each student who consented to be contacted for solicitation for
interviews using the Contact Email for Interview Participants (Appendix B).
There were eleven students in Geometry I with all except one being Caucasian
and only three being male. All eleven consented to observations while six consented to
participate in interviews. The six were placed into pairs based on the number of times
they had worked together during class, thus having a more established familiarity and
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working relationship. The six were assigned the following pseudonyms: Abe, Beccah,
Clay, Derek, Emalyn, and Faith.
Pairs were chosen based on the number of projects the pair had worked on
together in Geometry I before the interviews began. Those with a greater number of
projects were grouped first. Table 4 is a summary of the pairs and the number of projects
they worked on together. Since Beccah and Abe worked on three projects together, they
were put into the first pair. No other pair of participants worked more than one time
together. Since Derek worked with neither Emalyn nor Faith prior to the interviews,
Derek was paired with Clay. This left Emalyn paired with Faith. Since each pair had
worked on at least one project together, all pairs were familiar with one another before
interviews began.
Table 4
Number of Projects During which Participants were Working in the Same Group
Beccah
Abe
Clay
Derek
Emalyn
Faith
Beccah
Abe
Clay

X

3

1

1

0

1

X

2

1

1

0

X

1

1

0

X

0

0

X

1

Derek
Emalyn
Faith

X

Note. Bolded indicates the chosen pairs.
The first pair, Abe and Beccah, worked together on three out of the five in-class
projects that occurred before the first interview. Abe is a Caucasian male, and was a
second year student, majoring in Mathematics with an emphasis Secondary Education.
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Beccah is a Caucasian female, and was a fourth year student, majoring in Elementary
Education with an emphasis in Mathematics. Geometry I was a required course for both
of them. Both had previously taken a prior course that had covered a task similar to the
interview task, a course I shall call Discrete Mathematics. Beccah took Discrete
Mathematics a year prior and while Abe did so one semester prior with a different
instructor.
At the end of Interview 2, I asked several demographic and opinion questions to
each individual. In answers to some of these questions, both Abe and Beccah separately
claimed to have not enjoyed geometry prior to taking Geometry I, but changed their
views over the course of the semester. Beccah found that she liked understanding “why
things are the way they are,” and “how we were able to develop them.” Abe found that
he disliked explaining abstract concepts, saying, “Why do I need to know what a straight
line is on a sphere.” However, he found it “interesting to talk to people in a group, really
see other people’s opinions.”
The second pair, Clay and Derek, worked together on only one out of the five
projects that occurred before the first interview. Clay is a Caucasian male, and was in his
second year at the university, having spent two prior years at another four-year
university. He was majoring in Mathematics with and emphasis in Secondary Education.
Derek is also a Caucasian male, and was a second year student, majoring in Mathematics
with an emphasis in Secondary Education. Derek noted that he was transferring to
another university in another state and changing his major to Middle School Education
with an emphasis in Mathematics and an emphasis in Social Studies. Both had
previously taken Discrete Mathematics, Clay one year prior in the same class as Beccah
and Derek one semester prior in the same class as Abe. Both claimed that they struggled
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with the writing involved in Geometry I. At the end of Interview 2, Clay said he
struggled at first, but came to enjoy “discovering it for myself,” claiming that “it makes it
a lot more fulfilling.” Derek, meanwhile, claimed he had never really thought about
mathematics in the way he had done in Geometry I, as opposed to going through
equations, claiming it was “totally different from that.”
The third pair, Emalyn and Faith, worked together on only one out of the five
projects that occurred before the first interview. Faith is a Caucasian female, and was in
her second semester at the university, having spent three semesters at a community
college, making her the equivalent of a third year student at the university. She was
majoring in Mathematics with an emphasis in Secondary Education. Emalyn is a
Caucasian female, and was in her second year at the university, having spent one prior
year at a community college. She was majoring in Elementary Education with an
emphasis in Mathematics. Both Faith and Emalyn had taken Discrete Mathematics
together the semester prior (the same semester as Abe and Derek) and had worked
together during that course. At the end of Interview 2, Emalyn said that she “really
liked” Geometry I. While she became frustrated occasionally, she liked “having to figure
it out.” She valued the inquiry process during the course and said “If you have to go
through it and find your solution and your explanation, you have ownership over that. ‘I
figured it out; it’s my answer. It’s not your answer; it’s my answer. I learned it.’” In
contrast, Faith “hated” Geometry I, saying she did not like geometry in high school and
that it was too abstract. She also did not like the writing required for the course. She
claimed she liked her other mathematics courses because she enjoyed finding numerical
patterns.
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The setting for the study was an advanced geometry course (Geometry I) during
the Fall semester of 2015 at a 4-year, Rocky Mountain Regional university that offered a
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics, as well as a Doctor of Philosophy in Educational
Mathematics. Pre-service teacher training was a large part of the university, allowing for
a large number of mathematics majors with an emphasis in secondary education. Both
mathematicians and mathematics educators teach advanced mathematics courses at the
university. The course met twice a week for 75 minutes for 15 weeks.
Geometry I was offered every semester, at times with multiple sections. A
tenured professor of mathematics, henceforth called Dr. Jackson, who had taught the
course over 25 times, was the instructor of the course I observed. The course explored
Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry, with an emphasis on developing problem
solving, communication, and logical reasoning skills. Under Dr. Jackson, the course was
inquiry-based, in which students were expected to conjecture, develop, test, and evaluate
all definitions and consequences of such definitions in their groups and in their written
assignments. For example, when asked to answer the question of what it means for a line
to be “straight” on a sphere, students discussed in small groups what it meant for a line to
be “straight” on a plane and then were expected to explore how those ideas could be
extended to the sphere. Students were then expected to write a report, give their
definition of a line, and include examples and defenses of their definition’s validity and
verifiability. Students were then given feedback by Dr. Jackson and allowed to revise
their reports. This process was repeated until they had a report deemed complete by Dr.
Jackson or until a certain deadline passed, usually two weeks after the report was initially
due (see Appendix C for the course syllabus). As such, the correctness of an answer was
generally open and had to be argued mathematically in each report. Students wrote
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reports as both individuals and as groups, with some reports that could only be revised
once. Throughout the semester, students used manipulatives and other instruments to
gather data and make conjectures regarding mathematical fact. These included tools such
as transparent spheres, long viewing tubes, computer programs such as GeoGebra©, and
others.
Students worked in groups ranging in sizes from two to four students. Dr.
Jackson assigned students to groups at the outset of each project, with each project
requiring several course days, usually amounting to one to two sessions. During the
semester I observed, the students completed nine projects, including the final project.
These projects were 1) Viewing Tubes, 2) Straightness on the Sphere, 3) Computer Lab I:
Symmetries of Triangles and Quadrilaterals, 4) Euclid’s Postulates on the Sphere, 5)
Neutral Geometry Worksheets, 6) Side Angle Side on the Sphere, 7) Euclid’s Postulates
on the 450º Cone, 8) The Area of a Triangle on a Sphere, and 9) Final Project: Geometry
on the Cone. (For more information on the course materials, see Miller, 2010.)
Dr. Jackson formed groups with the intention that every student works with
another student in at least one group over the semester. At the time of interviews, every
student had worked with every other student during at least one unit. Thus, all
participants in the interviews had previously worked together in a small group and were
familiar with one another.
Researcher’s Role and Perspective
During the semester, I served as both an observer and as a teaching assistant in the
classroom. When introduced at the beginning of the semester, I made clear that my
primary role was to observe the students’ interactions with one another, as well as
perform interviews in the middle of the semester. However, I also explained that I was
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willing to assist students with the material in the course. Dr. Jackson reinforced this role
by stating in class that the students were free to ask me any of the same questions that
they would ask him during class, as well as outside of class. I held weekly office hours
and was available by appointment to assist the students. In this way, I served the students
in much the same way as previous teaching assistants who had worked with Dr. Jackson
to teach Geometry I. I, however, did not grade any student work, nor did I have access to
the students’ assignments (unless they were explicitly shown to me by a student).
I chose to participate in class and interact with the students in order to gain a
rapport and familiarity that would transfer into the interview setting. By interacting with
the students as a teaching assistant, it was my goal for the students to be comfortable with
sharing their thoughts and ideas with me in an interview setting. As such, the students
would be more willing to share controversial thoughts and potentially incorrect
responses.
While there are advantages to gaining familiarity with the students, the
disadvantages could have included the students coming to view me as an authority figure,
and thus not respond as willingly. I attempted to minimize this limitation by making
clear during interviews that my primary concern was not assessing their knowledge, but
rather observing the way they investigated the problems. I also undermined my own
authority during class by emphasizing the fact that I did not have any control over their
grades and was there only to observe and assist them.
One difficulty of being both a teaching assistant and a research observer was the
inability to perform both duties simultaneously. To mitigate this limitation, I wrote times
at which I was discussing with students at a particular table, summarized the discussion
quickly after it had ended, then replayed the audio recordings after class to collect any
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observation notes regarding the discussion. By engaging with the students, however, I
was able to question some student’s reasoning more in-depth by asking follow-up
questions, such as “What made you think that?” or “So, how would you use what you just
said to help complete the task?” As such, being both a teaching assistant and research
observer had advantages as well as disadvantages.
Data Collection Procedures
In this section, I describe the data I collected from observing the Geometry I
classroom and conducting interviews. During class, I collected my own written
classroom observation notes, audio recordings of each small group within the classroom,
and video recordings of the classroom. By observing the classroom, I intended to
determine the social norms and discourse of the classroom and provide evidence to
respond to research questions Q1 (and all subquestions), Q2b, and Q3a. Observation
notes were used to document the discourse of the classroom (more detail on observation
notes can be found in the next section). Audio-recordings were used to determine exact
verbiage used by small groups, and both audio and video recordings were used to
determine the context of any written observations.
During interviews, I audio-recorded, video-recorded, and used a LiveScribe© pen
to record the interview. Audio recordings were used for transcriptions, video recordings
were used to provide context and document any meaningful gestures and facial
expressions during the interviews, and the LiveScribe© pen was used to sync the
participants’ writings with their speech. These data forms were used to determine the
mathematical practices performed during the interviews, as well as document the
discourse of the interviews. These forms of data are consistent with discourse analysis in
that audio and video recordings of the classroom and interviews can be used to document
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the changes in use of language, signs, and symbols across each context. From an
adaptive perspective, these changes in use of language, signs, and symbols across
contexts could be considered individuals adapting to their social setting.
Observation Data of the Study
Data were collected in the classroom as well as in interview settings. For the
study, the classroom observations occurred during every class meeting for 15 weeks,
twice a week for 75 minutes of a class period. Data sources included written observation
notes, video recordings, and audio-recordings. In addition to these data sources, the
course syllabus was collected and copied. All students consented to written observations,
video recordings, and audio-recordings of the classroom. The written observation notes
were taken on each discussion (which occurred among the whole class or just within one
small group) and included 1) the speaker, 2) the group being addressed, 3) the task
involved, 4) a summary of the discussion, 5) any direct quotes that exemplify the
discussion, 6) a description of any propositions made during the discussion, and 7) any
perceived sources of authority (see section Data Analysis Methods, subsection Classroom
Observation Data Analysis Procedure for more detail on how these observations were
used in analysis).
The purpose of the written notes was to describe the norms of the classroom by
identifying propositions uttered by the students as well as identifying the sources of
authority for those propositions. Propositions were defined as any utterance that
proposed an idea. This definition was chosen to be purposefully vague to allow for many
types of propositions to emerge, such as suggesting a course of action, making a
hypothesis, or formulating an opinion. Propositions were open coded to allow for new
types of propositions to emerge from the data. More information is provided in the
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section Data Analysis Methods, subsection Classroom Observation Data Analysis
Procedures.
From the pilot study, I concluded that the sourcing of authority was a driving
mechanism behind the consideration and non-consideration of certain ideas during the
interview settings. Thus, I attempted to identify any perceived sources of authority
whenever a proposition was made, using the aforementioned definition of authority
adapted from Weber (1947). A source of authority was defined in this study to be any
reason why an individual would agree upon the validity of an argument. This was to
allow for many types of sources of authority, such as social stature, personal preference,
or perceived logic. For more information on observing and coding sources of authority,
see the section Data Analysis Methods, subsection Classroom Observation Data Analysis
Procedures.
Video recordings were collected via a camcorder placed on a tripod at the back of
the classroom during all class meetings. When having whole class discussions, the
camera was zoomed-in on relevant writings and drawings on the board, as well as
individual speakers. Due to having only a single camera, it was difficult to capture
students’ gestures as they worked in the small groups. It was my intention to have ceiling
cameras focused on each small group working within the classroom at all times, but the
technology was not working at the time of data collection.
Audio recordings were collected during all class meetings. Each table within the
classroom had an audio recorder to record small group conversations. Audio recordings
were primarily used as a tool for validating exact quotes, as well as occasional instances
in which written observational notes described a situation that required further
clarification.
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Interview Data of the Study
For the interviews, six students were interviewed in three pairs. All interviews
were 45-90 minutes in length. Interviews were audio, video, and LiveScribe© recorded.
The video recording was to record all utterances, including but not limited to speech,
gestures, and body language. A LiveScribe© pen was used to document any illustrations
in sync with audio. Participants were given a single LiveScribe© pen and LiveScribe©
notebook at the beginning of the interview and told to write as much as they needed to
communicate with one another, but to write in the LiveScribe© notebook. A potential
limitation was the existence of only one LiveScribe© pen and notebook, thus forcing the
participants to pass each item between one another to allow both members to write, and
participants could not write simultaneously. Thus, all such occasions where the
LiveScribe© pen changed hands between participants were documented.
Each participant engaged in four interviews as shown in Table 5. Each interview
was considered a stage of data collection. The four interview stages occurred in the four
weeks after the 8th week of classes during the semester. Each participant was offered $20
for his or her participation in all of the four stages (see Appendix B for more details).
Each stage took place within one week of the previous stage.
The interview tasks. The tasks for the interviews were all related to the Seven
Bridges of Königsberg problem. For the full interview protocols, see Appendix D.
These tasks were chosen because they would be accessible to all students, but would not
be directly related to the course, Geometry I. If the task was closely aligned with the
material of Geometry I, it could be the similarities in the mathematical concepts that
allowed for the reproduction of the social norms of the classroom during the interviews. I
wish to explore, however, if it is the students enacting those norms regardless of the
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nature of the task. As such, I chose a task that the students would find accessible but was
not related specifically to the content of Geometry I course.
Table 5
Stages of the Study
Setting

Purpose

Interview 1

Paired

To investigate reproduction or nonreproduction of above social aspects while
performing a novel task as a small group.

Interview 2

Individual

To investigate influence of small group
setting on individual cognition.

Interview 3

Paired

To investigate the influence (or noninfluence) of individual cognition on
discourse of the small group setting.

Interview 4

Stimulated Recall
Individual Interview

To gain insight into the internal thoughts of
participants during Interview 3.

The Interview 1 Task was the traditional Seven Bridges of Königsberg problem,
with the illustration in Figure 5. I will refer to this illustration as the “map”. The prompt
for the Interview 1 task included the map and stated that it was their goal to find a
continuous path that crossed every bridge once and only once, or explain why such a path
does not exist. They were instructed to communicate with one another, and that I would
only provide clarification. I, however, did provide some guidance in order to allow the
participants to engage further with the problem if they were unable to progress in solving
the problem.
A similar task was previously used in a pilot study (see Appendix A). It was
found during the pilot study that many students had previously seen the problem during a
prior course, Discrete Mathematics. Due to this knowledge, the task prompt was changed
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such that the city name was changed to Kingsmount and each connection between each
section of the city was changed to be a tunnel rather than a bridge.

Figure 5. Illustration of Seven Bridges of Königsberg by Giuşcă (2005)
The Interview 1 task was also chosen due to the possibility of it being accessible
to students of all levels. While it did not require any technical knowledge of graph theory
for problem-solvers to start engaging with the problem, I did assist the participants in
developing the notion of an abstract graph with vertices and edges if they were unable to
make meaningful progress with the task after 45 minutes of time. Using graph theory,
the problem can be transferred into a graph with four vertices, one corresponding to each
land mass, with each edge of the graph being a bridge (as seen in Figure 6). Thus, the
problem then becomes finding a path that crosses each edge once and only once, a
process that I refer to as traversing the graph or finding a solution path in Chapter IV.
In graph theory, the degree of a vertex is the number of edges connected to that
vertex. To correctly solve the task, one must show that an Euler path for the graph (or a
path that traverses the graph that starts at one vertex and ends at another vertex) exists if
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and only if the graph has exactly two vertices of odd degree. A related concept, an Euler
circuit (or a path that traverses the graph and starts and ends at the same vertex) exists if
and only if every vertex of the graph is of even degree. For the Seven Bridges of
Königsberg, the degrees of the vertices are three, three, three, and five. Thus, there are
four vertices of odd degree, so there is no possible solution path.

Figure 6. Seven Bridges of Königsberg with graph overlaid.
Mathematical proofs of these results are beyond the expectations of the students
in the study, but reasonable arguments were made during the pilot study using two
processes that I identified as path-tracing and in-out strategy. Path-tracing was defined
as any attempt to find a solution path by explicit example. This could be achieved by
simply indicating with a finger or pen, drawing a graph and tracing along the edges, or
tracing on a copy of the map. Path-tracing was commonly used as a means of exploring a
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problem or verifying a solution. An in-out strategy was the act of counting the number of
times one could leave and re-enter a vertex (in effect, identifying the parity of its degree)
to determine whether or not a path must eventually end within or outside of that vertex.
For example, if a vertex has degree three and one begins a path at that vertex, one can
leave, enter, and leave once again, ending outside the vertex. In contrast, if one begins a
path outside of a vertex of degree three, one can enter, leave, and enter again, ending
within that vertex. The opposite of each statement is the case for even degree vertices.
Thus, in-out strategies were typically used to determine whether certain solution paths
were possible.
The purpose of the Interview 1 was to observe the norms that were negotiated by
participants and determine the ways in which classroom norms were reproduced or not
reproduced in the experimental, small group settings for each pair. Such engagements of
participants with the task were viewed through the construct of adaptation by careful
examination of participants’ attuning themselves to what was considered a valid source of
authority in that setting, drawing on their previously constructed experiences
Interview 2 consisted of the Interview 2 Task and some demographic and opinion
questions at the end (see Appendix D for protocols). The Interview 2 Task had three
parts, with the goal that each participant would build upon their understanding developed
in pairwise setting in Interview 1. At the outset of Interview 2, the participants were
given the same map as Interview 1 but the four locations were called the Red District,
Blue District, Gold District, and the Gray District (marked with a red square near the
bottom-center of the diagram, a blue square near the top-center of the diagram, a yellow
circle in the center of the diagram, and a gray circle near the right of the diagram,
respectively, as shown in Figure 7).
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Part 1 of this Interview 2 task was for the participant to build a tunnel such that a
path could start at the Blue District, cross each tunnel once and only once, and end at the
Gold District, while making it impossible to do so starting at the Red District. This was
possible if a tunnel was built between the Red and Gray Districts, making those two
districts have even degree while the other two had odd degree, allowing for an Euler path.
One potential deduction one could draw from this part was that the degree of the starting
and ending vertices of a solution path must be odd if one is to start in one vertex and end
in a different one.

Figure 7. Seven Bridges of Königsberg with locations of Red District (southern square),
Blue District (northern square), Gold District (central circle), and Grey District (eastern
circle).
Part 2 was to build a second tunnel in addition to the one constructed in Part 1so
that one could start at the Red District, cross each tunnel once and only once, and end at
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the Gold District, while making it impossible to do so starting at the Blue District. This
was possible if a tunnel was built between the Red and Blue Districts, changing the parity
of the Red District to odd and the Blue District to even. A potential deduction was that
the degree of the other vertices had to be even for a solution path to be possible.
Part 3 was to build a third tunnel in addition to the previous two tunnels built in
Parts 1 and 2 that allowed one to start at either the Red or Blue District, cross each tunnel
once and only once, and return to the District at which one had started. This was possible
if a tunnel was constructed between the Red and Gold Districts, changing the parity of all
the vertices to even degree. One potential deduction one could draw from this part was
that all vertices had to be even degree for a path to start and end in the same vertex.
These extensions were intended to allow the participants to individually build upon their
experiences from the previous interview, possibly differentiating between cases of
starting and ending in different vertices versus the same vertex.
The purpose of Interview 2 was to determine the ways in which participants
transfer their experiences from Interview 1 into an individual setting. By providing an
extension of the Interview 1 task, I hoped that the participants would gain further
experience with the type of task and develop individual experiences that could potentially
differ among pairs. These individual experiences were then brought with the individuals
into the second paired interview, Interview 3.
During Interview 2 in the pilot study, one participant developed significantly
different discourse than had been previously used in Interview 1. This led to that
participant and their partner having difficulty communicating during Interview 3. As
such, interview protocols were adjusted to ask participants to explain the introduction of
any new terminology, diagrams, or verbiage that was not apparent during Interview 1.
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For Interview 3 (see Appendix D for protocols), the same pairs as in Interview 1
were asked to complete the Interview 3 Task, a task related to the Interview 1 and
Interview 2 tasks. Given a figure (as seen in Figure 8), the participants were asked to
draw a continuous curve that crossed each edge of the figure once and only once. From
the researcher’s (my) perspective, this problem was similar to the first interview and
second interview tasks in that it could be solved using a graph.

Figure 8. Figure from the Interview 3 Task.
In this case, the graph has six vertices corresponding to the five small boxes and
the outer area. As can be seen in Figure 9, if each edge between two small boxes is
considered an edge in the graph, this forms a graph with vertices of degree 9, 5, 5, 5, 4,
and 4. Since there are more than two vertices of odd degree, it is not possible to have an
Euler path or an Euler circuit, so it is not possible to draw a continuous curve that crosses
each edge once and only once.

Figure 9. Figure of third task box with associated graph.
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While I view these tasks as similar, I did not want to give the students any
indication that they should use graphs in solving the problem. In order for the
participants not to rely on my authority to make this connection for them, I left the
interview room for the minimum of five minutes or the amount of time it took them to be
satisfied with solving the task (the participants were allowed to leave the room and/or
notify me if they finished). I did not want to give any indication regarding whether they
should use their reasoning from the previous, so leaving the room for the first portion of
the interview allowed for the participants to make those connections without any
unintended influence from me. The video recording, audio recording, and LiveScribe©
recording were all in use during this time to collect data while I was not present. When I
returned, I answered any clarifying questions and asked them about their progress. Once
the participants were satisfied with my clarifications and I was satisfied with their
explanations of their progress, I asked them for permission to leave again. If granted, I
left for another five minutes. These times were allotted to allow the participants to
describe their thoughts without relying on my clarification immediately, so that any
relations of similarity that they constructed between the tasks were their own and not as a
result of my influence as an authority figure. While they could have concluded the tasks
were similar due to their being in an interview setting as part of my study, I wanted to
allow them to reach that conclusion on their own.
This protocol was found to be useful and warranted during the pilot study. One
pair argued that a curve was possible if the “middle edge,” or the two horizontal edges
above the bottom middle box, was considered one edge. Without my presence, the pair
concluded that they had to consider both cases, which was evidence of the proof-process
norm observed in the classroom, whereby special attention was placed on proving a
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statement by looking at exhaustive cases. While the students may have produced these
interactions with my presence, I did not want the fact that I was a teaching assistant in the
class to be the cause of those interactions. Thus, the act of leaving the interview room
was continued during the dissertation study.
Interview 4 (see Appendix D for protocols) was an individual interview using
stimulated recall. Lyle (2003) described stimulated recall as an “introspection procedure
in which videotaped passages of behavior are replayed to individuals to stimulate recall
of their concurrent cognitive activity” (p. 861). Stimulated recall was used during
Interview 4 to allow individual participants to recall and explain their cognitive processes
during episodes of Interview 3. During the pilot study, Interview 3 was the pivotal
moment in which experiences gained in Interviews 1 and 2 manifested as transfer (or lack
of transfer) into a novel task. Stimulated recall was used to gain insight into the nature of
these manifestations of transfer. During the pilot study, one pair seemingly disagreed on
a conclusion, with one participant claiming that the edges of a graph showed the curve on
the diagram, in that they should be able to translate any graph into one curve on the
diagram. The other participant argued that a graph showed all the possible connections
between any two boxes in the diagram, but later acquiesced to the former. Stimulated
recall could have brought this acquiescence into question, with the possibility of probing
how strongly the participant agreed with their partner. As such, a stimulated recall
interview was added to the dissertation study.
Episodes to be replayed during Interview 4 were chosen based on the flow of the
discourse during each Interview 3. Any significant events within the flow of the
discourse were identified and catalogued during the week between Interviews 3 and 4.
These events were chosen based on the researcher’s (my) discretion, including, but not
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limited to moments in which: 1) new terminology is introduced, 2) potential strategies are
voiced or rejected, 3) conclusions are drawn, and 4) an individual appears reticent or
unwilling to voice a thought. Episodes varied in length (from 20 seconds to several
minutes), but were of sufficient length to establish the context of the discussion that was
viewed in these episodes.
Participants were instructed to describe their thoughts as each episode was
replayed without prompting. Participants were allowed to pause the video at any time to
vocalize their thoughts. The purpose of this was 1) to allow participants to express their
thoughts without interference from me, the interviewer and 2) to allow participants to
identify any moments that were important to them within each episode. If a participant
played an episode past a moment of interest without comment, I returned to that moment
after the episode had been played in its entirety. Both participants from each pair were
shown the same episodes to gain both participants’ perspectives on each episode. Some
participants, however, opted to watch additional episodes that they themselves wanted to
view.
Between 20-35 minutes of video was replayed during interviews, allowing for
time for replaying, pausing, and vocalizing of the participants’ thoughts. Participants
were given a LiveScribe© pen if they wished to use any drawings to explain their
thoughts. To assess the validity of the stimulated recall, participants were asked if they
were able to accurately recall their thought processes during the episodes.
Data Analysis Methods
The units of analysis for the study were the utterances made in the classroom and
during the interviews. The utterances thus comprised the discourse of both the classroom
and the interviews. In the classroom, utterances included both those made among the
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whole class and within each small group. Any verbal, written utterances and gestures
used to communicate one’s thinking were considered to be part of discourse. Thus, such
forms of communications of individuals were transcribed in each of these settings.
Development of these forms and usage of them are dependent on the context and the
setting. For this study, these settings included the whole class discussions, small groups
within the classroom, paired interviews, and individual interviews. From an adaptive
perspective, adoption, usage, and amendment of the discourse across each of these
settings were comprised of individual students adapting to each setting. The utterances of
each individual comprised the discourse of the course, and as such, analysis occurred on
the level of individual utterances. Coding utterances across settings could then be used to
describe similarities and differences between the discourses across the settings. Thus, the
research questions that pertain to influences of mathematical practices, norms, or sources
of authority across settings could be answered by identifying patterns among the
utterances.
In the following sections, I describe the classroom observation data analysis
procedures and the interview data analysis procedures. The written classroom
observations included: 1) the speaker, 2) the group being addressed, 3) the task involved,
4) a summary of the discussion, 5) any direct quotes that exemplify the discussion, 6) a
description of any propositions made during the discussion, and 7) any perceived sources
of authority. I attempted to note any instance in which a student proposed an idea, course
of action, strategy, or evaluation, and any responses to those utterances. While all items
were transcribed immediately after each class, the propositions and perceived sources of
authority were further analyzed using open coding. This is described in the subsection
Classroom Observation Data Analysis Procedures. The open codes were then clustered
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into themes with each theme being evidenced by the occurrence of utterances coded as
specific combinations of propositions and authority codes. These themes were then
compared to the interview data on the level of utterances.
Interview data included full audio, video, and LiveScribe© pen recordings.
Interviews were transcribed in full, detailing the verbal utterances made by each
participant as well as any meaningful gestures, such as pointing and outlining. All
exchanges of the LiveScribe© pen were also recorded.
Discourse during the interviews was analyzed for structure, function, and
cognitive level. The structure of an utterance indicated which ideas were discussed and
which ideas were ignored. The function of an utterance indicated the purpose of that
utterance in the context of the discourse. The cognitive level of an utterance indicated the
complexity of that utterance in terms of the amount of information conveyed by the
utterance. Each of these is described further in the subsection Interview Data Analysis
Procedures.
Classroom Observation Data
Analysis Procedures
All classroom observation data were transcribed and compiled in a spreadsheet.
The speaker, the group being addressed, the task involved, a summary of each discussion,
and any direct quotes were used to provide context to the discussion. Then, observation
notes on propositions and sources of authority were coded using inductive analysis.
Patton (2002) described inductive analysis as beginning with specific observations to find
emergent patterns, saying, “Categories and dimensions of analysis emerge from openended observations as the inquirer comes to understand patterns that exist in the
phenomenon being investigated” (p. 56). Inductive analysis allows “the important
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analysis dimensions to emerge from patterns found in the cases under study without
presupposing in advance what the important dimensions will be.” This allows for
exploratory studies, such as this dissertation, to be performed where the important
dimensions may not be established in existing research literature.
For this dissertation, inductive analysis involved the generation of codes based on
patterns observed in the utterances from the transcripts. While coding, audio- and videorecordings of the classroom were used to review events observed via the observation
notes. Additional direct quotes of each event were then transcribed. Video-recordings
were also used to attempt to capture meaningful gestures, although patterns in meaningful
gestures were difficult to observe due to having only one camera.
A proposition was defined for this study as any utterance that proposed an idea.
This definition was chosen to be purposefully vague to allow for many types of
propositions to emerge, such as suggesting a course of action, making a hypothesis, or
formulating an opinion. New codes for propositions were created as new patterns
emerged from the data. There were three types of propositions found in the results of the
pilot study: beliefs, hypotheses, and conjectures. These served as three initial codes for
the dissertation study, to which new codes would be added or existing codes would be
combined. Table 6 provides a full list of codes and examples from the dissertation study.
Beliefs were defined as “propositions without evidence,” hypotheses were defined as
“propositions with limited evidence,” and conjectures were defined as “propositions with
verified evidence,” with the verification being identified by me, the researcher, upon
listening to the audio recordings.
In each of these cases, the state of the “evidence” was determined by the
discourse that had occurred prior to the proposition. The presentation or non-presentation
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of evidence differentiated beliefs from hypotheses and conjectures thus could be
observed at the moment of each utterance. The verified or unverified nature of the
evidence was based on my judgment from listening to the audio recordings and reading
observation notes on the summary of the discussion as to whether or not the participants
indicated that each had agreed to the veracity of the proposition. Thus, conjectures were
only coded if either the participants had overtly agreed upon the veracity of the
proposition at the moment, or prior discussions had occurred in which evidence for the
conjecture was provided and verified. The only one new proposition code, the question,
was developed during the dissertation. Question was defined as “a proposition presented
as a question,” implying that the speaker was allowing others (or oneself, if alone) to
provide agreement, evidence, or contradiction. An example of this was, “Do you think
that’s a good direction? Looking at straight lines in terms of angles?” implying the
request of one’s partner to provide agreement or evidence.
Table 6
List of Proposition Codes
Code
Description

Example

Belief

A proposition stated
without evidence

“Let’s say that the angles are all 180
degrees.”

Hypothesis

A proposition stated with
unverified evidence

“No, it doesn’t work because every great
circle intersects another great circle twice.”

Conjecture

A proposition stated with
verified evidence

“At most two odds and can work for one
odd section, or no odd sections. If you have
all even sections, then you will start and end
in the same section.”

Question

A proposition presented
as a question

“Do you have to go back to where you
started or do you just have to go through
every tunnel?”
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The purpose of the proposition codes was to categorize the types of propositions
being made by each student in the classroom. These codes were also used to categorize
the propositions made by participants during the interviews, so that propositions could be
compared across the classroom observations and the interviews. Propositions were
identified during the interviews using the discourse function codes, which will be
discussed in sub-section Interview Data Analysis Procedures.
All sources of authority were coded and categorized using the constant
comparative method. Authority, as discussed in the section Theoretical Framework of
the Study, was defined as the probability that an argument given in a specific setting is
agreed upon as valid by a specific group of people, in this case, the group being
addressed. Weber’s (1947) framework presupposed that there were three forms of
authority that were derived from unique sources: legislative (rules or laws), normative
(morals), and charismatic (talent and cultural values). I identified the sources of authority
that were considered valid from Geometry I and defined a source of authority as any
reason why an individual would agree upon the validity of an argument. This was to
allow for many types of sources of authority, such as social stature, personal preference,
or perceived logic. These analyses of sources authority were not performed in the pilot
study, so new categories were created, combined, and removed using the constant
comparative method. Categories of sources of authority were group consensus, prior
group consensus, authority figure, implicit, preference, student views, and logic. Group
consensus was evidenced by a small group or the whole class reaching a sense of
agreement. Prior group consensus was evidenced by a reference to consensuses that had
been reached previously. Authority figure was evidenced by an appeal to either Dr.
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Jackson or myself. Implicit was evidenced by no overt appeal to external authority,
implying implicit appeal to the norms established within the classroom such as prior
group consensus. Preference was evidenced by an appeal to personal preference.
Student views was evidenced by Dr. Jackson requesting a student’s opinion or
perspective. Table 7 captures a list of codes with descriptions and examples. After all
observation notes were transcribed, every observation was reviewed using the audio and
video recordings to identify exact quotes and reinforce observations. Exact quotes were
then recoded to confirm or alter coding of the observations.
Table 7
List of Sources of Authority Codes
Code
Description

Example

Group
Consensus

A small group or the
whole class reaching a
sense of agreement

“Do you think that’s a good direction?”

Prior Group
Consensus

A reference to previously
agreed upon consensus

“So we said that Axiom 4’ is saying that
there can’t be two lines that share the
same two points.”

Authority
Figure

An appeal to the instructor “Can you tell me where to start?”
or TA

Implicit

No overt appeal to
external authority

Preference

An expression of a
personal preference

Student views

Instructor requesting a
student’s perspective

“So you tell me what you think.”

Logic

An appeal to
mathematical logic

“If we defined straight as being the
shortest distance between two points,
that doesn’t work on the sphere. So it
isn’t a good definition.”

“The definition of a line is breadth-less
length, and a point has no length, so it is
not a line, so a point cannot be a circle. “
“I don’t think ‘evenly on itself’ is very
clear.”
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Using inductive analysis, I then generated themes by identifying patterns in the
proposition codes and source of authority codes. Seven themes emerged that describe the
classroom discourse: 1) building consensus, acts that involved propositions being made
and agreed upon as valid, 2) referencing consensus, acts of referring to prior statements
that had been agreed upon, 3) lacking autonomy, acts of asking authority figures for
guidance without taking action, 4) tentativity, acts of asking for validation from authority
figures after having taken action, 5) free expression, taking actions and validating them,
6) stylistic argumentation, discussing the clarity, aesthetic, or convenience of an
argument, and 7) structural argumentation, discussing the logical rigor of an argument.
These seven themes were then condensed into three general categories of themes to
describe the discourse of this particular classroom in this study: consensus, autonomy,
and argumentation. These results are described in Chapter IV.
Interview Data Analysis
Procedures
Interviews were transcribed in full and parsed into utterances for each individual
participating in the interview (including myself, the interviewer). Each utterance from
Interviews 1, 2, and 3 was coded for structure, function, and cognitive level. The purpose
of these codes was to identify the flow of the conversation as well as the mathematical
practices used by the participants when solving the tasks. Each utterance was assigned
one of four possible structure codes: Initiation, Initiation without Response, Response to
Self, and Response to Other. These codes were based on a condensed Initiation /
Response framework used in my pilot study (Appendix A).
An Initiation was coded whenever an utterance was made that was not directly
referencing an immediately preceding utterance. Immediately preceding was defined as
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for either participant, and so a participant that ignored a response from their partner and
continued with their own line of thought was coded as a Response to Self rather than an
Initiation. If an utterance was made in reference to an utterance that occurred not
immediately prior, this was also considered an Initiation, since the effect of the utterance
was to end the prior topic and initiate a different topic. An Initiation without Response
was coded when any initiation was made that was not directly responded to by either
participant. A Response to Self was coded as any response to an utterance performed by
that same participant. This could occur in two cases: 1) a participant made an initiation,
paused without interruption from their partner, and then responded to their initiation, or
2) a participant made an Initiation, their partner made a Response to Other or Initiation
without Response, and the initiator made a response that was not relevant to their
partner’s utterance. This reflected a topic being continued by one participant, even if
their partner did not take up the topic. A Response to Other was coded as any response to
an initiation performed by the other participant. The excerpt from Abe and Beccah’s
Interview 1 provides examples of structure codes.
Abe:
Beccah:
Beccah:
Abe:
Beccah:
Abe:

We did something like this in discrete (Initiation)
Yeah, yeah. (Response to Other)
So… let’s see if we can remember… (Initiation)
It has something to do with, like, if there’s, at one point if there’s
an odd number of paths (Response to Other)
Uh huh. (Response to Other)
Or an even number of paths… like… (Response to Self)

In this excerpt, Abe initiated an idea that they had done something similar
previously, with Beccah’s only response being basic agreement. Beccah then initiated a
new idea by attempting to remember specific experiences from their previous class. Abe
responded with a recollection, to which Beccah responded with basic agreement. Abe
then responded to his own recollection with more information.
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Each utterance was also coded for function. The function of an utterance was
defined as its purpose for being said, for example, to explain, evaluate, provide an
example, hypothesize, and express a belief. Function codes were developed using open
coding and refined using the constant comparative method as outlined by Patton (2000).
For example, two types of clarification were identified, requesting clarification and
providing clarification. These two types could be difficult to differentiate. For example,
one participant could state, “So do you need at least two odds then?” This could imply
that the participant was requesting clarification or providing clarification, depending on
the intonation of the utterance. Because of this, all forms of clarification were
categorized using a single clarification code.
Some proposition codes from the classroom data were also used as function
codes. For example, an utterance that stated a belief, or a proposition without evidence,
was coded as a belief under the function codes. Thus, the purposes of some utterances
were coded as beliefs. Similar codings occurred with hypotheses, conjectures, and
questions. One difference between the proposition codes and the function codes was in
the function code for conjecture, which included both stating a proposition with verified
evidence, as well as citing a previous conjecture. Table 8 provides a full list of function
codes (also included in Appendix E).
Each utterance was also coded with two types of cognitive level: high and low.
Cognitive level was intended to reflect the amount of information conveyed by an
utterance. For example, a participant asking for a basic clarification, such as “What did
you do?”, was coded as a low cognitive level. However, a more detailed clarification,
such as “Did you cross that tunnel?” was coded at a high cognitive level due to its
containing information pertinent to the task. In general, any utterance that contained
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information pertinent to the task was coded as high, while any utterance that did not
contain information specific to the task was coded as low. For example, say one
participant said, “So this vertex has degree five.” If the other participant responded with
“Yes,” this would be coded as low. If the participant responded with “Yes, five,” this
would be coded as high because it contained information pertinent to the task. Thus, low
cognitive level responses indicated a lack of information expressed by a participant.
The combination of structure, function, and cognitive level codes was to
determine the mathematical and discursive practices used by the participants during the
interviews. These practices could then be compared across interviews and with the
classroom data to determine if the practices of the interviews were influenced by the
norms of the classroom or the practices of the prior interviews.
Interview 4 was used primarily to determine any hidden or unknown thoughts
from the participants that occurred during Interview 3. For example, Abe and Beccah
reached the conjecture that a solution to Interview 1 was only possible if there were none,
one, or two odd degree vertices. During Interview 3, the pair amended that conjecture to
only include none or two odd degree vertices. During the subsequent stimulated recall
interview, Abe clarified that he knew that having only one odd degree vertex was not
possible, while Beccah reiterated her belief that having one odd degree vertex was
possible and necessary, but that she decided it was not important enough to correct.
Thus, Interview 4 could be used to determine covert thoughts and beliefs held by each
individual in the paired setting.
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Table 8
List of Discourse Function Codes
Function Code
Description

Example

Experiential
Recall

Make a reference recalling
one’s prior experiences

“I remember doing something like
this in discrete.”

Belief

State a proposition without
evidence

“I think it has something to do with
the number of odds.”

Clarification

Provide or request
clarification of a previous
statement

“What do you mean by that?”
“Oh I meant even, not odd.”

Inform

State basic information

“The prompt says you cannot cross at
the vertices.”

Counter

Provide a counterexample or
counterargument

“But we have three odds.”

Agree

Express agreement

“I agree.”

Example

Provide an explicit example
of a situation or idea

“Ok, let’s try taking this path.”

Hypothesis

State a proposition with
unverified evidence

“Maybe it’s not possible because
there’s odd ones.”

Lack

Expressing a lack of
knowledge or understanding

“I don’t see what you mean.”

Evaluate

Evaluate a situation or
statement

“Okay so I may have been wrong.”

Affect

Make a statement regarding
one’s mood or temperament

“This is so frustrating.”

Question

To ask a question

“So what did you do?”

Request

Request something be done
by another

“Could you draw it for me?”
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Table 8, continued
Function Code

Description

Example

Explain

Describe an idea in detail

“So here there’s degree of four, and
then four as well here, and then three
and five. So you go along this path,
and now there’s four left, but you
take one of those off and now there’s
three.

Conjecture

Make or cite a conjecture

“Yes, and since there’s more paths
for the Yellow, er tunnels, I believe
that you would eventually get stuck
in Blue”

Continuation

Finish the statement of
another participant

“I think it would look the same but it
depends on…” “… where you came
in and out of.”

Strategy

Describe a course of action
going forward

“I’m just gonna try and toss one in.”

As such, Interview 4 was not analyzed using the aforementioned structure,
function, and cognitive level codes. It was, however, fully transcribed and summarized.
Any information related to conclusions drawn from Interview 3 could then be validated
or invalidated by evidence from Interview 4.
Once the data were fully transcribed and coded, narratives were written to
describe the events of each interview. These narratives included descriptions of the
participants’ process of completing each interview (from my point of view) as well as
coding of their utterances. The narratives form the majority of Chapter IV as a means of
describing the results of this dissertation.
Once narratives were completed, themes were generated using inductive analysis.
As discussed previously, inductive analysis involved the observation of emergent themes
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in the data, in this instance to determine similarities and differences in the participants’
mathematical practices across the interviews and across the pairs. The three themes that
emerged were 1) the use of diagrams, 2) the methods of exploring, and 3) the use of and
reference to prior conjectures. These themes, along with the narratives, are described in
Chapter IV.
Summary
In the preceding, I have discussed the methodology of my study of transfer of
learning from socio-cultural perspectives by exploring students’ social adaptation to
novel tasks. The purpose of the study was to explore the reframing of transfer as social
adaptation and to develop a preliminary model for analyzing transfer as adaptation.
Using a mixture of classroom observations and task-based interviews, I intended to
analyze the ways in which social norms, socio-mathematical norms, and classroom
mathematical practices are reproduced in paired and individual settings during the
performance of novel mathematical tasks in order to assess the viability of this reframing.
Classroom observation data were coded for propositions and sources of authority both of
which helped me to explore the norms that emerged in the classroom. Interview data
were coded for structure, function, and cognitive level all of which helped me understand
the mathematical practices performed by the participants when performing the tasks.
These coding processes and analyses helped me to gain a better understanding of the
ways in which transfer of learning can be discussed through social lenses. Table 9
summarizes how each stage of the study contributed to addressing the research questions
discussed in Chapter V. In the next chapter, Chapter IV, results of the analysis are
shared.
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Table 9
Summary of Stages Providing Evidence Toward Specific Research Questions
Research Questions
Stage

Q1

Q1a

Q1b

Q1c

Observations

x

x

x

x

Interview 1

x

x

x

Interview 2

x

Q2

Q2a

Q2b

Q2c

Q3

x
x

x

x

x

Q3a
x

x
x

Q3b

x

Q3c
x

x
x

x

x

Interview 3

x

x

x

x

Interview 4

x

x

x

x
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The purpose of this study is to explore the construct of transfer of learning in a
manner sensitive to socio-cultural lenses and develop a preliminary model for framing
transfer of learning as social adaptation. As described in Chapter III, the methodology
for the study is qualitative, basic research, in which I explored the appropriation and
development of norms as well as students’ social interactions while they performed novel
mathematical tasks. In this chapter, I provide results of this qualitative study in order to
address the following research questions and subquestions:
Q1

How are observed socio-cultural aspects of the classroom
reproduced or not reproduced in a small group setting while
performing a novel task?

Q1a

What are the social norms that emerged in the classroom?

Q1b

What are the ways in which students source authority in the
classroom and how does this authority influence the small-groups
and individuals?

Q1c

In what ways does the discourse of the classroom influence the
discourse of the small groups?

Q2

In what ways do the mathematical practices performed on novel
tasks in a small group setting influence the mathematical practices
of each individual in an individual setting while working on a
related task?

Q2a

In what ways do the mathematical practices of others influence the
mathematical practices of the individual in subsequent tasks?
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Q2b

In what ways do the social norms, power roles, social positions,
and discourse of the classroom influence the mathematical
practices performed by an individual in an individual setting?

Q2c

What are the similarities and differences between the mathematical
practices of each individual within the small group setting versus
the individual setting?

Q3

In what ways does the performance of novel tasks as individuals
influence the performance of a related task in a small group
setting?

Q3a

In what ways do the social norms, power roles and social positions,
and discourse of the classroom mediate these influences?

Q3b

In what ways does the performance of a novel task in a prior group
setting afford or constrain the manifestation of practices developed
in an individual setting in a later group setting?

Q3c

In what ways does one individual’s source of authority (and
correspondingly, lack of authority of another individual) influence
the actions of a small group when performing a novel task?

The general structure of data collection and analysis of the study is shown in
Table 10, consisting of an observational period in a classroom, a paired interview, a
follow-up individual interview, another paired interview, preliminary analysis of
interviews for the last individual interview and a stimulated recall individual interview.
Of the eleven students enrolled in an undergraduate geometry course, called
Geometry I for this study, six elected to participate in interviews. These students were
then paired based on maximizing the number of class projects that the pairs had worked
on together. See Chapter III for more details on the participants and their pairings.
The results of analyses of collected data are shared in this chapter. I first share
the results of the classroom observations, followed by the results of the interviews of
each pair. I conclude this chapter with a summary of the results and address each
research question in Chapter V.
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Table 10
Stages of the Study
Stage

Setting

Purpose

Observations

Advanced
Mathematics Course
classroom

To catalog developed social norms, positions,
roles, and common discourse.

Interview 1

Paired

To investigate reproduction or non-reproduction
of above social aspects while performing a novel
task as a small group.

Interview 2

Individual

To investigate influence of small group setting on
individual cognition.

Interview 3

Paired

To investigate the influence (or non-influence) of
individual cognition on discourse of the small
group setting.

Interview 4

Stimulated Recall
Individual Interview

To gain insight into the internal thoughts of
participants during Interview 3.

Classroom Observations
During classroom observations, I collected observation notes, audio recordings of
each small group within the classroom, and video recordings of the classroom over the
course of the entire semester of fifteen weeks. By observing the classroom, I intended to
determine the social norms, sources of authority, and discourse of the classroom and
provide evidence to respond to research questions Q1 (and all sub-questions). To provide
evidence to respond to research questions Q2b and Q3a, I documented propositional
codes and source of authority codes to describe the nature of the discourse from the
classroom and the discourse from each interview setting and compare their similarities
and differences. The propositional codes helped describe the mathematical practices
performed by the participants. The ones developed in the pilot study: beliefs, hypotheses,
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and conjectures were again observed in this new data and were still applicable. Beliefs
were defined as propositions without evidence, hypotheses were defined as propositions
with limited evidence, and conjectures were defined as well-defined propositions (as
evidenced by their being written and agreed upon by the participants) with verified
evidence. The only new code, the question, was developed during the dissertation.
Question was defined as a proposition presented as a question, such as, “So, you need at
least two odds, then?” implying the request of one’s partner to provide agreement or
evidence.
I used the constant comparative method to create categories of propositional
codes and sources of authority. After the data were coded, I identified exact quotes for
each observation using audio and video recordings. These quotes were then recoded to
confirm or alter the coding of the observation notes. See Chapter III, Classroom
Observation Data Analysis Procedures for more detail. In the following section, any
quotes produced from students will be shown in the form of the quote, propositional
code, and source of authority (i.e., Quote. (Propositional Code, Source of Authority)).
For some quotes, propositions or sources of authority were not observed, and thus may be
left blank in subsequent quotes. Participants not involved in interviews were assigned
pseudonyms Student A, B, C, and D. Participants involved in interviews are shown with
their pseudonym assigned during interviews (e.g. Abe, Beccah, Faith, Emalyn, Clay, and
Derek). I will identify myself in transcripts as JK.
The three themes describing the utterances (comprising the discourse) of the
classroom that emerged from the data were: 1) Consensus, 2) Autonomy, and 3)
Argumentation.
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Consensus
The theme of consensus related to the process by which members of the
classroom reached or invoked a sense of agreement. This theme was most commonly
observed in situations where students were: 1) discussing the validity of a statement, 2)
determining the proper wording or invocation of a definition, or 3) describing the
sensibility of an argument.
There were two central actions related to the theme of consensus: 1) building
consensus and 2) referencing consensus. Building consensus was defined as the process
by which members of the classroom reached a sense of agreement, evidenced in the
students’ discourse by the propositional codes of beliefs, hypotheses, or questions being
responded to with agreement. The instructor engaged the whole class in discussions on
validating or invalidating an idea, which were considered acts of building consensus by
the instructor. The source of authority identified in the process of building consensus
was group consensus, or the whole class or a small group reaching a sense of agreement
(see Appendix E for full code list). Referencing consensus was defined as the process by
which members confirm and refer to previously agreed upon ideas, evidenced in the
students and instructor by the action of reference to prior consensus, and sourced in the
authority of prior group consensus. Prior group consensus was considered as any form
of group consensus that had been built prior to the current discourse.
The following excerpt represents an example of building consensus action of two
students in a small group of three students discussing a definition of straightness on the
sphere during the second week of class. The excerpt was coded as building consensus
because I observed a proposition (question) whose source of authority appeared to be
group consensus.
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1

Student A:

2
3
4

Student B:
Student A:
Student B:

5

Student A:

6
7

Student B:
Student A:

What if we say that the angles are always 180 degrees?
(Question)
I don’t know if that’s enough of a definition.
How could we specify that?
Do you think that’s a good direction? Looking at straight
lines in terms of angles? (Question, Group Consensus)
I kind of wish we had more direction… Is this straight to
you? [draws arc of greater circle on the sphere] (Question,
Group Consensus)
Yeah, because there’s no bends in it.
Yeah that makes sense.

In the previous excerpt, Student A proposed a definition of straightness as a
question (line 1), while Student B disagreed (line 2). This indicated that questions could
be regarded as propositions with which one could agree or disagree. Student B then
asked a question to elicit consensus regarding possible definitions of straight lines (line
4), to which Student A responded by producing an example of a potentially straight line
(line 5), again asking for agreement. Student B agreed (line 6) and provided an
explanation, to which Student A agreed (line 7). This seemingly indicated that the
students were attempting to build a consensus regarding a definition of straightness on
the sphere. When Student B claimed that Student A’s definition was not sufficient,
Student A attempted to provide an additional illustration to elicit Student B’s input.
Over the course of the semester, I noted eleven distinct instances of building
consensus. These instances occurred in small groups, such as the previous excerpt, as
well as during whole class discussion. Many more instances of building consensus may
have occurred without my observation, but it occurred over the course of the entire
semester in many different groups, thus providing evidence that building consensus was a
socio-mathematical norm that occurred during the course.
As an example of the instructor engaging in building consensus during whole
class discussion, Dr. Jackson often engaged in polling activities or listing ideas for
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inspection. For instance, in the third week after the students had been working on the
Straightness on the Sphere assignment for a few days, Dr. Jackson said to the entire class,
“Ok, let’s make a list. Give me a symmetry of a straight line.” He then asked students
individually in turn to add an idea to the list of symmetry of straight lines. After
discussing several symmetries, he asked the class, “Ok, do we all agree that these are
symmetries of a straight line?” I coded this particular question of Dr. Jackson’s action as
building consensus around the validity of the list of symmetries. He ended with, “Any of
these symmetries could be a part of your definition of straightness.” This indicated that
Dr. Jackson expected symmetries to be part of the students’ definitions of intrinsic
straightness, implying that their list of symmetries was now to be considered a standard
part of the definition of straightness because they had constructed and validated it as a
community.
Dr. Jackson performed this sort of consensus building activity several times over
the course of the semester, providing evidence that the norm of building consensus
emerged from the interactions between the instructor and the students in addition to
interactions between the students themselves. Dr. Jackson explicitly built consensus
when asking if the whole class agreed, implying that group consensus was a valid source
of authority in making an argument. This validity would be reinforced later in class by
the action of referencing consensus, an action that I describe next.
Approximately eight weeks later in the semester, when discussing straightness on
a 450-degree cone, Dr. Jackson referenced that consensus of their definition of
straightness in terms of symmetry in a whole-class discussion. This was coded as
referencing consensus by Dr. Jackson’s targeted question that covertly referenced prior
discussion, a reference shared by Emalyn.
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8

Dr. Jackson:

9
10

Emalyn:
Dr. Jackson:

11
12

Emalyn:
Dr. Jackson:

Ok, so what are you going to do before you assess the
postulates?
Define what’s straight.
Decide what’s a straight line, yes. What are we going to use
to decide what is straight? (Prior Group Consensus)
The symmetries, and stuff like that.
In particular, your definition of straightness that you wrote
which should work on all surfaces. (Prior Group
Consensus)

Not only did Dr. Jackson ask a question that implicitly referred to their discussions on
symmetries defining straightness, but Emalyn also indicated that the students had
accepted and could reference the notion of symmetries defining straightness. This further
reinforced the validity of group consensus as a source of authority by using previous
consensus to validate a subsequent argument.
Consensus building also occurred when a group of students agreed upon a
statement that the greater mathematics community would not consider valid. From their
unit on Neutral Geometry during the ninth week of class, one small group of students
were working on a problem asking if it was possible to prove that there is a line that does
not contain a given point.
13
14
15

JK:
Student C:
Beccah:

16
17

JK:
Student C:

18

Beccah:

So what are you trying to show?
That there’s not a point just chilling off by itself. (Belief)
Well, no. We’re trying to show there’s no points on a line.
(Belief).
So can you read the statement again to me?
‘Can we turn that statement around and say that there is a
line not containing a given point.’ Ok, so it’s not saying,
that there’s no point, just that there’s one point it cannot be
on. (Hypothesis)
Yeah.

In this excerpt, the two students initially shared different beliefs regarding the
statement “Can we turn that statement around and say that there is a line not containing a
given point”. Student C appeared to believe that the statement meant that there was no
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point not contained by any line, while Beccah appeared to believe that it meant that there
were no points on a given line. Eventually, they agreed that the statement implied that
they were to find a point not contained on a given line. This would not be considered
logically equivalent to the statement they were given, a statement that implied they were
to find a line that did not contain a given point. As such, building consensus could be
built upon misconceptions.
Similarly, consensus referencing was not always done in a productive or
insightful manner. In the eighth week of the semester, when discussing the possible
number of points that two lines can share in an axiom system with one of the axioms
stating “If A and B are different points, then there exists one and only one line which
contains A and B,” a small group responded with:
19

Emalyn:

20
21

Student B:
Emalyn:

22
23

Abe:
Emalyn:

24
25

JK:
Emalyn:

So we said four-prime is saying that there can’t be two lines
that share the same two points. (Prior Group Consensus)
What about a sphere?
We’re talking about lines, not spheres. (Prior Group
Consensus)
It does work for a sphere.
No, because like, every single great circle intersects every
other great circle. (Hypothesis)
Is it a model of the axioms?
No, because… this line and this line both contain A and B.
So the maximum number is one.

In this instance, both Student B and Abe referred to a prior consensus that two
lines can share the same two points on a sphere. Thus, Student B and Abe were
referencing prior consensus regarding the nature of the sphere to build new consensus
regarding the maximum number of points two lines can share. However, this idea was
moot, since they were only considering the maximum number of points in geometries
that adhere to their axioms, one of which was clearly not the sphere, as illustrated by
Emalyn after my statement.
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These examples show that building and referencing consensus were not
necessarily enacted in a logical manner. These normed actions sourced their validity in
group consensus and prior group consensus, both of which were founded on
misconceptions. As such, the ways in which students developed authority in the
classroom, in partial response to research question Q1b, were building consensus via
seeking group consensus and referencing consensus by referring to prior group
consensus.
In summary, the theme of consensus occurred within norms of building consensus
and referencing consensus, wherein students would come to agreements regarding the
content and expectations of the classroom and then reference those agreements at later
points. These two actions arose from patterns within the propositional codes and sources
of authority (see Chapter III for more detail). Building consensus consisted of the actions
of students offering beliefs or hypotheses from the propositional codes, being sourced in
the authority of group consensus, and being met with agreement or disagreement. Dr.
Jackson reinforced these acts of building consensus by structuring whole-class
discussions around building consensus, via methods such as compiling lists and
validating ideas in a whole-class setting. Referencing consensus consisted of the actions
of a student or Dr. Jackson referencing a prior subject upon which consensus had been
agreed (at least in that student’s mind) and being sourced in the authority of that prior
group consensus. While the instructor may have possessed the strongest authority in
building and referencing consensus, the students maintained active roles in both
activities. Evidence shows that building and referencing consensus were norms that
emerged in the classroom in partial response to research question Q1a, while the sources
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of authority in the classroom included group consensus and prior group consensus, in
partial response to research question Q1b.
Autonomy
The second theme was autonomy. In the course syllabus, Dr. Jackson wrote,
“This course is about geometry, but it is also a course about learning to develop and
express your own mathematical ideas.” (Appendix C) As such, Dr. Jackson focused on
developing the students’ senses of autonomy in expressing their own ideas.
For the purposes of this study, autonomy related to the willingness of students to
make decisions, particularly regarding problem-solving strategies, evaluations of those
strategies, and evaluations of the results of their work. Three actions were associated
with autonomy: 1) lacking autonomy, 2) exhibiting tentativeness, and 3) free expression.
Lacking autonomy was characterized by a student’s lack of or unwillingness to share
propositional statements. Sources of authority were coded as authority figures, including
Dr. Jackson and myself, where the students would rely on the traditional authority of their
instructors to provide guidance. Instead of providing propositions of their own, they gave
statements such as “I don’t know what to do” or “Hey, can you tell me what to do?” For
example, in the second week of classes when working on Straightness on a Sphere, the
following exchange occurred:
26
27
28

Clay:
JK:
Clay:

29
30

Beccah:
Clay:

So where do we start? (Authority Figure)
What are you guys working on?
We’re just trying to come up with something to begin to try to
get a definition of straightness on a sphere.
Dr. Jackson came up and just asked us questions.
He gave us an example, that’s it.

By asking, “where do we start?” Clay did not provide any information regarding
what his group had already done. While Clay’s group had begun work on the issue of
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defining straightness on the sphere earlier in the class, both Clay and Beccah responded
in ways that did not provide any propositions to evaluate. This excerpt highlighted the
nature of lacking autonomy as potentially a student’s initial way of engaging in inquiry
that would later be built up into a sense of authority.
Later in the Straightness on the Sphere project, Emalyn asked Dr. Jackson, “Are
you going to tell us whether the lesser circles are straight or not?” Dr. Jackson
responded, “You’re going to tell me.” This occurred at the end of the project, so the
student’s group had already argued whether the lesser circles were straight or not during
their work in class. However, Emalyn displayed lacking autonomy by asking for the
correct response without an explanation. Dr. Jackson then turned her lack of autonomy
around, insisting that the student would provide the explanation. This represented an
attempt by Dr. Jackson to build a sense of authority in Emalyn by claiming that she was a
source of authority. This is in partial response to research question Q1b, that students
developed authority by being deemed sources of authority by an authority figure.
Most instances of lacking autonomy occurred as one-sentence forms of begging.
Statements such as “I don’t know what to do,” or “Hey, can you tell me what to do?”
were not uncommon, although the latter mostly only came from Emalyn. It should be
noted that lacking autonomy did not occur exclusively at the beginning of the semester.
It occurred (and did not occur) up to and including the final project, indicative of the
notion that lacking autonomy is not necessarily a static trait, but rather a situation-specific
response unique to each task and individual. For example, when beginning the final
project during the last two weeks of the semester, several groups asked, “Is this what we
should be doing?” and “Where should we start?” which was indicative of lacking
autonomy.
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Behaviors of lacking autonomy contrasted with the exhibition of tentativeness in
that students would produce a proposition (belief, hypothesis, or conjecture), take action
in response to that proposition, and ask for evaluation of their evaluation. Sources of
authority were coded as authority figures, including Dr. Jackson and myself. Statements
such as “Does this make sense?” or “Is this ok to do?” after having made a proposition
implied that the students had performed (or were going to perform) some sort of action
but wanted a source of authority to provide the validation of their argument.
Students were often tentative when choosing from a set of strategies whose
validity was questionable. When the students proved or disproved statements during the
unit on Neutral Geometry in the eighth and ninth weeks of classes, students either 1)
provided a model of the axioms to show that a statement was false, or 2) proved the
statement from the axioms to show it was true of all models of those axioms. In a small
group, two students questioned which they were supposed to choose, saying:
31
32

Student C:
Beccah:

33
34

JK:
Beccah:

So we’re still just seeing if the four axioms work. (Belief)
Are we trying to prove that it always works, or just have one
that doesn’t work? [to JK] (Authority Figure)
Prove what doesn’t work?
Um, all the axioms, or like which ones fail.

In the previous example, Student C was uncertain if they were just trying to
provide a model of the axioms, while Beccah was uncertain if they were trying to “prove
that it always works,” or find a model that disproves the statement. Indeed, these were
the three types of exercises found in the unit: 1) finding a model that fulfilled certain
conditions, 2) proving a theorem from the axioms, or 3) disproving a theorem by finding
a model of the axioms that does not fulfill the conditions of the statement. It seems like,
while the students were aware of the possible courses of action they were meant to take,
they were unsure about which method to choose. In response to this uncertainty, they
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asked me for direction, a source of authority. This excerpt exemplified the second way in
which students engaged in inquiry in the classroom, by showing tentative authority by
listing potential actions and asking for evaluation of those actions before enacting them.
Similarly, students were tentative when attempting to clarify statements. One
axiom in their Neutral Geometry read, “If L is a line, then there exists at least two points
belonging to L.” One small group was tentative in their reading of “at least two points,”
saying.
35

Faith:

36
37

JK:
Faith:

38

JK:

39

Faith:

40
41
42

JK:
Faith:
JK:

43

Sky:

Ok so we have a question (to JK): Can we say that by Axiom
1, that there can be more than two points on a line?
(Authority Figure)
What are you trying to say?
I’m trying to prove that there exist at least three lines through
each point. (Belief)
So through every point there are at least three lines that go
through it?
So can we say by Axiom 1, there’s at least two points, so
there can be more than two points on the line? (Hypothesis,
Authority Figure).
So Axiom 1 says that there exists at least two points.
Which means there could be more. (Hypothesis)
Yes, that means there could be more, but there could only be
two.
Ugh, right. (Authority Figure)

This exchange indicated that Faith had at least considered the validity of her
argument, but required validation from me, an authority figure. Her response, claiming
that I was right, also indicated her willingness to abandon her conjecture when faced with
an interpretation that either 1) seemed reasonable to her, or 2) came from a reputable
source and was therefore worth discussing. This excerpt shows that students were
tentative in evaluating the validity of an interpretation of a definition, but were quick to
agree with an authority figure once that authority figure provided them with enough
information to contradict their own interpretation.
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Finally, students would engage in free expression by providing propositions,
evaluating those propositions, and no explicit appeal to an external source of authority.
The sources of authority were thus coded as implicit, implying an implicit appeal to prior
group consensus that had been culturally established within the classroom. From
informal conversations with Dr. Jackson, he claimed students were not expected to make
such statements without guidance. To afford the opportunity for students to engage in
free expression, Dr. Jackson allowed students to give opinions rather than provide
answers to direct questions. This would then allow students to express their thoughts and
views without requiring a source of authority beyond each student individually, since
they were merely expressing preferences or opinions rather than solutions or answers.
For instance, when discussing Euclid’s definitions of objects such as lines, circles, right
angles, and so forth, Dr. Jackson would ask the students’ opinions on each definition. He
would ask whether they liked a definition, what they would change, what they would
keep, and, especially, what they thought was confusing. The source of authority of these
types of activities performed by Dr. Jackson were coded as student views. Similarly, a
student indicating the source of authority being an opinion or preference was coded as
having the source of authority as preference.
An example of this occurred during the sixth week of the class when Dr. Jackson
discussed Euclid’s Proposition 4 with the class. Proposition 4 was the statement that
If two triangles have the two sides equal to two sides respectively, and
have the angles contained by the equal straight lines equal, they will also
have the base equal to the base, the triangle will be equal to the triangle,
and the remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles
respectively, namely those which the equal sides subtend. (Miller, 2010 p.
62)
When discussing the proposition, Dr. Jackson said:
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44

Dr. Jackson:

45

Abe:

46

Dr. Jackson:

47

Beccah:

48
49

Dr. Jackson:
Beccah:

50

Dr. Jackson:

51
52

Beccah:
Dr. Jackson:

53

Clay:

54
55
56

Dr. Jackson:
Beccah:
Dr. Jackson:

The reading assignment for today was Euclid’s Proposition
4. Did people read that? (pause) Did it make sense? (pause)
Tell me stuff about Euclid’s Proposition 4. (pause) Like it,
didn’t like it, understood it, didn’t understand it? (pause).
It’s mathematics therefore you have no emotional reaction to
it in any way? (Student Views)
It’s just saying that if we have two triangles that are the
same, then the sides and the angles will be the same.
(Hypothesis, Implicit)
Ok, so the first question, I guess, will be what is this
proposition trying to prove, trying to show? Does anyone
have an opinion about what Proposition 4 is trying to show?
Is this something you have seen before? (Student Views)
So, is it saying, as long as you have two triangles, and as
long as they have two of the sides are equal? (Hypothesis)
Ok let me draw a picture while you talk.
It’s like saying, the only thing you need to check that two
different squares are the same, is check the two sides are the
same. (Hypothesis, Implicit)
So you’re saying we have to check…? What do we have to
know about these triangles to conclude they are the same?
(Group Consensus)
The measurements of each side.
So if we know that AB is equal to ED, and BC is equal to
DF… is that enough to conclude that the triangles are the
same? (Group Consensus)
No. You need to check the angle between is the same.
(Implicit)
Ok, DEF, this one, is equal to ABC.
Yeah.
Ok, do we agree now? (Group Consensus)

In this episode, Dr. Jackson began by asking questions that were progressively
less fact-based and progressively more opinionated. This was evidenced by the gradual
shift from questions indicating the source of authority being a student’s opinions to being
group consensus. One can see that Dr. Jackson used Abe’s response to formulate a new
question, one that the students were more likely to respond to. Dr. Jackson seemed to
develop the norm that students were expected to provide input, even if that input was in
the form of an opinion rather than an argument to be debated. This sort of discussion
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occurred several times over the course of the semester, indicating that students seemed to
develop authority by giving opinions and having those opinions validated (or invalidated)
through group consensus.
Throughout the semester, Dr. Jackson discussed the debatable nature of
definitions to make students make strategic choices. When discussing definitions, Dr.
Jackson said, “Definitions are something we can choose; they’re made by humans. So
we can decide as a group what we want each definition to be.” Coupled with the
expectation that students were to provide input allowed Dr. Jackson to create an
environment where students expressed their insights into the nature of particular
concepts. For example, in the second week when discussing circles on a sphere as a
whole class, most of the class agreed that one could construct any circle with any radius
on the sphere. One student, however, determined that a circle on the sphere whose radius
was half the circumference of the sphere would result in a single point, which seemingly
contradicted the definition of a circle. The definition of a circle given by the course
packet was “a plane figure contained by one line such that all straight lines falling upon it
from one point among those lying within the figure are equal to one another” (Miller,
2010, p. 59).
57

Student D:

The definition of a line is breadth-less length, and a point has
no length, so it is not a line, so a point cannot be a circle.
(Implicit)

In this excerpt, Student D chose to focus on the part of definition of a circle as
being “contained by one line.” Since a single point is not a line, then the figure in
question could not be considered a circle. All the other members of the class, however,
had chosen to focus on the part of the definition of a circle in which “all straight lines
falling upon it from one point among those lying within the figure are equal to one
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another,” which was true in the case of the example. This showed a strategic choice by
Student D to focus on a part of the definition of circle that the others in the classroom had
not. This excerpt illustrates another way in which students developed authority: that
students could freely discuss their interpretations of definitions.
Similarly, students would often reference their autonomy in choosing a definition.
During the tenth week of the semester, when deciding on a definition of straightness on a
450 degree cone:
58

Beccah:

59
60

Emalyn:
Beccah:

61

Emalyn:

I’m wondering about this point, maybe. Like if you go up to
this point with your straight line, will that be a stopping point?
(Hypothesis, Group Consensus)
…or does it keep going?
I guess we can decide, because it is our… definition.
(Preference)
Yeah.

In this exchange, Beccah questioned the nature of straightness near the cone-point
of a 450 degree cone. However, Beccah later decided that it was in her ability to decide
what happened, because it was their choice of definition. This excerpt exemplifies
students’ willingness to choose a definition and source the authority of that definition as a
personal preference.
In summary, the theme of autonomy manifested in three ways: lacking,
tentativeness, and free expression. These three processes did not occur linearly, meaning
one did not simply progress from lacking to tentativeness to free expression; they
occurred throughout the class. From the students’ perspectives, these manifestations of
autonomy occurred within the classroom environment where students were expected to
provide input, even if it was only in the form of opinions. After that, with the assistance
of Dr. Jackson, the students’ inputs could then lead to free expression and strategic
choices.
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Argumentation
The third theme observed during Geometry I was the theme of argumentation. In
the syllabus (Appendix C), Dr. Jackson wrote,
In this course, we are going to focus on another kind of mathematics:
mathematics as a way of thinking about and trying to understand the
world. We’ll try to understand how people decide what is true, and how
they reason about mathematics and geometry in particular. We are going
to focus on the process as much as the results of mathematical thought.
For the purposes of this study, the theme of argumentation related to the discourse
regarding the production and presentation of one’s reasoning and/or mathematical proof.
There were two subthemes observed during the course: 1) stylistic argumentation and 2)
structural argumentation.
Stylistic argumentation consisted of discourse regarding aspects of
communicating one’s reasoning or mathematical proof related to qualities, such as
clarity, aesthetic, or convenience, rather than logic. Similar to some forms of free
expression, sources of authority were coded as preference, indicating the authority lying
with an individual’s opinion. Statements from Dr. Jackson indicating a desire for
students to express their opinions were coded as student views. An example of this came
from a whole-class discussion on the definition of straight line given by Euclid in the
course packet:
62

Dr. Jackson:

63
64
65

Student D:
Dr. Jackson:
Student D:

So, what do we think of Euclid’s definition? “A straight line
is when all the points lie evenly on themselves.” (pause) How
much credit would you give it? (pause) What do we like or
dislike about it? (pause) We might have some things we like,
some things we dislike; that’s fine. (pause) Any thoughts
about the definition, or feelings about the definition? (pause)
Some reaction to it? (Student Views)
I don’t think evenly on itself is very clear. (Belief, Preference)
Say more. (Student Views)
Ok, well take like a lesser circle, are you folding it along the
circle? When I think evenly on itself I think in half. (Belief)
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66

Dr. Jackson:

67

Emalyn:

68

Dr. Jackson

You say maybe it means folding, maybe it means sliding,
maybe it means something. (Hypothesis)
I was just thinking it meant like… So if you have just a bunch
of points, when you draw the line, it like… between the two
points it’s like… I want to say straight between them. That
connects… I guess in the shortest distance, it doesn’t deviate.
(Hypothesis)
Well, so I think this is an issue with Euclid’s definition, if we
can’t agree on what it means. If she thinks it means one thing,
and you think it means something else, and everyone else isn’t
sure what it means, then that’s probably not a great definition.
Nothing against Euclid. Are they supposed to check if it slides
past itself? Are they supposed to check if it folds over? Are
they supposed to check if it’s the shortest distance? What are
they supposed to check? (Group Consensus)

In the above excerpt, Dr. Jackson invoked the expectation that students were to
provide, at the minimum, opinions on the definition of a straight line given in the course
packet. When Student D and Emalyn gave different opinions on the nature of “lie evenly
on themselves,” Dr. Jackson explained that a better definition would be clear to all
parties. Since the definition was not clear to all parties, it was not a “great definition.”
Similar to developing student autonomy, Dr. Jackson transitioned from a position asking
for student opinions and views to attempting to define group consensus. In the previous
excerpt, the consensus would have been around the lack of clarity of the terms rather than
their logical truth, indicating stylistic argumentation.
Similar discussions occurred across the semester, with Dr. Jackson’s actions of
beginning a whole-class discussion by asking for student views before engaging in
discussions of logic. This provided evidence that one of the social norms that emerged
during the course was the valuing of student views on mathematics as well as the validity
of expressing individual preferences as a source of authority on mathematics. As such,
part of the discourse of the classroom was focused on the use of stylistic argumentation to
establish group consensus.
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The second subtheme, structural argumentation, consisted of discourse regarding
the logic of one’s reasoning or mathematical proof. This was evidenced by students’ and
Dr. Jackson’s use of propositions, sourced in the authority of group consensus, with the
focus of the consensus being around the logical validity of the argument. Continuing the
except above,
69

Student B:

70

Dr. Jackson:

What if we say that the definition of a straight line is the
shortest distance between two points? (Belief, Group
Consensus)
Well, I think I’ve had this conversation with almost all the
groups, in that, if you want to say something like that, then you
have to deal with this case when you have lines like this, that
go between these two points, where we all agree that’s a
straight line, but nobody thinks that’s the shortest distance
between two points. Now it sounded like Emalyn has some
idea, maybe, there’s something shortest about it in some sense.
Maybe, I don’t know. But it’s definitely not the shortest way
you could go from one point to the other, right? So we have to
be careful, we might be able to use shortest distance somehow,
but... This is testable, in principle; we could take all the
possible paths and see how long they were and show which are
the shortest and call them straight. But we can’t do that, that
won’t give us the right answer on the sphere, because this one
is straight and it’s not the shortest. (Group Consensus).

As seen above, the discussion shifted to the logic of their reasoning. Rather than
focusing on the clarity or aesthetics of defining a straight line as the “shortest distance
between two points,” Dr. Jackson instead invoked a potential counter-example, claiming
that their definition would not have encompassed a line that everyone agreed was
straight.
This excerpt was chosen to illustrate the nature of structural argumentation and its
relationship with stylistics argumentation. In partial response to research question Q1c,
part of the discourse of the classroom was dedicated to the discussion of structural
argumentation, and in this case, the process of engaging in stylistic argumentation as a
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means of leading to structural argumentation. While Dr. Jackson at first struggled to
engage the students in inquiry, by discussing the stylistic aspects of the definition of
“straight,” Dr. Jackson was able to guide the students to a discussion on the logic and
rigor of the definition.
These aspects of stylistic and structural argumentation continued to intertwine
with one another, as well as with other previously discussed themes. For example,
stylistic argumentation often occurred when Dr. Jackson requested the students’ inputs
regarding definitions:
71

Dr. Jackson:

72

Student A:

73

Dr. Jackson:

74

Student A:

75
76

Dr. Jackson:
Student B:

77

Dr. Jackson:

Is it better to have a short definition or a long definition, or
does it matter? (Student Views)
I don’t think it matters as long as the definition is clear. If
the short definition gets the point across, then that’s good,
but if it takes a little bit longer to get across, as long as it’s
clear, it’s ok. (Preference)
Everyone agree with that? Are there any advantages or
disadvantages to having a shorter or longer definition?
(Group Consensus)
I think shorter would keep the reader’s attention.
(Preference)
How about mathematically?
I think if you are able to condense it in a way that still covers
what you want it to, into like a shorter definition, it’s
probably easier to understand, because I think a lot of times
when they get lengthy, you almost lose what you’re trying to
talk about. (Preference)
Ok, let’s do an experiment, take two minutes with your table
and write a definition of a rectangle (Group Consensus)

Dr. Jackson, while discussing opinions on the length of a definition, attempted to
build consensus around the advantages of a short definition while simultaneously
attempting to have the students engage in free expression regarding their opinions.
In summary, argumentation consisted of structural and stylistic argumentation.
Structural argumentation consisted of discourse regarding the logic of one’s reasoning or
mathematical proof, while stylistic argumentation consisted of discourse regarding
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aspects of one’s reasoning or mathematical proof such as clarity, aesthetic, or
convenience. These codes provided partial responses to research questions Q1a and Q1c,
that the norms of the classroom included discussing stylistics and structural
argumentation, and that the discourse of the classroom evolved as Dr. Jackson guided the
students from providing preferences to providing logical arguments.
Summary of Classroom Data
Analysis Results
In the prior sections, three themes were discussed: consensus, autonomy, and
argumentation. These three themes provided evidence in partial response to research
questions Q1a, Q1b, and Q1c. For Q1a, the social norms of the course consisted of
validating arguments by building consensus and referencing prior consensus, as well as
discussing the stylistic and structural argumentation. For Q1b, students developed
authority in the classroom by transitioning from states of lacking authority, showing
tentativeness, and then exhibiting free expression. This transition was achieved in the
classroom partly by Dr. Jackson validating personal preferences as a source of authority
and guiding the students to discussing the logic of arguments. The discussions on the
logic of arguments led to students freely expressing interpretation of definitions and
problems. For Q1c, the discourse of the course consisted of stylistic and structural
argumentation that validated students’ preferences and subsequently established group
consensus as a valid source of authority. These ideas are discussed further in Chapter V
with connections to existing literature. Additionally, the three themes and seven
subthemes provided a basis for identifying the norms that transferred from the classroom
setting to the interview settings, wherein I attempted to identify instances of building
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consensus, referencing consensus, lacking autonomy, tentativeness, free expression,
stylistic argumentation, and structural argumentation.
Interview Results
The following sections describe the results of the analyses of interview data.
Subsections are written for each pair of interview participants. In each subsection, I first
describe the pair’s Interview 1, where the pair is working on the Interview 1 Task, and
then discuss the individual Interview 2 for each participant in that pair, where they are
performing the Interview 2 Task. Recall that the Interview 2 Task has three parts, which
shall be called Interview 2 Task, Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3. During Interview 2,
participants answered some demographic and opinion questions (see Appendix D for
interview protocols). After, I describe the paired Interview 3, during which the
participants engaged in Interview Task 3. This is then followed by the results of the
individual, stimulated-recall Interview 4.
After each interview is described, I briefly address the related research questions
with evidence from that interview. I provide further answers to the research questions in
Chapter V. After each pair’s interview experiences are described, I summarize their
experiences and compare and contrast them with other pairs. After all three pairs of
participants’ interviews are described, I perform a synthesis of the evidence from all the
interviews by identifying themes across all pairs. During that synthesis, I compare the
results of the interviews to the results of the classroom. The themes and the comparisons
are used to address the research questions in Chapter V.
As mentioned in Chapter III, pairs were chosen based on the number of projects
the pair had worked on together in Geometry I before the interviews began. Those with a
greater number of projects were grouped first. Table 11 is a summary of the pairs and the
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number of projects they worked on together. Because Beccah and Abe worked on three
projects together, they were put into the first pair. No other pair of participants worked
more than one time together. As Derek worked with neither Emalyn nor Faith prior to
the interviews, Derek was paired with Clay. This left Emalyn paired with Faith. Each
pair had worked on at least one project together prior to interviews.
It was found during the pilot study that students who took Geometry I had taken
the course Discrete Mathematics prior to Geometry I. As discussed in Chapter III, the
interview tasks used in this study relate to mathematical graphs and this topic was a part
of the course material from Discrete Mathematics.
Table 11
Number of Projects During which Participants were Working in the Same Group
Beccah
Abe
Clay
Derek
Emalyn
Faith
Beccah
Abe

X

3

1

1

0

1

X

2

1

1

0

X

1

1

0

X

0

0

X

1

Clay
Derek
Emalyn
Faith

X
I asked each participant the semester and instructor of their Discrete Mathematics

course. Table 12 is a summary of when and with whom each participant took Discrete
Mathematics. Of the students, Beccah and Clay took the same Discrete Mathematics
course and of the pairs, only Emalyn and Faith had taken the course together in the same
section with the same instructor.
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Table 12
Instructor and Semester During which Each Participant Took Discrete Mathematics.
Beccah
Abe
Clay
Derek
Emalyn
Faith
Instructor

A

B

A

B

B

B

Semester

Fall

Spring

Fall

Spring

Spring

Spring

Year

2014

2015

2014

2015

2015

2015

Abe and Beccah
The first pair, Abe and Beccah, worked together on three out of the five in-class
projects that occurred before the first interview. Abe is a Caucasian male, and was a
second year student, majoring in Mathematics with an emphasis Secondary Education.
Beccah is a Caucasian female, and was a fourth year student, majoring in Elementary
Education with an emphasis in Mathematics. Geometry I was a required course for both
of them. Both had previously taken Discrete Mathematics, Beccah a year prior and Abe
one semester prior, with different instructors. During Interview 2, they claimed
(separately) that they had not enjoyed geometry prior to taking Geometry I, but changed
their views over the course of the semester. Beccah found that she liked understanding
“why things are the way they are,” and “how we were able to develop them.” Abe found
that he disliked explaining abstract concepts, saying, “Why do I need to know what a
straight line is on a sphere.” However, he found it “interesting to talk to people in a
group, really see other people’s opinions.”
Interview 1 – Abe and Beccah
As a reminder, the Interview 1 Task asked the participants to find a path that
crossed each tunnel once and only once on a diagram or explain why one was not
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possible (see Appendix D). After reading the prompt for Interview 1, both Abe and
Beccah referred to their prior experiences from Discrete Mathematics and seemed to
recall a task similar to the Interview 1 Task:
1
2

Beccah:
Abe:

3
4
5

Beccah:
Beccah:
Abe:

6
7

Beccah:
Abe:

Ok.
We did something like this in discrete (Initiation, Experiential
Recall, Low)
Yeah, yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So… let’s see if we can remember… (Initiation, Strategy, Low)
It has something to do with, like, if there’s, at one point, if there’s
an odd number of paths (Response to Other, Belief, High)
Uh huh. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Or an even number of paths… like… (Response to Self, Belief,
High)

Statements were coded as belief when a participant provided a proposition
without evidence to support that proposition. For example, Abe’s line 5 was coded as
belief because he did not provide any evidence for his claim that the task “has something
to do with, like, if there’s at one point, if there’s an odd number of paths.” This was an
elaboration of his recollection (line 2) that was not a proposition. These two lines were
an act of recalling a mathematical idea, and therefore considered a mathematical practice
for this study. This and other instances of recalling mathematical experiences were
considered methods of exploring, which I elaborate further in the section Themes Across
Pairs, subsection Methods of Exploring.
Beccah then attempted to engage in path-tracing, a process defined in the pilot
study (Appendix A) as a participant’s attempt to draw or trace a path on a diagram of the
problem that they would consider a solution or part of solution. This example of
Beccah’s path-tracing is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Example of path-tracing using Realistic diagram by Beccah.
After failing to find a solution path via path-tracing, Beccah clarified with Abe
that the paths did not have to start in the same location that they ended, Beccah recalled a
situation with “doors” and a “room,” presumably from their Discrete Mathematics
course, as shown in the next excerpt. Abe recalled the same situation, and the pair began
using what I dubbed a doors-and-rooms metaphor. An example of a diagram produced
using the doors-and-rooms metaphor is in Figure 11. Any diagram that illustrates a set of
rooms separated by doors, as noted by the participants, I will call a Door-and-Room
diagram.

Figure 11. Example of a Door-and-Room diagram by Beccah.
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Abe then developed an argument for starting at a “room” with three “doors” using
an in-out strategy.
23

Beccah:

24

Abe:

25

Beccah:

26
27
28

Abe:
Beccah:
Abe:

29
30

Beccah:
Abe:

31

Beccah:

Don’t we know it with like, doors? Like you’re in a room…
(Initiation, Experiential Recall, High)
Yeah, like you’re in a room and you have to- (Response to Other,
Agreement, High)
You can only go… or is it like… you wanna enter each room once,
and then the doors… If you add a door, if you can’t add a door,
you can… (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
That sort of thing. (Response to Self, Explain, Low)
Cause if you want to start in the room with three doors… You
have to start there, because you have to go out, then come back in,
then go out again. (Response to Other, Hypothesis, High)
Yeah (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So if you go in, you either have to start there or end there.
(Response to Self, Explain, High).
Yeah (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

Abe’s line 28 was coded as a hypothesis, since he proposed “you have to start
there” in reference to a “room with three doors,” explaining, “you have to go out, then
come back in, then go out again,” thus providing unverified evidence that his proposition
was true. He later verified that hypothesis (line 30). This was in response to Beccah’s
suggestion that they could use doors and rooms (line 23), a suggestion that Abe also
recalled given that he provided a high-level response of agreement (line 24). This can be
seen as Beccah and Abe building consensus regarding their argument for why they could
use the doors-and-rooms metaphor on the Interview 1 Task that, on the surface, did not
feature any doors or rooms. This implied that one of the mathematical practices used by
Beccah and Abe during this interview was the doors-and-rooms metaphor.
Abe then identified that every location had “an odd number only.” Becca then
engaged in path-tracing, claiming that if they removed “one,” then they could find a path.
38
39

Beccah:
Abe:

Maybe this is the last one… (Initiation, Belief, High)
No, see they all have like, an odd number only, even if you start on
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40
41

Beccah:
Beccah:

42

Beccah:

43

Abe:

the sides. (Response to Other, Counter, High)
Yeah [traces] (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Like starting on the… I don’t see it [laughs] (Response to Other,
Lack, Low)
Cause like, let’s just say we have an even number. We take one
out, then you can do it (Initiation, Hypothesis, High)
Yeah, but then you put that one back in… (Response to Other,
Counter, High)

Abe countered (line 39) Beccah’s belief (line 38) that a particular area was where
their path would end. While Beccah provided a low level agreement (line 40), she
indicated that she did not understand Abe’s statement (line 41). She then attempted to
initiate a new argument by hypothesizing that if they had “an even number,” a path was
possible (line 42), which Abe countered (line 43). This exchange, however, highlighted
the importance of the parity of the number of tunnels connected to each area of the map,
as well as indicating identification of parity as a mathematical practice.
Abe then recalled the terms Euler path and Euler circuit.
56

Abe:

57
58

Beccah:
Abe:

59
60

Beccah:
Abe:

61

Beccah:

I know there’s like an Euler path and Euler circuits (Initiation,
Experiential Recall, High)
Yeah, yeah, yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
And for one of them, you can only have one odd. (Response to
Self, Explain, High)
Yeah, like one odd section. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Yeah, and then there’s one where… where like you can only have
two odds and no more, or no less, and that’s for an Euler circuit, I
think. Maybe. I don’t remember. (Response to Self, Explain,
High)
I know exactly what you’re talking about, but I can’t remember
either. I’m with whatever you’ve said so far. (Response to Other,
Agree, Low)

Lines 58 and 60 provided examples of Abe’s high-cognitive level explanations
that are in response to his initiation (line 56) regarding the terms Euler path and Euler
circuit. Meanwhile, Beccah gave low-cognitive level agreements in response, implying
that while she agreed with Abe’s argument, she was not expanding upon it. This
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indicated that although Beccah did not recall the specific terminology that Abe was using,
she agreed with his reasoning as he presented them. Abe also claimed, “you can only
have one odd” (line 58), which he later corrected to “two odds and no more, or no less.”
In this instance, it appeared as though Beccah wanted to build consensus with Abe,
despite not fully comprehending his argument.
Later, Beccah put forth the conjecture that they needed at least one even degree
section, and Abe agreed. This led to the discussion in the next excerpt regarding the
number of odd and even degree vertices, in which Beccah concluded that they needed at
least two odd degree vertices, while Abe recalled a fact that you needed exactly two odds.
93

Beccah:

94

Abe:

95
96
97

Abe:
Beccah:
Abe:

98

Beccah:

99
100

Abe:
Beccah:

101
102

Abe:
Beccah:

103
104
105

Abe:
Beccah:
Beccah:

106

Abe:

107

Beccah:

Ok, so are we going to say you need at least one even… so we
need this one… can we do it? (Initiation, Hypothesis, High)
Ok, let’s see. What if we go straight there… [traces] (Response
to Other, Example, High)
Yes, you can. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Ok, cool. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So you need at least two odds then? Or just one even? (Initiation,
Clarification, High)
Um… well no because we have two odds right here. (Response to
Other, Counter, High)
Right but we have three… (Response to Other, Counter, Low)
Yeah, and we have three on the outside, five, three, and it doesn’t
work. But if we have… when we take out whichever one. Like
this one has four now. Oh this has two now. (Response to Other,
Counter, High)
Yeah (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
This one has three and this one has three. But if we do this one,
this one has two, this one has two. (Response to Other, Inform,
High)
This one has five. (Response to Other, Inform, Low)
And then three… (Response to Self, Inform, Low)
So is it at least two? (Initiation without Response, Clarification,
Low)
Because I feel like, I remember in discrete, there’s something
about, like, for a path to be needed, you can only have two odds,
and the rest need to be evens. (Initiation, Experiential Recall,
High)
Oh! You’re right, well because the odds have to be equal to an
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108
109

Abe:
Beccah:

110

Abe:

even (Response to Other, Agree, High)
Yeah, yeah, yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Because you can’t have just one odd. You have to have two odds
or four odds. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Uh huh (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

In this excerpt, Abe responded to Beccah’s hypothesis that they needed “at least
one even” (line 93) by path-tracing an example. After confirming an example worked
when he removed one tunnel, Abe and Beccah both began clarifying Beccah’s original
hypothesis. By repeatedly offering ideas and countering one another’s observations
(lines 97-104), Beccah tentatively concluded (line 105) that they needed “at least two,”
leaving out whether it was odd or even. Abe then recalled (line 106) an idea from his
Discrete Mathematics course, that “you can only have two odds and the rest need to be
evens.” Beccah responded with agreement, but later claimed, “you have to have two
odds or four odds.” While it is true for a mathematical graph that a graph cannot have an
odd number of odd degree vertices, it appeared as though Beccah was concluding that a
path was possible with four odd degree vertices, which is not true. This excerpt
highlighted a potential pitfall of building consensus, in that the participants in building
consensus may not appropriate the same meanings from that consensus.
The pair later attempted to explain their thoughts to me, with Beccah stating that
there “has to be at least two odd,” but stopping herself. Abe then corrected her, saying,
“Only.” Beccah then revised their conjecture to say, “There has to be two odds and there
can’t be any less or more.” This statement was coded as a conjecture because it was a
proposition that had been evidenced provided prior to being stated.
In their explanation, Beccah used many terms interchangeably, particularly bridge
and door, indicating that doors-and-rooms metaphor was flexible enough in her mind to
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allow her to use them interchangeably. Abe, in comparison, used tunnel almost
exclusively.
152

Beccah:

… we broke these into sections, and then like, called these, you
know, like our bridges, our doors, and realized that each section
has an odd number of bridges, that connect to another section…

I later questioned what they meant by odd, which Abe explained using tunnel.
159

Abe:

So like, for the central island, it’s odd because it’s got five
tunnels that connect out of it. So then when you remove one of
the tunnels, it becomes even, cause it’s only got two.

When I asked them about the doors-and-rooms metaphor, Beccah confirmed that
the idea came from Discrete Mathematics. She added that the rooms were analogous to
the “islands” and the doors were analogous to the “tunnels,” while Abe explained only
that you had to go through the doors.
176

JK:

177

Beccah:

178
179
180
181

Abe:
JK:
Beccah:
Abe:

Um, you guys are saying something about rooms and doors.
Where’s that coming from?
That’s coming from discrete, like we did this, pretty much this
exact same problem. But we did it with rooms and doors instead
of like islands and tunnels.
You have to go through the doors…
So the rooms are analogous to the…?
Islands, yeah.
Yeah.

I later asked the pair if they could have fewer than two odds, given that their
reasoning was reliant on starting and ending at an odd and possibly allowing for fewer
odds. After I asked them to explain Figure 11, the pair concluded that having all evens
was possible. I also asked about a diagram that Abe drew, which he concluded had one
odd, erroneously, as seen in Figure 12. Later, Beccah reinforced this conclusion, saying,
“at most two odds, and it can be completed with one odd or zero odd sections.” Abe later
corrected himself, claiming that the diagram actually had two odds, with him previously
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missing the one-degree room. As such, it appeared that Beccah believed it was possible
to have only one odd degree room, while Abe believed it was not possible.

Figure 12. Diagram with “one odd.”
The pair finally concluded with the following conjecture:
AB1

At most two odds and can work for one odd section, or no odd
sections. If you have all even sections, then you will start and end
in the same section.

To summarize, Abe and Beccah began the interview by recalling experiences
from their Discrete Mathematics class as beliefs, or propositions that did not have
evidence. Beccah then engaged in path-tracing to explore the task, subsequently
recalling the doors-and-rooms metaphor. The pair then recalled using the doors-androoms metaphor from their prior experience, building consensus that it could be used on
their current task. Abe then identified that all the “rooms” had an “odd number only.”
While Beccah agreed, she attempted to argue that if they removed one bridge, a path was
possible. Abe then recalled the terms Euler path and Euler circuit, first erroneously
claiming that they could “have only one odd,” but later claiming that they could have
exactly “two odds.” Beccah then continued her argument that if they removed one
bridge, a path was possible. She stated this as a hypothesis, claiming, “So are we going
to say you need at least one even?” Abe then challenged whether the hypothesis should
be “two odds” or “one even.” By repeatedly offering ideas and countering one another’s
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observations, Abe settled on the statement that “you can only have two odds,” which
Beccah interpreted as it being possible that they could also have “four odds.” The pair
eventually conjectured that they could have at most two odd sections, including one and
zero odd sections as being possible. Beccah flexibly interchanged terms such as “doors”
and “tunnels” and “islands” and “rooms,” while Abe was less flexible. Abe never
disagreed with Beccah’s terminology, indicating, at least, tacit understanding of the
doors-and-rooms metaphors Beccah was using.
Abe and Beccah appeared to source the authority of their usage of the doors-androoms metaphor in prior consensus, in that the metaphor was valid in a prior setting, their
Discrete Mathematics course. Perhaps having validated the use of the doors-and-rooms
metaphor during Discrete Mathematics, the pair freely used the metaphor without lacking
authority or being tentative. One example occurred in which the pair did not focus purely
on logical validity was when Beccah seemed willing to agree with Abe for the sake of
building consensus without fully understanding some of Abe’s arguments. There was no
mention of stylistic argumentation, while structural argumentation was generally limited
to validating or countering one another’s observations via path-tracing.
In this interview, the mathematical practices performed by the pair included
recalling prior experiences with similar tasks, usage of the doors-and-rooms metaphor,
and the use of path-tracing to verify hypotheses. Although Abe was able to more readily
recall his prior experiences, Beccah agreed to all of his suggestions. Similarly, Beccah
was more willing to interchange the terms door, bridge, and tunnel, while Abe almost
exclusively used tunnel. Both participants initiated ideas, responded to the others ideas,
as well as initiated ideas without responses from their partner. Both used high and low
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cognitive level discourse. The only difference between the two was Beccah’s general
usage of low-level agreement whenever Abe was recalling his prior experiences.
Interview 2 – Beccah
As a reminder to the reader, the Interview 2 Task, Part 1 was to place an
additional tunnel so that a path could be taken that crossed each tunnel once and only
once starting in the Blue District and ending in the Gold District, but a path could not be
taken that started in the Red District and ended in the Gold District (see Appendix D).
Beccah initiated Interview 2 Task, Part 1 by just “tossing one,” implying that she chose a
location to place the new tunnel almost at random.
6

Beccah:

7

Beccah:

8

Beccah:

9

JK:

10

Beccah:

I can’t remember… I’m just gonna try and toss one in there
(Initiation, Strategy, High).
So what if we put it on this guy… so here, go in, go out [engages
in path-tracing] (Response to Self, Example, High).
Ok so, we need to get back in the Gold District, but… every time
that… if we start with Blue, and we can only go into the Gray
District and the Gold District… well can I put one over here?
(Initiation, Clarification, High).
You can put one wherever you want (Response to Other,
Clarification, High).
Ok, cause every time that I like, try and go, I can’t end up back in
the Gold District (Response to Other, Explain, High).

When Beccah engaged in path-tracing, she drew a representation of the diagram
given, rather than a door-and-room metaphor, as seen in Figure 13. I called this a
Realistic Diagram because it was drawn to resemble to map given in the prompt. This
was in contrast to a diagram using doors and rooms or using mathematical graphs.
Her path-tracing showed that Beccah’s initial strategy was to use an example. An
utterance was coded as an example if it was a physical instantiation of a concept, such as
drawing a particular path or constructing a particular tunnel on a diagram. Like in the
first interview, Beccah chose to use path-tracing to explore the problem initially. This
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indicated a propensity to instantiate examples as one of Beccah’s mathematical practices
that she performed in both the first and second interviews.

Figure 13. Beccah’s Realistic diagram from Interview 2, Question 1.
After she failed to find a solution path for several potential tunnel locations, she
stated that the problem “should be easy” because “an additional door should be able to
help a lot.”
31

Beccah:

32

JK:

33
34
35

Beccah:
JK:
Beccah:

36

JK:

37

JK:

38

Beccah:

39

Beccah:

I feel like this is really actually pretty easy (Initiation, Belief,
Low).
You feel like it’s pretty easy? (Response to Other, Clarification,
Low).
I feel it should be (Response to Other, Belief, Low).
Why do you think that? (Response to Other, Clarification, Low).
Because adding an additional door should be able to help a lot,
but just placing it in the right one…(Response to Other, Explain,
Low).
Yeah it’s kind of hard to just try because there’s a lot of different
places you could put it. (Response to Other, Agree, High).
Is this something that you could make a more informed decision
about rather than just trying it? (Initiation, Strategy, Low).
Well, cause… so in the Gold District we have 5 doors, 3 doors in
Blue, 3 doors in Red, 3 doors in the Gray. (Response to Other,
Inform, High).
In order to make it all work, through each door, we need the even
number, or only two odds (Response to Self, Explain, High).
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I then asked her if there was a way she could be more systematic about choosing
the location. She responded by attempting to recite hers and Abe’s conjecture from the
first interview. This indicated that Beccah did not begin to think in a structural manner
until I suggested as such. She did, however, explicitly relate the Interview 2 Task to the
Interview 1 Task by partially citing their conjecture from Interview 1.
She then connected a “bridge- er tunnel” between the Red and Gold Districts,
indicating her interchanging the words “bridge” and “tunnel”. She then lamented that she
would get “stuck in Gray.” I asked her if changing the location of her bridge would
change her situation, and she chose to move her “bridge” between the Red and Gray
Districts, finding a solution path. When answering the second question as to why it was
not possible to start in the Red District and end in the Gold District (while crossing all the
tunnels), Beccah used an in-out strategy on the number of “doors,” claiming,
80

Beccah:

We have even doors in the Red section, and odd in the Blue, so
we can do it in the blue because it has an odd amount, which
means we won’t end up back in the Blue. If we start in Blue,
we’ll always… it’ll bring us back out. But in the Red, if we have
to start in the Red, then we’d have to end in the Red too.
(Response to Self, Explain, High)

It should be noted that while Beccah cited their conjecture from Interview 1, she
had not yet explicitly used the conjecture. While Abe had stated verbally that the starting
and ending locations needed to be odd, the pair’s final conjecture did not reference
starting and ending parity. Since Beccah had to rely on the previously written conjecture
to remember what they had said in Interview 1, it was likely that Beccah did not
understand the importance of the starting and ending locations. This indicated that while
Beccah had used an in-out strategy to justify the impossibility of finding a path from the
Red District to the Gold District, she did not use the conjecture to verify or determine the
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location of the tunnel. This indicated that Beccah still did not fully comprehend the
conjecture she and Abe had developed during Interview 1, due to Beccah’s desire to build
consensus. This potentially reinforced the notion that two participants may not
appropriate the same meanings from the same acts of building consensus.
As a reminder to the reader, the Interview 2 Task, Part 2 was to construct a second
tunnel so that one could now cross each tunnel once and only once starting in the Red
District and ending in the Gold District, but not be able to do so starting in the Blue
District. Beccah again began by placing “tunnels” in almost random locations, first
between the Red and Gold Districts, then between the Red and Gray Districts.
90

Beccah:

91

Beccah:

92

Beccah:

93

Beccah:

So now we need to end up back in Gold. So you have even, even,
if we put a bridge here, it will make this one even. That one’s
even (Initiation, Example, High).
So because we need to end up back outside of the Red anyway
and we have to start in the Red, I’m going to create an additional
tunnel connecting the Red and Yellow. So there’s an even
amount of tunnels out of the Yellow circle and an odd amount for
Red so we end up back out of it (Response to Self, Hypothesis,
High).
Ok, now because we’re going in…through… because we’re
going in, but we have an even number on that. So that means
we’ll have to end up back out of the Yellow because there’s an
even number there, so… the bridge can’t go there (Response to
Self, Counter, High).
So I’m gonna connect…we’ll try connecting another tunnel with
the Gray and the Red (Initiation, Example, High).

In this excerpt, Beccah put forth the hypothesis that if she placed a tunnel between
the Red and Yellow Districts, it would make a solution path possible. Moments later,
however, she countered her hypothesis by arguing that since there was an even amount of
tunnels out of the Yellow District, her path could not possibly end there. This showed
that Beccah was able to argue using a hypothesis in addition to arguing from specific
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examples. This showed evidence of structural argumentation, or the ability to discuss the
logical rigor of an argument.
Beccah then placed the “bridge” between the Gray and Blue Districts and traced a
solution path. She then concluded it was not possible to start in the Blue District and end
in the Gold District because “now there’s an even amount, so if we try starting in the
Blue, we would technically have to end back up in the blue, because there’s an even
number of bridges.” Again, she did not explicitly use their conjecture from Interview 1
to determine the location of the tunnel, but rather used an in-out strategy in her
justification of her response to the task.
As a reminder to the reader, The Interview 2 Task, Part 3 was to construct a third
tunnel so that one could take a path starting at either the Red or Blue District, cross every
tunnel once and only once, and return back to that original district. Beccah read the
prompt and stated,
113

Beccah:

114

Beccah:

115

Beccah:

If we want to end up back in the District where we started, then
we need an even amount. I wonder if we can… (Initiation,
Conjecture, High)
Oh we need to add an additional bridge. (Response to Self,
Strategy, High)
I believe if we attempt to make them all even… We want to add
another door between the Yellow and Red. So each section has
an even number of doors. [traces] La, la, la… and whoo, like
that, it works for the Blue. We end up back in the Blue. Then if
we try it with Red... we can go all the way around, through here,
here, here, yay! (Response to Self, Explain, High)

Line 113 indicated that Beccah was citing their conjecture AB1, which stated “If
you have all even sections, then you will start and end in the same section.” It should be
noted that this third tunnel was the only tunnel placed purposefully by Beccah using her
conjecture. For Part 1 and Part 2, Beccah had engaged in activities such as path-tracing
and in-out strategies. For Part 3, however, Beccah was able to use their conjecture to
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place the additional tunnel and find the necessary solution paths as evidenced by lines
113-115.
In regards to Beccah’s choice of diagram, she never transitioned from her more
realistic diagrams shown in Figure 13 to door-and-room diagrams as she and Abe had in
Interview 1. Rather than using a door-and-room metaphor to guide her reasoning and her
evaluation, she chose to draw a diagram more similar to the diagram given for the
purposes of this task. She did, however, continue to interchange the terms bridge, tunnel,
and door, as shown throughout the interview.
When I asked Beccah if she wanted to amend her previous conjecture in any way,
she stated:
B2

If you start in a section where there are an odd amount of tunnels,
then you can end up in a different section. If there is an even
amount, you can’t. You’ll either not be able to go through every
door, or you’ll have to end up in the same section.

This amendment indicated that she had changed her conjecture to include
information regarding the starting location of a path. While it appeared as though Abe
was aware of that distinction during Interview 1, this was clearly a new facet of the
conjecture for Beccah.
In summary, Beccah began Interview 2, Part 1 by simply “tossing one in” to a
random location. She then drew a Realistic Diagram to perform path-tracing. This was
coded as an example, and she continued to use path-tracing examples to find solution
paths for Interview 2, Part 1 and Part 2. After I asked if she could be more systematic
about her placement of the additional tunnel, Beccah attempted to recall her and Abe’s
conjecture from Interview 1. In both Part 1 and Part 2, Beccah used an in-out strategy to
verify the impossibility of the appropriate solution path, rather than to determine the
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tunnel placement. She would hypothesize a potential location based on some notion of
parity and either find a solution path or counter her hypothesis with new evidence. This
showed that while Beccah did not apply the conjecture in a deterministic manner, she still
discussed the logical rigor of her argument in terms of odd and even degrees, indicating
structural argumentation. In Part 3, Beccah transitioned to using her conjecture to
determine the location of the tunnel, knowing that the parity of each district had to be
even. She then amended her conjecture from Interview 1 to include “if you start in a
section where there are an odd amount of tunnels, then you can end up in a different
section.” While Abe had stated this during Interview 1, it was not explicitly part of their
conjecture.
Beccah’s mathematical practices included the use of path-tracing to explore the
problem, drawing a Realistic Diagram, continuing to interchange the terms door, bridge,
and tunnel, as well as district, section, and room, using an in-out strategy to verify her
choice of location for each tunnel, and, in Part 3, using the conjecture to determine the
location of the tunnel. When she did put forth hypotheses, she used examples of pathtracing to either verify her hypothesis or provide her with a counterargument. Beccah
struggled to recall her and Abe’s conjecture from Interview 1, and amended the
conjecture to include information regarding the necessity of having an odd degree in
one’s starting location, an idea that Abe had mentioned in Interview 1 but did not write in
their conjecture. Beccah did not recall prior experiences from Discrete Mathematics like
Abe did in Interview 1. While she did not draw a diagram of doors-and-rooms, she used
the metaphor as shown by her usage of door (line 115).
Beccah provided low cognitive level agreement in response to Abe’s conjecture
from Interview 1, which implied that while she did not necessarily understand the
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argument fully herself, she was unwilling to disagree with Abe’s reasoning. During
Interview 2, Beccah did not explicitly use the conjecture that Abe first uttered in
Interview 1, merely using an in-out strategy to verify her tunnel placements. This
indicated that Beccah had not appropriated the conjecture that she and Abe had built
consensus on during Interview 1.
Beccah freely transitioned between door, tunnel, and bridge, indicating that she
still possessed autonomy when it came to rewording the task to fit a different metaphor.
She did not mention any notions of stylistic argumentation, and her only evidence of
structural argumentation was the use of the conjecture. As such, it was unclear how the
social norms and discourse of the classroom influenced Beccah’s mathematical practices.
Beccah’s only mathematical practice that changed from Interview 1 to Interview 2
was her lack of use of a door-and-room diagram. It was she who initially suggested the
door-and-room metaphor, and while she freely interchanged the terms door, tunnel, and
bridge, she did not use a door-and-room diagram to help her in her reasoning. Instead,
she repeated her use of path-tracing to verify hypotheses, but on a Realistic diagram,
rather than a door-and-room diagram.
Interview 2 – Abe
Abe began Part 1 similarly to Beccah by “adding different tunnels from different
places” and seeing if it “becomes possible.” After failing to trace a path, Abe drew a
Graph-like diagram much more similar to a mathematical graph than the picture from the
prompt, as seen in Figure 14. This was different from Beccah’s realistic diagram (Figure
13). He then recalled from the previous interview.
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Figure 14. Abe’s Graph-like diagram from Interview 2, Question 1.
19

Abe:

20
21

Jeff:
Abe:

…we decided it was only possible with two odd degrees.
(Initiation, Conjecture, High)
Mmhmm.
And if you add a tunnel from any of them, then two of them, two
of the Districts will become even degree, leaving two odd degree,
which means it should be possible. (Response to Self, Explain,
High)

This showed that Abe was using the conjecture from the previous interview to
verify his tunnel placement in Part 1. He claimed, “if you add one tunnel, then you’ll be
able to get from point to point,” implying that it should be possible to find a solution path
if he added a single tunnel. He then recalled
29

Abe:

Oh wait, so we also said that if it’s an odd degree, you have to
start or end there. So that means you’d have to add a tunnel
between Gray and Red, I think. (Initiation, Conjecture, High)
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This was not explicitly part of the conjecture from Interview 1, rather something
that Abe had claimed during Interview 1. After placing the tunnel between the Gray and
Red Districts, Abe traced a solution path from the Blue District to the Gold District. He
then claimed that he should also be able to do it starting at the Red District, saying
46

Abe:
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JK:
Abe:
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JK:
Abe:
Abe:
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Abe:
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JK:
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Abe:
JK:

56

Abe:

Yeah, so it’s possible by adding a connection between two of the
odd degrees, leaving the one you want to start in and the one you
want to end in odd. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Okay. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
But that also means that you can do it for the Red and ending in
Gold. (Response to Self, Counter, High)
You can or cannot? (Response to Other, Clarification, Low)
Can. (Response to Other, Inform, Low).
I mean, if you look at them, if you say you can do it for Blue, you
can do it for Gold… er you can do it for Red, because it’s sort of
symmetrical. (Initiation without Response, Hypothesis, High)
Does that not matter? (Initiation without Response, Clarification,
High)
Are you thinking of adding a different bridge and making it
possible? (Initiation, Clarification, High)
Yeah, a different bridge. (Response to Other, Explain, Low)
So the prompt is saying…[shows prompt] (Response to Other,
Explain, Low)
Oh, “that bridge you added,” not another. (Response to Other,
Inform, High).

This exchange verified that Abe knew that the degrees of the ending and starting
locations needed to be odd for a solution path to be possible. While his initial statement
of “that also means you can do it for Red and ending in Gold,” could have implied that
Abe believed that a path from any starting and ending locations was possible so long as
there are only two odd degree locations, further clarification showed that such was not
the case, and that he was indeed relying on his knowledge of the degree of the starting
and ending locations needing to be odd. He then used an in-out strategy, saying,
66

Abe:

Yeah, starting in Red, you can leave it, then come back, then
you’ll leave it, then you’ll come back. So no matter what, if you
start in Red, you have to end in Red. (Response to Other, Explain,
High)
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This showed that Abe used in-out strategy similar to Beccah when justifying
whether or not one could start a path at a particular location.
When I asked Abe if he wanted to write down his explanation, he wrote:
A2a

I believe it is possible by adding a bridge between Red and Gray.
It will cause the two districts to have an even degree which will
cause the other two districts to be odd, satisfying our rule from the
previous exercise. Then Red will be even degree, meaning if you
start there you must end there, making it not possible.

In this Interview 2 Task Part 1, Abe was using the knowledge that the starting and
ending locations had to be odd when applying the conjecture, something that Beccah did
not initially do. This showed that while Beccah and Abe developed the conjecture from
Interview 1 together, they used the conjecture differently, with Beccah not explicitly
using the conjecture while Abe used it to verify his tunnel placements. While Abe,
similar to Beccah, used an in-out strategy in explaining his reasoning, he used the
conjecture to verify his tunnel placements, something Beccah did not do, rather relying
on path-tracing a solution.
When Abe started Part 2, he first claimed it was not possible to construct a second
tunnel with such conditions. He argued
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Abe:
Jeff:
Abe:
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Jeff:
Abe:
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Jeff:
Abe:

Ok so I don’t think it’s possible (Initiation, Belief, Low)
Mmhmm? (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Because if you add a tunnel between Blue and Yellow, then those
will be even, which will make it a circuit, so you can start in any
location and end up at the same location. And if you add one
between Red and Gray… (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Mmhmm. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Those will both be odd degree, so you’ll eventually… It’s
basically undoing it, everything that you’ve done before. So it’ll
go back to everything being odd, which is not possible. (Response
to Self, Explain, High)
Right here? [points] (Response to Other, Clarification, Low)
Ok let me look at that one… Because you can’t add it between
Red and Yellow because then Yellow becomes even and Red and
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102
103

Jeff:
Abe:

104
105

Jeff:
Abe:

Blue are both odd, so you have to start in Red and end in the
Blue, or start in Blue and end in Red. (Response to Other,
Conjecture, High)
Mmhmm
But then, if you add one… there [draws a line on Graph-like
diagram between R and B] that will become that, and then… 1 2
3 4 5… That might be possible then. (Response to Self, Example,
High)
Why do you say that?
Because then, Red would have odd degree, and yellow would
have odd degree also. Then you can start in Red and end in
Yellow or start in Yellow and end in Red, and it would be not
possible to start in Blue and end in Gold, because then that’s even
and you can’t start or end in an even. So I think it’s possible if
you add one between Blue and Red. (Response to Other,
Conjecture, High)

Abe initially explained why several possible locations for the new tunnel were
incorrect for the task. Using conjecture AB1 they formulated in Interview 1 and his
knowledge that you had to start and end in an odd degree district, Abe was able to deduce
that the tunnel had to be constructed between Red and Blue, changing the parity of Red to
odd and Blue to even. He then cited his conjecture again to state that it was not possible
to start at Blue, and that he knew a solution path existed starting at Red without having to
trace it. He did not feel compelled to write down his explanation, claiming it was similar
to the explanation from the first part.
In this exchange, Abe showed that he was simultaneously placing tunnels and
checking the parity of the locations. This was different from Beccah in that Beccah
placed her tunnels, path-traced a solution, and then verified that it was not possible to
start in the Blue District and end in the Gold District using an in-out strategy. Abe did
not show the need or desire to trace paths, choosing rather to simply check the parity of
the result of him adding tunnels to various locations until he found the correct location.
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While this was not using the conjecture to determine the location of the tunnel, Abe
explicitly used the conjecture to verify his tunnel placement.
As a reminder to the reader, The Interview 2 Task, Part 3 was to construct a third
tunnel so that one could take a path starting at either the Red or Blue District, cross every
tunnel once and only once, and return back to that original district. After reading the
prompt for Part 3, Abe stated that the solution paths existed “if you add one between Red
and Yellow, because then everything will be up to even degree. Similar to Beccah, Abe
used the conjecture AB1 to determine the location of the tunnel during Part 3. After
tracing the solution paths, he wrote down the following explanation:
A2b

All even degree will create a circuit which allows you to start and
end in the same location. This works because with an even degree,
if you enter you have to leave, you cannot get “trapped” there. If
you start there, however, you must end there as well.

When I asked him to summarize his conclusions, Abe wrote:
A2c

With exactly two odds, you must start in one and end in the other.

To summarize, Abe used a Graph-like Diagram, rather than a Realistic Diagram
like Beccah, and he did not reference doors-and-rooms as he and Beccah had during
Interview 1. After an initial period of tracing paths, Abe relied heavily on his conjecture
from the previous interview, using it and his additional knowledge regarding the degree
of the starting and ending locations of his paths to verify the placement of his tunnels.
Like Beccah, he used the conjecture to place the tunnel in Part 3. At the end of the
interview, he added two additions to the conjecture from Interview 1, one that discussed
having all even degrees and one that discussed having two odd degrees.
Abe’s mathematical practices included the use of a Graph-like diagram, the use of
the conjecture and his additional knowledge from Interview 1 to verify the location of his
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tunnels, the use of an in-out strategy to explain his reasoning rather than validate it, and,
in Part 3, using the conjecture to determine the placement of the tunnel.
Abe appeared to be uninfluenced by Beccah’s practice of using the doors-androoms metaphor. While both Beccah and Abe relied on path-tracing and in-out
strategies, Beccah used path-tracing to find a correct tunnel placement and in-out
strategies to verify that it was impossible to find certain paths, while Abe used pathtracing to explicitly validate his tunnel placement and in-out strategies only when
explaining his reasoning. Beccah’s penchant for using path-tracing to explore a problem
was only observed in Part 1 with Abe, so he appeared to be uninfluenced by most of
Beccah’s mathematical practices from Interview 1.
Abe made no specific mention of topics related to stylistic argumentation. He
was willing to interchange the terms bridge and tunnel, but that was probably due to him
having seen the problem with bridges in his Discrete Mathematics course. As such, it
was unclear how Abe was influenced by the social norm of stylistic argumentation from
the classroom. Abe’s repeated use of his conjecture from Interview 1 indicated that his
conjecture was logically rigorous in his mind, indicating structural argumentation, but
Abe did not question the validity of his conjecture during Interview 2, and thus structural
argumentation did not occur in that manner.
Abe explicitly used the conjecture from Interview 1 to validate his tunnel
placements, while Beccah used path-tracing and in-out strategies to validate her tunnel
placements. This is perhaps due to Abe’s knowing that the starting and ending locations
needed to be odd, while Beccah did not. Abe also used a Graph-like diagram, rather than
a Realistic diagram that Beccah used, and neither used a Doors-and-Rooms diagram like
in Interview 1.
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Interview 3 – Abe and Beccah
The Interview 3 Task was to draw a continuous curve that crossed each edge of a
figure, as seen in Figure 15, once and only once (see Appendix D). As a reminder, I left
the room at the beginning of Interview 3 to allow the participants to explore the task
without my presence. See Chapter III for more detail on the process of my leaving the
room. Beginning the Interview 3 Task, Abe and Beccah first began by orienting
themselves with the problem.

Figure 15. Figure from Interview 3 Task.
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Beccah:

5
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Abe:
Beccah:
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Abe:
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Beccah:
Beccah:
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Abe:
Beccah:

12

Beccah:

13
14

Abe:
Beccah:

Okay, so I’m just gonna draw it a couple of times and then we
can… (Initiation, Strategy, High)
Yeah that’s fine. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Do a couple of trial and errors and then… (Response to Self,
Explain, High)
Is, like, the whole outside a single edge or…? (Initiation,
Question, High)
That’s a good question (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Yeah, because like, does this count, like if we go through there,
does this count as like, this whole thing, or does it? (Response to
Self, Explain, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Let’s see… “crosses each edge of the figure only once.” Yeah I
don’t know. That’s a good question. (Response to Other, Agree,
High).
I wonder if it’s like the last problem at all, or just totally different.
(Initiation, Belief, Low)
I think it is. (Response to Other, Belief, Low)
[I return to the room] So, does each edge, like, is this whole top
part an edge or is this an edge, this an edge, this an edge [points
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15

JK:

16

Abe:

17

JK:

at each edge] (Initiation, Clarification, High)
It is my understanding that the second thing you’ve done is the
case. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
Okay, so do we not have to include the outside edges, or do we
include those? (Initiation, Question, High).
Yes, include the outside edges. (Response to Other, Clarification,
High).

After I returned and clarified that the “outside edges” were considered separate
edges, Beccah redrew the figure with dots at each vertex and attempted to path-trace a
solution, seen in Figure 16.
After failing to find a solution curve, Beccah attempted to compare the problem to
their previous interview problems. According to an actor-oriented transfer perspective,
this could be considered an act of building a relation of similarity between the previous
tasks and the Interview 3 Task (i.e., evidence of transfer taking place).

Figure 16. Beccah’s Realistic diagram and path-tracing from Interview 3.
55

Beccah:

56
57

Abe:
Beccah:

And this is like saying, ok so, I’m like trying to… if we compare
it to our last one we did… (Initiation, Strategy, High)
Uh huh. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
It’s like saying each of these is like our space or whatever.
(Response to Self, Explain, High)
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Abe:
Beccah:

Uh huh. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
And there is a door through every single one. (Response to Self,
Explain, High)

Beccah stating “each of these is like our space” indicated that she was relating the
Interview 3 Task to the Interview 1 and Interview 2 Tasks. By adding “there is a door
through every single one,” she explicitly related the edges of the figure with the doors
from Interview 1.
Abe, meanwhile, drew a diagram and began counting degrees, labeled in Figure
17, indicating that he was attempting to relate the Interview 3 Task to his conjecture from
Interview 1 regarding the parity of each section.

Figure 17. Abe’s diagram with degrees 5, 5, 4, 5, 4, and 9.
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Abe:
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Beccah:
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Abe:

So if we do it like that, then there’s 1 2… Oh wait there’s one
right here. So 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 there. (Response to Other, Inform,
High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
1, 2, 3, 4… 1, 2, 3, 4, 5… 1, 2, 3, 4… 1, 2, 3, 4, 5? (Response to
Self, Inform, High)
Yeah… (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So, can we not do it? (Initiation, Conjecture, Low)
If we’re thinking about it right, then I think we can’t. (Response
to Other, Agree, Low)
Because there’s more than two odds. (Response to Self,
Conjecture, High)
Yeah, and there’s always these rooms, the five rooms that mess
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Beccah:
Beccah:
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Abe:

71

Beccah:

72

Abe:

73

Beccah:

us up. (Response to Other, Agree, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Does it count being on like… the outside? Er, um… does this
one on the outside count? So there would be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9… (Initiation, Clarification, High)
Yeah so… it’s like an extra room. (Response to Other, Agree,
High)
Yeah, because that’s exactly what it is, like if we created those
doors… (Response to Other, Explain, High)
Yeah… so you think it’s not possible? (Initiation, Conjecture,
Low)
I don’t think so. Should we keep…? We should try it. (Response
to Other, Strategy, Low)

Beccah indicated (line 64) that she was also thinking about her prior conjectures,
presumably from Interview 1, and Abe’s agreement (line 65) indicated that he was
thinking similarly. Beccah then clarified (line 66) that it was “because there’s more than
two odds,” a phrase that contradicted with the phrase “at most two odds” in their
conjecture AB1 from the Interview 1. It was also clear to the pair that the “outside” was
a location with nine edges connected to it, with Abe saying “it’s like an extra room” (line
70).
After attempting to trace more paths, Abe and Beccah settled on the problem
being impossible. They wrote the following:
AB3

Not possible because there are three parts of the figure with an odd
number of edges, and we cannot have more than two.

When I asked them for an explanation, Abe explained,
110
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JK:
Abe:
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Beccah:
Abe:
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Beccah:

What did you guys say? (Initiation, Question, Low)
We said it’s not possible because there are three parts of the
figure with an odd number of edges and you can’t have more than
two. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
So like each box… (Response to Other, Explain, Low)
These ones each have five edges you have to go through, so
based on like, what we said in the previous problems, you can
only have two or we said one or none. (Response to Self,
Conjecture, High)
Yeah max two (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
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It was unclear whether Abe’s line 113 was in reference to their work in Interview
1 or Abe’s own work in Interview 2. Beccah agreed, saying, “Max two odd.” I asked for
clarification, saying,
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JK:
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Beccah:
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Abe:
Beccah:
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Abe:
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JK:

So you’re saying this problem can be done in a similar fashion as
you’ve done the previous problems? (Initiation, Clarification,
High)
Yeah, because each edge… well we can treat it like how it was
with the islands and the tunnels. Each island is one of these
rectangles and then each bridge is each edge. So there’s
bridges…(Response to Other, Explain, High)
Or if they’re like rooms (Response to Other, Clarification, High)
Yeah, or if they’re the rooms or the doors. (Response to Other,
Clarification, High)
Where the vertices are… that’s like a door fram, so you can go
through it. (Response to Other, Clarification, High).
Could you draw a picture that illustrates that? (Initiation,
Request, High)

In response to my request, Beccah drew a representation of the diagram, seen in
Figure 18, as “islands and the tunnels.”

Figure 18. Beccah’s diagram representing the task as islands and tunnels.
The pair then began the additional task of finding a location to add a new box to
make the problem possible. The pair found several possible locations, but after I asked
them if they could describe all the possible locations, Abe attempted to draw a graph to
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represent the diagram in the problem, as seen in Figure 19. In the graph, Beccah added
that in order to represent a new box, they had to add a new “circle” with new edges
connecting to it in the graph.

Figure 19. Abe’s Graph-like diagram of the problem with new “circle” on right.
It should be noted that in drawing the Graph-like diagram, Abe did not include a
vertex for the “outside.” Instead, the “outside” edges connected to a large ring that
enclosed the other vertices. Using this graphical representation, the pair was unable to
determine all the possible locations to add a new box to create a solution curve. Abe and
Beccah eventually decided they had tried enough examples and did not wish to pursue the
problem further.
In summary, Beccah began the Interview 3 Task by attempting to path-trace a
solution. After failing to find a solution, she hypothesized that they could do the
Interview 3 Task similarly to the previous tasks from Interview 1 and Interview 2, to
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which Abe agreed. Abe then began counting the degrees of each section of the figure,
and upon finding that more than two had odd degree, he and Beccah declared the problem
was not possible. Beccah then explicitly related the “islands” from the Interview 1 and
Interview 2 diagrams to the “rectangles” in the Interview 3 figure, as well as the “edges”
to each bridge/tunnel. Abe then explicitly related the rectangles to the “rooms” and the
edges to the “doors” from the doors-and-rooms metaphor from Interview 1. Using the
metaphor, Beccah identified the “outside” as being connected to nine edges, with Abe
explicitly calling it an “extra room.”
It appeared as though Beccah drew a Realistic diagram (Figure 16) that resembled
the figure given in the Interview 3 prompt. She similarly drew a Realistic diagram for the
Interview 2 Task, something that Abe did not do during Interview 2. Beccah did not rely
on in-out strategies to verify that a curve was not possible, instead choosing, like Abe, to
rely on the conjectures they had made in Interviews 1 and 2. It appeared as though
Beccah was more familiar with the conjecture having used it during Interview 2, at least
more so than she was at the beginning of Interview 2. Abe’s mathematical practices did
not seem to change from his Interview 2. While he did not draw a Graph-like diagram
until after the Interview 3 Task was finished and they were working on the additional
task, Abe again used his conjecture to verify that a curve was not possible.
The pair seemed to have built enough consensus from Interview 1 that both were
comfortable using the conjecture to claim that the Interview 3 Task was not possible.
Beccah and Abe explicitly related the rectangles and edges of the figure to the islands and
tunnels or doors and rooms of the Interview 1 Task, indicating that they possessed the
autonomy to relate the problems. While there was no mention of stylistic argumentation,
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the explicit relation between the Interview 1 Task and the Interview 3 Task implied both
participants were thinking structurally.
The pair relied on their prior conjecture from Interview 1 as well as the doorsand-rooms metaphor they developed during Interview 1. This allowed them to view the
“outside” as its own space with edges connected to it. Abe could not, however, convert
that understanding into a proper mathematical graph.
Both individuals seemed to possess the authority of relating the Interview 3 Task
to the Interview 1 and Interview 2 Tasks. As such, this consensus appeared to strengthen
their willingness to use their conjecture and the doors-and-rooms metaphor during the
Interview 3 Task.
Interview 4 – Abe and Beccah
During the stimulated recall interview (see Appendix D for interview protocols),
Beccah stated that at the outset of the problem, she thought back to the first interview
because the diagram from the prompt was very similar to the “room and door” problem
they had discussed previously. She said she immediately began considering “odds and
evens,” and that she entertained Abe’s comments to understand all perspectives. She said
that they did not immediately consider the “outside” as it’s “own space” but that since
some edges went to the outside, they knew something had to be there. In lines 55-73 of
Interview 3, where Abe and Beccah discussed the number of odds, Beccah claimed that
she had not considered the parity of the outside, yet their previous conjecture stated they
could have “at most two odds.” Since they had three odds, she “knew it was not
possible.”
Beccah also explained that she thought of the problem as being “rooms” and
“doors.” Although she provided an explanation in terms of “islands” and “tunnels” in
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Figure 18, Beccah explained that she only did so because that was the situation given
during the first interview, and that she primarily thought of the problem in terms of rooms
and doors. Beccah later claimed that while Abe was correct in his conclusion that having
exactly two odds makes it possible to find a solution curve, she claimed that they could
have had one odd as well, since that is what they had previously conjectured in the first
interview.
In contrast, Abe claimed that in the beginning of the third interview, he was
waiting for Beccah to begin the problem because he was not sure how the problem was
related to the previous problems. He “figured they were related” but was unsure. He also
claimed that he was once told he had an “A-personality” which would cause him to “take
over” his groups during group work. Thus, he chose to allow Beccah to express her ideas
first.
Abe lamented how the pair “went back to trials” rather than relying on their
previous conjectures immediately. He claimed that the “outside” being a space “never
crossed” his mind. Abe also claimed that he viewed the problem as “rooms and doors”
but felt uneasy about using their previous conjecture to answer the current problem.
This stimulated recall interview provided further evidence that the use of doorsand-rooms was primarily Beccah’s idea, with Abe probably following Beccah’s lead. It
also provided further evidence that Beccah did not properly amend the Interview 1
conjecture as Abe had, since having one odd degree vertex is not possible in a graph.
There was also evidence that Abe was less willing to apply doors-and-rooms to the
Interview 3 Task than appeared during Interview 3, but his doubts were seemingly
assuaged by Beccah’s confidence.
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Summary of Abe and Beccah
There seems to be evidence of the reproduction of the observed classroom social
norms of building consensus, referencing consensus, and free expression in this pair’s
interviews. Abe and Beccah felt the autonomy to apply the doors-and-rooms metaphor to
the Interview 1 Task due (presumably) to prior consensus from their Discrete
Mathematics courses. Beccah seemed to be willing to agree with Abe for the sake of
building consensus, even though she did not fully comprehend the scope of his
arguments, particularly involving the necessity of starting and ending locations requiring
odd degree. There were no mentions of stylistic argumentation, and structural
argumentation was limited to in-out strategies as well as path-tracing to verify
hypotheses.
The mathematical practices produced during the first paired interview had mixed
influence on the mathematical practices produced during the subsequent individual
interview. During Interview 1, both Abe and Beccah used the doors-and-rooms
metaphor as well as path-tracing to verify hypotheses. Beccah tended to interchange the
terms tunnel, bridge, and door, while Abe did not. Beccah also tended to agree with Abe
when he recalled prior experiences, even if she did not have a complete understanding of
those experiences. Due to this lack of complete understanding, Beccah did not apply the
conjecture the pair developed during Interview 1 to the Interview 2 Task, merely revalidating the conjecture with each subsequent part of the Interview 2 Task. In contrast,
Abe used the conjecture to validate his tunnel placements. Neither participant used the
doors-and-rooms metaphor during Interview 2.
The mathematical practices of the individual interviews seemed to have less
influence on the mathematical practices of the second paired interview, with more
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influence derived from the first paired interview. The pair used doors-and-rooms to
quickly argue that the task was not possible, even eventually concluding that the
“outside” was its own region with a certain number of edges connected to it. This
indicated that the pair had built enough consensus around the use of the doors-and-rooms
metaphor that neither felt compelled to question whether it was appropriate to use or not.
Stimulated recall showed that Abe was slightly hesitant to use the doors-and-rooms
metaphor, while Beccah had no such hesitation. While the pair was able to solve the task
to their satisfaction relatively quickly, Abe was unable to construct a proper mathematical
graph to represent the situation during an extension task.
Clay and Derek
The second pair, Clay and Derek, worked together on only one out of the five
projects that occurred before the first interview. Clay is a Caucasian male, and was in his
second year at the university, having spent two prior years at another four-year
university. He was majoring in Mathematics with and emphasis in Secondary Education.
Derek is also a Caucasian male, and was a second year student, majoring in Mathematics
with an emphasis in Secondary Education. Derek noted that he was transferring to
another university in another state and changing his major to Middle School Education
with an emphasis in Mathematics and an emphasis in Social Studies. Both had
previously taken Discrete Mathematics, Clay one year prior in the same class as Beccah
and Derek one semester prior in the same class as Abe. Both claimed that they struggled
with the writing involved in Geometry I. Clay said he struggled at first, but came to
enjoy “discovering it for myself,” claiming that “it makes it a lot more fulfilling.” Derek,
meanwhile, claimed he had never really thought about mathematics in the way he had
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done in Geometry I, as opposed to going through equations, claiming it was “totally
different from that.”
Interview 1 – Clay and Derek
Similar to Abe, Clay immediately recalled his prior experience in Discrete
Mathematics when he started to work on the Interview 1 Task (see Appendix D for
interview protocols). Derek later concurred that he had similar experiences in his
Discrete Mathematics course. Part of Clay’s experience from Discrete Mathematics was
the use of an in-out strategy, as well as the use of a graph, as shown in the following
excerpt.
3

Clay:

4
5

JK:
Clay:

6
7

JK:
Derek:

8

Clay:

9
10

Derek:
Clay:

11

Derek:

12

Clay:

13
14

Derek:
Clay:

15
16

Derek:
Clay:

17
18

Derek:
Clay:

19

Derek:

I have something to say before we start. (Initiation, Experiential
Recall, Low)
Uh huh?
I did this problem in Discrete. (Response to Self, Experiential
Recall, Low)
Ok we’ll talk about that. [reads prompt]
I also did this problem in Discrete, but I kind of forgot. (Response
to Other, Experiential Recall, Low)
I kind of did too, but what I was thinking is, there’s only three
ways through here. (Response to Other, Inform, Low)
Uh huh (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
You can only enter, and then you don’t have a way to get out once
you enter again. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Oh yeah. So we would have to start in…? (Response to Other,
Question, Low).
So you come in… Start here, or say here. (Response to Other,
Explain, Low)
Uh huh. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So there’s only three ways for this way to get into any of, or either
of these two parts. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
Uh huh. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So to try and get out, you’d have to go through one. So now you’d
have three left to cross. (Response to Self, Explain, High).
Uh huh. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
And then… so you come back in and come back out, and you get
stuck here, trying to get back out. (Response to Self, Explain,
High)
Ok let’s see… (Initiation without Response, Strategy, Low)
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20

Clay:

If I remember correctly, that’s how it’s supposed to be done.
(Response to Self, Experiential Recall, Low)

In this excerpt, Clay provided several high cognitive level explanations of his
recollection, to which Derek responded with low-level agreements. Clay used an in-out
strategy beginning in line 8 to describe the process of “getting stuck” in an even degree
vertex, to which Derek agreed. I interpreted this as the pair attempting to build consensus
around how to approach the task, particularly relying on Clay’s prior experiences,
experiences that Clay seemingly believed were valid in their current setting due to prior
consensus in Discrete Mathematics.
Clay then mentioned starting with a “branch diagram, with like edges and stuff.”
23

Clay:

24
25

Derek:
Derek:

26

Clay:

27

Clay:

28

Derek:

And then we can do the like, branch diagram, with like the edges
and stuff. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
Uh huh (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
And right there. Ok so what else? So which way… we have to
start on the outside of something, right? (Initiation, Strategy,
High)
I don’t remember, it doesn’t really specify [referring to prompt].
(Response to Other, Inform, High).
Let’s see. So if we do start here, and go there, there, there.
[pointing] (Initiation, Example, High).
Ok, [draws diagram]. So we start here, go through here? Like
through here? (Response to Other, Example, High).

In response to Clay’s pointing to show a path, Derek drew a Realistic diagram,
similar to Beccah’s from Interview 2 (Figure 13). As seen in Figure 20, Derek’s diagram
closely resembled the image from the prompt. While Clay clearly referred to
mathematical graphs (line 23), it seemed apparent that Derek was not thinking of
mathematical graphs at the time. So, while the pair attempted to build consensus, it was
clear that Derek’s understanding was not the same as Clay’s.
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Figure 20. Derek’s path-tracing using a Realistic diagram.
After several failed attempts, Clay again suggested that they “draw a diagram.”
Derek asked Clay what he meant, indicating he was not familiar with Clay’s suggestion,
so Clay wrote the numbers into the above diagram and to correspond with a Graph-like
diagram that he drew, shown in Figure 21.
Derek asked for clarification, so Clay explained the nature of his Graph-like
diagram in relation to Derek’s Realistic diagram. Derek eventually was able to add to
Clay’s explanation (line 67), indicating that he understood the relationship between the
two diagrams. From an actor-oriented transfer perspective, this indicated that Clay was
able to explain relations of similarity between his and Derek’s diagram that allowed
Derek to determine the same similarities.
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Figure 21. Clay’s Graph-like diagram.
59
60

Derek:
Clay:

61
62

Derek:
Clay:

63
64

Derek:
Clay:

65
66

Derek:
Clay:

67

Derek:

You tell me what you’re talking about. (Initiation, Request, Low)
Like, I can’t remember how we did it in Discrete, but, let’s say this
is one, two, three, and four. [writes numbers on Derek’s diagram]
(Response to Other, Explain, High)
Uh huh. (Response to Other, Agree Low)
Then we have points one, two, three, four [writes numbers on
Clay’s diagram] (Response to Self, Explain, High]
Ok. (Response to Other, Agree Low)
So there’s one way to get from one to four. (Response to Self,
Explain, High)
Oh yeah I get it. (Response to Other, Agree Low)
Then two ways to get from one and two. (Response to Self,
Explain, High)
Two ways to get from two to three. (Response to Other, Explain,
High)

After a failed attempt to path-trace on the Graph-like diagram by Derek, Clay
hypothesized,
So I think that maybe that since it’s an odd number of odd degree edges,
we are not gonna be able to do this problem. Since there’s only one way
to get to each of these points. So there’s an odd number of ways… odd
number of paths that only have one way to get in. We can’t do that.
(Initiation, Hypothesis, High)
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From this quote, it seemed that Clay was aware of the importance of the degree of
the vertices, almost certainly from his experience in Discrete Mathematics. Derek
responded with “Yeah, cause then we’re stuck either going this way or this way”
(Response to Other, Explain, High), indicating that he understood, from his path-tracing,
that such a path was not possible after reaching a certain point, but it was not clear
whether he fully understood Clay’s hypothesis. So, while Clay proffered a structural
hypothesis regarding the degree of each vertex, Derek argued from the example of the
particular path he had just traced.
Derek continued with his attempts to path-trace, and after failing to find a
solution, Derek suggested, “I was just gonna see if we made one to four have two
connections, if it would work then” (Initiation, Hypothesis, High). Clay then produced a
Graph-like diagram, shown in Figure 22, with an extra edge between the vertices labeled
“1” and “4” and then proceeded to path-trace with Derek.

Figure 22. Graph-like diagram produced by Clay with “extra connection.”
The pair then attempted to path-trace a solution, but started their path at vertex
“4”, which they had just changed to be an even degree vertex.
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131

Derek:

132
133
134

Clay:
Derek:
Clay:

135

Derek:

136

Clay:

137

Clay:

So if we started here, went back here… would that even work still?
(Initiation, Question, High).
It would, it would (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
How? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
So go there, go up here, there, there, there, there, there, and then
back, and then we’ve crossed every one (Response to Other,
Example, High).
Did we go underneath…? [points at a tunnel (Response to Other,
Question, High)
We did not. Nope, still doesn’t work. (Response to Other, Agree,
Low)
I could have sworn it was the number of odd degree vertices
(Initiation, Belief, High)

After not finding a solution, Clay’s belief from line 137 went unanswered by both
Derek and himself. This showed that the failed path-tracing when starting at vertex “4”
provided evidence to the pair that Clay’s hypothesis was invalid.
The pair then attempted to path-trace again, this time starting at vertex “3.”
160

Clay:

161

Derek:

If we start at three… I don’t think we’ve ever tried starting at
three. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
It would be pretty much the same as starting at one, but... well hold
on, let’s try it on this one. Because we’ve been starting at one…
(Response to Other, Hypothesis, High)

The pair then traced a solution path, to which Clay conjectured, “So you have to
start on an odd degree.”
179

Clay:

180

Derek:

So you have to start on an odd degree. (Initiation, Conjecture,
High)
Have to start on an odd degree… but these all have odd degree.
So now we just gotta relate it back to the original problem as to
why this is wrong. (Response to Other, Counter, High)

These two exchanges showed that both Derek and Clay were thinking about the
logical rigor of their argument, with Clay conjecturing that they needed to start at an odd
degree vertex, while Derek claiming that such a conjecture could not have been sufficient
because the original task had all of the vertices with odd degrees.
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After path-tracing to try and find an explanation for the original diagram, Clay
suggested, “Let’s make another example, where we add two more here,” creating a new
Graph-like diagram shown below in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Graph-like diagram produced by Clay with “two more.”
204

Clay:

205
206
207
208

Derek:
Clay:
Derek:
Clay:

209

Derek:

So let’s make another example where we add two more here.
[points to connection between vertex “1” and vertex “3”]
(Initiation, Strategy, High)
Two more? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
You want to make it? (Response to Other, Request, Low)
Ok, somehow… [draws diagram]. An odd degree, so one of those
two. [points to vertex “1” then vertex “2”] (Response to Other,
Inform, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree , Low)

After finding a solution path, the pair attempted to explain why some situations
had a solution and some did not.
239

Derek:

240
241
242
243

Clay:
Derek:
Clay:
Derek:

244
245
246

Clay:
Derek:
Derek:

247

Clay:

So there’s gonna be… there at least has to be… (Initiation,
Hypothesis, Low)
…an even number of… (Response to Other, Explain, Low)
An even number of… (Response to Self, Repeat, High)
An even number of even degree- (Response to Self, Explain, High)
So since there are… no… (Initiation without Response,
Hypothesis, Low)
Even degree vertices. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Even degree vertices… (Response to Other, Repeat, Low)
In the original problem, you will end up stuck on at least one.
(Initiation, Explain, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
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Clay and Derek spoke in turn (lines 239-247), with Derek starting the hypothesis
(line 239), with Clay adding “an even number of even degree vertices” (line 240). Derek
mimicked Clay (line 241), but then attempted to use Clay’s hypothesis (line 243), with
Clay clarifying (line 244). This exchange implied that Derek was attempting to
understand an argument, of which Clay was already aware, with Clay filling in the gaps
whenever Derek paused. This indicated that Clay was more comfortable with the
hypothesis than Derek, with Derek attempting to build consensus by explaining it in his
own words.
Eventually, the pair then agreed on their reasoning, with Derek writing:
CD1a You cannot find a route using each tunnel in this problem. Since
there are no even degree vertices in the original problem, you will
end up being stuck with at least one not traveled through. To make
it work, you need a multiple of 2 amount of vertices with an even
number of paths between them. And you have to start at a point
with an odd amount of paths.
When I asked for an explanation, the pair explained their conjecture, adding that
they knew of the Graph-like diagrams from their Discrete Mathematics class. Derek
added that he “really struggled” with Discrete Mathematics, implying to me that his
struggles with the Interview 1 Task, relative to Clay, were due to his need to explore the
problem to gain the relevant experience that Clay already had. They both claimed that
they had done a problem in Discrete Mathematics that “maybe it was bridges instead of
tunnels.”
After asking if they were certain of their conjecture, both said they were not
certain, with Clay adding that it was the “best explanation they had at the moment.” I
asked if they could think of a way to test their conjecture, with both claiming that they
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could not. I then attempted to give them a counterexample to their conjecture with four
odd degree vertices and two even degree vertices, shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Counterexample with four odd degree vertices.
In response, Derek claimed a solution was possible if you added an edge between
two odd degree vertices, making two odds and four evens.
416

Derek:

417

Clay:

418

Derek:

So that makes it… 1, 2, 3, 4. Four evens with two odds would
work. Maybe it’s two odds. Like maybe there’s one…(Initiation
without Response, Hypothesis, High).
Ah. So in this case, the number of odds was greater than the
number of evens. That might have something to do with it.
(Initiation, Hypothesis, High).
So evens have to be greater than or equal to the odd number of
vertices. (Response to Other, Agree, High).

Thus, the pair finally concluded the following conjecture:
CD1b Even number of even degree vert[ices]. Number of even degree
vert[ices]. Must be greater than or equal to the number of odd
degree vert[ices]. Start at an odd degree vert[ices] if there are
odds. Start wherever if evens. Must all be true to satisfy this
problem.
To summarize Clay and Derek’s Interview 1, Clay began by recalling experiences
from Discrete Mathematics, including the relevance of odd degree vertices. Derek
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attempted to build consensus by agreeing with Clay, even though it was clear that Derek
was not able to readily recall his experiences like Clay. Derek drew a Realistic diagram
to attempt to path-trace, while Clay drew a Graph-like diagram. Clay explained the
structural relationship between the Graph-like diagram and the Realistic diagram, and
then hypothesized that having an “odd number of odd degree edges” made the task
impossible. Clay then added an extra edge on his diagram, making two vertices even
degree and two vertices odd degree. The pair failed to find a solution because they
started at an even degree vertex, but upon starting at an odd degree vertex, they found a
solution. This led Clay to conjecture that they had to start at an odd degree vertex. Derek
countered by claiming that starting at an odd degree vertex was not sufficient because
they original diagram had all vertices of odd degree. Clay then led Derek to the
conclusion that they needed “an even number of even degree” vertices. After I
questioned their conjecture with a counterexample, Derek claimed that a solution was
possible if they added an edge to my counterexample, leading Clay to conclude that the
number of odd degree vertices must be greater than the number of even degree vertices in
addition to their other conditions for a solution path to be possible.
Clay and Derek showed evidence of building consensus, referencing consensus,
free expression, and structural argumentation, similar to Abe and Beccah. Clay and
Derek seemingly drew authority of their use of graphs to describe the task from prior
consensus from their Discrete Mathematics courses. Similar to Beccah with Abe, Derek
seemed willing to attempt to build consensus by agreeing with Clay even though he did
not fully recall similar experiences to what Clay recalled. Unlike Beccah and Abe,
neither Clay nor Derek referenced the doors-and-rooms metaphor, instead relying on a
Realistic diagram at first, in Derek’s case, and subsequently relying solely on Graph-like
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diagrams. Derek and Clay also added new edges to their diagrams to find positive
solutions for the task, and then argued why such a path was not possible in the original
diagram, rather than removing tunnels like Abe and Beccah.
Clay used structural argumentation to explain the relationship between the
Realistic and Graph-like diagrams, while Derek used structural argumentation to claim
that it was not sufficient to only start at an odd degree to find a solution path. Almost no
mentions were made of stylistic argumentation.
The mathematical practices of the pair involved the use of Realistic and Graphlike diagrams, adding edges to find possible solutions, and conjecturing based on the
number of odd or even degree vertices. In general, Clay led the explanations while Derek
attempted to follow Clay’s reasoning. Derek was able, however, to counter some of
Clay’s arguments, such as the insufficiency of only requiring starting at an odd degree
vertex.
Clay was able to readily recall his experiences from Discrete Mathematics, make
conjectures based on the structural argumentation regarding odd and even degree
vertices, and to implement mathematical graphs. Derek did not recall his experiences as
clearly as Clay and was only able to make hypotheses that had been mostly supported by
Clay. Derek was not able to use mathematical graphs until Clay related Derek’s Realistic
Diagram with his Graph-like diagram.
Interview 2 – Derek
In the Interview 2 Task, Part 1 Derek worked individually to place an additional
tunnel so that a path could be taken that crossed each tunnel once and only once starting
in the Blue District and ending in the Gold District, but a path could not be taken that
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started in the Red District and ended in the Gold District. He began by reading the
prompt and then drawing a Realistic diagram seen in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Derek’s Realistic diagram from Interview 2.
After doing so, he recalled from the previous interview, saying, “I believe last
time [we] did a little one of these numbers,” in reference to a Graph-like diagram, as seen
in Figure 26. This indicated that Derek was attempting to adopt the use of Graph-like
diagrams from Clay in Interview 1.
He then claimed
21

Derek:

22

JK:

23

Derek:

So I think we’re just gonna have to make one go from either Green
[sic] to Red or from Blue to Green. So that we have the possibility
of getting back. So I’ll just go… [begins path-tracing] (Initiation,
Belief, High)
What do you mean by the possibility of getting back? (Response to
Other, Clarification, High)
Because last time, if you start, let’s just say… the Blue… oh yeah
you have to start at Blue this time. So we’re starting at Blue, then
we either go this way, come back, so that takes care of starting
back there. Then we can go here, and then we have to end up at
Yellow so we can’t… either way we go we can’t end back at
Yellow. (Response to Other, Example, High)
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Figure 26. Derek’s Graph-like diagram from Interview 2.
This exchange showed that while Derek believed he had to construct a tunnel
between the Gray and Red Districts or between the Blue and Green districts, his way of
arguing that was to path-trace. In response to my request for clarification (line 22), he
demonstrated an in-out strategy to make some form of argument, but his conclusion was
unclear (line 23).
Derek then claimed
27

Derek:

28
29

JK:
Derek:

Now to just make it work, you just add one more to one of the odd
number… One more tunnel between one of the odd number of
tunnels on a district. (Initiation, Hypothesis, High)
They’re all odd. (Response to Other, Inform, High)
They’re all odd, so you pretty much just… I guess you can add one
to any of them, but I’m just gonna add it from Green to Red,
because I like that one. That’s this extra tunnel right here. [draws
a new edge on diagram] (Response to Self, Belief, High)

Derek expressed the initial hypothesis that he just had to add “one” to any of the
odd degree vertices, something he and Clay had done during Interview 1 to argue that
adding a tunnel made the task possible. He then claimed that he could add a tunnel
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between any pair of districts and could have a solution be possible (line 29). This was
perhaps him discounting the need to start in the Blue District and end in the Gold District.
Derek then traced a new path and found a solution path that started in the Blue
District and ended in the Gold District. He then reiterated, upon my questioning, that he
could have placed “it” anywhere.
To challenge Derek’s assertion, I asked “So does that mean you could build one
between Blue and Gray?” to which Derek replied, “So your options are between Gray
and Red like we did, Blue and Gray like we did, and Gray and Yellow.” This exchange
showed that Derek possibly believed there were three locations he could have placed the
tunnel and had success. I asked him to try some of those locations, to which he replied:
46

Derek:

47

Derek:

48

Derek:

49
50

JK:
Derek:

51

Derek:

Okay, I’ll just do start and finish. Now we’re going to go between
Blue and Green. (Response to Other, Strategy, High)
So add another one right there, and then we start here… [pathtraces] (Response to Self, Example, High)
Oh. I may have been wrong. I was probably wrong. (Response to
Self, Evaluate, Low)
Why do you say that? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
Because you’re going to get stuck at the start at some point.
(Response to Other, Explain, High)
So I feel very certain that you can’t add one… you have to keep
the start point at three so you can go out, come back, and then go
out again. Because at an even, you’re going to go out, come back,
stuck. (Response to Self, Explain, High)

This exchange seemed to indicate that Derek was able to reevaluate his previous
belief that he could place the tunnel at any location using a combination of path-tracing
and an in-out strategy.
After failing to find a path after adding a tunnel “between Blue and Green,” I then
asked him to check “Gray-Yellow.” After obliging, Derek concluded, “Gray to Red
might be the only one.” When I asked why he thought that was the case, Derek
responded with “I’m thinking right now, maybe it only works if they’re on the same row
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as opposed to a column,” in reference to his Graph-like diagram from Figure 26. I
suggested he could rotate his entire diagram, and Derek replied that his response was
“silly.”
I then asked Derek to fulfill the second part of Part 1, to show that it was not
possible “for the Red District.” Derek then engaged in path-tracing while starting in the
Red District. After path-tracing, Derek concluded that “you’re always gonna end up
being back at Red if you start there” using an in-out strategy to justify his reasoning.
Derek then started Part 2 of the Interview 2 task. This part was to construct a
second tunnel so that one could now cross each tunnel once and only once starting in the
Red District and ending in the Gold District, but not be able to do so starting in the Blue
District. Upon reading Part 2, Derek claimed that the new tunnel had to be built starting
in the Red District.
148

Derek:

149

Derek:

150

Derek:

151

Derek:

152

Derek:

153

Derek:

So we’re going to have to build it from Red, I’m thinking… It’ll
have to be one of the one’s that already has two tunnels. I figure
we have to because, I figured last time that when you have an
even, you can go out, come back, go out. (Initiation, Hypothesis,
High)
Okay, so this one is degree five right now. This one is four. This
one is four. This one is three. And how did it work last time? So
we’re trying to get from there to there… [points between Red and
Gold Districts] (Response to Self, Inform, High)
Ok, I’m gonna try and go from Red to Blue. Doing a little cross
action. That way it makes it four here, five here. (Response to Self,
Strategy, High)
And I think it’s because… I kinda saw it on this one. If you wanna
start… I think that’s what I was getting towards last time. I think
the one you want to start and end at have to be odd. And the other
two they don’t really matter. I think that’s why when you start at
this one it’s an even number, that’s why that didn’t work. And
then you start at this one but couldn’t get back to the Yellow
because it was an even. So that’s why I did the odds on that one.
(Response to Self, Explain, High)
So starting at Red, we’re just gonna go… [begins path-tracing]
(Response to Self, Example, High)
And it worked. I think that’s why it works, because you have to
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154

Derek:

have an odd number at the one you want to start and end at, and
then the other two don’t really matter per se. (Response to Self,
Explain, High)
Because you’re going to get stuck if you have an even number on
either one of those.

This excerpt provides an example of Derek’s consideration of the logical rigor of
his argument, particularly his consideration that his path had to begin at an odd degree
district. Derek formulated his initial hypothesis that the tunnel had to start in the Red
District since it was even, knowing that adding the additional tunnel would change it to
odd. He then path-traced a solution, all the while explaining that his starting and ending
locations needed to have odd degree, while the other two “don’t matter.” When I asked
him why it was not possible to start in the Blue District, Derek argued, “Since you have
four tunnels going from Blue, you will get stuck, or you won’t travel all of them, or
you’ll end up at the wrong one when you’re traveling all of them.” This showed that
Derek had accepted his previous hypothesis that his starting location needed to be even.
Derek then moved to Part 3. Part 3 was to construct a third tunnel so that one
could take a path starting at either the Red or Blue District, cross every tunnel once and
only once, and return back to that original district. Derek decided to “construct another
bridge between Red and Green.” After numerous failed path-tracings, Derek concluded
“I’m just gonna say this one doesn’t work.” Then Derek said,
225

Derek:

226

Derek:

227

Derek:

I definitely think Red needs to be even, I definitely think Blue
needs to be even, but I just don’t know what the deal is about those
two. Maybe they also have to be even, which means that we
would need to either erase a tunnel or add another one. (Initiation,
Belief, High)
Okay, so no to Red to Green. So this one is five, five, four, and I
believe this one is four. (Response to Self, Inform, High)
I feel like you have to go from Red to get it to be even. But Red
to Green didn’t work which made it… Oh. Maybe you need to
make them all even, so I’ll go between Red and Yellow, which
makes them both now six. [path-traces] (Response to Self,
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228

Derek:

229

Derek:

Hypothesis, High)
And we have now started and completed at Red. So now for Blue.
[path-traces] (Response to Self, Evaluate, High)
So it needs to go from Red to Gold, because now, I figure out that
it’s not the fact that it needs to be evens on the ones… er… I guess
they like, you can’t have odds when you’re trying to get back to
somewhere, because these are all evens. (Response to Self,
Conjecture, High)

This excerpt showed that Derek was able to test his initial belief that the tunnel
had to start at Red, because it needed to be changed to even. It was not until later (line
227) that he understood that all the vertices had to be even, not just the Red and Blue
Districts. This had been stated in Clay and Derek’s conjecture during Interview 1, to
“start wherever if evens.” This showed that Derek was not familiar enough with the
conjecture to use it in this circumstance, particularly when testing the Blue District
having verified the Red District (line 228). This indicated that although Clay and Derek
had both agreed upon the conjecture by the end of Interview 1 (as evidenced by their
writing it down), Derek had not fully appropriated the conjecture.
Derek ended the interview by writing the following conjecture:
D2

When you want to get back to a certain starting point, you must
construct an even amount of tunnels from each district. When
starting at one, ending at a different one, you must have odd
number of tunnels in/out of said districts. Districts not being
started or finished at should have even number of tunnels between
them

To summarize, Derek began Interview 2 with a Realistic diagram, but quickly
shifted to a Graph-like diagram. While Derek did not explicitly refer to his and Clay’s
conjecture from Interview 1, he referred to similar facets such as the necessity of starting
at an odd degree vertex. He initially believed he could place a tunnel in multiple
locations and satisfy Part 1, but upon further inspection from himself and myself, was
able to conclude that only one location worked. He then argued explicitly that the tunnel
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in Part 2 had to connect to the Red District to change its parity from even to odd. This
showed that his idea from Part 1, that he had to start at an odd degree vertex, was
functioning like a conjecture to determine where to place his tunnel. For Part 3, Derek
knew the Red and Blue Districts needed to be even degree, but did not realize until after
path-tracing that the other vertices needed to be even as well. He amended the
conjecture from Interview 1 to include the oddness of the starting and ending degree
vertices while all other vertices being even, or having all vertices with even degrees.
Derek’s mathematical practices included the primary use of Graph-like diagrams,
using path-tracing and in-out strategies to verify his early hypothesis that he needed to
start at an odd degree vertex, and testing his beliefs in Part 2 and Part 3 to find solutions
to the tasks.
Derek adopted the use of Graph-like diagrams from his experiences in Interview
1. His use of in-out strategies was also probably due to his experiences during Interview
1, since Clay was the first one to make an argument using an in-out strategy. Derek
continued to path-trace to explore the task initially, later using it mostly to provide
evidence for his beliefs.
Derek never explicitly referenced his and Clay’s conjecture from Interview 1,
indicating he was not relying upon prior consensus to validate his arguments. Rather, he
was relying on explicit examples, such as path-tracing and in-out strategies, to validate
his reasoning. Derek did not mention stylistic or structural argumentation, but he was
able to think structurally enough to create a reasonable conjecture by the end of Interview
2. He did possess enough autonomy to convert the diagram into a Graph-like diagram,
but that was probably due to Clay’s use and success with Graph-like diagrams during
Interview 1.
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While Derek had not been able to recall his experiences during Discrete
Mathematics during Interview 1 as well as Clay, Derek was able to use his experiences
during Interview 1 to use Graph-like diagrams and make arguments regarding the parity
of the vertices. Derek was also able to formulate and validate beliefs and hypotheses,
something he did little of during Interview 1.
Interview 2 – Clay
Clay began Interview 2, Part 1(see Appendix D for the task) by drawing a Graphlike diagram that, while possessing similar structure to his Interview 1 diagram, was
oriented differently from his and Derek’s previous diagrams and included labels for each
vertex, as seen in Figure 27. This graph was more spatially similar to the diagram, with
the Blue, Gold, and Red Districts aligned more vertically than in their diagrams from
Interview 1.

Figure 27. Clay’s Graph-like diagram from Interview 2.
Clay stated
11

Clay:

So my thought is… just looking through it and guessing right
now… that it would have to be here in between Gray and Yellow.
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12
13

JK:
Clay:

(Initiation, Belief, High)
What makes you say that? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
Because the way that I did, I would go from here to here [begins
path-tracing], up and back around… then through here and then
back over again but… dang it, missed that one. (Response to
Other, Example, High)

Clay realized (line 13) he had missed a tunnel while tracing his path. He then said
18

Clay:

19
20

JK:
Clay:

21

JK:

22

Clay:

23
24

JK:
Clay:

Let’s see if we add one here if it’ll work [draws new edge between
Red and Gray Districts]. So we go there [begins path-tracing]…
nope you have to use that one again. So maybe it has to be
somewhere in here… Or there, go there, there, there, and back
around. It could be here [points to edge between Red and Gray].
There is a way. (Initiation, Example, High)
So you think it is possible? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
Yes I do believe so. But you have to go through one of the Yellow
tunnels first. Blue to Yellow. (Response to Other, Belief, High)
So where is the new tunnel? (Response to Other, Clarification,
High)
Um… I was saying right from Red to Gray. (Response to Other,
Inform, High)
How did you find that? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
I just thought… I just… was seeing if I get these out of the way
first [points along some edges], where would I need to add one in
order to get from there to there. (Response to Other, Explain,
High)

Here, Clay initially began the task by placing a tunnel between the Gray and Gold
Districts (line 11), seemingly at random. He failed to find a path because he missed an
edge between the Gray and Gold Districts. Clay drew a new diagram with an additional
tunnel between the Gray and Red Districts and was successful. When I asked why he
chose that location, it became apparent that his failed path-tracing from his first attempt
led him to conclude that he needed to add a tunnel between the Gray and Red Districts so
he could end his path between the Gray and Gold Districts. Clay also never referred to
his and Derek’s conjecture from Interview 1, nor did he use an in-out strategy.
Clay then attempted to move on to Part 2, but I asked him if he had addressed the
second question of the first part, showing that it was not possible to find a solution path
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starting in the Red District and ending in the Gold District. Clay saw he had not,
explaining that he “didn’t know yet if it’s not possible.” After thinking for some time, he
claimed he could not find a reason that it was not possible, only that he had a “sense.”
After showing him his previous conjectures from Interview 1, Clay concluded
58

Clay:

59
60

JK:
Clay:

So in this case, since we are starting at an even degree, it won’t
work out, because you’re traveling and you’re trying to get
through an odd amount of times through an odd degree. But
you’re entering that last time but you can’t exit through that… one
of those tunnels. (Initiation, Conjecture, High)
Can you draw what you mean? (Response to Other, Request, Low)
So here there’s degree of four, and then four as well here, and then
three and five. So you go along this path [traces along an edge of
Figure 27], and now there’s four left, but you take one of those off
and now there’s three. (Response to Other, Explain, High)

During this exchange, upon crossing an edge in his path-tracing, Clay effectively
removed the edge from Figure 27 (line 60), claiming that each degree of the two
adjoining vertices was lowered by one. This practice of removing an edge was a
mathematical practice that he had not used during the previous interview. He then said:
72

Clay:

73

JK:

74

Clay:

75

JK:

76

Clay:

So if you go from here to here [begins path-tracing on the figure],
and then there to there, you have now two tunnels that you can, or
two paths, whatever you want to call them, that you can go along.
But then you have to exit again, so now you only have one left.
But then if you try and go along this last… whichever one you
don’t travel along, you can only enter that but you cannot exit
through the same path, er through the same tunnel. (Response to
Other, Example, High)
Ok, so once you use this last path, you’ll be stuck in there? But in
the case of Yellow that’s okay, right? (Response to Other,
Counter, High)
Yes, but then… you will get stuck in Blue pretty much no matter
what. (Response to Other, Clarification, High)
So you’re saying you could get stuck in Blue but you could also
get stuck in Yellow? (Response to Other, Clarification, High)
Yes, since there’s more paths for the Yellow, er tunnels, I believe
that you would eventually get stuck in Blue. Well you could get
stuck in both, but then you wouldn’t have traveled to Blue enough
times, I believe. (Response to Other, Conjecture, High)
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Clay claimed that any path he took, starting in the Red District, he would get
stuck in either the Blue or Yellow Districts. Since the Blue District had lesser degree, he
claimed that you would either not traverse all the tunnels, or you would get stuck in the
Blue District. He then wrote down the following as a conjecture to explain his reasoning:
C2

If you start at a district with an even amount of tunnels, and you
have districts with odd amount of tunnels, you will eventually get
stuck in one of those odd districts. If you get stuck in the district
with the greater number of odd tunnels, you will not have traveled
through every tunnel.

I then asked Clay to confirm his argument, stating, “So either you’ll get stuck in
Blue or you’ll get stuck in Yellow, but you wouldn’t have traveled the last path?” to
which Clay responded with “yes.”
Clay began Part 2 of the interview 2 Task (see Appendix D) by claiming,
89

Clay:

90

Clay:

91

Clay:

92
93

JK:
Clay:

Okay, so we’re gonna want to create it between Red and
something else. One of the odds. So that we’re now starting at an
odd. Ok so I’ll do that again… [draws a new diagram, similar to
previous diagram] (Initiation, Belief, High)
So I know that I want to start at an odd degree, so since Red only
has four, I would like to make a bridge here, where um, connecting
with Red, er tunnel. So it can create an odd degree. It has to be
between either Yellow or Blue, so that we have an even number of
even degree districts. (Response to Self, Conjecture, High)
So then, if we try to add it here in Yellow, I believe we would get
stuck again. (Initiation, Belief, High)
What makes you say that? (Response to Other, Question, High)
I don’t know. (Response to Other, Lack, Low)

In this excerpt, I noticed that Clay realized he needed to start at an odd degree
vertex, evident from either reading his prior conjecture or from his work in Part 1. He
explicitly referenced the conjecture from Interview 1 (line 90), stating “we have an even
number of even degree districts,” something that he had not referred to during Part 1.
This indicated that upon refreshing his memory regarding the conjecture, he began to use
it instead of relying purely on path-tracing and in-out strategies.
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Clay later found a solution, stating:
94

Clay:

95

Clay:

So I think you’ll get stuck in Blue, at least what I’ve thought
through. If we built this hypothetical tunnel [draws dotted edge
between Red and Gold], I took this path here, and then here, here,
here, ending in Blue. If we try this… from Red to Green to Red to
Green to Yellow to Blue, we’ll get stuck in Blue again, eventually.
(Response to Other, Example, High)
So, if we try this tunnel [draws edge between Blue and Red], so we
can go there, to Blue, then Blue to Green, and end up back at
Green, so Green to Red to Green, then Yellow. Yeap [sic], it’s
possible. (Response to Other, Example, High)

Clay seemed to knew that he needed to start his new tunnel in the Red District to
change it to odd degree, and that he needed one of Blue or Gold District to be even
degree. He attempted to add a tunnel between the Red District and the God District, but
failing to find a path, he switched to adding a tunnel between Red and Blue. This was
evidence toward his using his conjecture, or requiring that there be an even number of
even degree vertices.
He asked if I needed an explanation, and I asked,
100

JK:

101

Clay:

102

JK:

103

Clay:

104

JK:

105

Clay:

I think you just traced a path that shows it’s possible. How do you
know that it’s not possible for Blue? (Initiation, Question, High)
Because we’re starting at an even degree and that would mess
things up. (Response to Other, Clarification, High)
So since you’re starting at an even degree, you know you’ll
eventually get stuck in Red? (Response to Other, Clarification,
High)
I believe that’s what it is. It’s either Red or Yellow again.
(Response to Other, Inform, High)
If you get stuck in Yellow, that’s a good thing, right? That means
you can do it. (Response to Other, Counter, High)
Yeah, so essentially this [points to previous diagram] but you
switch Blue and Red because of the degree changes. (Response to
Other, Clarification, High)

This showed that Clay was relying on the same reasoning that he had used during
Part 1, explicitly comparing the two situations in line 105. I asked Clay if it mattered that
Red had the same degree as Yellow, and Clay said that, after traveling across one edge
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between Red and Yellow, “Now Red has a lower degree than Yellow.” He was satisfied
with that response and moved on to Part 3.
Starting Part 3 of the interview task, Clay said,
143

Clay:

144

JK:

145

Clay:

146

Clay:

147

Clay:

148

Clay:

So I think it would have to be a cyclic thing again, where they all
have odd degree. (Initiation, Belief, High)
What do you mean by cyclic thing? (Response to Other,
Clarification, High)
So how we drew this one over here [points to previous diagram],
where you can go all the way around, but this might make it
tough… [points to tunnel between Blue and Red] (Response to
Self, Example, High)
So adding a third tunnel would make… so we have five here, then
four here, five here, and four there. So if we add one here, that
would make this six, and that six, and we have all even degree.
(Response to Self, Example, High)
So let’s see if it’s possible. [path-traces]. So we end up in Blue,
so that works for Blue. I think it should work also for Red, but we
can check. (Response to Self, Example, High)
So let’s start with this one this time… [path-traces]. So everyone
has been traveled, so that works. Not quite sure what made that
possible, why that path worked. I guess it made every vertex have
an even degree. So there was as many ways to get in as there was
to get out of a district. (Response to Self, Example/Evaluate, High)

While Clay initially believed that all the vertices had to have odd degree, he
started tracing his pen along the paths of his second diagram, shown in Figure 28.
Seemingly at random, he chose to place the new tunnel (line 146) between the Red and
Gold Districts. This may have been due to his moving his pen along the diagram as being
a form of abstract path-tracing. Finding a path for Blue, he insisted on tracing a path for
Red before he could claim he was certain of his conclusion (line 147).
I asked Clay to elaborate further on his conjecture and explain the case that every
district was even, but he claimed he was unable to explain in any way other than simply
to claim it was possible if all the districts were even degree. When I asked if he wished
to amend the conjecture from Interview 1 in any way, Clay declined.
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Figure 28. Clay’s second Graph-like diagram from Interview 2.
In summary, Clay began Interview 2 with a Graph-like diagram that was spatially
more similar to the diagram from the prompt than his diagrams from Interview 1. He
placed his first path at random. Failing to find a solution, he placed his second path in the
correct location, again at random. Clay did not seem to have a sense as to why it was not
possible to start in the Red District and find a path, so I showed him the conjectures from
his Interview 1 with Derek. He then claimed that for any path he took, he would get
stuck in either the Blue or Gold District, and if he used as many tunnels as possible, he
would get stuck in the Blue District since it had fewer tunnels attached to it. He argued
this by removing edges from the diagram as he traversed his path. Beginning Part 2, Clay
claimed that he needed to start at an odd degree, and that his graph needed to have an
even number of even degree vertices in explicit reference to his and Derek’s conjecture
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from Interview 1. Failing to find a path when adding a tunnel between the Red and Gold
Districts, Clay added a tunnel between the Red and Blue Districts and found a solution
path. He claimed that a path was not possible starting at the Blue District for the same
reason as in his Part 1. After some air-tracing at the beginning of Part 3, Clay concluded
that all the vertices needed to be even, tracing solutions starting at both the Red and Blue
Districts. He did not feel compelled to amend the conjecture from Interview 1 in any
way.
Clay’s mathematical practices consisted of the use of Graph-like diagrams, the
use of path-tracing to explore and find solution paths, explicit reference to the conjecture
from Interview 1 once I reminded him of it, referring to his reasoning from Part 1 to
explain Part 2, and the removal of edges to lower the degrees of vertices as he traced a
path.
Clay did not appear to adopt any of the mathematical practices from Derek during
Interview 1. This was probably due to Derek’s reactive nature during Interview 1. While
Clay did refer to the conjecture from Interview 1, he did not do so until I reminded him of
it.
Clay made use of structural argumentation by explicitly referring to reasoning he
had used in Part 1 to explain Part 2. This was also a reference to prior consensus
between he and myself, that his explanation of Part 1 was acceptable. He made no
mention of stylistic argumentation. Little evidence was given for Clay’s development of
autonomy, the lone example being his willingness to remove edges from the diagram to
make his arguments, something that neither he nor Derek did during Interview 1.
While Derek made little use of the conjecture from Interview 1 during his
Interview 2, Clay referred to the conjecture repeatedly after being reminded of it. Both
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participants engaged in path-tracing as a means of exploring the problem, and Clay was
similarly as able as Derek to formulate hypotheses and validate them based on pathtracing. While Derek felt compelled to justify each of his arguments separately, Clay
claimed his argument from Part 1 was sufficient for an argument for Part 2.
Interview 3 – Clay and Derek
The Interview 3 Task was to draw a continuous curve that crossed the edges of a
figure once and only once (see Appendix D). During this interview, I left the interview at
the outset to allow the participants to build their own ideas without referring to my
authority. Beginning Interview 3, Clay initially misunderstood the statement of the
problem, believing that it was intended they travel along each edge of the diagram,
making stops and possibly turning at each corner of the diagram. In response to this,
Derek said
10

Derek:

11

Clay:

12

Derek:

13

Clay:

14
15

Derek:
Clay:

16

Derek:

17

Derek:

18

Clay:

19

Derek:

20

Clay:

Let’s see, so hold on. Wait a sec. Are we supposed to…?
(Response to Other, Counter, Low)
So this is an edge, that’s an edge, that’s an edge [traces pen along
edges]. (Response to Other, Clarification, High)
So even… are the outsides edges as well? (Response to Other,
Clarification, High)
What do you mean? These? [points to an outside edge on figure].
(Response to Other, Clarification, Low)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Yes, so that’s one edge [points to edge on figure], that’s one edge,
because it has a point here [points to corner on figure]. (Response
to Other, Clarification, High)
Okay, I’m just gonna draw this on here so we aren’t just using our
fingers [draws outline of Figure 29]. (Initiation without Response,
Strategy, High)
I feel like we can use the dot thing again. (Initiation, Strategy,
High)
I think we can, so every time there’s an intersection, I think there’s
a dot. (Response to Other, Belief, High)
Every time there’s an intersection? Or like, separate things are
dots? (Response to Other, Counter, High)
So we’re trying to go from point to point to point to point to point
[gestures with pen along edges from corner to corner on figure].
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21

Derek:

22

Clay:

(Response to Other, Clarification, High)
That’s a lot of points, oh my gosh. (Response to Other, Affect,
High)
Let’s label them. [begins labeling corners] (Initiation,
Strategy,Low)

Initially, Clay believed that he was meant to traverse the edges of the diagram,
presumably because he had been traversing edges on his mathematical graphs during
Interviews 1 and 2. He emphasized this by drawing “dots” near each corner to symbolize
vertices in a graph, as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29. Clay’s Realistic diagram with dots in corners.
In response to this, Derek re-read the prompt and said,
36

Derek:

37
38

Clay:
Derek:

39

Clay:

40

Derek:

41
42

Clay:
Derek:

So you can’t cross in the middle and count that as two. (Response
to Other, Counter, High)
Yeah, yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Okay, um… would you draw the dots, because I’m not really…
(Initiation, Request, High)
Ok, so I’ll label them one, point two… [writes numbers on Figure
29]. (Response to Other, Example, High)
I thought we couldn’t cross at the vertices though. (Response to
Other, Counter, High)
What’s that? (Response to Other, Clarification, Low)
Like it says that we’re not allowed to cross it in the middle of
them, like at the vertex of two edges. (Response to Other,
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43

Derek:

44
45
46
47

Clay:
Derek:
Clay:
Derek:

48

Clay:

Counter, High)
So it would be like, the middle of them that’s the dots, is that what
we’re saying? (Initiation, Explain, High)
Huh… (Response to Other, Lack, Low)
Mind if I see that? (Response to Other, Request, Low)
Yeah go ahead. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So would it be… right here is one, right here is two, right here is
three? [makes tick marks on the diagram crossing each edge].
(Initiation, Example, High)
Okay, yeah that kinda makes sense. (Response to Other, Agree,
Low)

This excerpt showed that Clay’s initial thought was that each corner of the
diagram was a vertex on the graph, while Derek’s initial understanding was that the
“middle of them” were the vertices of the graph. Derek’s first counter (line 36) was met
with Clay’s agreement, which implied that Clay believed he and Derek had a similar
understanding. Derek then requested Clay to draw “the dots” or a mathematical graph,
and when Derek noticed Clay labeling the corners of the diagram (these were later
scribbled over in Figure 29), he knew that his understanding of the prompt was different
from Clay’s. It required Derek to request the LiveScribe© pen from Clay in order to
draw tick marks crossing each edge for Clay to realize that his understanding was
different from Derek’s.
Derek then began labeling the edges with the numbers seen in Figure 29. He then
decided to label the diagram from Figure 29 in a different way and draw a new diagram,
shown in Figure 30.
85

Derek:

86

Derek:

87

Clay:

Um, I’m just gonna label this A, B, C, D, and E [draws labels on
Figure 29, because what if we’re supposed to get from like… A,
B, C, D, E, [draws Figure 30]. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
No, but then you couldn’t do the outside ones, because the outside
is just the outside. (Response to Self, Counter, High)
Mmhmm. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
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Figure 30. Derek’s First Graph-like diagram from Interview 3.
I returned and Derek asked if the “outside edges are edges as well,” to which I
responded with “yes.” Derek then labeled the edges of Figure 30 to correspond with the
edges of Figure 29. The pair then began path-tracing on Realistic diagrams, shown in
Figure 31.

Figure 31. Derek and Clay’s path-tracing on Realistic diagrams.
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After path-tracing, Clay said
124

Clay:

125
126

Derek:
Clay:

127
128

Derek:
Clay:

129

Clay:

130

Derek:

Okay, now I’m thinking it through more. So if you start in a…
because that was an even degree. (Initiation, Inform, High)
Oh, going back to the degrees. (Response to Other, Affect, High)
Yeah. Is there an odd degree, though? Because it doesn’t look…
oh one of these. [points at upper-left box]. That was an odd
degree, too. [points at upper-right box] (Response to Self, Inform,
High)
What? (Response to Other, Lack, Low)
That one we just did, this one up here, it was an odd degree. So
one, two, three, four, five. (Response to Self, Inform, High)
So you might have to go from an odd to an odd. (Response to Self,
Hypothesis, High)
Uh, all right you tell me what you were thinking. (Response to
Other, Request, Low)

This excerpt showed Clay’s realization that he needed to consider the degree of
each vertex (line 125), while Derek had not yet thought about the degrees (line 126).
Clay then hypothesized that they “might have to go from an odd to an odd” that was part
of his experience from Interview 2, while Derek was unclear about what he meant (line
130). This seems to indicate that Clay was thinking of using his prior conjectures from
Interviews 1 and 2, while Derek had not thought of such a strategy, yet.
After attempting to path-trace again, the pair lamented “getting stuck,” followed
by Derek suggesting,
151

Derek:

152

Clay:

Would like, making the separate dots and then connecting it
with… the A’s and C’s. That’s a lot of dots though. Oh well let’s
do it. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
[laughs] Okay, so fifteen dots.

Derek then drew Figure 32, an “Edge” diagram that labeled each edge in the figure as a
vertex.
Clay and Derek gave up on using this “Edge” diagram after noting the number of
edges and lamenting its complexity. The pair then continued to path-trace on Realistic
diagrams, believing they had a solution at one point until I pointed out a missed edge in
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their solution path. They attempted to use the “Edge” diagram again, but after again
failing, the pair asked me if their diagram was going to be helpful. I suggested they
attempt to use the diagram from Figure I since it seemed simpler than the “Edge”
diagram.

Figure 32. Derek and Clay’s “Edge” diagram.
I suggested the pair produce a diagram that did not require them to label the
edges, since their previous diagrams did not have the edges labeled. In response, Derek
produced a Graph-like, “Possible Paths” diagram (Figure 33), where each possible “path”
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between any two “boxes” was considered an edge. Between vertex A and vertex B there
were a total of three edges representing the three edges that need to be crossed when
leaving the box labeled “A” in Figure 29 to the box labeled “B.” It should be noted that
this does not account for which edge one travels through to get into “B” and that this
model was missing several possible paths, such as having only two paths between “A”
and “D” where there should have been at least four (through edge 1 then 4, edge 9 then 4,
as well as edge 12), indicating the model was incomplete. Derek and Clay, however,
never discovered these missing possible paths because they concluded this new diagram
was also too complex.

Figure 33. Derek and Clay’s “Possible Paths” diagram.
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Clay explained to Derek and myself that their current problem was similar to the
prior interview tasks. This was another example of Clay constructing relations of
similarity, this time between the Interview 1 and Interview 3 Tasks.
534

Clay:

535

Derek:

536
537

JK:
Clay:

538
539
540

Derek:
Clay:
JK:

541

Clay:

542

JK:

543

Derek:

544

Clay:

This feels just like one of the tunnel problems just written out
differently. (Initiation, Explain, Low)
Way extremely more, many more tunnels. (Response to Other,
Agree, High)
What makes you say that? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
You’re starting at a place and you’re trying to cross every one of
the tunnels in a certain way. It’s just got extra tunnels added to it
and this [circles his pen around the outside of the figure] is one
space. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
The outside. (Response to Other, Clarification, Low)
The outside is one space. (Response to Self, Clarification, High)
What do you mean the outside is one space? (Response to Other,
Clarification, High)
It’s one section of the map, like one province like we were saying.
(Response to Other, Clarification, High)
So if that’s a province, shouldn’t that be somewhere in your
diagram? (Response to Other, Counter, High)
[draws large circle around Figure 33] [laughs]. (Response to
Other, Example, High)
…and that’s F. (Response to Other, Clarification, Low)

Having worked for over forty minutes, it appeared as though both Derek and Clay
were aware that the “outside” needed to be considered as a “space” in some manner.
However, it was almost certainly my suggestion that the “outside” correspond to a vertex
on the graph that allowed Clay and Derek to identify it as such. They then produced the
graph seen in Figure 34.
Once they had finished Figure 34, they counted the degrees of each vertex,
labeling them on the diagram with numbers. Clay then said,
613

Clay:

614

Derek:

615

Clay:

Well now the other thing we said last time, I remember, is if the
number of, or the number of even degrees had to be more than the
number of odd degrees. (Initiation, Conjecture, High)
So there’s not that, so that is why it does not work. (Response to
Other, Agree, High)
Yeap, got it. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
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Figure 34. Derek and Clay’s final Graph-like diagram.
This showed that the pair was explicitly using their conjecture from Interview 1 to
claim that the Interview 3 Task was not possible. Neither participant cited his conjecture
from Interview 2, so it appeared as though they were relying only on their conjecture
from Interview 1. Neither participant felt they needed to amend their conjecture from
Interview 1, since they felt it had worked when they had an accurate graph. This was
similar to Abe and Beccah that did not rely on their conjectures developed during
Interview 2, rather relying on their conjectures they developed together during Interview
1.
To summarize, Clay and Derek struggled with determining the structure of a
diagram to use to help them solve the task. Clay initially believed the task involved
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crossing along each edge between corners of the figure, while Derek did not. Upon rereading the prompt, Derek labeled tick marks going across each edge, which clarified the
prompt for Clay. The pair used many kinds of diagrams, including Realistic diagrams
and Graph-like diagrams, with the Graph-like diagrams having two forms, one that
labeled the edges of the figure as vertices (the “Edge” diagram) and one that labeled
every possible path between two sections of the figure as an edge (the “Possible Paths”
diagram). While the pair was aware that the “outside” was its own “space,” it was not
until my suggestion that they add such a space to their Graph-like diagrams that they did
so. Upon drawing a completed Graph-like diagram (Figure 34), the pair used their
conjecture from Interview 1, rather than either of their conjectures from Interview 2, to
conclude that the problem was not possible.
It appeared as though Clay and Derek’s experiences from Interview 2 had
minimal influence on their performance of Interview 3. The only influence was when
Clay referenced needing to go from “an odd to an odd” in line 129. Neither Clay nor
Derek referred to their conjectures from Interview 2, with Clay only referring to their
conjecture from Interview 1 at the end of Interview 3.
Derek and Clay’s initial confusion led them to build consensus regarding the
nature of the problem. Clay erroneously believed that the task required them to traverse
along each edge rather than across each edge, which Derek attempted to correct
numerous times. Clay’s initial agreement with Derek gave Derek pause, leading Derek to
ask Clay to label their diagram. This was an attempt to build consensus on Derek’s part,
with Derek eventually drawing a Graph-like diagram that Clay agreed made sense. Also,
Clay and Derek’s prior consensus regarding the validity of their conjecture from
Interview 1 allowed them to quickly conclude that Interview 3 was not possible once they
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had an appropriate diagram. It did not appear as though structural or stylistic
argumentation played any role in mediating the influences of prior experiences on their
performance in Interview 3.
Clay recalled their conjecture from Interview 1 at the end of Interview 3, with
Derek quickly agreeing with him. Little mention was made of their conjectures from
Interview 2 and little other mention was made of their conjecture from Interview 1. The
pair continued using Graph-like diagrams from Interview 1, but only after Derek built
consensus with Clay regarding the nature of the problem.
It appeared as though Clay’s initial authority in having more readily recalled his
experiences during Interview 1 made Derek hesitant to question Clay’s understanding of
the Interview 3 Task. Once the pair reached consensus, however, Derek produced the
remainder of the diagrams, including the “Edge” diagram and the “Possible Paths”
diagram, as well as the Final diagram that allowed them to solve the task. This could
have been due to his greater authority having corrected Clay’s prior misconception, or
may have simply been because he possessed control of the LiveScribe© pen. Both
participants appeared to be willing to challenge the other as well as advance their own
propositions.
Interview 4 – Clay and Derek
During the stimulated recall interview, Derek claimed that he always felt like he
was being rushed in any small group setting. He felt he had to “catch up” to others, in
general, which is why he hesitated to question Clay’s understanding at the outset of
Interview 3. Derek claimed he initially “went along” with Clay’s suggestions because he
thought there were “multiple ways you could come upon it,” which could be viewed as
Derek was attempting to build consensus by attempting to understand Clay’s ideas first.
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He did not know why he failed to “push harder” for labeling each “section” A, B, C, D,
and E (Figure 29), but he wanted to “at least try other things” to see if they worked, like
the “Edge” diagram.
Watching himself draw Figure 30, Derek claimed he did not know how to
describe the outside edges, because they would be “going to be lines going to nowhere,”
leading him to label them with numbers (Figure 30). Upon listening to line 537, Derek
claimed that Clay “definitely knew” that the “outside” needed to be its own section on
their Graph-like diagram, claiming “He made the connection before I did, I guess.”
Several more times over the course of the stimulated recall interview, Derek claimed that
Clay “definitely caught onto it,” while Derek himself was still processing and exploring.
However, he felt if he had “drawn these little sprouts,” as seen in Figure 35, Clay would
have understood quicker. This indicated that Derek believed that if he had drawn a
diagram like in Figure 35, Clay would have made the connection that the “outside” was
its own section F, sooner (Figure 34).
When Derek viewed line 613, he claimed that he “didn’t remember that whole
deal with the degree vertices and stuff like that.” Being so focused on making the
appropriate diagram left Derek unable to make that connection, in his own words. When
I asked Derek which conjecture he believed Clay was referring, Derek said that Clay was
referring to “if there’s more odds than evens,” the task was not possible. This showed
that Derek was thinking of the conjecture from Interview 1, rather than his conjecture
from Interview 2.
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Figure 35. Derek’s Graph-like diagram with “sprouts” from Interview 4.
Clay explained that he had done “traffic problems” in his Discrete Mathematics,
linear algebra, and probability courses, which led him to believe that the Interview 3 Task
required them to traverse along the edges of the diagram rather than across them. When
Derek began labeling the sections in Figure 29, Clay said he was still confused and did
not completely understand until Derek began drawing Figure 30. He related the
Interview 3 Task to the previous tasks, saying, “this is a tunnel, essentially,” in reference
to an edge of the figure. It was that connection that motivated Clay to suggest looking at
odd and even degrees.
Upon viewing line 537, Clay claimed that he was not quite sure what he meant by
“going outside,” but he knew that “you’re stuck out there but now you can go to any one
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of those boxes.” This suggested his reasoning for the “Possible Paths” diagram (Figure
33). He claimed he “didn’t know how to put it on this diagram,” and that “once you said
something about, ‘shouldn’t that be in your diagram somewhere,’ I was like, ok I started
thinking about how we could represent it.”
Clay later confirmed that he was using the conjecture from Interview 1, rather
than his conjecture from Interview 2. He did not have any reason why he chose the
Interview 1 conjecture over his Interview 2 conjecture, just that it “fit” the solution.
Summary of Clay and Derek
I observed evidence of the social norms of building consensus, referencing
consensus, free expression, and structural argumentation during Derek and Clay’s
interviews and data. Derek and Clay built consensus around Clay’s previous experiences
that he had in Discrete Mathematics. It was apparent that Clay was referencing prior
consensus in using graphs to describe the problem, while Derek attempted to understand
Clay’s reasoning and recall his own experiences. They both were willing to use graphs to
describe the problem. Clay used structural argumentation to relate his Graph-like
diagram to Derek’s Realistic diagram. No mentions of stylistic argumentation were
made.
The mathematical practices produced by the pair during Interview 1 had mixed
influence on the performance of the Interview 2 Task individually. During Interview 1,
Clay made Graph-like diagrams and explained them to Derek, who did not understand
them at the outset of the interview. Clay was also able to make some hypotheses
regarding the parity of the vertices, while Derek was limited to countering some of Clay’s
points with specific examples that they had already discussed together as a pair. They
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formulated a conjecture that involved having an even number of even degree vertices
with a greater number of even degree vertices than odd degree vertices.
While Derek rarely referenced their conjecture from Interview 1, Clay referenced
it repeatedly once he was reminded of it. While Derek justified each of his problems
with examples of path-tracing and in-out strategies, Clay explicitly referred to reasoning
from his Interview 2 Task, Part 1 when explaining his reasoning for Part 2. Derek
adopted Clay’s usage of Graph-like diagrams from Interview 1 during his Interview 2,
while Clay continued to use Graph-like diagrams, albeit oriented differently, during his
Interview 2.
Clay and Derek had to build consensus around the nature of the Interview 3 Task
due to Clay’s initial misunderstanding of needing to traverse along each edge rather than
across each edge. Once Derek drew a Graph-like diagram and related it to a Realistic
diagram, Clay agreed with him that Derek’s graph made more sense. There was almost
no influence from the Interview 2 Task, with the only influence coming from their
immediate use of their conjecture from Interview 1 once they had determined their graph
was correct at the end of Interview 3. From stimulated recall, Derek claimed that Clay
understood the necessity of the “outside” being its own vertex long before Clay claimed
he understood it as such. Derek also claimed he was hesitant to question Clay’s initial
misunderstanding because Derek usually felt like he was the one who was confused
during small-group work, while Clay misunderstood the task due to conflating it with
other experiences from his Discrete Mathematics, linear algebra, and probability courses.
Emalyn and Faith
The third pair, Emalyn and Faith, worked together on only one out of the five
projects that occurred before the first interview. Faith is a Caucasian female, and was in
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her second semester at the university, having spent three semesters at a community
college, making her the equivalent of a third year student at the university. She was
majoring in Mathematics with an emphasis in Secondary Education. Emalyn is a
Caucasian female, and was in her second year at the university, having spent one prior
year at a community college. She was majoring in Elementary Education with an
emphasis in Mathematics. Both Faith and Emalyn had taken Discrete Mathematics
together the semester prior (the same semester as Abe and Derek) and had worked
together during that course. As mentioned in Chapter III, Emalyn said that she “really
liked” Geometry I and in contrast, Faith “hated” Geometry I, saying she did not like
geometry in high school and that it was too abstract.
Interview 1 – Emalyn and Faith
Much like both previous pairs, Emalyn and Faith began the Interview 1 Task (see
Appendix D) by recalling their experiences from Discrete Mathematics.
1
2
3

Emalyn:
Faith:
Emalyn:

4

Faith:

5

Emalyn:

6

Faith:

This is totally like… (Initiation, Experiential Recall, Low)
Discrete. (Response to Other, Experiential Recall, High)
I feel like it had to do with how many connections there were.
Like I feel like how many times you can go in and then out. Do
you know what I’m talking about? (Initiation, Experiential
Recall, High)
Yes, because it was that Chinese… Oh I just remember it was
that. (Response to Other, Experiential Recall, High)
I can’t remember. I’m trying to think of how we did the… I feel
like we drew circles. [draws Figure 36] (Response to Other,
Experiential Recall, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

During these recollections, Emalyn stated the importance of “how many times
you can go in and then out,” indicating her recollections from Discrete Mathematics
included the use of an in-out strategy. Emalyn also recalled the use of “circles,” to which
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Faith agreed, which led to her drawing a Graph-like diagram in the excerpt to follow, as
seen in Figure 36.

Figure 36. Emalyn’s Graph-like diagram.
The pair continued:
11

Emalyn:

12
13

Faith:
Emalyn:

14

Faith:

15
16

Emalyn:
Emalyn:

17

Faith:

18
19

Emalyn:
Emalyn:

20
21

Faith:
Emalyn:

Ok, I’m gonna say things. So we’ve got our one up here [begins
path-tracing on the map], and this one, and this one, and then this
guy is over here, and then this one, and then this dude. Then it’s
like, this one had… has like… you can enter once and leave once.
(Initiation, Explain, High)
Yeap. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
… and this one, too. I’m trying to draw it like a waterway. And
this one you can enter once and leave once, enter once and leave
once. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
That one you have to come through the top or the bottom
(Response to Other, Inform, High).
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Do you have to go… I feel like you have to start at one of these
at the ends. (Initiation, Belief, High)
Cause you may start at an odd vertice, was that right? (Response
to Other, Belief, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Cause this one only has like, one way. Like you can enter or
leave, but you can’t… (Response to Other, Explain, High)
Come back? (Response to Other, Continuation, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

The diagram in Figure 36 did not match the diagram from the prompt, so the pair
chose to attempt to path-trace a solution on the handout with the prompt that I had given
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them (line 11). Without writing, Emalyn pointed with the LiveScribe© pen to indicate
her path while Faith followed along. After several unsuccessful attempts, Emalyn stated
a belief that “you have to start at one of these at the ends” (line 16), coded as such due to
her lack of presented evidence. Faith responded with her own belief that “you may start
at an odd vertice,” (line 17), but was unsure. This seems to indicate that she had
experience with defining vertices within a graph and understood the importance of the
parity of the degree of each vertex. Emalyn, however, was still in the midst of pathtracing and talking along with her path-tracing, and thus she did not respond to Faith’s
question, nor did Faith ask again. Emalyn reiterated an in-out strategy (line 19), which
Faith continued (line 20).
Faith then suggested a starting location while looking at the map from the prompt:
35

Faith:

36

Emalyn:

37
38
39

Faith:
Emalyn:
Faith:

40

Emalyn:

41

Faith:

42

Emalyn:

So maybe we should start with this one [points to section on map],
since we cannot come back through it. (Initiation without
Response, Strategy, High)
I think one has an odd number though, because you can come
from this one, or from this one, or from this one. (Initiation,
Inform, High)
So we should start there then. (Response to Other, Agree, High)
But can you do that? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
Can you start at an odd vertice [sic], or are we not allowed to start
at an odd vertice? (Response to Other, Question, High)
But like, can you start right there, because if you’re like, coming
to the canals, can you just start right there? (Response to Self,
Question, High)
No, you have to… because you would have to come back.
(Response to Other, Counter, High)
I don’t think you can do it. (Response to Self, Counter, Low)

In this excerpt, Faith suggested a starting location for their path (line 35). Instead
of responding directly to Faith’s suggestion, Emalyn noted the odd degree of another
location, which Faith then suggested they start there. Faith questioned if they could start
at an odd degree location, which again Emalyn did not directly respond to, instead
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questioning whether they could start in the center of the diagram since it was surrounded
by waterways in the prompt. This exchange indicated that while Faith was generally
responsive towards Emalyn’s comments, Emalyn often continued her own thoughts
without fully considering Faith’s suggestions.
The pair attempted to path-trace a few more solutions, failing each time. Emalyn
then asked me, “Can you start anywhere?” which I affirmed. Emalyn then suggested
85

Emalyn:

Okay, what about if we think about how many times you come in
here [points to middle section on map]. Like how many times you
have to enter there. (Initiation, Strategy, High)

Emalyn then drew a second Graph-like diagram that had circles representing each
location (separated by waterways) on the map, and bent lines that indicated passing
through a tunnel, as seen in Figure 37. Each bent line had an arrow on it to dictate a
direction, which indicated the direction along which Emalyn was traveling when she
drew the line. I refer to this type of diagram as an Arrow diagram.
87

Emalyn:

88

Emalyn:

89

Emalyn:

90

Faith:

Okay, so this part right here is one of our circles [points to
location on map], and this part [begins drawing Figure 37], and
then up here, and down here. And so, this one you can… there
are five times you can go in. And this one, and then this one,
there are three times. And this one… there are three. And three.
Okay. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
So you could, it doesn’t really matter, you could come in, and
leave, and then you could come… I mean it doesn’t really matter
does it? Like we have this one… Yeah cause one of these… this
is one tunnel [points at curved edge]. And then there’s this
tunnel that connects from up there to in here. Okay. (Response to
Self, Explain, High)
So you could take this tunnel and come in. [continues tracing
Figure 37, putting in arrows with each edge], And then you could
take this tunnel and leave. Then you could come back in. Then
you could leave, and then you could come back in to here.
(Response to Self, Example, High)
Nope. (Response to Other, Counter, Low)
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Figure 37. Emalyn’s first Arrow diagram.
While Emalyn was drawing Figure 37, Faith notably did not respond or add to the
discourse in any way. Her only interaction was to counter (line 90) when she could see
that Emalyn’s path was not going to cross every tunnel.
Having failed to find a path via tracing, Emalyn said,
94

Emalyn:

95
96

Faith:
Emalyn:

97

Faith:

98

Emalyn:

99

Faith:

100

Emalyn:

101

Faith:

I don’t think we can do it because they’re all odd. They all have
like an odd number of connections. (Initiation, Hypothesis, High)
Mmhmm. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Because if this wasn’t here [points to tunnel not taken during
path-tracing], then you could do it, because then you could just
take this tunnel in. (Response to Self, Conjecture, High)
Maybe if we started somewhere different, we could at least try it?
(Initiation, Strategy, High)
Okay, where do you wanna [sic] start? (Response to Other,
Clarification, High)
Well we came in this way. So what if we start in the middle one?
(Response to Other, Example, High)
Okay, so we could leave, and now what? (Response to Other,
Example, High)
Try going here… go back here… No you get stuck. (Response to
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102

Emalyn:

103

Faith:

104

Emalyn:

105

Faith:

106
107

Emalyn:
Faith:

Other, Example, High)
Where do you wanna come back? (Response to Other, Question,
High)
I was thinking this, but then we’re stuck, because we have…
(Response to Other, Counter, High)
To go here, we can’t leave, and if we had to go there… (Response
to Other, Counter, High)
If we go there, we can’t come back there, so that doesn’t work.
(Response to Other, Counter, High)
I think it’s because… (Response to Other, Hypothesis, Low)
It’s the odd number of… (Response to Other, Continuation,
High)

It appeared that Emalyn had developed a hypothesis (line 94) that was informed
by her having path-traced most of a path but missing one edge in her path (line 96).
When Faith suggested (line 97) that they try starting elsewhere, Emalyn, unlike previous
occasions, responded to Faith’s suggestion with enthusiasm and began actively
discussing the path they were creating together. This contrasted with previous
occurrences where Emalyn mostly provided the high cognitive level suggestions and
Faith only providing responses that were ignored or low cognitive level agreement.
Eventually, Faith agreed that it was due to the “odd number” that the problem was not
possible.
She then wrote the following statement:
EF1a If you think of each portion of the city separated by the waterways
as a vertice. And each tunnel is a connection from one vertice to
another. In this scenario, each ‘vertice’ has an odd number of
connections to it. Because of this, you will always get stuck at one
vertice and not be able to go through every tunnel. If one vertice
had an even number of connections to it, you would be able to visit
each tunnel one time.
After finishing the statement, Emalyn began to path-trace once more. She failed
once more, but said, “If one vertice [sic] had an even number of connections, you could
do it.” The pair then recounted some of their experiences from Discrete Mathematics,
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with Emalyn claiming, “Wasn’t it like, if you had two even ones, you could do a circuit
and start at the one place and end at the same place, but as long as one was even, you
could hit every one at least once but not in a…”
The pair then asked what was next, and so I asked them to explain their reasoning.
During her explanation, Emalyn path-traced along one of their previously traced paths,
saying, “If you went in this one, all of the tunnels had been used, so you can’t come back
and go through.” She then explained that if you “took away this one, you could come in,
leave, come in again, and then leave, and be able to hit all of the tunnels.”
The pair said they were confident in their answer, so I asked some clarifying
questions. I asked if they were recalling this problem from Discrete Mathematics. They
claimed that the problem was exactly the same, except tunnels were replaced with bridges
and each “portion” was its own town. Even the picture from the prompt they felt was
“very similar.”
I then asked if they could write a condition for when they felt the situation would
be possible, rather than impossible. Emalyn then asked:
254

Emalyn:

Are you allowed to tell us anything? Because I remember when
we were learning about these, there was like, certain conditions,
and they had a name, like when you could start at the same point
and return to it. And then when you could start anywhere and
you couldn’t return to the same point but you could end
somewhere else, and they have like a name. Something like
circuit or cycle. (Response to Other, Experiential Recall, High)

I responded that my desire was to understand their thoughts, so while I would not share
anything with them during the interviews, after all the interviews were over, I would tell
them anything as their instructor. Emalyn then said,
263

Emalyn:

Okay, when you started and ended at the same… I’m trying to
think like… If you wanted to start and end at the same place, do
they all have to be even? (Initiation, Belief, High)
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She then drew a second Arrow diagram, as shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38. Emalyn’s second Arrow diagram with all even degree vertices.
I asked Emalyn
285

JK:

286

Emalyn:

You’re drawing arrows to show the path that you’re taking?
(Initiation, Clarification, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

This confirmed that the edges of Emalyn’s Arrow diagrams represented the path
she was conceiving as traversing the map. This is not the typical designation of edges, as
they usually represent the possible connections between any two vertices, not edges along
any particular path. It was not apparent that this was Faith’s understanding, but she did
not protest. Emalyn then added a clarifying statement to their previous conjecture:
EF1b If you want to start and end at the same vertice, then each vertice
must have an even number of connections.
Emalyn then said,
271

Emalyn:

272
273

Faith:
Emalyn:

And then, I think if you just wanna visit each one once, you just
have to have at least two… (Initiation, Hypothesis, High)
Even. (Response to Other, Continutation, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
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Emalyn then created another Graph-like diagram to verify her hypothesis as seen
in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Emalyn’s Graph-like diagram with two odd degree and two even vertices.
Upon adding this, Emalyn amended their conjecture again, writing:
EF1c If you want to visit each tunnel only once, at least two vertices
must have an even number of connections.
To summarize, Emalyn and Faith began the interview by recalling experiences
from their Discrete Mathematics course that they took together. Emalyn immediately
highlighted the importance of using in-out strategies as well as the use of Graph-like
diagrams. These ideas were unclear so the pair began path-tracing. While Faith stated
that they should start at an odd degree vertex, Emalyn or Faith herself did not respond to
that and many of her other statements. Faith, however, was generally responsive to
Emalyn’s statements.
Emalyn drew Arrow diagrams to describe the task, explaining that each arrow
indicated the path along which they intended to travel on the map. The pair eventually
agreed it was because there were too many odd degree vertices and conjectured as such.
After I asked them to elaborate, the pair gave two conjectures: First, that if they started at
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an even degree vertex, they would end at that vertex, and second, they required there to
be more even degree vertices than odd for a path to be possible.
Emalyn and Faith showed few examples of building consensus or structural
argumentation from classroom norms. While they referenced prior consensus with
respect to their experiences in Discrete Mathematics, Emalyn tended to ignore many of
Faith’s suggestions (as did Faith herself), thus their consensus generally consisted of
Faith agreeing with Emalyn.
Emalyn and Faith derived the authority of some of their work from their prior
experiences in Discrete Mathematics. Emalyn tended to dominate the conversation and
subsequently developed the use of Arrow diagrams herself. Rather than being evidence
of free expression, however, this was most likely the result of partial recollection from
her Discrete Mathematics course.
The extent of Emalyn and Faith’s use of structural argumentation was the use of
in-out strategies. Like the other pairs, Emalyn and Faith made no mention of stylistic
argumentation. While they attempted to build consensus at times, this consensus tended
to be dominated by Emalyn due to her and Faith not responding to Faith’s suggestions.
The mathematical practices used by Emalyn and Faith included Emalyn’s use of
Arrow diagrams, use of in-out strategies to formulate conjectures, and path-tracing.
Both Emalyn and Faith generally responded to Emalyn’s suggestions, while they tended
to ignore Faith’s suggestions. Faith was able to counter some of Emalyn’s suggestions
with high-cognitive level responses when Emalyn began responding to Faith (lines 94107). Emalyn used Arrow diagrams and in-out strategies to formulate conjectures, while
Faith relied mostly on path-tracing.
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Interview 2 – Emalyn
The Interview 2 Task, Part 1 asked the participant in this individual interview to
place an additional tunnel so that a path could be taken that crossed each tunnel once and
only once starting in the Blue District and ending in the Gold District, but a path could
not be taken that started in the Red District and ended in the Gold District (see Appendix
D). At the outset, Emalyn stated
7

Emalyn:

8

Emalyn:

So the problem we had last time was that there was an odd
number at every single place. (Initiation, Experiential Recall,
High)
So I guess I’m just gonna try and re-familiarize myself with the
paths and see where we got the problem, but I’ll start only in
Blue. [draws Figure 40] (Response to Self, Strategy, High)

Emalyn drew an Arrow diagram that was spatially similar to the picture from the
prompt, seen in Figure 40. This spatial similarity contrasted with the Arrow diagrams
that she had drawn in Interview 1 in that their previous diagrams were not oriented in
such a way that the vertices could be placed overtop the diagram.
Emalyn then attempted to trace a path without constructing an additional tunnel.
15

Emalyn:

16

Emalyn:

17

Emalyn:

18
19

JK:
Emalyn:

20
21

JK:
Emalyn:

So if we’re starting in Blue, there’s three paths we can go out. I
guess I’ll go into Gold first and out to Red [begins path-tracing].
Then back in to Gold. Then Blue again, then to Gray. And then
to Red. And so, you can build an additional tunnel there. [points
to map]. (Response to Self, Example, High)
But you are not supposed to be able to start in the Red District
and end in Gold… (Response to Self, Counter, High)
Well if you don’t want to be able to start in the Red and end in
the Gold, then I think the third tunnel shouldn’t be going…
shouldn’t be leaving the Red. (Response to Self, Belief, High)
What makes you say that? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
Because you want to ensure… well I guess that doesn’t make
sense. (Response to Self, Counter, Low)
Why do you say that? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
Well I was thinking if you are starting in the Red, you don’t want
to be able to finish, leaving Red and going into Gold. But since it
doesn’t matter how you get into Gold as long as you start at Red
then there’s not an issue. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
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22

Emalyn:

Well I guess you could build another tunnel that goes back from
Red to Gray [draws dashed edge on diagram]. And then take the
one from Gray into Gold.

Figure 40. Emalyn’s Graph-like diagram for Interview 2, Part 1.
When Emalyn was unable to complete her path-tracing, she placed a new edge on
her diagram (the dashed edge in Figure 40) that connected her from her location to the
Gray District, allowing her to complete the path from the Gray District to the Gold
District. While she showed some initial trepidation with adding a tunnel to the Red
District, she instead found a solution to making a path between the Blue and Gold
Districts rather than worry about whether a path could be made starting at the Red
District. Emalyn then said
23

Emalyn:

Now I just need to make sure that you can’t start in Red.
(Initiation, Strategy, High)

I questioned if she was checking the case where the tunnel was placed at her new
edge, and she confirmed and described the path she had drawn.
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Emalyn then attempted to path-trace starting from the Red District
43
44

Emalyn:
Emalyn:

45

Emalyn:

46

JK:

47
48

Emalyn:
Emalyn:

49

Emalyn:

Here is our proposed one. (Initiation, Inform, High)
So I guess if you’re starting in Red, we just kind of imitate the
same thing. [begins path-tracing]. (Response to Self, Example,
High).
I think though… [ends path-tracing], with the proposed tunnel,
because the Red is one of those with an even number, maybe it
will be possible. (Response to Self, Counter, High)
Can you find a path that makes it possible? (Response to Other,
Strategy, High)
That’s what I’m trying to do. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
I guess you… because you can… so if you’re starting in Red,
you’ll leave, come back, leave… okay so it’s not possible.
(Initiation, Conjecture, High)
Since you have to start in Red, you will, no matte what order you
take, you’re starting… So you leave Red, and then you’re gonna
come back to it, and then there’s two paths left. So that means
you’re gonna leave and come back again, but since there’s not a
fifth path, then you can’t leave again, so you’ll get stuck in Red.
(Response to Self, Explain, High)

Emalyn began path-tracing on the map starting in the Red District but stopped
partway through. She believed that since the Red District was an even degree, it was
possible, but later corrected herself using an in-out strategy (line 48). Line 48 was coded
as a conjecture because Emalyn had verified the evidence for herself using an in-out
strategy immediately prior to stating her proposition that finding a path starting in the
Red District was not possible. It should also be noted that Emalyn was not explicitly
referring to any of the previous conjectures that she and Faith had developed during
Interview 1, even though she was using the same reasoning.
As a reminder to the reader, the Interview 2 Task, Part 2 was to construct a second
tunnel so that one could now cross each tunnel once and only once starting in the Red
District and ending in the Gold District, but not be able to do so starting in the Blue
District. After reading Part 2, Emalyn immediately drew Figure 41 without the dashed
line between the Red and Blue Districts.
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Figure 41. Emalyn’s Arrow diagram for Interview 2, Part 2.
She then claimed,
68

Emalyn:

69
70

Emalyn:
Emalyn:

71

Emalyn:

72

Emalyn:

[draws Figure 41] Okay, so we want to start in Red and end in
the Gold. But it is not possible to do the same starting in Blue
ending in the Gold. (Initiation, Inform, High)
Can you do that? (Response to Self, Question, Low)
Well you could construct… because we said the problem on the
previous one was that there was an even number on Red, so you
would have to… you would get stuck because you would come
back twice but you can’t leave a third time. (Response to Self,
Explain, High)
So you definitely have to construct another tunnel out of Red.
But since you can only construct one tunnel, I think that... it
would still be possible to start in the Blue District and end in the
Gold, because you can leave Blue, come back and leave again,
which means you could get to Gold. (Response to Self, Explain,
High)
Maybe when you put in the extra tunnel for Red, it won’t make it
possible, then when you start somewhere else, you’ll enter Red,
leave, enter, leave, and enter again, so I think you would still get
stuck in Red. (Response to Self, Counter, High)
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73

Emalyn:

74

Emalyn:

75
76

JK:
Emalyn:

But I think I want to see if there’s something that can confirm
that. I just wanna [sic] see where to put the tunnel for Red. I
don’t think it matters, as along it… (Response to Self, Strategy,
High)
Maybe if it connected Blue and Red. (Response to Self,
Hypothesis, High)
Why’d you pick that one? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
Because then we’d have, starting in Red, we’d have the amount
of tunnels we’d need to leave, come back, leave, come back, and
leave again. But then it makes Blue have the problem we had in
the last problem where if you start there, you can leave, and come
back, but then you can only come back, so then you would get
stuck in Blue. So any time you start in Blue, you’re gonna get
stuck again. So I do think it’s possible with this tunnel.
(Response to Other, Explain, High)

During this excerpt, Emalyn reasoned that her new tunnel had to begin in the Red
District to change its parity from even to odd. In looking for potential locations with
which to connect the new tunnel, Emalyn chose to connect the Blue and Red Districts.
She then argued that if she did so, the Blue District would have the “same problem” that
the Red District had in the Part 1. This exchange showed that Emalyn was using
structural argumentation, since she referenced her conclusion from Part 1 but did not
need to trace any paths to confirm her conclusion.
I asked Emalyn if she was satisfied with her response, and she said that she felt
satisfied until she was asked that question by me. I asked her if she felt confident in her
response without considering my asking, and she said she did, but now wanted to find a
path to “make myself feel better.” This indicated a sort of tentativeness similar to the
behaviors observed during the classroom observations. She traced a path starting in the
Red District and ending in the Gold District, and then when she started a path from the
Blue District, used an in-out strategy to argue that a path would not be possible. With
that, she progressed to Part 3.
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As a reminder to the reader, The Interview 2 Task, Part 3 was to construct a third
tunnel so that one could take a path starting at either the Red or Blue District, cross every
tunnel once and only once, and return back to that original district. After reading the
prompt for Part 3, Emalyn claimed,
113

Emalyn:

So, last time, we were saying… because we couldn’t remember
exactly what it was. But you needed to have all of the tunnels
have an even number in order to start and end in the same
place…There’s some rule that has a name, and it’s called some
kind of circuit or cycle. I don’t remember what it was.
(Initiation, Experiential Recall, High)

Knowing this, Emalyn placed a tunnel between the Gold District and the Red
District, making every district have an even number of tunnels, seen in Figure 42. When
I asked Emalyn if she needed to trace paths to verify if she knew it was possible, she
claimed she did not, but was willing to do so for my sake. This indicated that she did not
need to trace paths to verify that her tunnel placement was correct, but only did so for my
benefit.

Figure 42. Emalyn’s Arrow diagram for Interview 2 Task, Part 3.
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At the end of the interview, I asked Emalyn if she wanted to change or amend her
conjecture from Interview 1 in any way. She claimed that she knew the case in which
“they’re all even” was correct, but said “If you want to start at one and end at a different
one, if you had more than two that are odd I just don’t know if it’s possible.” Emalyn
then created a diagram with two odd degree vertices and four even degree vertices, as
shown in Figure 43, that countered their conjecture from Interview 1.

Figure 43. Emalyn’s Interview 2 Arrow diagram with two odd degree vertices and four
even degree vertices.
Emalyn eventually concluded with the following addition to her conjecture:
E2

If you want to start in one vertex and end in another, visiting each
tunnel only once, you can only have 2 odd vertices and must start
and end at them.

To summarize, Emalyn continued to use Arrow diagrams during Interview 2.
Emalyn then path-traced without adding a new tunnel. She eventually “got stuck” and
added the new edge to complete her path. She argued using an in-out strategy that a path
could not begin at the Red District because it had even degree. She then identified in Part
2 that she needed to change the parity of both the Blue and Red Districts. Using
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structural argumentation, she claimed that her argument was the same as before and thus
did not explain further. Only after I asked if she was certain did she path-trace to verify
that she had satisfied the task. For Part 3, Emalyn explicitly cited her and Faith’s
conjecture from Interview 1 that claimed they needed all even degree vertices for a path
to start and end at the same location. She then immediately placed a tunnel in the correct
location and claimed she did not need to trace a path to verify a solution for herself, but
did so for my sake.
Emalyn’s mathematical practices were the continued use of Arrow diagrams,
explicit use of structural reasoning by referring to prior reasoning during Interview 2 as
well as her prior conjecture from Interview 1, and not requiring path-tracing to verify
conclusions for herself. Faith made few suggestions that were openly discussed by both
participants during Interview 1, giving few practices that could later influence Emalyn.
As such, Emalyn showed almost no influence from Faith’s actions during Interview 1.
Emalyn did not feel compelled to path-trace to verify her conclusions, only doing so in
response to my questioning making her feel unconfident. During Interview 2, Emalyn
showed many of the same practices she used during Interview 1. Her only new practice
was explicitly relying on previous conjectures she had formulated, a practice that was not
possible during Interview 1 due to her and Faith’s incomplete recall of their experiences
from Discrete Mathematics.
Interview 2 – Faith
Faith began Interview 2 Task, Part 1 by drawing an Arrow diagram that connected
each district to each bridge except the Gold District, as seen in Figure 44. This was the
first Arrow diagram she had drawn since Emalyn drew all the diagrams during Interview
1. Like Emalyn during her Interview 2, this diagram was spatially similar to the diagram
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from the prompt and thus dissimilar from the diagrams Faith and Emalyn had drawn
during Interview 1. Faith then attempted to trace a solution path without adding an
additional tunnel. I was not sure if she had already added a new tunnel, so I asked her:

Figure 44. Faith’s initial Interview 2 Arrow diagram.
20

JK:

21
22

Faith:
JK:

23

Faith:

24

Faith:

25

Faith:

26

Faith:

So did you already construct the new tunnel? (Initiation,
Clarification, High)
No. Did I? (Response to Other, Question, Low)
I was just asking if you did. (Response to Other, Clarification,
Low)
No, I want to see where I get stopped. [continues path-tracing]I
can’t just do it. (Response to Other, Strategy, High)
Okay, so I stopped on the Gray instead of the Gold. (Initiation,
Explain, High)
That could be why… Let’s try going a different way. [begins
path-tracing new path]. (Initiation, Example, High)
No matter what, I think it’s because of this one [points to middle
island]. So let’s see. To get back, I think I need to build one
more bridge to get back. (Response to Self, Hypothesis, High)

In this exchange, Faith explained her strategy of wanting to find “where I get
stopped” (line 23). This was coded as a strategy because it described her plan of action
that she was intending to take. This was a similar strategy to Emalyn, except Faith did
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not construct the new tunnel to finish her path when she got stuck. Instead, Faith chose
to path-trace again.
After re-reading the prompt and claiming she read the prompt “backwards,” Faith
drew a new diagram and placed a tunnel seemingly at random between the Red and Gray
Districts as seen in Figure 45. She claimed
51

Faith:

52

Faith:

53

Faith:

54

Faith:

Ok so I read that backwards. Let’s try this again. [draws Figure
45]. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
So we can start in the Blue. If I construct a tunnel… [draws an
edge between Red and Gray Districts]. (Response to Self,
Hypothesis, High)
So I should have one more tunnel going here, because then I can
get back…[begins path-tracing] (Response to Self, Example,
High)
I went through here… yeah I need one more tunnel there [points
to new edge] to get back to Gold. (Response to Self, Example,
High)

Figure 45. Faith’s second Interview 2 Arrow diagram.
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I then asked Faith if it was not possible to construct a path starting in the Red
District and ending in the Gold District. In response, Faith began path-tracing and said
76

Faith:

77

Faith:

No that’s not gonna work. No because I’ll be stuck here.
(Response to Self, Counter, High)
Well that one would make me end… but I also didn’t use every
tunnel. [continues path-tracing] (Response to Self, Counter,
High)

After failing to trace a path, Faith claimed that she was “stuck here” at a particular
vertex on Figure 45. When I asked her to explain her reasoning, she used an in-out
strategy starting at the Red District as justification and wrote the following:
F2a

You can’t start on Red. If you start on Red, you can leave twice
and come back twice, but you won’t be able to leave again to be
able to stop at Gold.
Starting Part 2 on the Interview 2, Faith attempted to think back to the previous
interview, saying,
109

Faith:

110

JK:

111

Faith:

112

Faith:

I’m thinking back to last week when we were talking about how
many vertices we needed, how many odd and even we needed.
(Initiation, Experiential Recall, High)
So last time you guys said these things [shows Faith written
conjectures from Interview 1]. (Response to Other, Inform, High)
Not the same vertices… I want to end at a different one.
(Initiation, Explain, High)
Okay, at least two… did we not say we needed more than two…?
(Response to Self, Question, High)

Faith seemed to attempting to think structurally in terms of the conjectures she
and Emalyn had constructed during Interview 1 (line 109), but was unable to recall them.
After I showed the conjectures to her, she concluded that she needed “at least two…”
(line 112), referencing conjecture EF1c, “If you want to visit each tunnel only once, at
least two vertices must have an even number of connections.” She ended her statement
questioning the clarity of the conjecture, wondering if they needed more than two even
degree vertices for a path to be possible.
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At this point, Faith began counting the degrees of the vertices on Figure 45
without adding the new tunnel. She said,
114

Faith:

115

Faith:

116

JK:

117

Faith:

One, two, three, four. One, two, three. This is one, two, three,
four, five. Okay. (Initiation, Inform, High)
I have at least two, but that’s not working. I need another one to
be odd, er to be even. (Response to Self, Hypothesis, High)
Did you build an additional tunnel? (Initiation, Clarification,
High)
No, that’s where I’m figuring out where I need to build the
additional, because I don’t think I should put it here or here
because then it’ll make those odd. (Response to Other, Strategy,
High)

Faith had previously attempted to path-trace before placing the additional tunnel,
but now she was counting degrees before placing the new tunnel, indicating that she was
attempting to find the location of the tunnel before path-tracing a partial solution as she
had in Part 1. This was again coded as a strategy because she was describing her future
course of action.
She placed a tunnel between the Red and Gray Districts, but claimed that since
that changed them all back to odd, it was not possible for that location to work. She then
placed a tunnel between the Blue and Gray Districts but got stuck when attempting to
trace a path. These failed locations can be seen in Figure 46.
Faith then traced a path not including a new tunnel, and claimed
150

Faith:

151

Faith:

152
153

JK:
Faith:

154

Faith:

If I start here, let’s see where I get stuck… one, two, three
[begins-path tracing]. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
This suck I can’t do one straight tunnel here [points pen in arc
between Red and Blue Districts on Figure 46] (Initiation, Belief,
High)
Why is that? (Response to Other, Clarification, Low)
Wouldn’t that be two additional ones? Because you’d have to do
one here… oh no, I guess. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Oh, so if I make a tunnel over here, then I can go…[finishes pathtracing] Okay! (Response to Self, Example, High)
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Figure 46. Faith’s third Interview 2 diagram with several failed tunnel locations.
Faith again path-traced without adding a new tunnel, but this time found herself
needing a path between the Red and Blue Districts in line 151. She claimed it could not
be done, but rather required two tunnels. Her statement that it could not be done was
coded as a belief because she made the proposition seemingly without evidence. She
then drew a new curve between the Red and Blue Districts, as seen in Figure 47, and
finished tracing her path.

Figure 47. Faith’s fourth Interview 2 diagram with tunnel between Red and Blue
Districts.
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I then asked her if it was possible to start at Blue and end at Gold. Faith claimed
177

Faith:

178

Faith:

179

Faith:

180

Faith:

181

Faith

I’m thinking that if I maybe took that same first route, but went a
different direction, because I seem to have a problem with this
tunnel or the tunnel coming back to the Gold. And I don’t think I
have enough coming back to the Gold… one, two, three, four… I
should though because I have five. I should be able to leave,
come, leave, come, leave, or I should do vice versa. So I should
be able to… (Initiation, Hypothesis, High)
I think I should be able to do it… because I have two even
vertices. (Response to Self, Conjecture, High)
But I’m thinking that you want the vertice [sic] you start with to
be odd. (Response to Self, Belief, High)
No, because I’m not trying to get back to that vertice, I’m trying
to end at a different vertice. (Response to Self, Counter, High)
I know in our thing we said, we need at least two even, and I have
at least two even, so you’d think that would work. (Response to
Self, Conjecture, High)

This exchange showed Faith’s various forms of structural argumentation by
referring to conjecture EF1c from Interview 1 or her prior reasoning from her conjecture
F2a in Interview 2, Part 1.
Faith hypothesized (line 177) that if she took a different “route” that maybe a path
was possible. This was coded as a hypothesis since she presented unverified evidence
that was “because I seem to have a problem with this tunnel.” She then conjectured (line
178) that a path should be possible because she had two even vertices, her evidence of the
existence of two even degree vertices having been verified. This was in reference to
conjecture EF1c from Interview 1. She stated a belief (line 179) that she needed to start
at an odd degree vertex for a path to be impossible, before countering that belief (line
180) with the notion that it was reasonable for the vertex to be odd since she was “trying
to end at a different vertice,” in reference to her conjecture F2a. Then she explicitly
referenced conjecture EF1c (line 181), conjecturing that since she had at least two evens,
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a path should have been possible. Faith’s repeated references to her prior conjectures
showed evidence of structural argumentation.
Faith then said
182

Faith:

183

JK:

184

Faith:

So for this one, we would come, leave, come, leave, and come.
The same problem here. You would leave and come, but you
can’t come back to get to this one. Does that make sense?
(Initiation, Explain, High)
So are you saying it’s not possible? (Response to Other,
Clarification, High)
So you can leave there [referring to the Blue District], you can
come back, and you can use all of its vertices, but then getting
back to… You don’t have another one to get you back to the
Gold and you get stuck at either… it doesn’t make sense though.
(Response to Self, Example, High)

As Faith attempted to make sense of her reasoning, she later said, “So if you start
at Blue, you can leave twice and come back twice, or vice versa, but then you’re stuck at
Blue.” She then claimed that her reasoning was the same as in Part 1, and thus she was
satisfied with her response. This was another example of Faith’s structural
argumentation, referring to the logic of her prior argument. She then kept path-tracing
solutions to verify her findings.
The Interview 2 Task, Part 3 was to construct a third tunnel so that one could take
a path starting at either the Red or Blue District, cross every tunnel once and only once,
and return back to that original district. Reading the prompt for Part 3, Faith said,
227

Faith:

228

Faith:

229

Faith:

What did we say? I think in order to start and end somewhere,
we need the vertices to be odd. Oh no, must… [reads
conjecture]… each vertice must be even. And I can only draw
one more… (Initiation, Experiential Recall, High)
One, two, three, four… one, two, three, four… one, two, three,
four, five… oh gosh. It’s gonna have to be between these two.
Because that’ll make that six, that six. (Response to Self,
Conjecture, High)
Okay, let’s see if our finding is true. [begins path-tracing]
(Response to Self, Example, High)
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Faith referenced conjecture EF1b (line 227), indicating structural argumentation. Faith
then counted the degrees of each vertex (line 228), found the two vertices that were odd,
and conjectured that the additional tunnel would have to be placed between them. This
was coded as conjecture since she was proposing a tunnel location with verified evidence
that it made all the vertices have even degree. She then placed a tunnel between the Red
and Gold Districts and traced separate paths (line 229) starting at the Blue and Red
Districts and ending at those same districts. She concluded with the following written
explanation:
F2b

When you start, you have the option to leave, come back, leave,
and come back. When all other spots you visit also have only 4
options, 2 to leave and 2 to come back. However, not starting in
those locations means your last option is to leave and you can
come back. The only one you can come back to is the one you
started on.

To summarize, Faith used Arrow diagrams (Figures 44 and 45) to describe the
map, something she did not do during Interview 1. She transitioned to using Graph-like
diagrams (Figure 46 and 47). She attempted to path-trace a solution to Part 1 without
adding a new tunnel, similar to Emalyn. She did not, however, place the tunnel in a
location to complete her path when she got stuck. She then attempted to path-trace more
before placing a tunnel in the correct location seemingly at random. She traced a path,
concluding that a path was not possible starting in the Red District using an in-out
strategy. During Part 2, Faith attempted to recall her and Emalyn’s conjectures from
Interview 1. Faith began counting degrees to use those conjectures, but she did not use
those conjectures to draw any conclusions as immediately as Emalyn. Faith path-traced
numerous attempts, eventually getting stuck and adding a tunnel in the correct location to
complete her path. While explaining her reasoning, Faith confronted contradictions
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between her conjecture F2a and EF1c, the latter conjecture being made during Interview
1. She later claimed her solution to Part 2 had the same explanation as her solution to
Part 1. Both of these incidents indicated structural argumentation. For Part 3, Faith used
conjecture EF1b from Interview 1 to place the tunnel in the appropriate location.
Faith’s mathematical practices included the use of Arrow diagrams, numerous
uses of path-tracing, and referring back to prior conjectures from earlier in Interview 2 as
well as Interview 1. Faith appeared to rely heavily on Arrow diagrams and prior
conjectures from Interview 1, both being developed primarily by Emalyn. This may or
may not have influenced Faith, considering Faith’s suggestions were often ignored during
Interview 1. As such, Faith may have adopted their usage from Emalyn, or may have
used them during Interview had she been given the opportunity.
Faith relied mostly on methods used during Interview 1, implying that the
authority of their use was sourced in prior consensus. Faith verified every solution path
using path-tracing, doing so for her own sake rather than mine as Emalyn had done.
Faith’s reference to her conjecture F2a made earlier during Interview 2 implied she felt
comfortable sourcing authority in her own prior reasoning.
Faith’s practices during Interview 2 were limited due to her suggestions being
ignored as well as her lack of use of the LiveScribe© pen during Interview 1. However,
Faith appeared to be influenced by Emalyn’s use of Arrow diagrams. Faith continued to
path-trace to verify her findings, similar to her suggestions during Interview 1.
Interview 3 – Emalyn and Faith
The Interview 3 Task was to draw a continuous curve that crossed the edges of a
figure once and only once (see Appendix D). After reading the prompt for the Interview
3 task, Faith claimed that it was “like that door problem.”
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Faith:

6

Emalyn:

7

JK:

8

Faith:

9

Emalyn:

10

Emalyn:

11

JK:

12

Emalyn:

13
14
15
16

Faith:
Emalyn:
Faith:
Emalyn:

17

Emalyn:

18

Faith:

This is like that door problem. (Initiation without Response,
Experiential Recall, Low)
Wait, what does it mean, the “no crossing at the vertex of two
edges?” (Initiation, Question, High)
So if you wanted to cross an edge, you can’t cross at a corner.
(Response to Other, Explain, High)
So we have to cross through here or here. (Response to Other,
Example, High)
Oh God. I was reading this totally wrong. I thought we were
having to trace every single part of these [traces with finger along
an edge]. I’m ok with it (Response to Other, Inform, High)
Can we leave the figure or can we stay inside of it? (Initiation,
Question, High)
You just need to draw a curve that fulfills the conditions
(Response to Other, Inform, High)
This is like the one with the mouse (Initiation, Experiential
Recall, High)
With the doors? (Response to Other, Clarification, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Yes. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
He’s taking his mouse girlfriend on a tour of his house. (Initiation
without Response, Experiential Recall, Low)
Ok, so then, is each room the vertex? Or each edge? (Initiation,
Question, High)
I think it would be the rooms. Well, ok, maybe not, because we’re
talking about edges here. (Response to Other, Explain, Low).

In this exchange, Faith initially recalled the “door problem” and its similarity to
the Interview 3 Task, but neither Emalyn nor Faith further discussed this notion until
Emalyn’s line 12. With Emalyn’s line 12 and Faith’s request for clarification (line 13),
the pair built consensus around having experienced the same problem previously. They
then built consensus around the “rooms” of the figure being the vertices of a graph. It
should be noted that Emalyn also initially believed that the task required traversing along
each edge of the diagram rather than across each edge, similar to Clay in his Interview 3.
Emalyn then drew a Realistic diagram, labeling each “room” with its degree, as
seen in Figure 48.
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Emalyn:

33

Emalyn:

34
35
36

Faith:
Emalyn:
Faith:

37
38
39

Emalyn:
Faith:
Emalyn:

40

Faith:

I guess, let’s just draw like a line through every edge and we’ll
somehow try to connect them all. [draws top diagram of Figure
48 without path]. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
Okay, well this one has four… one, two, three, four, five…
four… five. (Response to Self, Inform, High)
Five. (Response to Other, Inform, High)
Five. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
We can’t pick up the pen though… (Response to Other, Inform,
High)
I think you have to start in an even one. (Initiation, Belief, High)
So we can end in it? (Response to Other, Clarification, High)
If you leave, [begins path-tracing] come back, leave, and come
back, you’d get stuck. What if you come to this one… you come
in, leave… Okay I still think we have to end in that one.
(Response to Self, Example, High)
I agree. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

Figure 48. Emalyn’s path-tracing Realistic diagrams from Interview 3.
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This exchange again showed Faith making a statement (line 36) that neither she
nor Emalyn responded to. Emalyn then stated her belief (line 37) that they had to “start
in an even one.” This was coded as a belief since she made the proposition without
presenting any evidence as to its validity. Faith then attempted to clarify Emalyn’s
reasoning (line 38), implying that if they started in an even degree vertex, they would
have to “end in it.” Emalyn also ignored this statement as she began path-tracing (line
39). The pair then attempted to path-trace several more times, failing in each case, as can
be seen in Figure 48.
After several failed path-tracings, Emalyn suggested
74

Emalyn:

75
76

Faith:
Faith:

77

Emalyn:

78

Emalyn:

79
80
81

Faith:
Emalyn:
Faith:

Okay hold on. In an odd one, we could leave, come back, leave,
come back, and leave again. (Initiation, Explain, High)
Mmhmm. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Maybe go into a four? (Initiation without Response, Strategy,
High)
Hold on. What happens if we go into an odd one? Leave, come
back, leave, and come back. Okay so we have to… I don’t know
if it’s possible. (Initiation, Conjecture, High)
Because we found out if we start in an even one and go into an
odd one, we’d get stuck in it. So even if we start in an odd one
and end in an odd one, there’s another odd one. (Response to Self,
Explain, High)
Right. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So I think we’ll get stuck. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Let’s try it. (Response to Other, Strategy, Low)

In this excerpt, Emalyn explained the cases where they started in an odd degree
vertex (line 74) and where they entered an odd degree vertex (line 77). Line 77 was
coded as a conjecture since Emalyn presented evidence of her proposition that the task
was impossible with an in-out strategy. Faith initially suggested that they instead enter a
vertex with degree four, but Emalyn ignored this suggestion in favor of using an in-out
strategy to describe their getting “stuck” in an odd degree vertex (line 77). In response to
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this suggestion, however, Faith suggested they “try it,” implying that she wanted to
attempt to path-trace the impossibility of a solution.
The pair failed at several more attempts to path-trace until Emalyn made the
following suggestion:
108

Emalyn:

What if we don’t… what if we don’t start in any of them? Like
what if we come in… [begins path-tracing beginning outside of
the prompt figure]. (Initiation, Strategy, High)

The pair later said,
121

Emalyn:

122
123

Faith:
Emalyn:

124

Faith:

125
126

Emalyn:
Emalyn:

127

Faith:

So we started on the outside but came in through one of the ones
with five. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
Start with a four? (Response to Other, Strategy, High)
Because we would come in… [path-traces]. So we’d come in,
and then leave, if we went back… Nope, because… If we come
back in here, we’re still going to get stuck with one left…
(Response to Self, Example, High)
If we had one less vertice [sic] right there…[points to edge]
(Response to Other, Conjecture, High)
Yeah. [circles edge] (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So if we only had one odd one… I guess we could… (Initiation,
Belief, High)
One odd… Could you try two odds? (Response to Other, Request,
High)

In these exchanges, Emalyn suggested they begin their path outside the figure
(line 108). After attempting to path-trace, the pair were left with a path that missed only
one edge, as seen in the middle of Figure 48. Thus, Faith conjectured that if they had one
less edge (although she said vertex), a solution would be possible. This was coded as a
conjecture since Faith’s proposition was that the task would be possible if they had
removed one edge, which had the verified evidence of the path they had traced. Emalyn
agreed and circled the edge. Emalyn stated that the task would be possible if they had
only one odd degree vertex (line 126). This was coded as a belief since she had not
presented any evidence for that proposition specifically.
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Faith suggested they change the figure to have “two odds” (line 127). The pair
attempted to find a way to add an edge to the figure that changed only one room from
even degree to odd degree but could not find a location (because it is impossible to do so
adding one edge that crosses any box inside the figure).
After failing to trace a path a couple more times, Emalyn concluded:
161

Emalyn:

162

Faith:

So I guess… this type of path is not possible because there are
too many odd. (Initiation, Conjecture, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

Emalyn reached this conclusion after path-tracing in silence for several minutes,
so her reasons for reaching that conclusion were unclear. Faith agreed and Emalyn then
wrote:
EF3

This type of path is not possible there are too many odd vertices, so
when completing the path you get stuck in one room (at one
vertex).

I asked the pair to explain their reasoning to me.
174
175

JK:
Emalyn:

176

Emalyn:

177

JK:

178

Emalyn:

179

JK:

180
181

Emalyn:
Faith:

Okay so what’d you say? (Initiation, Question, High)
I hate when people ask me that! “Are you done? Are you sure?
Is that what you think?” I mean, it was until right then.
(Response to Other, Affect, Low)
Okay, we said it’s not possible because there are too many odd
vertices, so when you try and complete the path you get stuck at
one of them. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
Okay what’s a vertex in this case? (Response to Other,
Clarification, High)
The rooms, or the… I guess each... (Response to Other, Explain,
High)
So you’re trying to construct a diagram similar to what you guys
did before? (Initiation, Request, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

I then asked if they could draw a diagram similar to the ones they had drawn in
Interview 1. Emalyn then drew an “Antennae”, Graph-like diagram, seen in Figure 49.
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Figure 49. Emalyn’s “Antennae” Graph-like diagram from Interview 3.
191

Emalyn:

192

Emalyn:

193

Emalyn:

194

Emalyn:

We tried to make two but… [begins drawing Figure 49] we
found you could do it when you only had one odd one, but when
we tried to make another odd one, if you add it back here, you
get… now you’re back to three odds, which didn’t work. We
couldn’t just add one up on one of the edges because you can’t
cross it twice, so we didn’t know that for sure. (Response to
Other, Explain, High)
Well I guess you know there has to be like a path from there, like
some of these you know they can only go from certain vertices to
other ones [points at edges that are on the “inside” of the
Antennae diagram]. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
I guess the original there is these ones [adds “antennae”], but
then there’s two more… two more… oh no two more there.
(Response to Self, Explain, High)
I’m just… because before, I think I had said that you just can’t
have… you need at least two evens or something like that.
(Initiation, Experiential Recall, High)

In this excerpt, Emalyn drew the interior of the Antennae diagram (line 191-192),
only to realize that the outside edges were necessary for the diagram, adding those later
(line 193). She then recalled her conjecture from Interview 1.
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The pair then discussed their conjectures from the previous interviews, saying,
206

Emalyn:

207

JK:

208

Emalyn:

209

Faith:

210

Emalyn:

211

Emalyn:

What did we say in the first one? In the first interview…
(Initiation, Question, High)
You guys said… [shows previous written conjectures] (Response
to Other, Inform, High)
Okay, so we said that, you only need two even ones. So we’re
either wrong or… (Response to Other, Hypothesis, High)
Our thing’s wrong, because here’s four, but that’s… we said, “to
end and stop in the same spot”… we don’t have to end in the
same spot. (Response to Other, Counter, High)
No, but in the second… In the second thing we said… we said if
you want to visit each tunnel only once, at least two vertices must
have an even number of connections, so that’s the same thing as
like going through each edge once and only once. (Response to
Other, Counter, High)
So we should be able to do it… unless we were wrong.
(Response to Self, Hypothesis, High)

In this exchange, Emalyn hypothesized (line 208) that their conclusion of the task
being impossible was wrong using their conjecture EF1c that required at least two even
degree vertices. Faith cited (line 209) their conjecture EF1b that stated, “If you want to
start and end at the same vertice, then each vertice must have an even number of
connections,” but countered herself knowing that they did not have to start and end “in
the same spot.” Emalyn then reiterated her hypothesis that their diagram contained two
even degree vertices, so either their diagram was wrong or they should have been able to
find a path. This indicated that both participants were attempting to use structural
argumentation to argue from their prior conjectures.
Emalyn then said,
218

Emalyn:

219

Faith:

220

Emalyn:

Okay let’s think about this again. So if you start at an even
vertice, you can leave and come back. So you’d have to end
there. That means that, every odd vertice, you’d be coming in,
leaving, coming in, leaving, and coming in again. So that doesn’t
make… (Initiation, Explain, High)
..sense, because you’d have to end up at two… (Response to
Other, Explain, High)
Yeah, and since we have so many odd ones… but if you start at
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221

Faith:

222

Emalyn:

223

Faith:

224

Emalyn:

an odd one… (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Come back, leave, come back, leave, you’d have to leave.
(Response to Other, Example, High)
But that only takes care of one of the issues because you’d end up
coming in, leaving, coming in, leaving, and coming in again at
the other ones. (Response to Self, Example, High)
Maybe if we didn’t go straight… Well we went from a four to a
five. No, because then we’d have to go to another five because if
we went to the four… (Initiation without Response, Example,
High)
Okay, I really don’t think you can do it. Because it just seems
like no matter where you start, you end up getting stuck, because
if you… [begins path-tracing on the prompt figure] say you start
out here and you come in, leave, come in, leave, from an even
one, that sounds good, but… So that sounds good but then you
get… then when you get to an odd one, you enter the odd one,
then you leave it, you enter it, leave it, and then you get stuck,
and you can’t get stuck at three different odd vertices. (Response
to Self, Example, High)

Emalyn reasoned that if they started outside an odd degree vertex, they would
have to end in an odd degree vertex. Faith then added that there were two other odd
degree vertices, and their path would have to end in both of them. This led Emalyn to
reason that they “can’t get stuck at three different odd vertices,” rendering the task
impossible.
Faith then suggested
229

Faith:

230

Faith:

231
232

Emalyn:
Faith:

233
234

Emalyn:
Faith:

235

Faith:

236
237

Emalyn:
Faith:

So maybe we need a limit on how many odd vertices you need as
well. (Initiation, Strategy, High)
Well, but see here we had “more than two even” and we said at
most two… (Response to Self, Counter, High)
We said at least two. (Response to Other, Counter, High)
Ok, so maybe we can have more. (Response to Other, Inform,
High)
Maybe it’s only one odd. (Initiation, Belief, High)
We need to add you can only have one odd. (Response to Other,
Agree, High)
Yeah we didn’t say how many odds you need, we just said we
needed at least two even. (Response to Self, Inform, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So you need at least one odd… er no at most one. (Response to
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238
239

Emalyn:
Faith:

Self, Inform, High)
At most one. (Response to Other, Agree, High)
Let’s try it with two. Well we can’t do two odd because… then
we’d cross too many edges. (Initiation, Strategy, High)

This discussion seemingly came from their prior path tracing and conclusion from
line 126, that a solution would be possible if they had only one odd degree vertex. Since
Emalyn gave no indication that such was the case (line 233), her statement of “it’s only
one odd” was coded as a belief since she did not supply any evidence.
After failing to construct a figure with only two odd degree vertices, the pair
claimed they were done, and I asked,
251

JK:

252
253

Emalyn:
Faith:

254

Faith:

Um, where do those antennae go? [points to outer edges of
Figure 49]. (Initiation, Question, High)
They can like… I don’t know. (Response to Other, Lack, Low)
They’re outside the house where you can come in. (Response to
Other, Explain, High)
But we also tried that, where you started outside and went in.
(Response to Other, Inform, High)

I claimed that their prior diagrams did not have anything of the sort, to which the
pair agreed. Emalyn then began connecting the “antennae” with arcs, claiming that since
one was left over when the antennae were paired, the problem was not possible, seen in
Figure 50.
282

JK:

283

Faith:

284

Emalyn:

285

JK:

286

Faith:

287

Emalyn:

288

JK:

So what does this thingy sticking out here represent? (Initiation,
Question, High)
This edge. [points to one edge on figure] (Response to Other,
Inform, High)
This path. So this one right here, going out [traces along path
on Figure 50]. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
Isn’t it perfectly reasonable for me to leave here and come back
in here, kind of like you have drawn? [traces through edge that
was left over] (Response to Other, Question, High)
Yes, but we will have crossed another edge that we’ve already
crossed. (Response to Other, Counter, High)
But we’ve already made that one (Response to Other, Counter,
High)
So what you have down here is the path that you would take?
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289

Faith:

290

Emalyn:

(Initiation, Question, High)
Well, you would take a different path, but I think anywhere
where you have two extra, you have one extra vertice
somewhere. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
So we could rearrange how we connect these and there’s still
gonna be one that we can’t make another connection to.
(Response to Other, Explain, High)

Figure 50. Emalyn’s “Antennae” from Interview 3 with connecting arcs.
This excerpt highlighted the differences in understandings between Emalyn and
Faith. Faith noted that the edge that stuck out in Figure 50 corresponded to one particular
edge on the figure, while Emalyn claimed that it was part of a particular “path.” When I
attempted to counter their reasoning (line 285), both participants countered that their
diagram indicated that they “would have already crossed” the edge where I ended my
path. I asked them to confirm (line 288) that their diagram represented one path that they
intended to draw on the figure, with Faith indicating that their Antennae diagram should
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represent multiple paths, while Emalyn claimed that no matter how they changed the
diagram to represent different paths, one edge would still not be crossed.
Emalyn then drew an Arrow diagram, where she removed one edge and found a
solution curve. This curve involved “loops,” connecting one vertex to itself, as seen in
Figure 51.

Figure 51. Emalyn’s Arrow diagram from Interview 3.
The pair spent a long time attempting to path-trace a solution and then argued that
since a solution was not possible for this diagram, a solution was not possible for the
figure from the prompt. I asked them to clarify her diagram.
442

JK:

443

Faith:

444

Emalyn:

445

JK:

So what does each dot and each line in that diagram… well
curve I guess because some of them aren’t lines? What does
each of them represent? (Initiation, Question, High)
The dots are like the little room, and then lines are our edges.
(Response to Other, Explain, High)
Yeah the lines are the edges and the dots I guess are like the
spaces that are enclosed by the edges. (Response to Other,
Explain, High)
So each edge is… so there’s one line that describes each edge,
right? (Response to Other, Clarification, High)
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446
447
448

Faith:
Emalyn:
JK:

449

Emalyn:

450

JK:

451
452

Emalyn:
JK:

453
454
455

Faith:
Emalyn:
JK:

456

Emalyn:

457

Faith:

458

Emalyn:

459

JK:

460
461

Emalyn:
Faith:

Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
What is this little loop here, then? (Response to Self, Question,
High)
It’s going out one edge of the same enclosed area and back in it.
The same area. (Response to Other, Explain, High)
So then this represents the path you are taking? (Response to
Other, Clarification, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So each edge in your diagram here represents the path you’re
taking around the diagram? (Response to Self, Clarification,
High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
So I could draw another diagram and it would be a completely
different path? (Response to Self, Clarification, High)
I think it would look the same, but it depends on like...
(Response to Other, Explain, High)
Where you came in and out of… (Response to Other,
Continuation, High)
Like which order you go in, because you go different ways.
Maybe. (Response to Self, Explain, High)
Okay, so they all look similar, but each one is unique? For every
path there is only one diagram that represents that path?
(Response to Other, Clarification, High)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)
Yeah. (Response to Other, Agree, Low)

Emalyn and Faith both confirmed on multiple occasions that the edges of the
diagram represented a particular path that they were drawing on the figure, even though
both claimed initially that the edges of the Arrow diagram corresponded to the edges of
the figure from the prompt.
Emalyn then stated,
509

Emalyn:

I think it’s because when you have an odd one and you start in it,
you have to leave. You have to end leaving that one. And when
you have an even one that you come into, you also have to end
leaving that one. And you can’t end leaving two vertices.

I then asked them how a diagram for a single path allowed them to rule out the
existence of any path, and Emalyn responded,
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521

Emalyn:

522

Emalyn:

523

Faith:

524

Emalyn:

525

JK:

526

Faith:

527

Emalyn:

528

Emalyn:

So the reason you can’t have one odd only is because… so we
already said you can’t start in an even because you get stuck if
there’s any odd ones. (Initiation, Explain, High)
And if you start in an odd one… (Response to Self, Explain,
High)
With only one odd, there is no other odd one. (Response to
Other, Continuation, High)
Yeah, so if you have only one odd one, and you start in the odd
one, you leave and then you come back, and then you leave. So
at that vertice, you end… the last move you make in that one is
leaving. And then with an even vertice, you can’t start in it, you
come in, leave, come in, and leave. So the last move you would
make with an even vertice is to leave. And you can’t have to
leave two vertices… like your last move… for two, can’t be to
leave. I don’t know if that makes… (Response to Self,
Clarification, High)
Didn’t you have a path where your last move was to leave?
(Response to Other, Counter, High)
It went to nowhere. Because it didn’t make it continuous. Well
I guess it’s continuous but we can’t… (Response to Other,
Counter, High)
But then you can’t like, do it again. (Response to Other,
Counter, High)
So it says that you should be able to draw… “a curve such that
the curve is continuous” and that “you never lift your pen while
drawing.” To me, I think that means that you should be able to
start anywhere along the path and follow it and be able to just go
around. But if you started here, like on this part of the path,
you’d get stuck, you’d go into nowhere land. (Response to Self,
Belief, High)

In this excerpt, Emalyn began by arguing from cases that if they had only one odd
degree vertex, they would have to end their path by leaving two different vertices. When
I asked about their previous solution (line 525), Faith responded that their solution “went
to nowhere” and that “it didn’t make it continuous,” before quickly backtracking.
Emalyn then said (line 527) that they could not “do it again,” followed by fully stating
her belief that “to me, I think that means you should be able to start anywhere along the
path and follow it and be able to just go around.” This implied that Emalyn believed that
the term continuous meant their path had to end where it began, even implying that that
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meaning was possibly idiosyncratic to her with her use of “to me.” This was the first
instance where a participant referenced a personal opinion as a source of authority,
indicating a form of stylistic argumentation.
I later asked Faith if she agreed and the pair exchanged the following:
571

Faith:

572

Emalyn:

573

Faith:

574

Emalyn:

575

Faith:

576

Emalyn:

577

Faith:

Well it doesn’t say it has to meet back at itself, it just says it has
to stay continuous. (Response to Other, Inform, High).
Well what does continuous mean? (Response to Other, Question,
High)
You never lift your pen when drawing it, which we never did.
(Response to Other, Explain, High)
But then if you got to this point, you would have to lift your pen
to start over. And shouldn’t you just be able to do whatever you
want? Like continually start anywhere? Like start here and
make it back to all of the rooms? (Response to Other, Question,
High)
But if we tried to connect this back over here, we’re gonna cross
an edge more than once. (Response to Other, Counter, High).
Yeah, maybe that’s why it’s not possible. Because there’s odd
ones. (Response to Other, Hypothesis, High).
And we need all evens to make it continuous. (Response to
Other, Explain, High).

This showed Faith’s initial reluctance (line 571) to agree with Emalyn’s belief
that the path had to “meet back at itself.” However, it appeared as though Faith
eventually came to agree with Emalyn’s definition of continuous, eventually concluding
as well that all the vertices needed to be even to have a “continuous” path.
The pair concluded that the Interview 3 task was not possible because they could
not draw a “continuous” curve. After lamenting that they had made the problem much
harder than was necessary, Emalyn wrote down the following explanation:
MS3

To have a continuous path, you must have only even vertices.

To summarize, Emalyn and Faith began the Interview 3 Task by relating it to a
“door” problem, presumably the same door problem that Abe and Beccah referred to
during their interviews. Emalyn then drew a Realistic diagram and labeled the degrees of
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each section of the figure. Emalyn then ignored a couple of Faith’s beliefs before
attempting to path-trace a solution. Having failed to find a solution curve, Emalyn
conjectured that a curve was not possible because “if we start in an even one and go into
an odd one, we’d get stuck in it.” Faith suggested they “try it,” to which Emalyn
responded by attempting to path-trace a solution again. Emalyn suggested they “don’t
start in any of them,” indicating their curve should start outside the figure. The pair
claimed that the task would be possible if they removed one edge, eventually concluding
that it was not possible because there were too many odd degree vertices.
When I asked for an explanation, Emalyn drew an Antennae diagram, a Graphlike diagram with edges that did not connect to other vertices, but rather were intended to
connect to the “outside” without creating a single vertex to represent it. Using their
conjecture from Interview 1, the pair argued that a solution curve should be possible
since the Antennae diagram had only two even degree vertices, indicating structural
argumentation. Emalyn then argued that since there were three odd degree vertices, their
curve would have to end in multiple locations, making a solution impossible.
I asked for clarification about the Antennae diagram, to which Emalyn responded
by connecting pairs of the “antennae” with arcs. When I asked what each edge on their
graph represented, Faith responded with an edge, while Emalyn responded with a path,
indicating that Emalyn was viewing each edge of her diagram as a part of the curve she
was creating on the figure, similar to her paths from Interview 1 and Interview 2. Emalyn
then drew an Arrow diagram to explain her reasoning. When I again asked for
clarification regarding the edges of her diagram, both Faith and Emalyn claimed that each
edge represented a portion of their curve on the figure. Faith mentioned the term
“continuous”, to which Emalyn replied that a solution was not possible because you
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could not “do it again.” This implied that their solution curve would have to start at the
same location that it began. Emalyn indicated aspects of stylistic argumentation,
claiming that her definition of continuous implied the curve ending where it began, while
Faith attempting to argue against its necessity. Eventually, Faith agreed with Emalyn,
and the pair concluded that the task was not possible because not all the vertices had even
degree, again implying structural argumentation of relying on their previous conjectures.
Both participants rarely referred to their experiences that occurred during
Interview 2. Emalyn may have been referring to her experiences during Interview 2 in
line 210, but she instead referred to one of their conjectures from Interview 1. The pair
cited their conjectures from Interview 1 and did not cite their conjectures from Interview
2, explicitly.
Emalyn’s claim regarding her personal definition of the term “continuous”
indicated her use of stylistic argumentation. Faith initially disagreed with Emalyn, but
later agreed with her, showing a desire to build consensus. Both relied heavily on their
prior conjectures from Interview 1, indicating use of structural argumentation. Emalyn,
as in Interview 1, tended to dominate the conversation, ignoring several of Faith’s
suggestions (such as line 36 and line 38).
Most of the mathematical practices and conjectures recalled during this Interview
3 came from Emalyn and Faith’s Interview 1. Emalyn again used Arrow diagrams and
both she and Faith cited their conjectures from Interview 1. While Faith did not initially
agree that each edge of the Arrow diagram represented a piece of a curve on the figure,
she eventually agreed with Emalyn that such was the case. Both Faith and Emalyn
ignored many of Faith’s initiations during Interview 3, similar to their interactions in
Interview 1.
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Emalyn tended to dominate the conversation, with both her and Faith ignoring
several of Faith’s statements. Emalyn produced all of the diagrams and wrote all the
conjectures. Emalyn also gave their definition of the term “continuous” with which Faith
eventually agreed. This indicated that Emalyn’s definition of continuous was an appeal
to personal preference, a form of stylistic argumentation, and both she and Faith built
consensus around that definition.
Interview 4 – Emalyn and Faith
During the stimulated recall interview, Faith claimed they had seen a problem
similar to the Interview 3 Task during their Discrete Mathematics course. Faith said the
problem had “a house, and in that house, we had doors, and we had to go through every
single door only once.” A crucial difference was that in the problem from Discrete was
that “we couldn’t go like this one when we could go outside; you could only start in a
room and go through doors.” This was seemingly the same as the doors-and-rooms
problem that Beccah and Abe discussed during their interviews.
Upon viewing lines 74-81 from Interview 3, Faith said that while they had
produced an argument, she contended, “If we can’t do it, well let’s draw that we can’t do
it.” This showed that her desire to “try it” from line 81 stemmed from her personal belief
that she should be able to verify that a path was not possible by path-tracing in some way.
When she viewed lines 121-127, Faith said, “we weren’t thinking of a continuous
line as well. We knew if we had three that were odd, we couldn’t do it. We tried the
two, and we could get a line through every door, but it wasn’t continuous.” This was
evidence that Faith had adopted Emalyn’s meaning of the term continuous, in that a
continuous path had to end where it began. She repeated this through several more clips,
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that their reasoning was inaccurate because they had not yet considered whether their
path was continuous. At one point, she claimed,
We didn’t read the directions very well. I think we would’ve understood
more steps if we understood the directions, the whole continuous thing.
Yes, because I feel… like we did all this extra stuff and once we hit the
light bulb that it needed to be continuous, it was like, oh, we know what
we need.
This again showed that Faith had firmly adopted Emalyn’s meaning of the term
continuous, going so far as to claim they had read the directions improperly.
After viewing line 221, Faith said, “Yeah, I didn’t finish the thought. Because I
think I went straight to what she was thinking and I don’t know what I was thinking after
that.” This confirmed that Faith’s tendency to not follow-up on her own initiations were
due to her instead thinking about whatever Emalyn was suggesting at the time. She also
said, “That’s how we typically work together. I like to think a lot before I try to write.
And I try to take into account what everybody else is saying.” She did claim, however,
that she was more willing to speak up in her other classes, like Calculus II, but she lacked
confidence in Geometry I. She also said, “I’m also ten years older than them too.”
After viewing lines 442-461, Faith claimed that each “loop” on their diagram
(Figure 51) was “really describing two edges, not one.” She reiterated that “it’s not just
one edge outside here, it could be two edges that we’re accounting for.” This showed
that despite indicating in line 283 that each edge of their diagram corresponded to one
edge on the figure, she now believed that the loops corresponded to one part of their path
that crossed two edges. She was uncertain whether she believed as such at the time of
Interview 3.
After viewing lines 521-528, I asked Faith what continuous meant to her. She
said, “Where you can keep continuing in the same path. That’s what I’m thinking today.
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But my thought then must’ve been different. Because if I thought this was continuous,
I’m thinking that the line could just keep going, not that it came back and circulated.” I
then asked her to draw an example of a continuous curve to her. In response, she drew
Figure 52. She added, “This line could be continuous even though it doesn’t come back
upon itself and keep re-circulating. I still think that could be continuous. It just keeps
going.”

Figure 52. Faith’s example of a continuous curve from Interview 4.
When I asked her if her definition contradicted Emalyn’s definition of continuous,
she said, “I think if it just says ‘continuous,’ it could be taken as anything, depending on
what a person thinks is continuous. To me, it’s continuous if it just keeps going; it
doesn’t have to connect back to each other.” Faith’s beliefs seemingly reflected stylistic
argumentation, or that definitions could be altered depending upon personal preference.
She did not imply, however, whether or not it was important to have consensus around
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any particular definition. Faith then concluded her interview by saying they would have
concluded the same conjecture at the end using either definition of continuous but did not
elaborate.
During Emalyn’s stimulated recall interview, Emalyn also recalled the same
doors-and-rooms problem from the Discrete Mathematics that Faith recalled during her
Interview 4. She did claim, however, that there were two doors leading to the “outside”
of the house, in contrast to Faith’s claim that they could not.
Emalyn claimed that some of their early examples were “irrelevant” because “we
started outside of the figure, and we talked later about how you just can’t start at
nowhere.” I asked her why this was the case, and she said that she was unsure of their
reasoning at the time, but that “I think it stemmed from later you can’t just, end outside,
like go into nothingness. It’s because we were talking about how the curve is continuous,
so if you just randomly started outside, it’s not continuous.” Thus, she reiterated her
interpretation of the word continuous as requiring the curve to end where it began. She
later admitted, “I guess you could technically start outside if you knew that your purpose
was to connect there and end there again, but we didn’t think of that.”
Emalyn repeatedly ridiculed her reasoning about “going outside”, in one instance
saying,
That’s when I drew that line. Oh and back to nowhere land again! You
leave your house! [laughs]. I love when I solve problems. I’m just done
thinking. ‘You just leave.’ It’s like, ‘No, [Emalyn], you can’t just leave
your house at the end.’
This self-ridiculing seemed to be her way of describing why she believed
something previously that she now believed was false.
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After she viewed lines 442-461, I asked Emalyn if each edge on their diagram
(Figure 51) represented an edge in the figure. Emalyn responded, “Yeah that was a really
bad way of describing it. It’s more like that’s the… each edge represents you crossing
through… each one of these lines represents crossing through each one of these edges. It
is not… the edge.” I then asked, “So, should each diagram look different depending on
whichever path you take?” to which she replied, “So yeah, I think they will all be
different.”
Emalyn then viewed lines 521-528, stating, “We finally realized our mistake! If
only I had realized it in the beginning, we would’ve finished in like 10 minutes. Read the
directions, [Emalyn]!” She then said that when Faith mentioned the word “‘continuous’,
a light bulb went off in my head.” This showed that Emalyn had not considered the
consequences of the term continuous until Faith mentioned it.
I then asked her what she meant by continuous. Emalyn said, “Isn’t that what
continuous means? If you do something continuously, you do it forever.” She later drew
a curve, seen in Figure 53, and said,
It really depends on how you’re defining continuous. Because if it really
is just like this [draws Figure 53], you must have two odd vertices, and
you have to start and end in them. But if you’re thinking continuous, like
being able to start anywhere and continue on the path as long as you want,
then you have to have just even ones.
This confirmed Emalyn’s use of stylistic argumentation, implying that the meaning of the
word continuous depended on personal preference.
Emalyn concluded her interview saying that regardless of which definition of
continuous they chose, a solution was still impossible, because either there were not all
even degree vertices, or there were three odd degree vertices, making an path impossible.
This was in reference to her conjecture E2 from Interview 2, If you want to start in one
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vertex and end in another, visiting each tunnel only once, you can only have 2 odd
vertices and must start and end at them, although she did not reference the conjecture
explicitly.

Figure 53. Emalyn’s example of a continuous curve from Interview 4.
I then asked Emalyn about her working relationship with Faith, and Emalyn stated
that while Faith would generally be more talkative in other situations, such as out of class
or not in Geometry I, Emalyn said, “[I} say things that I’m not completely sure about or
convinced. A lot of times I was ready to conclude something and she was like, ‘Well
let’s try it and see if it works.’”
These findings from stimulated recall provide further evidence that Emalyn and
Faith had built consensus around Emalyn’s definition of continuous, even though Faith
initially disagreed with her during Interview 3 and implied that her personal definition
was not the same as Emalyn’s during stimulated recall. This also indicated that pair
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adopted the use of stylistic argumentation from their Geometry I classroom as a valid
way of making an argument. Both Faith and Emalyn indicated that their answer
depended on their definition of continuous, and that the choice of definition of continuous
was one to be made from personal preference.
Summary of Emalyn and Faith
I briefly summarize the experiences of Emalyn and Faith. Evidence of the
classroom social norms building consensus, referencing consensus, structural
argumentation, and stylistic argumentation were observed in the interviews with this
pair. Emalyn and Faith referenced prior consensus from their Discrete Mathematics
class, while much of their building consensus consisted of Faith agreeing with Emalyn’s
propositions. Both Emalyn and Faith ignored many of Faith’s propositions. The pair
exhibited numerous instances of structural argumentation by referencing prior
conjectures from earlier interviews, with Emalyn in particular not needing to reevaluate
her conjectures with each application. Emalyn and Faith both exhibited stylistic
argumentation with respect to defining the term continuous. From stimulated recall, it
became clear that both Faith and Emalyn agreed with Emalyn’s definition of continuous,
though they recognized that other definitions of continuous could be viable.
The mathematical practices produced by the pair during Interview 1 heavily
influenced their performance of the individual Interview 2 Task. Both Emalyn and Faith
used Arrow diagrams and referenced their conjectures from Interview 1 during Interview
2, even though Emalyn had developed both notions with her exclusive use of the
LiveScribe© pen. While Emalyn cited their conjectures without needing to re-verify her
findings after each part of Interview 2, Faith insisted on using path-tracing to explicitly
find paths during her Interview 2.
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The mathematical practices performed during Interview 2 had almost no influence
on the mathematical practices performed during Interview 3. Emalyn and Faith almost
exclusively referred to conjectures from their Interview 1. It should be noted here that
Emalyn’s conjecture E2 during Interview 2 may have clarified some of the pair’s work
during Interview 3, but Emalyn never cited her conjecture E2 during Interview 3.
Themes Across Pairs
In the following section, I describe themes developed by comparing and
contrasting the analyses of the pairs. As discussed in Chapter III, themes emerged as a
result of inductive analysis on the narratives shared previously in this chapter. Themes
that emerged were: 1) use of diagrams, 2) methods of exploring, and 3) use and reference
to prior conjectures. The theme, use of diagrams related to the types of diagrams used by
each participant during interviews, as well as the ways in which these diagrams afforded
or constrained the participants’ actions when completing the interview tasks. Methods of
exploring related to the methods participants used to explore the task and develop ideas,
such as path-tracing and in-out strategies. The last theme, use of and reference to prior
conjectures related to the act of referring to prior conjectures as well as the situations in
which participants referred to prior conjectures to make conclusions. While other themes
were present, such as reliance on prior knowledge and methods of handling the “outside”
in the Interview 3, reliance on prior knowledge I later considered a method of
exploration, and methods of handling the “outside” did not appear closely related to any
previous mathematical practices or classroom norms.
Use of Diagrams
Three broad categories of diagrams emerged from the interviews: 1) Realistic
diagrams, 2) Graph-like diagrams, and 3) Door-and-Room diagrams. Realistic diagrams
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were characterized as such by a close resemblance to the pictures presented in the
prompts from the interviews. Graph-like diagrams were characterized as having qualities
akin to a mathematical graph, wherein a set of vertices is combined with a set of edges,
where each edge represents a pairing of two vertices. Door-and-Room diagrams were
used exclusively by Abe and Beccah, characterized by drawing sets of squares
representing rooms with x’s labeling edges of each square as doors.
Table 13 is a summary of the types of diagrams used by each participant during
each interview, in the order in which they were used. The number after each type of
diagram represents the number of diagrams of that type used. Some diagrams that could
not be classified, such as Abe and Beccah’s representation of the Interview 3 Task as
islands and tunnels, were given unique names. Emalyn and Faith’s Antennae diagrams
were considered as Graph-like diagrams since their structure was similar to a
mathematical graph.
Table 13
Summary of Types of Diagrams Used by Each Participant.
Stage
1
2
3

Abe

Beccah

Realistic (1)
Doors-and-Rooms (5)
Graph-like (4)

Realistic (6)

Realistic (3)
Island and Tunnels (1)
Realistic (11)*
Graph-like (2)*

Clay

Derek
Realistic (1)
Graph-like (5)

Graph-like (2)

Realistic
Graph-like (11)

Realistic (2)
Graph-like (1)
Realistic (3)
Graph-like (5)

Emalyn

Faith

Graph-like (7)
Graph-like (7)

Graph-like (8)

Realistic (3)
Graph-like (1)
Realistic (5)
Graph-like (5)
Realistic (1)

*Note: These were during an additional task.

There are a few patterns in the types of diagrams used that I would like to draw
the reader’s attention with respect to Realistic, Graph-like, and Door-and-Room
diagrams. For Realistic diagrams, first, the pairs of Abe and Beccah and Clay and Derek
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used Realistic diagrams at the outset of Interview 1, while Emalyn and Faith used Graphlike diagrams. This was perhaps due to the former two pairs lack of shared experience
with the task, since Emalyn and Faith were the only pair to take Discrete Mathematics
together, and as such, did not feel compelled to explore the task together before using a
Graph-like diagram. Second, all three pairs used Realistic diagrams at the beginning of
Interview 3. This may have been because all three pairs were unfamiliar with the task
and how it related to the prior tasks, and because Realistic diagrams were the most
similar to the Interview 3 figure, they felt most comfortable using Realistic diagrams.
Third, Abe and Beccah did not return to using Realistic diagrams in Interview 3 (until the
additional task), perhaps due to the similarity between Realistic diagrams of the Interview
3 figure and Door-and-Room diagrams. This contrasted with the other pairs, both of
whom returned to Realistic diagrams once their Graph-like diagram failed to produce a
conclusive explanation. This indicated that participants were likely to use Realistic
diagrams when they were uncertain about the similarities between tasks.
For Graph-like diagrams, first, it appeared as though Derek adopted the use of
Graph-like diagrams during Interview 2 from Clay’s work during Interview 1. This may
have been due to Derek’s lack of understanding of Graph-like diagrams during Interview
1. Second, while Abe used Graph-like diagrams during Interview 2, Beccah used only
Realistic diagrams, while both referred almost exclusively to Door-and-Room diagrams
during Interviews 1 and 3. These differences during Interview 2 implied that Interview 1
did not heavily influence their choice of diagram during Interview 2, nor did their
Interview 2 experiences influence their choice of diagram during Interview 3. The pair
could have chosen to use Door-and-Room diagrams during Interview 3 due to the
similarity between Realistic diagrams of the Interview 3 Task and Door-and-Room
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diagrams. As such, Abe and Beccah did not need to use Graph-like diagrams during
Interview 3 because relating Door-and-Room diagrams to the Realistic diagrams of
Interview 3 allowed them to successfully finish the task.
While exclusively Abe and Beccah used Door-and-Room diagrams, they were
also the only pair to reach a definitive, valid conclusion in Interview 3. Clay and Derek
were assisted by my suggestion that they include “the outside” in their Graph-like
diagram, while Emalyn and Faith reached a conclusion that relied on their own nonstandard interpretation of “continuous.” In this case, Abe and Beccah’s use of Door-androom diagrams allowed them to describe the “outside” of the Interview 3 figure as having
nine “doors,” while the other pairs struggled to properly define the “outside” in their
diagrams. Thus, it appeared as though the use of Door-and-Room diagrams afforded Abe
and Beccah with the opportunity to construct relations of similarity between the Interview
1 and Interview 3 Tasks, while Graph-like diagrams did not afford the same to Clay,
Derek, Emalyn, and Faith. These differing affordances associated with the use of
diagrams will be discussed further in Chapter V.
Participants also appeared to adopt the usage of diagrams from their partners. For
example, Derek was unfamiliar with Graph-like diagrams at the beginning of Interview 1,
but used them during Interview 2. This was perhaps due to Clay’s constructing relations
of similarity between his Graph-like diagram to Derek’s Realistic diagram. Faith did not
have the opportunity to use Arrow diagrams during Interview 1, but used Arrow diagrams
during Interview 2. Faith did not have the opportunity at Interview 1 because Emalyn
ignored many of Faith’s propositions, so Faith may have used Arrow diagrams during
Interview 1 if she had been afforded the opportunity.
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Methods of Exploring
There were three behaviors that participants engaged in to explore the tasks and
develop ideas: recalling prior experiences, path-tracing, and in-out strategies. Pathtracing was the act of attempting to find an explicit solution path by drawing a path on a
diagram. In-out strategy was arguing the possibility or impossibility of a certain path
existing by the repeated entering and exiting of a location or vertex. This simulated the
act of traversing such a path but only with respect to that one location or vertex.
Recalling prior experiences. Recalling prior experiences generally related to
Discrete Mathematics, including the act of drawing a mathematical graph and
acknowledging the importance of odd and even degree vertices. It was noted by the
discourse function code of experiential recall, or making a reference recalling one’s prior
experiences. Table 14 summarizes the utterances in which participants specifically
recalled experiences from Discrete Mathematics or previous interviews. These did not
include utterances whose primary purpose was to recall experiences, such as Beccah’s
belief regarding the similarity between the Interview 3 Task and the Interview 1 and 2
Tasks (Interview 3 – Abe and Beccah line 12).
Table 14
Utterances Coded as Experiential Recall by Line.
Stage
Abe
Beccah
Clay

Derek

Emalyn

Faith

1

2, 56, 106

23

3, 5, 20

7

1, 3, 5, 254

2, 4

2

NA

NA

NA

NA

7, 113

109, 227

3

NA

NA

NA

NA

12, 194

5
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Abe and Beccah began Interview 1 by recalling the similarity between the
Interview 1 Task and their experiences in Discrete (Interview 1 – Abe and Beccah, line
2). Later, Beccah recalled the doors-and-rooms metaphor (line 23), Abe recalled the
terms Euler path and Euler circuit (line 56), and Abe recalled that there needed to be two
odds and the rest of the vertices needed to be even (line 106). Abe and Beccah did not
make any statements whose only purpose was to recall prior experiences from Discrete
Mathematics after Interview 1. However, they did make statements that were
combinations of recalling prior experiences but also expressing beliefs, such as
wondering if the Interview 3 Task was similar to the Interview 1 and 2 Tasks (Interview 3
– Abe and Beccah, lines 12-13).
Clay and Derek similarly claimed the Interview 1 Task was similar to their
experiences in Discrete Mathematics (Interview 1 - Clay and Derek, line 3-7). Clay later
claimed that by going in and out of a vertex, they could solve the task (line 20),
indicating the use of an in-out strategy. Similar to Abe and Beccah, Clay and Derek did
not make any recollections from Discrete Mathematics after Interview 1.
Emalyn and Faith also noted the similarity between the Interview 1 Task and their
experiences in Discrete Mathematics (Interview 1 – Emalyn and Faith, lines 1-5). They
were, however, the only group to recall experiences from Discrete during either of
Interviews 2 and 3. Both Faith and Emalyn recalled their experiences from Interview 1
during Interview 2 (Interview 2 – Emalyn, lines 7 and 113 and Interview 2 – Faith, lines
109 and 227), as well as recalling the similarity between the Interview 3 Task and a
problem from Discrete Mathematics (Interview 3 – Emalyn and Faith, lines 5, 12, and
194).
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Using the cognitive level codes, one could classify these recollections into two
categories. The experiential recalls coded as low cognitive level could be considered
simple statements of similarity (e.g. Interview 1 – Abe and Beccah, line 2) while those
coded as high cognitive level could be considered recollections of mathematical symbols
or terms (e.g. Interview 1 – Abe and Beccah, line 56). These included the doors-androoms metaphor (Interview 1 – Abe and Beccah, line 23) and the importance of degree of
a vertex (Interview 1 – Abe and Beccah, line 106; Interview 1 – Clay and Derek, line 20;
Interview 1 – Emalyn and Faith, lines, 3-5, 254). Participants also referred to previously
developed conjectures during the interviews; these will be discussed during the next
section, Use and Reference to Prior Conjectures.
These findings imply that the participants used low cognitive level experiential
recall to build consensus around the notion that certain tasks were similar. Once they had
reached consensus about similarity between the tasks, they were able to recall more
specific information, such as the use of mathematical graphs, the importance of degree, or
terms such as Euler circuit and Euler path.
Path-tracing and in-out strategies. Path-tracing and in-out strategies indicated
the lack of and use of structural argumentation. While in-out strategies indicated the
participant was thinking about the logic of their argument, path-tracing generally implied
that a participant was not doing so. This is because all three interview tasks involved
explaining why certain paths were not possible to create, a task that could not be
completed by path-tracing. While explorations performed during path-tracing may have
provided the experiences and familiarity necessary to developing conjectures to prove
each task impossible, some form of structural argument was still necessary to complete
the tasks.
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Table 15 summarizes the usage of path-tracing and in-out strategies in each
interview. Path-tracing was indicated by either the participants pointing at a diagram
along a path or physically tracing a path on a diagram. In-out strategies were indicated
by discussions in which participants considered entering and exiting a single vertex and
not as part of a path-tracing. The actions are written in the order in which they occurred,
and the number of path-tracings is indicated by the number of distinct diagrams plus one
for any paths traced by pointing.
At the beginning of Interview 1, the pairs of Clay and Derek and Emalyn and
Faith discussed in-out strategies in passing as part of their recollections from Discrete
Mathematics. Each pair then attempted to path-trace a solution, eventually using an inout strategy to make conjectures. They then concluded with additional path-tracing to
verify the conjectures formed using their in-out strategies.
Table 15
Summary of Use of Path-Tracing and In-Out Strategy.
Stage

Abe

1

Beccah

Path-tracing (1)
In-out strategy
Path-tracing (3)

Clay

Derek

In-out strategy
Path-tracing (5)
In-out strategy

Emalyn

Faith

In-out strategy
Path-tracing (1)
In-out strategy
Path-tracing (3)
In-out strategy
Path-tracing (1)
In-out strategy

2
Part 1

Path-tracing (1)
In-out strategy

Path-tracing (2)
In-out strategy

Path-tracing (3)

Path-tracing (1)
In-out strategy
Path-tracing (2)

Path-tracing (1)
In-out strategy

Path-tracing (1)
In-out strategy

2
Part 2

NA

In-out strategy

Path-tracing (1)

In-out strategy
Path-tracing (1)

In-out strategy
Path-tracing (1)

Path-tracing (1)
In-out strategy

2
Part 3

NA

NA

Path-tracing (2)

Path-tracing (1)

Path-tracing (1)

NA

3

Path-tracing (2)

Path-tracing (4)

Path-tracing (3)
In-out strategy
Path-tracing (5)

Similar patterns can be found during Interview 2, Part 1. The only exception was
Clay, who did not use an in-out strategy, because he argued using notions of odd and
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even rather than leaving and entering a vertex (Interview 2 – Clay, line 101). As the
participants progressed through Interview 2, they began to rely less and less on pathtracing and in-out strategies. These absences were due to their use of prior conjectures to
be discussed in the next section.
The only pair to use an in-out strategy during Interview 3 was Emalyn and Faith
(lines 74, 77) when Emalyn was attempting to determine the starting location for their
path. Otherwise, pairs relied entirely on their conjectures and understanding of the nature
of odd and even degree vertices. This transition from using in-out strategies to referring
to odd and even degree indicated that pairs no longer needed to use in-out strategies to
determine the properties of odd and even degree vertices. As such, it appeared as though
they had built consensus regarding the nature of odd and even degree vertices, and that
they could use that consensus to argue structurally that certain paths were not possible
during Interviews 2 and 3 without having to re-build that consensus. This indicated that
the participants successfully “transferred” some experiences across the interviews,
indicating social adaptation is possible.
Use of and Reference to Prior
Conjectures
As participants completed the interview tasks, I requested they formulate their
thoughts as written conjectures. After Interview 1, participants referred to prior
conjectures without prompting from me. During Interview 3, participants could refer to
either conjectures they had developed with their partner during Interview 1 or conjectures
they had developed individually during Interview 2. It seems like their choices of which
conjectures they referred to indicate whether paired or individual social settings had more
influence on the subsequent paired setting.
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Table 16 lists the conjectures written by each participant during each interview.
The conjectures have been transcribed as written by the participants. Any conjecture that
was written in several parts was transcribed in parts. Participants were given freedom to
write their conjectures at any time, but were prompted to do so at the end of each
interview. If participants did not feel compelled to add a new conjecture or modify a
prior conjecture, the entry is listed as NA. A complete conjecture would include: 1) a
path being possible if there are exactly two odd degree vertices, 2) a path being possible
if there all even degree vertices, 3) if a graph has exactly two odd degree vertices, then
the path must start at an odd degree vertex, 4) if a graph has exactly two odd degree
vertices, then the path must end at an even degree vertex, and 5) if a graph has all even
degree vertices, then the path can start in any vertex but must end in that same vertex.
The first two components can be considered the facets regarding the existence of a path,
while the latter three determine the nature of the path. Each conjecture is labeled with the
components of the complete conjecture contained in the participants’ writings.
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Table 16
List of Conjectures Written by Participants During Interviews with Components of
Complete Conjecture.
Stage
Abe
Beccah
1

AB1

At most two odds and can work for one odd section, or no odd
sections. If you have all even sections, then you will start and end
in the same section. (1,2,5)

2

A2a

I believe it is possible by
adding a bridge between Red
and Gray. It will cause the
two districts to have an even
degree which will cause the
other two districts to be odd,
satisfying our rule from the
previous exercise. Then Red
will be even degree, meaning
if you start there you must
end there, making it not
possible. (1,3,4)

A2b

All even degree will create a
circuit which allows you to
start and end in the same
location. This works because
with an even degree, if you
enter you have to leave, you
cannot get “trapped” there. If
you start there, however, you
must end there as well. (2,5)

A2c

With exactly two odds, you
must start in one and end in
the other. (3,4)

AB3

Not possible because there are three parts of the figure with an odd
number of edges, and we cannot have more than two. (1)

3

B2

If you start in a section
where there are an odd
amount of tunnels, then you
can end up in a different
section. If there is an even
amount, you can’t. You’ll
either not be able to go
through every door, or
you’ll have to end up in the
same section. (1,3)
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Table 16, continued
Stage
1

Clay

Derek

CD1a You cannot find a route using each tunnel in this problem. Since
there are no even degree vertices in the original problem, you will
end up being stuck with at least one not traveled through. To make
it work, you need a multiple of 2 amount of vertices with an even
number of paths between them. And you have to start at a point
with an odd amount of paths. (3)
CD1b Even number of even degree vert[ices]. Number of even degree
vert[ices]. must be greater than or equal to the number of odd
degree vert[ices]. Start at an odd degree vert[ices] if there are odds.
Start wherever if evens. Must all be true to satisfy this problem.
(2,3,5)

2

C2

3

NA

If you start at a district with
an even amount of tunnels,
and you have districts with
odd amount of tunnels, you
will eventually get stuck in
one of those odd districts. If
you get stuck in the district
with the greater number of
odd tunnels, you will not
have traveled through every
tunnel. (5)

D2

When you want to get back
to a certain starting point,
you must construct an even
amount of tunnels from
each district. When starting
at one, ending at a different
one, you must have odd
number of tunnels in/out of
said districts. Districts not
being started or finished at
should have even number
of tunnels between them.
(1,3,4,5)
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Table 16, Continued
Stage
1

Emalyn

Faith

EF1a If you think of each portion of the city separated by the waterways
as a vertice. And each tunnel is a connection from one vertice to
another. In this scenario, each ‘vertice’ has an odd number of
connections to it. Because of this, you will always get stuck at one
vertice and not be able to go through every tunnel. If one vertice
had an even number of connections to it, you would be able to visit
each tunnel one time. (1)
EF1b If you want to start and end at the same vertice, then each vertice
must have an even number of connections. (2,5)
EF1c If you want to visit each tunnel only once, at least two vertices must
have an even number of connections.

2

3

E2

EF3

If you want to start in one
vertex and end in another,
visiting each tunnel only
once, you can only have 2
odd vertices and must start
and end at them. (1,3,4)

F2a

You can’t start on Red. If
you start on Red, you can
leave twice and come back
twice, but you won’t be
able to leave again to be
able to stop at Gold. (5)

F2b

When you start, you have
the option to leave, come
back, leave, and come back.
When all other spots you
visit also have only 4
options, 2 to leave and 2 to
come back. However, not
starting in those locations
means your last option is to
leave and you can come
back. The only one you
can come back to is the one
you started on. (5)

This type of path is not possible there are too many odd vertices, so
when completing the path you get stuck in one room (at one
vertex). (1)
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The two pairs of Abe and Beccah and Emalyn and Faith developed conjectures
with both components 1 and 2 of a complete conjecture during Interview 1. Some
conjectures developed during Interview 1 were inaccurate if one applied their conjecture
to a general graph. CD1a and CD1b required an even number of even degree vertices.
CD1b also required the number of even degree vertices to be greater than the number of
odd degree vertices. EF1a required one vertex to have an even degree. EF1c required at
least two vertices to be even degree. These statements are true in the context of the
Interview 1 Task, since the Interview 1 Task contained only four vertices, but false in
general. None of the pairs had written a complete conjecture by the end of Interview 1.
However, by combining the conjectures from Interview 1 and Interview 2, Abe, Emalyn,
and Derek had composed complete conjectures by the end of Interview 2. Beccah and
Clay were missing the fourth component, while Faith had not written the third and fourth
components. This would imply, however, that all three pairs had produced a complete
conjecture between the two participants by Interview 3. Only Abe and Beccah, however,
were able to successfully complete the Interview 3 Task without my intervention, as in
the case of Clay and Derek, or simplifying the task by defining continuity in such a way
as to trivialize task, as in the case of Emalyn and Faith.
Since all three pairs had at least one member write all the components of a
complete conjecture at some point during Interviews 1 and 2, one could surmise that each
pair had at least one individual with a complete conjecture to solve the Interview 3 Task.
Abe and Beccah easily solved the Interview 3 Task, while the pairs of Clay and Derek
and Emalyn and Faith struggled, indicating having a complete conjecture did not imply
an easy completion of the Interview 3 Task. This could be due to the incomplete nature
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of each conjecture when taken separately from other conjectures, indicating the
importance of which conjectures they referenced during Interview 3.
Table 17 summarizes the occasions in which participants referred to a prior
conjecture by reciting all or part of the conjecture as it was written. Each entry
corresponds to a reference to a prior conjecture, including the conjecture being referred to
and the line in the transcript at which the reference occurred. References were
determined by searching the discourse function codes for belief, conjecture, hypothesis,
counter, question, explain, and experiential recall. Beliefs, conjectures, hypotheses, and
counters were considered a participant using a conjecture, while questions, explanations
and experiential recalls were considered a participant referencing a conjecture.
Table 17
Summary of References to Prior Conjectures with Transcript Line in Parentheses and
Referencing Conjectures in Italics.
Stage

Abe

Beccah

1
2

3

Clay

NA

Derek

Emalyn

NA

AB1 (19)

AB1 (39)*

AB1 (105)

AB1 (113)

AB1 (66)
AB1 (113)

CD1b (90)

CD1b (613)

Faith
NA

NA

EF1b (113)

EF1c (112)

EF1c (194)
EF1c (208)
EF1c (209)
EF1c (210)

From this summary, one can see that participants did not make overt references to
conjectures developed during Interview 2. This may have been due to the nature of the
Interview 3 Task being similar to the Interview 1 Task. This was evidenced by Abe and
Beccah’s ability to easily solve the Interview 3 Task using their conjecture from
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Interview 1. However, the pairs of Clay and Derek and Emalyn and Faith struggled
during Interview 3, perhaps due to their reliance on the inaccurate conjectures CD1b and
EF1c, shown in Table 17. Derek and Emalyn, however, were able to develop more
accurate, more complete conjectures during Interview 2, which could have been
referenced during Interview 3. Derek was, in general, more submissive than Clay, while
Emalyn was much more dominant than Faith, indicating that personality had little
influence whether or not individuals recalled their conjectures from Interview 2.
Summary
In this chapter, I have described the results of the data analysis of the classroom
observations and the results of the data analysis of the interviews. Three themes of
consensus, autonomy, and argumentation emerged through analysis of the classroom
observations, with subprocesses of building consensus, referencing consensus, lacking
autonomy, tentativeness, free expression, stylistic argumentation, and structural
argumentation. During the interviews, participants constructed relations of similarity
between their previous experiences in Discrete Mathematics and between the Interview
Tasks, while several engaged in behaviors similar to those observed in the classroom,
such as building consensus, referencing consensus, stylistic argumentation, and structural
argumentation. Themes across the pairs in the interview settings included the uses of
diagrams, methods of exploring, and the use and reference to prior conjectures.
In the following chapter, I provide a response to each research question based on
the data analysis presented in this chapter. I then relate each response to current
literature, provide implications for research, teaching, and policy, and discuss limitations
as well as future research.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of the study was to explore transfer of learning of mathematics
from social lenses, which is commonly discussed in existing studies as problematic. In
this exploration, to gain an understanding of the nature of transfer from social
perspectives, I examined learners’ activity in paired and individual experimental settings.
The research questions were as follows:
Q1

How are observed socio-cultural aspects of the classroom
reproduced or not reproduced in a small group setting while
performing a novel task?

Q1a

What are the social norms that emerged in the classroom?

Q1b

What are the ways in which students source authority in the
classroom and how does this authority influence the small-groups
and individuals?

Q1c

In what ways does the discourse of the classroom influence the
discourse of the small groups?

Q2

In what ways do the mathematical practices performed on novel
tasks in a small group setting influence the mathematical practices
of each individual in an individual setting while working on a
related task?

Q2a

In what ways do the mathematical practices of others influence the
mathematical practices of the individual in subsequent tasks?

Q2b

In what ways do the social norms, power roles, social positions,
and discourse of the classroom influence the mathematical
practices performed by an individual in an individual setting?
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Q2c

What are the similarities and differences between the mathematical
practices of each individual within the small group setting versus
the individual setting?

Q3

In what ways does the performance of novel tasks as individuals
influence the performance of a related task in a small group
setting?

Q3a

In what ways do the social norms, power roles and social positions,
and discourse of the classroom mediate these influences?

Q3b

In what ways does the performance of a novel task in a prior group
setting afford or constrain the manifestation of practices developed
in an individual setting in a later group setting?

Q3c

In what ways does one individual’s source of authority (and
correspondingly, lack of authority of another individual) influence
the actions of a small group when performing a novel task?

In the following, I provide responses to each research question and sub-question
based on the results shared in Chapter IV. In particular, I relate the responses to current
literature as well as previous studies to highlight the relationships between the results of
this dissertation and existing literature. I then discuss the implications of the responses to
the research questions, including the development of a preliminary model of social
adaptation and its connections to research, teaching, and policy. The chapter concludes
with a discussion on the limitations of the study and directions for future research.
Responses to the Research Questions
In this section, I respond to each research question and sub-question and discuss
relevant literature. The sub-questions were intended to further elaborate on details and
issues surrounding the research questions, and as such, responses to research subquestions do not always provide a direct response to the corresponding research question.
Table 18 provides a summary of the stages of the study with evidence pertaining to each
research question.
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Table 18
Summary of Stages Providing Evidence Toward Specific Research Questions
Research Questions
Stage

Q1

Q1a

Q1b

Q1c

Observations

x

x

x

x

Interview 1

x

x

x

Interview 2

x

Q2

Q2a

Q2b

Q2c

Q3

x
x

x

x

x

Q3a

Q3c

x
x

x

Q3b

x

x
x

x

x

x

Interview 3

x

x

x

x

Interview 4

x

x

x

x

Research Question Q1 and
Sub-Questions
Research question Q1 asked how the socio-cultural aspects of the classroom were
reproduced or not reproduced during the small-group setting. Results from the classroom
observations and from Interview 1 and Interview 2 data analyses were used to address
Q1, as well as its sub-questions Q1a, Q1b, and Q1c. As the sub-questions comprise some
of the socio-cultural aspects of the classroom, I respond to the sub-questions first to
formulate a holistic response to question Q1.
Q1a. Three themes of the classroom observation data emerged: consensus,
autonomy, and argumentation. The theme of consensus related to the process by which
members of the classroom reached or invoked a sense of agreement. Two actions
associated with consensus were building consensus and referencing consensus. Building
consensus was defined as the process by which members of the classroom reached a
sense of agreement, while referencing consensus was defined as the process by which
members confirm and refer to previously agreed upon ideas.
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The theme of autonomy related to whether or not the students chose to make
decisions, particularly regarding problem-solving strategies, evaluations of those
strategies, and evaluations of the results of their work. Three actions associated with
autonomy were lacking autonomy, tentativeness, and free expression. Lacking autonomy
was characterized by a student’s lack of propositional statements, indicating a lack of
strategic choices. Tentativeness was described as a state in which students would provide
propositions and take action to respond to the proposition, but request evaluation from
others. Free expression was characterized by students providing propositions, taking
action with respect to those propositions, and evaluating the results of their actions
without an explicit appeal to an external source of authority.
The theme of argumentation related to the discourse regarding the production and
presentation of one’s reasoning and mathematical proof. The two actions associated with
argumentation were stylistic argumentation and structural argumentation. Stylistic
argumentation consisted of discourse regarding aspects of communicating one’s
reasoning or mathematical proof related to qualities, such as clarity, aesthetic, or
convenience, rather than logic, while structural argumentation consisted of discourse
regarding the logic of one’s reasoning or mathematical proof.
In response to research question Q1a, the social norms of the classroom consisted
of 1) the acts of building and referencing consensus as part of small-group and wholeclass work, 2) displaying varying levels of autonomy associated with making
propositions, taking action with respect to those propositions, and evaluating the results
of those actions, and 3) instructor-led discussions on both the stylistic and structural
aspects of arguments.
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The themes and actions found in this study are consistent with some norms and
behaviors described in the literature. Pedaste et al. (2015) described several phases of
inquiry that appear consistent with the actions found in this study. For example, in the
general phases of conceptualization and investigation which occur at the beginning of the
inquiry cycle, the authors indicated sub-phases described as processes of hypothesis
generation, exploration/experimentation, and data interpretation, which correspond to the
acts of making propositions, taking action with respect to those propositions, and
evaluating the results of those actions. Table 19 provides a description of the phases and
sub-phases from Pedaste et al.’s (2015) framework.
The actions described in my study, however, provide evidence that a student
progresses from lacking autonomy to tentativeness to free expression. This study
indicated that students did not maintain a state of free expression with each new activity,
but rather returned to lacking autonomy at times when new activities were introduced, a
behavior not discussed in Pedaste et al.’s (2015) study. This dissertation study also
provided insight into the ways in which students make propositions using the codes of
belief, hypothesis, conjecture, and question, which elaborated the ways in which students
enact the sub-phases of questioning and hypothesis generation from Pedaste et al.’s
model.
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Table 19
Phases and Sub-phases of Synthesized Inquiry-based Learning Framework (based on
Pedaste et al., 2015)
General phases
Definition
Sub-phases
Definition
Orientation

The process of
stimulating curiosity
about a topic and
addressing a
learning challenge
through a problem
statement.

Conceptualization

The process of
stating theory-based
questions and/or
hypotheses.

Investigation

The process of
planning exploration
or experimentation,
collecting and
analyzing data based
on the experimental
design or
exploration.

Questioning

The process of
generating research
questions based on the
stated problem.

Hypothesis
Generation

The process of
generating hypotheses
regarding the stated
problem.

Exploration

The process of
systematic and
planned data
generation on the basis
of a research question.

Experimentation

The process of
designing and
conducting an
experiment in order to
test a hypothesis.
The process of making
meaning out of
collected data and
synthesizing new
knowledge.

Data
Interpretation
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Table 19, continued
General phases

Definition

Sub-phases

Conclusion

The process of
drawing conclusions
from the data.
Comparing inferences
made based on data
with hypotheses or
research questions.

Discussion

The process of
Communication
presenting findings of
particular phases or the
whole inquiry cycle by
communicating with
others and/or
controlling the whole
learning process or its
phases by engaging in
reflective activities.
Reflection

Definition

The process of
presenting outcomes
of an inquiry phase or
of the whole inquiry
cycle to others (peers,
teacher) and collecting
feedback from them.
Discussion with
others.
The process of
describing, critiquing,
evaluating, and
discussing the whole
inquiry cycle or a
specific phase. Inner
discussion.

The acts of stylistic and structural argumentation discussed in my study are
consistent with Pedaste et al.’s (2015) phase of discussion, in particular the sub-phase of
communication. Pedaste et al. described communication as the process of presenting
outcomes of a particular inquiry phase or the whole inquiry cycle to others. This study
found that the instructor used stylistic argumentation to lead the students to engage in
structural argumentation, further elaborating how communication can be described as
part of the process of inquiry.
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The acts of building consensus and referencing consensus, however, do not have
as precise analogues with the model of Pedaste et al. (2015). This is because building
and referencing consensus occurred in many different ways in my study, including: 1)
consensus regarding the nature of each task (orientation/conceptualization), such as their
discussions on Neutral Geometry (Classroom Observations, lines 19-25, Chapter IV), 2)
the agreed upon ways of exploring each activity (investigation), such as Dr. Jackson’s
discussion on how to assess postulates (Classroom Observations, lines 8-12, Chapter IV),
and 3) the evaluation of a proposition or strategic choice (data interpretation), such as
when choosing a definition of straight line (Classroom Observations, lines 1-7, Chapter
IV).
In Pedaste et al.’s (2015) framework (Figure 54), they included unidentified
arrows between phases and sub-phases of inquiry. The authors did not discuss the
meanings of the arrows, and as such, I infer that they were intended to identify the order
of the phases of inquiry. I now offer an extension to Pedaste et al.’s framework, in which
I consider acts of building consensus as acts that transition students from phase to phase
of the inquiry cycle. By building consensus, students could transition from choosing a
way of defining a term (hypothesis generation), such as defining a straight line by angles,
to exploring that definition and evaluating its validity. Thus, this dissertation study could
add to Pedaste et al.’s framework by describing the transitions between phases of inquiry
as being achieved by building and referencing consensus. More study and analysis is
required, however, to provide more information related to the nature of how students’
transition from phase to phase of the inquiry cycle.
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Figure 54. Inquiry-based learning framework (from Pedaste et al., 2015, p. 6).
Another use of building consensus appears in the work of Prawat and Floden
(1994), who gave two different interpretations of the act of negotiation. The first
interpretation of negotiation was as an act of compromise or consensus building, while
the second was as an act of “overcoming obstacles” (p.40) or clarifying points of
agreement or disagreement. In this study, building consensus was similar to both of these
interpretations of negotiation, in that students in the classroom were expected to come to
an agreement on the validity of arguments and were expected to do so in such a way that
was not purely democratic, but rather based on logic and insight. As such, the act of
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building consensus as identified in this study is a complex, multi-dimensional construct
that deserves further exploration in other classrooms as well as non-inquiry-based
learning contexts.
Q1b. In response to sub-question Q1b, the ways in which the students sourced
their authority within the classroom were identified using the source of authority codes.
These included group consensus, prior group consensus, authority figure, implicit,
preference, student views, and logic. Table 20 provides a full description of the source of
authority codes.
Table 20
List of Sources of Authority Codes
Code
Description

Example

Group
Consensus

A small group or the
whole class reaching a
sense of agreement

“Do you think that’s a good direction?”

Prior
Group
Consensus

A reference to
previously agreed
upon consensus

“So we said that Axiom 4’ is saying that there
can’t be two lines that share the same two
points.”

Authority
Figure

An appeal to the
instructor or TA

“Can you tell me where to start?”

Implicit

No overt appeal to
external authority

“The definition of a line is breadth-less length,
and a point has no length, so it is not a line, so a
point cannot be a circle. “

Preference An expression of a
personal preference

“I don’t think ‘evenly on itself’ is very clear.”

Student
views

Instructor requesting a
student’s perspective

“So you tell me what you think.”

Logic

An appeal to
mathematical logic

“If we defined straight as being the shortest
distance between two points, that doesn’t work
on the sphere. So it isn’t a good definition.”
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In her study on authority in a fifth grade mathematics classroom, Langer-Osuna
(2016) used an influence framework to determine the ways in which perceived
intellectual merit, perceived authority, access, and spatial privilege influenced the uptake
of ideas. Langer-Osuna developed a model to describe the interactions between the
components of influence seen, in Figure 55.
Langer-Osuna’s study came from an elementary school classroom rather than an
undergraduate classroom like in this dissertation study. Thus, one may not expect the
nature of the sources of authority in this study to be similar to Langer-Osuna’s study.
However, the nature of these differences could be useful for describing why or why not
certain aspects of Langer-Osuna’s model would be less influential in an undergraduate
setting. Langer-Osuna found that 1) students could position themselves in such a way
that one student issuing directives could lead to their becoming a credible source of
intellectual authority, 2) directive and intellectual forms of authority affect ideas that
become influential, and 3) teacher evaluations of student ideas and behaviors shape
students’ subsequent interactions. She concluded that students “draw on perceived
evaluations to justify or reject their own and one another’s bids for either directive or
intellectual authority” (Langer-Osuna, 2016, p. 122).
In this dissertation study, however, students rarely derived their authority from
giving directives, and rarely was one student seen as having greater intellectual
credibility than another. This may be due to the instructor of the course, Dr. Jackson, and
his focus on the students developing a sense of group consensus. Group consensus was
the source of authority that was given privilege in Geometry I, so a student having lesser
intellectual merit still had influence on the uptake of ideas as that student had to be
convinced of an idea’s validity as well. Thus, this dissertation study and future
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exploration could add to the literature by adding nuances to Langer-Osuna’s (2016)
framework.

Figure 55. Interactional components affecting influence (from Langer-Osuna, 2016, p.
121).
The second part of sub-question Q1b was the influence of those sources of
authority on the small-group and individual interview settings. During Interview 1,
participants appeared to source authority by recalling prior experiences in Discrete
Mathematics. This was consistent with the source of authority code for prior group
consensus. By recalling experiences from Discrete Mathematics, the participants
attempted to cite the prior group consensus of their Discrete Mathematics class. Their
attempts to build consensus subsequently during the interview could have stemmed from
a desire to have that prior consensus become as exact as possible for both the participant
and his/her partner. During Interview 2, participants sourced authority by referring to
conjectures they wrote during Interview 1. This was also consistent with prior group
consensus, but with this consensus having been built during Interview 1. The prior
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consensus from their Discrete Mathematics course, however, is only inferred from the
participants’ references during interviews, since I did not observe those classrooms.
There is little research on the transfer of influence of sources of authority between
classroom and experimental settings. Cheng (2016) found subjective norms, or “an
individual’s response to social pressure of whether to engage in an intentional behavior”
(p. 447), were positively related to an in-service teacher’s intent to take practices from an
in-service training to their classroom. If one considers referencing prior group consensus
as a practice learned in the classroom, Dr. Jackson’s consistent reference to prior
consensus could be considered a form of social pressure encouraging students to do the
same. However, it is unclear as to whether the interview participants would have
engaged in the practice of referring to prior consensus, regardless of their experiences in
Geometry I, due to the similarities between the Interview 1 and 2 Tasks and their
experiences in Discrete Mathematics. As such, I cannot claim that the sources of
authority developed in the classroom influenced the small-group and individual interview
settings in any way; they were merely consistently observed in all settings. More
research is required to explore these influences.
Q1c. In response to sub-question Q1c, the discourse of the classroom included
discussions on the stylistic and structural facets of arguments. This was evidenced by the
acts of stylistic argumentation and structural argumentation as part of the theme of
argumentation. There was no evidence of stylistic argumentation during Interview 1.
The only incident involving stylistic argumentation during any of the interviews was
during Emalyn and Faith’s Interview 3 when Emalyn suggested they choose a definition
of continuous that she preferred. She and Faith both claimed during Interview 4 that their
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choice of continuous was a preference that they could express, indicating the source of
authority of stylistic argumentation.
Evidence for structural argumentation included the use of in-out strategies to
develop hypotheses to test during Interview 1 and Clay’s relating his Graph-like diagram
to Derek’s Realistic diagram. In-out strategies were inherently logical in nature. For
example, Abe concluded during Interview 1 that one had to start and end at odd degree
vertices for a solution path to exist (Interview 1 – Abe and Beccah, line 30, Chapter IV).
These arguments, however, appeared to have been established in the participants’
Discrete Mathematics courses. Since I did not observe their Discrete Mathematics
classrooms, I could not determine the influences of that class on the participants’
experiences during the interviews. From an actor-oriented transfer perspective, I could
infer that the participants built relations of similarity between their perceptions of the
Interview 1 Task and their experiences from Discrete Mathematics, rather than from
Geometry I. This shows an advantage of actor-oriented transfer over traditional views on
transfer that would not have viewed such actions as successful transfer. For example,
Clay’s relating the Graph-like and Realistic diagrams exhibited his developing consensus
with Derek as to correspondence between the edges and vertices of the graph to the
tunnels and landmasses of the map from the Interview 1 Task. While the relations of
similarity may have been constructed between the Interview 1 Task and their experiences
in Discrete Mathematics, the normative acts (building consensus, referencing consensus)
by which they built those relations of similarity were developed during Geometry I. It
may have been the case that these same normative acts were developed during Discrete
Mathematics as well as Geometry I, but a longitudinal study would be required to
investigate such a possibility.
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While there was much evidence for certain normative acts, such as building
consensus and referencing consensus, there was limited evidence of the discursive acts of
stylistic and structural argumentation of the classroom influencing the discourse of the
small-group setting, with the most pertinent example occurring during Emalyn and
Faith’s Interview 3. The use of in-out strategies indicated structural argumentation
during the interviews, but this can be attributed to the participants’ prior experiences in
Discrete Mathematics rather than their experiences in Geometry I. As such, I cannot
conclude whether or not the discourse of the classroom influenced the discourse of the
small-group setting.
Q1. The socio-cultural aspects of the classroom that were reproduced during the
small-group setting were the acts of building and referencing prior consensus. All three
pairs referred to prior consensus in their experiences in Discrete Mathematics, but needed
to build consensus during Interview 1 to re-establish those prior consensus in the smallgroup setting (for both participants).
Since a norm of Geometry I was the act of building and referencing consensus as
means of giving validity to an argument, it could be the case that their experiences in the
inquiry-based Geometry I led to their continued enactment of building and referencing
consensus during Interview 1. It may have been that this norm was constructed over
time, including before Geometry I, but that is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
As was stated in the literature review, little work has been done regarding the
transfer of socio-cultural aspects from classrooms to experimental settings. This study
provides evidence that the transfer of socio-cultural aspects across social settings is
possible, and that further study is required to understand the nature and prevalence of
such transfer. If I had only viewed this study in terms of traditional transfer, I would
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have concluded that transfer among interviews as well as from Discrete Mathematics to
these interviews were not successful for two of the three pairs (Clay and Derek as well as
Emalyn and Faith). If I had viewed this study in terms of actor-oriented transfer, I would
have concluded that the participants constructed relations of similarity between their
previous mathematical experiences and their experiences in Interview 1. Further
investigation is required into how the mathematics education community can incorporate
changes in socio-cultural context into models of transfer.
Research Question Q2 and
Sub-Questions
Research question Q2 asked how the mathematical practices performed during the
small-group setting influenced the mathematical practices performed during the
individual interview setting. Results from the classroom observations and Interviews 1
and 2 helped to address Q2, as well as sub-questions Q2a, Q2b, and Q2c. As Interview 3
was a subsequent small group interview and Interview 4 was a stimulated recall interview
based on Interview 3, the analyses of these interviews were not directly used to respond
to this question. The sub-questions address experiences in the various social settings that
may influence the individual setting, so I address the sub-questions first then respond to
question Q2.
Q2a. Interview 1 was a paired setting and Interview 2 was an individual setting,
so I considered the influence of the mathematical practices performed during Interview 1
on the mathematical practices performed during Interview 2. Influence occurred in two
ways: the participant’s usage of a type of diagram changing between the two interview
stages, or by the participant’s reference or non-reference to their Interview 1 conjectures
during Interview 2.
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There was evidence of one participant adopting usage of a diagram from their
partner during Interview 1. Derek indicated that he did not understand Graph-like
diagrams during Interview 1 and instead drew a Realistic diagram, seen in Figure 20
(Chapter IV). He then asked Clay to explain the relationship between the Realistic
diagram and the Graph-like diagram (Interview 1 – Clay and Derek, lines 59-67, Chapter
IV). Derek then exclusively used Graph-like diagrams during Interview 2. This
indicated that he had adopted the use of Graph-like diagrams from Clay during Interview
1 into his work during Interview 2. Drawing on Ernest’s (2010) framework discussed in
Chapter III (Figure 56), this appeared to show evidence of the process of appropriation,
specifically with Derek and Clay negotiating the meanings of edges and vertices in a
graph, and then Derek imitating the use of graphs during his individual interview.
Social Location
Public

Ownership
Private

Individual
Individual’s
public utilization
of sign to
express personal
meanings

Conventionalisation

Publication"
Individual’s
development of
personal
meanings for
sign and its use

$

!
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Collective
Conventionalized
and socially
negotiated sign use
(via critical
response &
acceptance)
#Appropriation
Individual’s own
unreflective
response to and
imitative use of
new sign utterance

Figure 56. Ernest’s (2010, p. 44) model of sign appropriation and use.
In a similar manner, Emalyn developed the use of Arrow diagrams during
Interview 1, while Faith did not indicate her understanding of Arrow diagrams during
Interview 2. Faith did, however, continue to use Arrow diagrams during Interview 2,
appearing to adopt their usage from Emalyn during Interview 1. This again indicated that
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Faith had appropriated the use of Arrow diagrams from Emalyn. However, Faith’s
meaning of the arrows when using the Arrow diagrams appeared to be different from
Emalyn’s meaning because Faith claimed during Interview 3 that the edges of an Arrow
diagram represented a single edge rather than a portion of a path (Interview 3 – Emalyn
and Faith, lines 282-290, Chapter IV). This was different than Emalyn’s belief that each
edge of an Arrow diagram represented a path or curve that they would be tracing. As
such, the arrows on the Arrow diagram seemed to represent the direction of travel along
the path to Emalyn, while Faith’s usage did not hold such a meaning, indicating that she
may not have included the Arrows had Emalyn not done so during Interview 1. I provide
more description of how this difference between use and meaning can be explained using
my model of social adaptation later in this chapter.
Two examples where participants were not influenced by the diagrams used
during Interview 1 were from Abe and Beccah’s Interview 2. While Abe and Beccah
both used Door-and-Room diagrams during Interview 1 after an initial Realistic diagram,
neither of them used Door-and-Room diagrams during Interview 2, with Abe choosing to
use Graph-like diagrams and Beccah choosing to use Realistic diagrams. The pair
continued to use Door-and-Room diagrams during Interview 3, which indicated that the
social setting of being in a pair with one another affected their choice of diagram. It
could be that neither would have used Door-and-Room diagrams without the other, but
that is unknown. Not using Door-and-Room diagrams during Interview 2, despite the
Interview 2 Task being very similar to the Interview 1 Task, indicated that the social
setting could have had greater influence on their choice of diagram than the task or that
they did not see this similarity between the two problems.
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Two of the three types of diagrams I described in this dissertation, Realistic and
Graph-like, are related to categories of diagrams described in existing literature.
Rellensmann, Schukajlow, and Abepold (2017) distinguished between two types of
diagrams: situational and mathematical. The authors defined a situational drawing as one
that depicts the problem’s surface structure as a picture with a low level of abstraction,
whereas a mathematical drawing focuses on the mathematical structure with a high level
of abstraction. By observing students in a mathematical modeling class in a German
comprehensive school, the authors found that students who produced accurate
mathematical drawings were almost certain to produce a correct solution. They also
found that students with better strategic knowledge about drawing constructed more
accurate mathematical drawings. The authors then suggested that students could first
construct a situational drawing to gain understanding of a situation, then reduce it to the
relevant mathematical structure.
The results of this dissertation align with the results described by Rellensmann et
al. (2017). A Realistic diagram aligns with the definition of a situational drawing, while
a Graph-like diagram aligns with the definition of a mathematical drawing. This
dissertation adds, however, a third type of diagram, the Door-and-Room diagram, that
was neither a pictorial depiction of the situation nor focused on mathematical structure at
a high level of abstraction. This shows that students may not necessarily transition from
a situational drawing to a mathematical drawing, but rather transition to a situational
drawing that depicts a related situation rather than their current situation.
In addition to the use of diagrams being evidence of mathematical practices of the
paired Interview 1 influencing the mathematical practices of the individual Interview 2, I
also found that participants tended to reference their conjectures from Interview 1 during
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Interview 2, even though some participants (i.e., Derek, Faith, and Beccah) performed
mostly low-cognitive level agreement when developing those conjectures. All
participants except Derek explicitly referred to a conjecture they developed during
Interview 1. Derek, Faith, and Beccah performed mostly low-level agreement during the
development of their conjectures in Interview 1. While Beccah used her conjecture from
Interview 1 on two occasions, Faith only referenced her conjecture from Interview 1 and
did not overtly use the conjecture in any way during Interview 2. Since Derek and Faith
did not use their conjectures from Interview 1 during Interview 2, this seemed to indicate,
if a participant had less involvement in the development of the conjecture during
Interview 1, the participant was less likely to refer to the conjecture in the subsequent
individual setting.
This lack of use of conjectures that were developed during prior experiences
could be related to the special way that mathematicians treat mathematical definitions and
statements. Edwards and Ward (2004) found that undergraduates do not use
mathematical definitions the way mathematicians do. The authors claimed that
mathematicians treat mathematical definitions as stipulative, or that they use definitions.
As such, Faith and Derek may not have been treating their conjectures as stipulative, but
rather treating them as a condition to be fulfilled. Edwards and Ward argued that
mathematical definitions should be treated as their own concept. The results of this
dissertation study indicate that it would have been useful if mathematical conjectures
were treated as stipulative by the participants.
Q2b. All of the participants, with the exception of Derek, referred to their prior
conjectures from Interview 1 during Interview 2, and four of the participants (Clay,
Derek, Emalyn, and Faith) used similar diagrams during their Interview 1 and Interview
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2. These similarities could be due to the participants relying on prior group consensus as
the source of authority for their mathematical practices during Interview 2, but it may
also be due to similarities in language, the map, and the wording of the Interview 1 Tasks
and the Interview 2 Tasks. It was difficult to determine whether the influence was due to
the normative behavior of referencing prior consensus that was established during
Geometry I or simply due to the similarity between the tasks. Thus, I could not conclude
as to whether the social norms and discourse of the classroom influenced the
mathematical practices of the individual interview. This is a limitation of the study,
which is discussed in the subsection Limitations and Future Research later in this chapter.
Q2c. Due to the collaborative nature of Interview 1, it was unclear how to
attribute the use of certain mathematical practices to specific individuals. However, it
appeared as though some participants used the same types of diagrams across Interview 1
and Interview 2, while some did not. Clay, Derek, Emalyn, and Faith, used the same
diagrams in both Interview 1 and Interview 2. Abe and Beccah, however, used Doorand-Room diagrams during Interview 1 but changed to using Graph-like and Realistic
diagrams, respectively, during Interview 2. As such, there were no patterns common to
all participants in terms of similarities and differences of their actions from the smallgroup setting to the individual setting.
One in each pair of participants (Abe, Clay, and Emalyn), however, seemed to
have greater involvement in Interview 1 than their partners, while their partners (Beccah,
Derek, and Faith, respectively) seemed less involved evidenced by low-cognitive level
responses (Beccah and Derek) or lack of responses to her initiations (Faith). The
differences in the participants’ actions may have been due to their differing experiences
in Discrete Mathematics. The participants’ experiences in Discrete Mathematics were
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beyond the scope of this study, but Faith indicated that she enjoyed Discrete
Mathematics, while Derek indicated that he had forgotten some of his experiences during
Discrete Mathematics (Interview 1 – Clay and Derek, line 7, Chapter IV). As such, more
research is necessary to determine whether experiences in a prior class may have more
influence on an experimental setting than experiences in a concurrent class.
Q2. In response to the research question, it appeared as though some individuals
were influenced by the actions of their partners during the small-group setting. Both
Derek and Faith appeared to adopt the type of diagram used primarily by their partners
during Interview 2. Possible explanations for this are Derek’s inability to recall
accurately his experiences from Discrete Mathematics and Faith’s initiations not being
responded to by her partner or herself.
Research Question Q3 and
Sub-Questions
Research question Q3 asked how the mathematical practices performed during the
individual setting influenced the mathematical practices performed during the subsequent
small-group interview setting. Results used to address Q3, as well as sub-questions Q3a,
Q3b, and Q3c came from all the stages of data collection. Sub-questions Q3a and Q3b
address the mediating factors of the socio-cultural aspects of the classroom and the
mathematical practices of the prior small-group setting, so I respond to research question
Q3 first and then elaborate more with responses to the sub-questions.
Q3. There was little to no evidence that mathematical practices of the individual
interview setting (Interview 2) had influence on the mathematical practices of the second
small-group setting (Interview 3). No pair explicitly recalled experiences from their
Interview 2, and no pair cited any conjectures developed during Interview 2. All
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conjectures that were explicitly referenced or used during Interview 3 came from
Interview 1.
This result would imply that the participants did not progress through the full
cycle depicted by Ernest’s (2010) framework. In particular, I theorize that this is due to
the participants not engaging in publication, or choosing not to express their personal
understandings of the task. It can be argued that the participants may also not have had
time for transformation, or allowing for imitative use of the conjectures to transition to
personal meanings of those conjectures. Given the conjectures that the participants
developed during Interview 2 were, at times, more complete than their conjectures
developed during Interview 1 (such as Derek’s conjecture D2), I claim that the
participants had engaged in transformation during Interview 2, taking the conjectures that
were imitating their experiences from Discrete Mathematics and Interview 2 and
developing personal meaning from them. As such, I claim that the social context of the
Interview 3 Task being that of a pair hindered the publication of personal meanings
developed during Interview 2, because the pairs had not conventionalized those personal
meanings through group consensus. The pairs did not have the opportunity to build
consensus regarding the conjectures developed during their individual interviews, so they
chose not to publicize those ideas during the subsequent paired interview. This indicates
that social context can constrain the mathematical practices performed when completing
mathematical tasks.
There is very little research on these reflexive influences of small-group and
individual experiences when performing mathematical tasks. Rasmussen, Wawro, and
Zandieh (2015) expanded on Cobb and Yackel’s (1996) emergent perspective to create an
interpretive framework to allow for the coordination of small-group and individual
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perspectives. As seen in Table 21, the authors developed four constructs: disciplinary
practices, or the ways in which mathematicians practice professional mathematics;
classroom mathematical practices, or “the normative ways of reasoning that emerge as
learners solve problems, explain their thinking, represent their ideas, and so on” (p. 262);
participation in mathematical activity, or the ways in which students contribute to the
mathematical practice in the classroom; and mathematical conceptions, or the
conceptions individual students bring to bear in their mathematical work. Disciplinary
practices and classroom mathematical practices were social constructs while participation
in mathematical activity and mathematical conceptions were individual constructs.
Using the authors’ expanded framework, responding to research question Q3
would be nearly identical to responding to the research question under participation in
mathematical activity in Table 21. Rasmussen et al. (2015), however, only illustrate the
use of their framework, claiming, “we view this report as a first step in developing a more
robust theoretical-methodological approach to analyzing individual and collective
mathematical progress” (p. 279). No research has been published using the expanded
framework to describe participation in mathematical activity, the nearest example being
Plaxco and Wawro’s (2015) analysis on individual students’ mathematical conceptions of
linear algebra. Plaxco and Wawro defined four categories of conceptions of span and
linear independence (travel, geometric, vector algebraic, and matrix algebraic) and
coordinated these with five types of mathematical activity (defining, proving, relating,
example generating, and problem solving). While these categorizations could be used to
study individual students’ mathematical conceptions, the authors did not relate these with
participation in mathematical activity in the classroom.
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Table 21
Expanded Interpretive Framework with Respective Research Questions (based on
Rasmussen et al., 2015)
Social Perspective
Individual Perspective
Classroom social norms

Beliefs about own role, others’ roles, and
the general nature of mathematical activity

Sociomathematical norms

Mathematical beliefs and values

Disciplinary
practices

Classroom
mathematical
practices

Participation in
mathematical activity

Mathematical
conceptions

What is the
mathematical
progress of the
classroom
community in
terms of the
disciplinary
practices of
mathematics?

What are the
normative ways of
reasoning that
emerge in a
particular
classroom?

How do individual
students contribute to
mathematical
progress that occurs
across small group
and whole class
settings?

What conceptions
do individual
students bring to
bear in their
mathematical
work?

In summary, this dissertation study indicates that individual experiences have
little influence on subsequent small-group experiences. This may have been due to the
structural similarity between the Interview 1 and Interview 3 Tasks, with both tasks
requiring an explanation as to why a path/curve was not possible, while the Interview 2
Task required participants to both find certain paths and argue the impossibility of others.
However, Part 1 and Part 2 of the Interview 2 Task required each participant to argue
similarly why certain paths were not possible, so it is reasonable to assume that students
would use conjectures developed during those experiences in Interview 2 during
Interview 3. I theorized that the participants did not engage in publication of their
individual meanings that they developed during Interview 2, because they did not have
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the opportunity to conventionalize those meanings with their partners through group
consensus.
Q3a. Since there appeared to be little influence from the individual interview
setting to the subsequent small-group setting, any mediation from the social norms,
power roles, social positions, and discourse of the classroom would have dampened any
possible influences. There were three actions that could be viewed as evidence of such
dampening. First, Abe appeared to agree with Beccah’s use of the doors-and-rooms
metaphor during Interview 3, but during stimulated recall, claimed that he was uncertain
of her assertions, indicating that the desire to build consensus may have contributed to a
false sense of agreement. Abe claimed he was initially unsure as to how the Interview 3
Task was related to the prior tasks and that while he viewed the problem as “rooms and
doors,” felt uneasy about using their conjecture from Interview 1 to complete the
Interview 3 Task. Beccah, meanwhile, claimed she immediately considered the Interview
3 Task using the doors-and-rooms metaphor, and immediately considered the use of
“odds and evens” in reference to their prior conjecture(s). As such, Abe may have
chosen to use Graph-like diagrams instead of Doors-and-Rooms diagrams had he
performed the Interview 3 Task by himself. He, however, did not give any indication
during stimulated recall that he would have made such a choice.
Second, Emalyn and Faith appeared to disagree on the nature of the edges in their
Arrow diagrams. Emalyn claimed during stimulated recall that each edge of her Arrow
diagram represented the act of crossing an edge on the figure, not the edge of the figure
itself, adding that every diagram would correspond to a different path. Faith claimed
similarly during stimulated recall that the loops Emalyn drew on their “Antennae”
diagram (Figure 51) corresponded to “not just one edge outside here,” but that “it could
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be two edges that we’re accounting for.” This was in contrast to Faith indicating that
each edge of the Arrow diagram corresponded to a particular edge on the figure during
Interview 3 (Interview 3 – Emalyn and Faith, line 283, Chapter IV). As such, it appeared
as though Faith had been convinced that her reasoning during Interview 3 was invalid and
that Emalyn’s was correct.
Third, Faith and Emalyn seemingly disagreed on the definition of continuous
during Interview 3 (Interview 3 – Emalyn and Faith, lines 521-528, Chapter IV), with
Faith claiming their curve was continuous (line 526, Chapter IV) and Emalyn claiming
that they “couldn’t do it again” (line 527-528, Chapter IV). Faith reiterated her position
during stimulated recall, claiming a continuous curve did not need to connect back on
itself, as drawn in Figure 52. Emalyn, however, argued that they could define continuous
in such a way during stimulated recall, indicating that the definition of continuous could
be defined in a way that adhered to personal preference. This indicated her use of
stylistic argumentation, specifically, that the source of authority for the use of a particular
definition could be personal preference. While Dr. Jackson generally limited those
discussions on stylistic argumentation to aesthetics, clarity, and convenience, it appeared
as though Emalyn believed that the conditions of the task could be defined in such a way
as to be satisfied in a manner consistent with personal preference. It appeared as though
Emalyn’s personal preference on the definition of continuous convinced Faith during
Interview 3 that defining continuous in such a way was valid when completing the task.
It should be noted that Faith indicated during stimulated recall that she struggled
during Geometry I, and that she generally tried to “take into account what everybody else
is saying.” Emalyn claimed during stimulated recall that she was more willing to “say
things that I’m not completely sure about or convinced.” Faith’s adoption of Emalyn’s
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beliefs on the nature of edges in their Arrow diagrams and the definition of continuous
may have indicated her attempts to take Emalyn’s beliefs into account to the point of
agreeing with them. This was possibly due to Faith’s lack of any alternative
explanations, since her only partner was Emalyn, but also she did not possess an
alternative explanation of her own.
In response to the research question Q3a, there was little observable evidence of
influence from the individual setting to the subsequent small group setting, so no
conclusions can be drawn regarding the mediation of these influences by social norms,
power roles, positioning, and discourse of the classroom.
Q3b. There was evidence that the prior small group setting had much greater
influence on the subsequent small group setting than the intermediate individual setting.
All conjectures that were explicitly recalled during Interview 3 were developed during
Interview 1. Additionally, only component 1 (if there are exactly two odd degree
vertices, a path is possible) of a complete conjecture was required to address the
Interview 3 Task. Both Emalyn and Derek were involved in pairs that did not address
component 1 during Interview 1, but did address component 1 individually during
Interview 2. Instead of referencing their conjectures from Interview 2, however, they
only referenced their conjectures from Interview 1. In response to the research question,
it appeared as though participants referred to mathematical practices that were developed
during the prior small group setting, as opposed to more complete, more relevant
mathematical practices developed during the individual setting. This provides additional
evidence that the participants were unwilling to publish their individual conjectures in the
group setting, despite having had success in using those conjectures during the individual
interview.
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Q3c. In this study, the authority of an argument produced by an individual in the
classroom was described by coding the sources of authority that emerged as the students
made arguments over the course of the semester. While explicit appeals to sources of
authority during the interviews were generally rare, there were some examples from
stimulated recall that indicated certain participants were uncertain about the mathematical
practices of their partner, but agreed to them either during the interview or later during
stimulated recall. Each of the three examples shown in response to sub-question Q3a was
evidenced by an apparent disagreement on the validity of a mathematical practice. Abe
was uncertain as to whether the conjectures from Interview 1 were applicable to the
Interview 3 Task, but was convinced by Beccah’s use of their conjecture. As such, Abe
seemingly convinced himself of the validity of using their prior conjectures out of a
desire to build consensus with Beccah. He reinforced this notion during stimulated recall
when he claimed that he and Beccah agreed on almost everything during their
experiences in Geometry I. This appeared to show a desire on Abe’s part to build
consensus with Beccah.
On two occasions, Emalyn was successful in convincing Faith regarding the
validity of her arguments, first in regard to the nature of the edges of their Arrow
diagrams, and second in regard to the definition of continuous. In the first case, Faith
claimed during Interview 3 that each edge of their Arrow diagram represented a single
edge on the figure. During stimulated recall, however, Faith appeared to contradict her
prior reasoning, claiming that each edge of their diagram did indeed represent a portion
of the curve they were attempting to draw. It was unclear when her reasoning changed,
but it could have been a result of Faith wishing to build consensus with Emalyn regarding
the nature of their Graph-like diagrams.
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During the second occasion, Faith appeared to acknowledge a different version of
continuous than Emalyn during Interview 3 (Interview 3 – Emalyn and Faith, lines 521528, Chapter IV). Later in the interview, Faith agreed with Emalyn’s definition of
continuous as requiring a path to connect back to itself (lines 571-577, Chapter IV).
Faith gave an alternative definition of continuous, saying “You never lift your pen when
drawing it” (line 573, Chapter IV). Emalyn then responded by not having the curve
connect back to itself would imply having to lift the pen to “start over” (line 574, Chapter
IV). This seemed to convince Faith, who appeared to agree subsequently that that
definition of continuous implied the Interview 3 Task was not possible (lines 575-577,
Chapter IV). Faith later reiterated this agreement during stimulated recall, again in when
appeared to be an attempt to build consensus with Emalyn, despite Emalyn not being
present.
In response to the research question, it appeared as though some participants were
able to influence their partners. These influences were generally noted by the
participants’ desires to build consensus, with Abe wishing to build consensus with
Beccah’s use of their prior conjectures, and Faith wishing to build consensus with
Emalyn’s description of the edges of their Graph-like diagrams and the definition of
continuous. As such, it appeared as though a small-group’s desire to build consensus
could lead to faulty conclusions when those group members were not critical enough.
Some research has been performed on how teacher’s use group consensus as a
means of intervening in students’ small group interactions. Hofmann and Mercer (2016)
found that some secondary school teachers developed norms of group consensus in their
classrooms, and would appeal to the norm of building consensus during instruction as a
means of getting students to critique one another’s ideas. This study, however, did not
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illustrate the results of that intervention, but merely that the intervention occurred. As
such, there is no record of how the students responded to those interventions. This
dissertation study showed that one possible response to the norm of building consensus is
students’ reaching a faulty conclusion when not under the supervision of an instructor.
This implies that after a teacher performs an intervention and leaves a particular small
group, that small group may still not reach a valid consensus. More research is thus
required to explore how the act of building consensus shapes students’ reasoning,
particularly with and without instructor supervision.
A Model of Social Adaptation
In this section, I describe a preliminary model of social adaptation that I have
developed in response to the conclusions discussed in the previous section. More
research is required to determine the viability of the model, so the following description
serves as an initial presentation of the model to be analyzed further. I first discuss the
theoretical assumptions about learning used in the model as well as the conclusions from
this study used to inform the model.
The model is based on the theoretical framework developed by Ernest (2010) to
describe appropriations and uses of signs (shown in Figure 56) describing social
constructivism. Ernest’s model assumes that signs are appropriated by individuals in a
cyclic pattern shifting between public and private domains and the social locations of the
individual and the collective. Some researchers, such as Lave and Wenger (1991), may
argue that the individual and collective cannot be differentiated, in that an individual’s
activity in any discipline is situated in the historical and cultural development of that
community of practice, while the collective exists merely as a collection of individual
actions. I contend, similar to Lerman (2001), that each individual is a unique, highly
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complex collection of prior experiences, socio-cultural backgrounds, motivations, genetic
make-up, and beliefs. While this does not imply that the individual and collective can be
epistemologically separated, it does imply that individuals can use and develop meanings
for signs that do not align with the consensus of a community of practice. As such, I
believe it is valuable to identify the aspects of a sign that are conventional to a
community of practice and compare those aspects to the personal meanings of the
individual. Ernest’s (2010) model thus serves as a model for learning in social
adaptation, wherein students engage in activities in a single social setting (such as a small
group discussion in a classroom) that would later be adapted to other social settings.
With Ernest’s (2010) model of sign appropriation and use as the basis for my
preliminary model of social adaptation, I now describe the evidence from this dissertation
to inform the model. From research question Q1 and sub-questions, the cyclic nature of
building and referencing consensus resembled the cyclic nature of Ernest’s (2010) model.
Building consensus involved the making of a proposition (publication) being met with
agreement (conventionalization), and prior consensus could be referenced later to build
new consensus (appropriation and transformation). The actions of building and
referencing consensus were observed in different settings (classroom, paired, and
individual), indicating that Ernest’s model of sign appropriation could be used to describe
these settings. From research question Q2 and sub-questions, individuals successfully
appropriated sign usage from the paired setting to the individual setting. From research
question Q3 and sub-questions, individuals in the paired setting did not publicize
meanings that were developed during the individual interview, in theory because they did
not have the opportunity to conventionalize those meanings with their partner.
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In my model of social adaptation, learning is thus defined according to Ernest’s
(2010) framework. This implies that learners develop the meaning and use of signs by
engaging in the processes of publication, conventionalization, appropriation, and
transformation. Now I define the notion of transfer in this perspective of social
adaptation in contrast with other approaches. Traditional perspectives defined transfer as
the successful application of learning in one context to another context. Actor-oriented
perspectives defined transfer as the construction of relations of similarity between tasks.
I define transfer from a socially adaptive perspective as the appropriation, transformation,
and publication of meanings and signs conventionalized in one social context in another
social context.
This dissertation provided several examples of this form of social adaptation.
Clay and Derek conventionalized the meaning and use of Graph-like diagrams during
Interview 1 that Derek later appropriated, transformed, and published during his
individual Interview 2, indicating Derek had adapted the meaning and use of Graph-like
diagrams from the social context of the paired interview to the individual interview.
Similarly, Faith and Emalyn conventionalized the meaning and use of Arrow diagrams
during Interview 1 that Faith later appropriated, transformed, and published during
Interview 2. In the process of transforming the use of Arrow diagrams from her
imitations of Emalyn to her own personal meaning, Faith developed a different meaning
than Emalyn for the edges of the Arrow diagrams. Emalyn believed they represented the
path one was taking that traversed the map, while Faith believed the edges represented
the possible paths around the map. This shows that one can engage in social adaptation
but not necessarily develop the same meanings as others involved in the process of
conventionalization. This is similar to notions from the actor-oriented perspective, where
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students constructed relations of similarity that were not similar to an expert’s relations of
similarity.
This dissertation also provided non-examples of social adaptation. Abe and
Beccah conventionalized the use of Door-and-Room diagrams during their Interview 1,
but neither used those diagrams during Interview 2. This shows the importance of
considering both the social and individual aspects of the model of social adaptation,
because Abe and Beccah published diagrams during their individual interviews that were
not conventionalized during their paired interview, indicating that their individual
conceptions were not completely determined by the collective conceptions they
developed as a pair.
The aforementioned examples involved adaptation from a paired setting to an
individual setting. There was evidence in this dissertation that the reverse direction,
adaptation from an individual setting to a paired setting, was much less likely, for
example, the lack of use of conjectures developed in Interview 2 during Interview 3.
This notion that some forms of transfer are more likely than other forms exists in the
literature. Perkins and Salomon (1992) developed the concepts of near and far transfer:
near transfer described transfer across contexts that were similar; far transfer described
transfer across contexts that were considered dissimilar. This dissertation indicates that
social adaptation is more likely from a group setting to an individual setting than from an
individual setting to a group setting. More research is required to determine if such
adaptation is more or less likely when group sizes and tasks change.
The model provides an explanation as to why the pairs did not use conjectures
developed during Interview 2 when completing the Interview 3 Task. The pairs did not
conventionalize their conjectures developed during the individual interview in the paired
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setting, and subsequently did not publish those conjectures in the paired setting. I argue
that the lack of conventionalization of the conjectures developed during the individual
interviews constrained their publication during the subsequent paired interview. This
model of social adaptation thus provides an explanation as to why participants are less
likely to publish meanings in a group setting that were developed during individual
settings. This model is still preliminary, however, and requires further validation.
Implications
In the following section, I address implications of the conclusions of this
dissertation study for research, teaching, and policy.
Implications for Research
For research, there are implications for transfer of learning, cooperative learning,
and inquiry-based learning. As was noted in Chapter II, the research literature on transfer
of learning has historically focused on an individual’s transfer of learning across various
content areas and disciplines. In the past 20 years, studies have begun to view transfer of
learning as engagement and reproduction of classroom discursive and social practices,
such as the noticing framework (Lobato et al., 2012), transfer of affordances (Greeno et
al., 1996), and preparation for future learning (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999). Little
research, however, has been conducted on the ways in which mathematical practices
transfer across social settings, such as between individual and small-group settings. This
dissertation study provides evidence that individuals may primarily transfer their
experiences from similar social settings, such as from small-group to small-group
settings, rather than from an individual setting. This is similar to the idea of transfer-inpieces, described by Wagner (2010) as an approach to transfer that “assumes that
exposure to particular contexts and the pursuit of particular goals will ‘cue’ a variety of
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knowledge resources that the individual has come to associate with such contexts and
goals because of their usefulness in prior activities” (p. 452). Indeed, Wagner hinted that
transfer-in-pieces was consistent with the notion that socio-cultural settings may have a
strong influence on which conceptual resources an individual may cue, saying “this
approach speaks to traditional transfer while opening the door to addressing certain
sociocultural concerns within a constructivist framework” (p. 453).
This dissertation study not only provides evidence that Wagner (2010) was
appropriate to assume that socio-cultural factors would heavily influence the conceptual
resources cued by an individual, but also describes some of the reasons why such an
influence may occur. For example, Abe claimed during stimulated recall that he was
unsure about using his and Beccah’s prior conjecture from Interview 1 during the
Interview 3 Task. However, he claimed that Beccah’s use of the conjecture as well as
their high level of agreement during Geometry I caused him to agree with her. Similarly,
Faith claimed during stimulated recall that she was generally more withdrawn and
thoughtful when problem-solving, whereas Emalyn claimed she was more willing to say
things she of which she was unsure. This could explain Faith’s willingness to agree with
Emalyn’s explanations during stimulated recall, even when she did not appear to agree
with Emalyn during Interview 3. As such, the working relationships between the partners
appeared to influence the level of agreement between them. More research is required to
investigate the influence of students’ relationships on the mathematical practices that they
use in small-group settings.
For cooperative and inquiry-based learning, this dissertation study provides
evidence that the acts of building and referencing consensus can emerge as the norms of a
mathematics classroom, and that these norms may influence the mathematical practices
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students engage in outside of class. These influences can then allow students to draw
conclusions that they may not have made as individuals, as shown in the cases of Abe
and Beccah as well as Emalyn and Faith during Interview 3. In the case of the former
pairs, Beccah’s straightforward application of the doors-and-rooms metaphor and their
conjecture from Interview 1 allowed Abe to accept that his beliefs about the nature of the
Interview 3 Task being similar to the Interview 1 Task were accurate. This provides a
potential explanation as to why students show greater achievement when working in
cooperative small groups as opposed to traditional, lecture-style classes (Slavin, 1990).
The case of Emalyn and Faith shows that, when isolated as a small-group, students may
not feel compelled to be critical of their partner’s ideas. This provides evidence that
inquiry-based learning should not be considered minimally guided instruction as
suggested by Kirshner et al. (2006), because encouraging the acts of building consensus,
referencing consensus, and being critical (but supportive) of other students’ reasoning are
largely the responsibility of the instructor. These come in addition to the teaching
practices of directing students towards ideas to pursue and not to pursue (Schmidt et al.,
2007) and scaffolding (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007).
Implications for Teaching
For inquiry-based learning courses, this dissertation provides several suggestions
for instruction. As cited in Chapter II, previous research has indicated that students in
inquiry-based learning classrooms have greater cognitive and affective gains for men and
especially women (Laursen et al., 2014), deeper learning and greater persistence for all
students and more support for lower achieving students (Laursen et al., 2011), and
achievement gains persist into future mathematics courses (Kogan & Laursen, 2014).
The results of this dissertation study provide possible explanations as to why inquiry-
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based learning courses observe these positive benefits. For example, it may be that
greater cognitive and affective gains (especially in women) are observed due to the
students developing a sense of belonging in the mathematics classroom. Walton, Logel,
Peach, Spencer, and Zanna (2015) found that interventions aimed to improve one’s sense
of belonging in undergraduate engineering programs improved the grade point averages
of both men and women, with women improving drastically. It may be that the act of
building consensus and validating arguments through group consensus develop students’
senses of belonging in a mathematics classroom.
Furthermore, this study provided evidence that students were willing to build and
reference consensus in small group, experimental settings and refer to prior consensus
when in a follow-up individual setting. This implied that students were able to develop
ideas in a group setting and then refine those ideas on their own. However, there was
also evidence that students may be hesitant to share their experiences as individuals
during small-group settings. Much research in cooperative learning has focused on the
structure of groups (Gillies, 2014) and type of task (Cohen, 1994), but few studies have
examined how a student’s individual experiences may affect his or her interactions in a
small group. This notion, however, is very tentative and requires much further research
before such a strong conclusion can be made.
Implications for Policy
As stated in Chapter I, many organizations have called for research on effective
practices in active learning, including the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences
(2016), the Mathematical Association of America (2016), the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (2016), and the White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy (Handelsman & Brown, 2016). In addition to the teaching implications outlined in
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the previous section, this dissertation provides evidence that effective implementation of
active learning may be hindered due to students’ unwillingness to publicize their ideas in
the classroom that they developed in other settings, such as by themselves at home. This
unwillingness to publicize ideas may be even more pervasive in primary and secondary
schools, where students have a strong desire to be socially popular. As such, the
development of a supportive yet critical community of mathematical practice may be
crucial to allowing students, especially those groups of students that traditionally struggle
in mathematics, to fully engage in an active learning mathematics classroom. Future
policy documents must thus focus on preparing teachers to develop these communities of
practice such that all students have equitable opportunities to engage in mathematics.
Training must also be provided for teachers to not only engage students in active
learning, but also develop these environments so that students feel willing to publish their
unconventional ideas.
Limitations and Future Research
In this section, I address the limitations of this dissertation study and directions
for future research. First, the students who participated in interviews represented only six
of the eleven students from the Geometry I course. While other students’ responses were
used in the coding of the classroom observations, only the six students of Abe, Beccah,
Clay, Derek, Emalyn, and Faith participated in interviews. As such, the results of this
study are heavily influenced by the historical experiences of these students. Their
experiences in Discrete Mathematics, their other mathematics classes, and their life
history with mathematics all represent possible influences on the results of this study that
were not documented. Therefore, more research is required to understand the
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longitudinal effects of prior mathematical experiences on current social interactions when
solving mathematical tasks.
In relation to the tasks, the Interview 1 and Interview 2 Tasks were designed to be
similar so that participants would refine their conjectures from Interview 1 during
Interview 2. This, however, did not allow for significant differences between the two
tasks. As such, influence of the social norms from the classroom (such as referencing
consensus) on the mathematical practices of the individual interview was difficult to
observe. Any evidence of the classroom influencing the mathematical practices of the
individual interviews was necessarily mediated by the mathematical practices of the first
paired interview. Therefore, to determine properly the influences of the norms of the
classroom on the individual interview, it would be more reasonable to offer a task that
differed more obviously from the prior task.
In the following paragraphs, I describe several future research projects extending
from this dissertation. First, to describe further the ways in which classroom norms affect
small group and individual mathematical practices, I suggest a comparative study
between an inquiry-based learning course and a non-inquiry-based learning course. This
new study could compare the norms developed in two variations of the same course,
similar to previous work on noticing in two classrooms performed by Lobato et al.
(2012). Additionally, the new study could investigate how these norms manifest in
small-group and individual settings to determine if the type of norm that develops affects
such a manifestation.
Second, to explore further the model developed from this dissertation, I suggest
exploring larger groups of interview participants and larger subsets of those groups. A
study involving groups of three or four students working in a small group setting could
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allow researchers to explore further how lack of publication could affect the
mathematical practices performed during subsequent settings. It is also possible with a
larger group size for fewer students to appropriate practices from the group setting to an
individual setting.
Finally, further exploration could be conducted in a non-experimental manner,
with small-group interactions being observed during class and individual mathematical
practices being observed in homework assignments and exam performance. This study
could be an ethnographic study intended to observe the classroom as a community of
practice, and then determine how the classroom practices influence the students’
individual mathematical conceptions. Using Rasmussen et al.’s (2015) framework, one
could begin to explore the development of individual mathematical conceptions,
participation in mathematical activity, and classroom mathematical practices and any
relations between those constructs.
Overall, more research is required to expound on the nature of students’ social
adaptation to mathematical tasks. This study represents a first step towards a theory of
learning that can describe how students’ mathematical practices affect and are affected by
their social setting. While Lave and Wenger (1991) suggested that an individual and a
social community do not develop in isolation, the work shown in this dissertation
provides evidence that we can understand the ways in which the individual and collective
aspects of learning influence and are influenced by one another.
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The purpose of this pilot study was to: 1) gain a preliminary understanding of any
theoretical constructs that require refinement to develop a model for analyzing transfer as
adaptation, 2) to investigate the nature of transfer across paired and individual settings,
and 3) to refine the methods used in these investigations, particularly the stages of the
study, data collection methods, data analysis methods, and the interview tasks.
In the following sections, I will describe the pilot study, including theoretical
framework, methods and results, and describe the theoretical framework for the proposed
study. I will first discuss the pilot theoretical framework in order to contrast that with
any theoretical considerations that I encountered during the pilot study process.
Theoretical Framework for the Pilot Study
I frame the theoretical considerations for the pilot study in the manner supported
by Crotty (1998). This implies the discussion of theoretical perspective and
methodology, and methods. In this section, I describe the theoretical perspective in
which the pilot study was grounded through discussion of the epistemological
underpinnings and methodology. The discussion of methods is provided in the section
that follows.
The theoretical perspective of interpretivism informed my pilot study. Under the
perspective of interpretivism, researchers “look for culturally derived and historically
situated interpretations of the social life-world” (Crotty, 1998, p. 67). I implemented this
particular aspect within the culture of mathematics. In other words, as I made
observations I interpreted the actions performed by each individual in relation to their
prior and future actions as well as in relation to the meanings conceived in the greater
mathematical community. For example, the use of the word “boundary” may have a
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technical mathematical meaning, but under interpretivism, I also accepted that the
participants may or may not have used the word with that intended meaning.
The underlying epistemology that is compatible with the theoretical perspective of
the pilot study was the epistemological stance of constructionism (Crotty, 1998). Since I
intend to study the practices performed by pairs and individuals as they make sense of
novel mathematical tasks, I chose constructionism as it supports the notion that reality is
not discovered but rather constructed. In this way, students do not “discover” universal
truths, but rather form their own individual constructions that are based in the reality that
they observe. It is this basis in reality that separates constructionism from subjectivism,
in that meanings are not purely constructed within an individual, but are constructed as a
result of their interactions with their environment. I also have elected to adopt a more
social view of constructionism, similar to Vygotsky (1978), in that students’ views are
internalized from the environment in which they occur.
Under the theoretical perspective of interpretivism, I implemented the
methodology of discourse analysis in the pilot study. While discourse has a multitude of
meanings in mathematics education research (Ryve, 2011), I chose to use a most basic
meaning, with discourse being any connected amount of communicational utterances
with semiotic value. This included verbal communication, meaningful gestures,
illustrations, and distinguishable body language. The unit of analysis of the pilot study
was therefore an utterance, or any continuous series of communicational acts produced
by a single individual. Each utterance is intended to communicate some meaning or idea
(to another person or oneself), and so I considered utterances to be the basis of social
interactions that would reflect each individual’s thoughts and actions.
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The use of discourse analysis is appropriate under the epistemology of
constructionism and the theoretical perspective of interpretivism since discourse reflects
the ways in which individuals develop shared meaning. This shared meaning is
developed within a specific culturally and historically situated life-world (the
mathematics classroom and the interview settings). Any analysis of the discourse should
be performed relative to the associated life-world, so that inferences can be made about
the ways in which individuals develop discourse in relation to the larger social
community of which they are a part.
Pilot Study Methods
I performed the pilot study during the Fall semester of 2014. I will first describe
the methods of the pilot study, then the results. The pilot study was submitted for review
by the Institutional Review Board, and received approval (see Appendix A).
Pilot Participants
The participants for the pilot study were undergraduates in an advanced geometry
class. All were mathematics majors, which included those with an emphasis in secondary
education, liberal arts, or applied mathematics, which included concentrations in applied
statistics and computer science. Their years of undergraduate experienced ranged from
two to four years. There were roughly the same number of male and female students, and
most were Caucasian.
Out of the 14 members of the class, all 14 consented to observations and 13 out of
the 14 consented to participate in interviews. Six participants were selected at random
and solicited for interviews. Out of the six, four participated in the interviews, since one
could not participate due to scheduling issues and one did not respond to the email
inquiry. The four were placed into pairs based on the number of times they had worked
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together during class, thus having a more established familiarity and working
relationship.
Pilot Setting
The setting for the pilot study was an advanced geometry class at a 4-year, Rocky
Mountain Regional university that offered a B.S. in Mathematics, as well as a Ph.D. in
Educational Mathematics. Pre-service teacher training was a large part of the university,
allowing for a large number of mathematics majors with an emphasis in secondary
education. Both mathematicians and mathematics educators teach advanced mathematics
courses at the university.
The advanced geometry course, henceforth called Geometry I, was offered every
semester, at times with multiple sections. A tenured professor of mathematics,
henceforth called Dr. Stinson, who had taught the course over 25 times, was the
instructor of the course I observed. The course explored Euclidean and non-Euclidean
geometry from multiple perspectives, with an emphasis on developing problem solving,
communication, and logical reasoning skills. Under Dr. Stinson, the course was inquirybased, in which students were expected to conjecture, develop, test, and evaluate all
definitions and consequences of such definitions in their groups and in their written
assignments. For example, when asked to answer the question of what it means for a line
to be “straight” on a sphere, students discussed in small groups what it meant for a line to
be “straight” on a plane and then extended those ideas to the sphere. Students were then
expected to write a report, giving their definition of a line, including examples and
defenses of their definition’s validity and verifiability. Students were then given
feedback by Dr. Stinson and allowed to revise their reports. This process was repeated
until they had a report deemed complete by Dr. Stinson or until a certain deadline passed.
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As such, the correctness of an answer was generally open and had to be argued
mathematically in each report. Students wrote reports as both individuals and as groups,
with some reports that could only be revised once.
Throughout the semester, students used manipulatives and other instruments to
gather data and make conjectures regarding mathematical fact. These included tools such
as transparent spheres, long viewing tubes, computer programs such as GeoGebra, and
others. Students’ data gathering process was to be included in all written reports, and the
data were used as evidence as well as a means of verifying a conjecture.
Students worked in groups ranging in sizes from two to four students. Dr. Stinson
assigned students to groups at the outset of each unit, with each unit requiring several
days. He formed groups with the intention that every student work with each other
student in at least one group over the semester. At the time of interviews, every student
had worked with every other student during at least one unit. Thus, all participants in the
interviews had previously worked together in a small group and were familiar with one
another.
Data Collection Procedures
Data were collected in two ways. First, I conducted classroom observations
intended to document the socio-cultural aspects of the classroom, as well as ascertain the
types of interactions enacted by individual members of the classroom (including the
researcher, myself). Second, I conducted three semi-structured interviews with two pairs
of students outside of the classroom to ascertain their performance on mathematical tasks.
During the observations, I functioned as a teaching assistant, sitting with groups
as they worked and occasionally clarifying or asking for further explanation. A
secondary purpose of these observations was to have my presence become natural to the
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students, so that their interviews outside of the classroom would resemble their work
during class. To document my observations, I took written notes on the discourse in the
classroom. These notes were later transcribed in full and open coded for themes. A more
detailed description of the notes can be found in Data Analysis Procedures. I primarily
focused on any normative statements regarding the mathematics or the class itself, as well
as any statements regarding the mathematical content at hand.
The three interviews occurred in a sequence of group-individual-group settings.
These began eight weeks into the semester and continued for three weeks. In the first
interview, each pair of participants was given a mathematical task to perform together,
intended to document their interactions when attempting to solve the task. In the
subsequent individual interview, participants were asked to perform a task that was an
extension to the previous task. This second interview was intended to document the
individual participants ways of reasoning through the task without peer interactions, as
well as further solidify any conclusions drawn in the first interview. For the third
interview, pairs from the first interview were given a task related to the first and second
interview tasks, while not being explicitly told to use similar methods to solve the task.
Participants were explicitly told in paired interviews to communicate with one another, or
to think-aloud during individual interviews.
All interviews were video and audio recorded, and participants were given a
LiveScribe pen to record real-time audio simultaneously with their writing. I then
transcribed the dialogue of the participants’ and myself, using the LiveScribe and video
recordings to clarify any ambiguous references in the audio recording. I also noted any
substantial pauses and instances of writing/drawing to indicate times where presumed
mental and physical work took place without dialogue.
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Each participant, including any who did not participate in interviews, was
assigned a pseudonym. I did not collect any notes on the student who elected not to
participate in observations. I took care to treat all students as equally as possible when
observing class, including those who did not participate in observations, those who did
not participate in interviews, and those who did participate in interviews. I did so by
moving from group to group often, taking care not to linger with any group for much
longer than others.
The Interview Tasks
The tasks for the interviews were all related to the Seven Bridges of Königsberg
problem. For the full interview protocols, see Appendix B. The first task was the
traditional Seven Bridges of Königsberg problem, with the illustration in Figure 1 shown
below. I gave the pairs of participants the prompt of the problem, which stated that it was
their goal to find a continuous path that crossed every bridge once and only once, or
explain why such a path does not exist. They were instructed to communicate with one
another, and that I would only provide clarification. I, however, did provide some
guidance in order to allow the participants to engage further with the problem if they
were unable to progress in solving the problem.

Figure 1. Illustration of Seven Bridges of Königsberg by Giuşcă (2005)
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The task was chosen due to the possibility of it being accessible to students of all
levels. While it did not require any technical knowledge of graph theory for problemsolvers to start engaging with the problem, I did assist the participants in developing the
notion of an abstract graph with vertices and edges if they were unable to develop such a
notion after 45 minutes of time. Using graph theory, the problem can be transferred into
a graph with four vertices, one corresponding to each land mass, with each edge of the
graph being a bridge (as seen in Figure 2). Thus, the problem then becomes finding a
path that crosses each edge once and only once, a process I will call traversing the graph.
In graph theory, the degree of a vertex is the number of edges connected to that
vertex. To correctly solve the task, one must show that an Euler path for the graph (or a
path that traverses the graph that starts at one vertex and ends at another vertex) exists if
and only if the graph has two vertices of odd degree. A related concept, an Euler circuit
(or a path that traverses the graph and starts and ends at the same vertex) exists if and
only if every vertex of the graph is of even degree. For the Seven Bridges of Königsberg,
the degrees of the vertices are three, three, three, and five. Thus, there are four vertices of
odd degree, so there is no possible path.

Figure 2. Seven Bridges of Königsberg with graph overlaid.
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For the second task, individuals were given three extensions to the first task, with
the goal that they would build upon their understanding developed in the first interview.
For the extensions, the four locations of the first task were given names, belonging to the
Red Prince, Blue Prince, Gold District, and Mayor (marked with red, blue, yellow and
gray dots, respectively, as shown in Figure 3). The first extension was for the participant
to build a bridge such that the Blue Prince could start at his location, cross each bridge
once and only once, and end at the Gold District, while leaving the Red Prince unable to
do so. The second extension was to build another bridge such that the Red Prince could
cross each bridge once and only once, ending at the Gold District, and leaving the Blue
Prince unable to do so. The third extension was to build a third bridge that allowed both
the Red and Blue Prince to cross each bridge once and only once and return home. These
extensions were intended to allow the participants to individually build upon their
understanding from the previous interview, while extending their knowledge to Euler
circuits, or paths that traverse a graph while starting and ending at the same vertex.

Figure 3. Seven Bridges of Königsberg with locations of Red Prince (southern square),
Blue Prince (northern square), Gold District (central circle), and Mayor (eastern circle).
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For the third task, the same pairs as in the first interview were asked to complete a
task related to the first and second tasks. Given a box (as seen in Figure 4), the
participants were asked to draw a continuous curve that crossed each edge of the figure
once and only once.

Figure 4. Figure of third task box.
From the researcher’s (my) perspective, this problem is similar to the first and
second tasks in that it can be solved using a graph. In this case, the graph has six vertices
corresponding to the five small boxes and the outer area. As can be seen in Figure 5, if
each edge between two small boxes is considered an edge in the graph, this forms a graph
with vertices of degree 9, 5, 5, 5, 4, and 4. Since there are more than two vertices of odd
degree, it is not possible to have an Euler path or an Euler circuit, so it is not possible to
draw a continuous curve that crosses each edge once and only once.

Figure 5. Figure of third task box with associated graph.
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While I view these tasks as similar, I did not want to give the students any
indication that they should use graphs in solving the problem. In order for the
participants not to rely on my authority to make this connection for them, I left the
interview room for the minimum of 20 minutes or the amount of time it took them to be
satisfied with solving the task (the participants were allowed to leave the room and/or
notify me if they finished). I did not want to give any indication regarding whether they
should use their reasoning from the previous, so leaving the room for the first portion of
the interview allowed for the participants to make those connections without any
unintended influence from me. The video recording, audio recording, and LiveScribe
recording were all in use during this time to collect data while I was not present. When I
returned, I answered any clarifying questions and asked them about their progress. Once
the participants were satisfied with my clarifications and I was satisfied with their
explanations of their progress, I asked them for permission to leave again. If granted, I
left for another 20 minutes. These times were allotted to allow the participants to
describe their thoughts without relying on my clarification immediately, so that any
relations of similarity that they constructed between the tasks were their own and not as a
result of my influence as an authority figure. While they could have concluded the tasks
were similar due to their being in an interview setting as part of my study, I wanted to
allow them to reach that conclusion on their own.
Data Analysis Procedures
My notes from observing the classroom included: 1) on which course project a
group was working, 2) the members of the group in which the discourse occurred (either
a small group or the whole class), 3) who the primary speaker(s) was, 4) a summary of
each discussion, 5) the normative value of any arguments, strategies, or experiences (i.e.,
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whether they were accepted or rejected), 6) any direct quotes supporting the summaries
of the discussion, 7) their interactions with other students, the instructor, or myself, and
8) a socio-cultural category. Socio-cultural categories included: 1) mathematical
content, 2) social norms, 3) socio-mathematical norms, and 4) acts of positioning. Some
observations were placed into multiple categories, such as the discussion regarding a
reasonable definition of a straight line pertaining to 1) the class’s normative
understanding of need for a “reasonable” definition, 2) the socio-mathematical norm of
the requirements of a proper definition, and 3) the mathematical content of a straight line.
To analyze the observation data, I performed open coding as described by Patton
(2000). I developed themes for these observations, continually refining these themes,
adding, subtracting, and combining themes where appropriate as described by Patton
(2000). These themes were then used to describe the norms of the classroom, both social
and socio-mathematical, as well as actions of individual students with respect to these
norms.
To analyze the interview data, I chose the unit of analysis to be the discourse of
each interview. In the aforementioned theoretical framework, I defined discourse to be
composed of utterances, which constitute any act of verbal or illustrative communication
performed by the participants. Each interview was partitioned into utterances so that
each utterance could be coded accordingly.
I first transcribed the audio recordings for dialogue produced by the participants
as well as myself. I also noted any instances of writing or drawing in which no dialogue
was taking place as forms of illustrative discourse. I then developed a narrative for each
interview in order to describe their progression and the flow of reasoning produced by the
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participants. These narratives were then open-coded for themes in order to describe any
general patterns that occurred within the interviews.
I then used an Initiation/Response framework to analyze the discourse performed
by each participant, similar to Bishop (2012). Bishop condensed the traditional
initiation/response/follow-up/evaluation framework into four categories: Initiation (I),
Initiation without Response (IO), Response to Self (RS), and Response to Other (RO).
The latter two categories were intended to encompass follow-up and evaluation
components of the traditional Initiation/Response framework approach since those
categories are qualitative distinctions of responses. These four categories were called
discourse structure codes.
The purpose of the discourse structure codes was to delineate the topics of
discussion throughout the interview discourse. An Initiation was coded whenever an
utterance was made that was not directly referencing an immediately preceding utterance.
Immediately preceding was defined as for either participant, and so a participant that
ignored a response from their partner and continued with their own line of thought was
coded as a Response to Self rather than an Initiation. If an utterance was made in
reference to an utterance that occurred not immediately prior, this was also considered an
Initiation, since the effect of the utterance was to end the prior topic and initiate a
different topic. An Initiation without Response was coded when any initiation was made
that was not directly responded to by either participant. A Response to Self was coded as
any response to an initiation performed by that same participant, or a response to a
Response to Self. This could occur in two cases: 1) a participant made an initiation,
paused without interruption from their partner, and then responded to their initiation, or
2) a participant made an Initiation, their partner made a Response to Other or Initiation
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without Response, and the initiator made a response that was not relevant to their
partner’s utterance. This reflected a topic being continued by one participant, even if
their partner did not take up the topic. A Response to Other was coded as any response to
an initiation performed by the other participant.
I chose to use this framework in both paired and individual interviews. While
obvious for use in paired interviews, I also used it in the individual interviews because it
allowed me to understand how each participant’s interactions with myself as the
interviewer affected their mathematical practices. The theoretical perspective of the pilot
study allowed me to include a description of these interactions between interviewer and
interviewee as an integral part of the discourse formed in each interview, and not merely
a byproduct of experimental design. Thus, analyzing these interactions has both research
and methodological implications.
Each utterance was also coded for function. Function codes were used to describe
the purpose of each utterance, e.g. to explain, evaluate, provide an example, hypothesize,
express a belief. These codes were developed using open coding and refined using the
constant comparative method as outlined by Patton (2000). Function codes were
assigned a designation of high or low, intended to reflect the cognitive level of the
utterance. For example, a participant asking for basic clarification, such as “Did you
cross that bridge?” was coded as a low cognitive level. However, a strategic clarification,
such as “How did you know where to start?” implied a request for a response that was at
a higher cognitive level, not merely repeating information or replying with a yes or no.
Some function codes could be considered either high or low depending on the context.
For example, a participant requesting basic clarification (like the first example above)
could be coded as a high cognitive level if the participant intended it as a counter,
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implying that his or her partner had not crossed the bridge and thus had an incorrect
solution. However, it could also be coded as a low cognitive level if the participant
merely had not observed his or her partner crossing that particular bridge.
Pilot Study Results
In this section, I shall detail 1) the classroom observations and associated themes,
2) a description of each pair of participants, 3) several “episodes” from each interview
intended to exemplify a particular code or theme from the interviews, 4) a cross-case
analysis of each interview across the pairs and individuals, 5) a summary of the themes
from the discourse structure and function codes, and 6) a comparison of themes across
the classroom observations, the interviews, and the discourse codes. Each “episode” was
a portion of an interview selected after analysis to exemplify the themes that emerged
from the interviews.
For observations, I observed every day of class during the semester except for the
final exam. Notes were collected every day until the day after the last interview was
conducted.
Observations of the Class
By observing the classroom, I developed three themes related to the 1) content, 2)
social norms, 3) socio-mathematical norms, and 4) acts of positioning that occurred
within the classroom. I will discuss the three themes that emerged from the observation
data: Negotiation, Proof Process, and Demathematization. Negotiation involved the
building of consensus regarding mathematical constructs in the classroom as well as the
expectation of discussion and explanation among the students. Proof Process involved
the focus on use of concrete examples to develop proofs and the logical structure and
ordering of proofs. Demathematization involved the development of informal, shared
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meanings from formal mathematical statements. These themes were developed to
understand the socio-cultural aspects of the classroom in order to compare them to any
possible reproductions during the interview settings as outlined in the first research
question (Q1). Each theme description includes examples from observation notes and
related four aforementioned constructs.
Negotiation. The theme of negotiation occurred in both senses described by
Prawat and Floden (1994), first as consensus building, the second as overcoming
obstacles. The most prevalent, almost ubiquitous social norm was the expectation that
the students justify their ideas and respond to the ideas of other students. Students were
not only expected to come to a consensus when discussing mathematical proofs and
arguments, but were also expected to come to that consensus through discussion and
explanation rather than through compromise.
As an example of consensus building, Dr. Stinson often led discussions regarding
the use of definitions. When discussing the definition of a rectangle, Dr. Stinson
collected several definitions constructed by the students in their small groups, allowing
the whole class to discuss the validity and their preferences regarding each definition.
From a content perspective, the definitions given by the students were compared and
contrasted so that the students could determine which definitions were different and
which were subsumed by others. For example, one group gave a definition being a
closed figure with four vertices such that opposing sides were congruent, while another
gave a definition of a closed figure with four vertices with four right angles. It was the
goal of the discussion to have the students (and Dr. Stinson) come to a consensus as to
which definition was appropriate.
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From a socio-mathematical norm perspective, one student suggested that they
combine all the definitions into one larger definition, that way they did not need to worry
about which one was most appropriate. Rather than allowing the students to build
consensus on this idea, Dr. Stinson instead intimated that a more concise definition would
be easier to verify, and therefore be advantageous going forward.
While I found aspects of negotiation within the small groups, I also found a
distinct lack of negotiation in some cases. I classified an act of positioning as an act of
abandonment, where at least one student was left behind as other group members moved
on to other problems. For example, when proving theorems in geometry using an
axiomatic approach, one student (whom I shall call Student A) tended to begin proofs
while group members were still reading the question. While other groups would begin by
discussing the definitions of relevant terms (similar to the above), Student A tended to
begin proofs, then perform acts of pulling, defined to be informing his or her group
members of Student A’s progress with the expectation that their discussion begin from
there. This was not uncommon and occurred with more students in more groups than just
Student A.
Proof process. The theme of proof process involved discussing the methods used
in proving a theorem or conjecture. Under this theme, I classified any act that contained
discussion of methods of proof, validity of a proof, or structure of a proof. One of the
ways that Dr. Stinson approached proofs in Geometry I was to allow students to first
explore ideas using examples and concrete manipulatives. As an example, Dr. Stinson
gave the students clear plastic spheres on which they could draw using dry-erase markers.
They then used these spheres to discuss the validity of various triangle congruence
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theorems on the sphere. Thus, Dr. Stinson used examples and manipulatives as a way to
motivate theorems before attempting to construct a proof.
Dr. Stinson also encouraged the students to be mindful of the order and structure
of their proofs. For example, the students were expected to develop theorems within
Neutral Geometry, an abstract form of geometry that relied purely on axioms. One such
set of axioms was the following: 1) If L is a line, then there exist at least two points
belonging to L, 2) If L is a line, then there exists at least one point that is not on L, 3)
There exists at least one line, and 4) If A and B are different points, then there exists at
least one line which contains both A and B.
An episode that exemplified this emphasis on structure and order occurred when
the class had a discussion about how to prove the statement “Each point belongs to some
line.” From a content perspective, the discussion began with a prompt asking the
students to discuss which line was invalid in the following proof: by Axiom 3, there
exists a line L, by Axiom 1, there exists at least two points A and B on the line L, and so
for every point A, there is some line that contains A. The correct version of the proof
would be something like the following: Let A be an arbitrary point. By Axiom 3, there
exists a line L. It is the case that either A belongs to L or A does not belong to L. If A
does not belong to L, then there must exist two points B and C belonging to L distinct
from A. By Axiom 4, there must exist a line between A and B, so for every point A, there
is some line containing A.
From a socio-mathematical norm perspective, this led to a discussion about
whether to “start with a point or start with a line.” The students felt that the arguments
were very similar, and only differed in the ways in which they began, namely starting
with a line L or starting with a point A. Dr. Stinson clarified that the problem statement
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should determine which should be the case, and if the problem concerned “every point,”
then the proof should “start with a point.” Likewise, if the problem concerned “every
line” then the proof should “start with a line.”
From a positioning perspective, discussions of proof process tended to occur with
the whole class, with Dr. Stinson taking on the role of authority. Probably due to their
relative inexperience with proof, the students tended to be cautious when attempting to
begin a proof, many asking outright “should we start with a point or with a line?” While
this lack of authority diminished over the course of the semester, such types of
questioning continued to occur several weeks after beginning proofs in Neutral
Geometry.
Demathematization. The theme of demathematization was a process that
functioned as the reversal of what Gravemeijer et al. (2000) defined as mathematizing.
For Gravemeijer and colleagues, vertical mathematizing was the emergence of
symbolization and symbol use by students, the process by which students go from
informal models of a situation to more formal, abstracted models. An example of vertical
mathematizing from the Geometry I course was the transition from lines of reflection on
a geometric diagram to using symbols to denote those lines of reflection so that those
symbols could be composed.
The reverse of vertical mathematizing, which I call demathematization, was much
more common within the Geometry I course. I defined demathematization to be the
process of making sense of a mathematical statement. I found two categories of
demathematization: 1) converting a formal statement into language with which a student
was more familiar and 2) converting a formal statement into an action or object that
conveyed the meaning of the statement. An example of the first kind occurred when Dr.
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Stinson presented a postulate defined by Euclid to be “That, if a straight line falling on
two straight lines make the interior angles on the same side less than two right angles, the
two straight lines, if produced indefinitely, meet on that side on which the angles are less
than two right angles.” Several students had difficulty understanding the meaning of
“less than two right angles.” Eventually, the class decided that the meaning of “less than
two right angles” was equivalent to the sum of the degrees of the angles being less than
180 degrees. Thus, the class converted the language of “less than two right angles” into a
statement of “less than 180 degrees,” something with which they were more familiar.
An example of second type of demathematization occurred when discussing
Axiom 4 of the aforementioned Neutral Geometry, the axiom that stated “if A and B are
different points, then there exists at least one line which contains A and B.” Several
students had difficulty applying this axiom in general, contending that “if B and C are
different points, we don’t know if there exists a line that contains both of them because
they’re not A and B.” In this case, the demathematization that eventually occurred was
the students converting Axiom 4 into an action whereby if they knew two points were
distinct, they could draw a line between them.
Summary of the classroom observation themes. The three themes of the
classroom observations that emerged from the data were 1) Negotiation, 2) Proof
Process, and 3) Demathematization. Negotiation included the building of consensus
between Dr. Stinson and the students as well as among the students within their small
groups. Proof Process included the use of concrete examples and discussion of the
structure and logical order of proofs. Demathematization included the formulation of
informal, shared-meanings from formal mathematical statements. The purpose of
developing these themes was to illustrate the socio-cultural aspects of the classroom, and
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then to compare them to any reproductions within the interview settings. One might
question whether it is reasonable that these constructs, developed within the classroom,
would have any influence on the interview settings. I would claim, however, that since 1)
the students were solicited from the Geometry I class, 2) I attended every day of class and
was active in assisting them, and 3) their partners were from the class, that the change in
environment was not so extreme as to render the themes developed during the class moot.
I will, however, discuss the validity of this claim after discussing the interview results.
Interviews
Interviews began eight weeks into the semester and occurred over three weeks.
The four interviewees were two pairs of students from the Geometry I class. The first
pair was Robin and Lily; the second, Ted and Marshall. In this section, I will first
provide a general description of the first pair, Robin and Lily, along with a narrative
summary of some episodes of interest from each of their four interviews (two as a pair,
two as individuals). These episodes shall be accompanied by an analysis of the themes
developed via open coding. In a similar manner, Ted’s and Marshall’s interview data
analysis will be shared. I will then conclude with a cross case analysis of the pairs, a
discussion of the themes developed from the initiation/response analysis, and a discussion
on the relationships between the analysis of the classroom observation data and the
analyses of the interview data.
Description of Robin and Lily
Robin and Lily were two female students who possessed interests in both
mathematics and education. Robin was in her 2nd year at the university, pursuing a
mathematics major with an emphasis in secondary education. Lily was in her 4th year,
pursuing an elementary education major with a mathematics minor and an elementary
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education minor. Robin, being only in her 2nd year, had taken Calculus I and II and a
discrete mathematics course as her only mathematics courses. Lily, meanwhile, had
taken 11 mathematics courses, including three focusing on elementary mathematics
education content, Calculus I and II, discrete mathematics, and four courses at the junior
and senior mathematics level. Robin described herself as generally struggling with
mathematics, but made up for that deficiency with hard work. Lily described herself as
having “up and down” experiences with mathematics, feeling very challenged at some
times but very smart at other times.
Robin and Lily: Interview 1
Episode 1
After receiving the prompt for the first interview, Robin immediately related the
task to something she had done in discrete math. She was hesitant, uncertain of where to
begin the path while Lily clarified that the path could start anywhere. Robin decided to
start on the outside, and attempted to illustrate a solution by drawing potential paths. She
had some difficulty, and determined it was due to the "center thing" (see Figure 6) having
an “odd number.” Lily agreed that one would have to "go back in, or back out" which
would miss one. Robin added, “Each line needs to be even” because then they could “go
out and go straight back.”

Figure 6. Map of first task with “center thing” labeled with a filled circle.
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This episode highlighted five task-related themes that emerged via my open
coding of the interviews: 1) prior knowledge, 2) start-end confusion, 3) island dilemma,
4) in-out strategy, and 5) path tracing. Robin’s relating the problem to a problem she had
seen before was an appeal to prior experience, claiming that she had experience with the
same problem in her discrete mathematics class. Robin also exhibited start-end
confusion, a theme I determined to be any utterance in which a participant was uncertain
about where to start or end a path, or whether the start or end of a path mattered in that
situation. Robin’s claim about the difficulty being with the “center thing” I called an
island dilemma, defined as an utterance denoting that one part of the diagram was
isolated and problematic. Lily then responded with an in-out strategy, a theme I defined
to be an utterance intimating the repeated entering and exiting of a particular section, in
this case, going in and out of the “center thing. The act of path tracing was exemplified
by Robin’s attempt to draw an explicit path that solved the task.
A few things should be noted that were lacking from Robin and Lily’s first
episode above. First, they did not draw a graph (yet); all of their paths were drawn on
replicas of the map that they made on the LiveScribe notebook. Second, while they
mentioned the ideas of being “odd” and “even,” it was clear from later examples that they
were uncertain about exactly what quantity was odd or even. Third, in consultation with
a mathematics professor who had taught graph theory, I determined that the in-out
strategy was a valid method of establishing the existence of Euler paths and Euler
circuits. So while the participants were uncertain of a number of issues (where to start,
what needed to be odd/even), their approach to solving the task was appropriate under the
views of mathematics culture at the outset.
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Robin and Lily: Interview 1
Episode 2
Another episode of interest occurred after Robin and Lily had attempted to solve
the task in a number of ways. After working for 20 minutes, the pair had attempted to
solve the problem by looking at 1) removing a bridge and attempting to solve (they did so
successfully, since it changes the graph from having four odd degree vertices to two odd
and two even), 2) dividing the problem into cases determined by the total number of
bridges (worked for cases 1-6 and 8-9), and 3) numerous attempts using path tracing. At
this point, I suggested that they look more closely at the landmasses and the relationships
between each landmass. Till then, the pair had been looking exclusively at the bridges,
ignoring their locations with respect to each landmass. I envisioned they would begin
identifying each landmass as a single entity with bridges connected to that particular
landmass. I believed this line of reasoning would guide them to the use of a graph to
solve the problem. They were already discussing the ideas of bridges and landmasses
independently, but had not discussed them together in a way that was conducive to
identifying each landmass as a vertex and each bridge as an edge between vertices.
Robin claimed that the landmasses did not matter, since the problem was
concerned with the bridges. Lily suggested otherwise, however, claiming that since there
was no “edge” to the map, some landmasses were “enclosed” (namely the center island)
and some were not. It was in this crucial difference that Lily believed the difficulty to lie,
not the relationships between the bridges and the landmasses.
Later, Robin suggested that the other landmasses were also “enclosed,” since the
problem explicitly stated that the rivers in the diagram extended outward and could not be
crossed outside the map. She then drew (as seen in Figure 7) a replica of the map with a
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boundary, depicting each landmass as “enclosed.” Lily felt, however, that the island was
fundamentally different from the other landmasses, since the waterways that enclosed the
island were known whereas the outer boundary that Robin had drawn was unknown. Lily
thus viewed treating the outer landmasses as “enclosed” as well as adding to the diagram
constraints that were not necessarily true. Robin agreed, saying that the problematic area
was the enclosed square in the middle.

Figure 7. Lily’s sketch of the map having no “edge.”
This episode was the first instance of an emergent theme regarding the edge of the
map. It highlights the fact that even though Robin had good reason to doubt Lily’s
suggestions, Lily was able to leverage Robin’s and her own issues with the center island
in order to convince Robin that the center island had to be different from the rest of the
landmasses in some way. By then, they had struggled with the problem for over 45
minutes, and without any support, would have been unable to make sense of the second
interview task. At this point, I introduced the notion of a graph with the landmasses as
vertices and the bridges between the landmasses as edges between the vertices. The true
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significance of the edge of the map would not manifest until Interview 3, to be described
below.
Robin and Lily: Interview 1
Episode 3
The last episode that I shall share from Robin and Lily’s first interview was the
development of their conjecture. After I introduced the graph to them, I asked them to
recreate the situation using the graph. While Robin asked for clarification as to what I
meant, Lily began to draw the graph. After Lily completed the graph, Robin claimed that
it looked similar to something she had seen in her discrete mathematics class once more.
Robin then added a bridge to the graph, claiming they needed “at least two even.” While
it was implicit that they were referencing the degree of each vertex as being even, it was
clear that lacking the term “degree” in their shared experience prevented them from being
explicit. Lily suggested they should check cases, such as having only one even, while
Robin suggested they check the case of having all odd. After working some examples,
they claimed that the vertices “kept changing places” or that adding an edge to the graph
always changed the parity of two vertices. Therefore, they conjectured that a path was
only possible if a graph had at least two even vertices. Lily felt, however, that they had
found “almost a proof,” saying “it’s showing that we couldn’t draw it without two
evens.”
This episode highlighted the code of conjecture, a code that described the use or
description of a formal conjecture. I use the term conjecture rather than proof or theorem
because the participants did not attain a level of certainty that they believed was
indicative of a proof. As shall be discussed within the initiation/response analysis, this
differed from beliefs and hypotheses. While each corresponds to some level of certainty
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regarding the truth of a proposition, I categorized them as follows: A belief is an opinion
or conviction presented without evidence, a hypothesis is a proposition presented with
unverified evidence, and a conjecture is a proposition presented with evidence. For
example, in the first episode of Interview 1, Robin held the belief that the “center thing”
was the cause of their difficulty. Later, Robin stated the hypothesis that the “center
thing” was problematic because it was of odd degree. Finally, Robin and Lily
conjectured that it was not possible to traverse the graph because there were not at least
two even vertices.
A note on the accuracy of their conjecture is required. As stated previously, a
fully correct conjecture, according to the mathematics culture at large, would have been
of the form “every vertex must have even degree except at most exactly one pair.” Robin
and Lily’s conjecture, equivalent to there being at least two vertices of even degree, is not
true in a more general sense of the problem. If there were a graph with two even degree
vertices and four odd degree vertices, their conjecture would claim that that graph would
be traversable, while such is not the case. It must be noted, however, that within the
context they were given, their conjecture can be proven true. It is precisely due to there
being exactly four vertices that the statement “having at least two even vertices” is
equivalent to the statement “having at most exactly one pair of odd degree vertices.”
This distinction became much more important during Interview 3, where the associated
graph had six vertices.
Robin: Interview 2 Episode 1
Robin began Interview 2 by consulting her notes from her discrete mathematics
course. She had asked if I would allow her to look at her notes, and I told her that if it
made her feel more comfortable, she could bring them. After I gave her the task, Robin
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flipped through her notes and found the statement “there can be at most two odd vertices
and they must be the start and end of the path.” She claimed she could answer the
questions using that, I asked her if she would feel comfortable attempting the problems
without referring to her notes, and she obliged.
The task in Interview 2 was to solve three extensions of the first task from
Interview 1. Using the same map as before except with the landmasses labeled, the first
part of the Interview 2 task was to build a new bridge so that the Blue Prince (see Figure
8) could cross all (subsequently) eight bridges and end in the Gold District.

Figure 8. Seven Bridges of Königsberg with locations of Red Prince (southern square),
Blue Prince (northern square), Gold District (central circle), and Mayor (eastern circle).
To solve this task, Robin put down a bridge at a particular location without stating
why. This location was between the Red Prince and the Mayor, which transformed the
graph into two evens and two odds, with the two odds being at the Blue Prince and Gold
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District. Thus, when Robin attempted to verify that her bridge solved the task, she was
successful in finding a path that crossed all the bridges only once starting at the Blue
Prince and ending at the Gold District. I then asked her if such was possible for the Red
Prince. She again engaged in path tracing, attempting to find a path for the Red Prince as
a counterexample. She then questioned if she and Lily had been wrong during the last
interview, since, in her mind, the conjecture clearly worked in her current situation. After
tracing more paths, Robin stated, “if you start somewhere, and you want to leave and
come back, you have to be even.” She also stated, “If you started somewhere and you
wanted to leave, it needed to be odd.” Using these two pieces of information, she wrote a
conjecture that stated, “If you want to start and end in different places, you need an odd
number of vertices from your starting place.” With that, Robin was satisfied with her
answer to this task, and moved on to the second part of the Interview 2 task.
It should be noted that while Robin used an in-out strategy to form her conjecture,
it was Lily who first introduced the in-out strategy in Interview 1. It may have been that
Robin was already familiar with such a line of reasoning, but Lily’s usage of an in-out
strategy in Interview 1, Episode 1 was the only instance of an in-out strategy in the
entirety of Robin and Lily’s Interview 1. While Lily had taken discrete math as well, it
appeared as though she had been removed from it long enough to not recall her
experiences as well as Robin.
Robin: Interview 2 Episode 2
Robin completed the second task (building a another bridge so that the Red Prince
could traverse the bridges while the Blue Prince could not) within 90 seconds, placing the
bridge and stating “so that makes this four, and this five, which then would prove this to
br right.” In her statement, she referred to changing the parity of the Blue Prince to even,
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while changing the parity of the Red Prince to odd. I asked her if she was convinced of
her answer, she said yes, and asked if I wanted her to give a written description of her
answer. I told her it was her decision, and she elected to not do so.
As she began the third task of building a third bridge so that the Blue and Red
Princes could both traverse all the bridges by starting and ending at their respective
locations, Robin claimed that both “Red had to be odd and Blue would have to be odd.”
When I asked her why this was the case, she said that she could find a path that started
and ended at two different places, those places would be odd. She began path tracing
once more, finding a path that she claimed worked for Red but did not work for Blue.
She concluded that this implied that the problem was not possible. When I asked her if
that could have been due to her placement of that particular bridge, she exclaimed that
she had a breakthrough. She stated that now she was trying to construct paths that started
and ended in the same place, rather than started and ended in different places. She
concluded that in order to start and end at the same place, the vertex (that one was
starting and ending at) had to be even.
When I asked Robin to revisit their conjecture from the first interview, however,
Robin claimed that it was still true. I asked her if she would add anything to their
conjecture, and she said she would add “the whole starting and ending thing.” It
appeared, however, that her experiences in Interview 2 (including the use of her notes
from discrete mathematics) reinforced her conjecture developed in the first interview.
Lily: Interview 2 Episode 1
At the beginning of the Interview 2 task, Lily placed the new bridge in several
incorrect locations, each time using path tracing to find a solution. After numerous
failures, she stated, “We should be able to get each bridge,” implying that there should be
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a path because adding a bridge caused the graph to have two evens, which fulfilled their
conjecture from the first interview. I prompted her by suggesting that maybe she had to
start at a different point. She found a path that worked when she started from a vertex of
degree three; it simply was not a path that fulfilled the task. She then moved her bridge
so that the vertices that she started and ended at were both of odd degree. She then
claimed that she did not need to trace the path, because she knew it existed by her
conjecture.
This episode contrasted with Robin’s Interview 2, in that while Robin consistently
verified her conjecture, Lily took her conjecture as fact, going so far as to claiming to not
need to find a path to solve the task. Thus, Lily put much greater weight on the evidence
that she and Robin had gathered in the first interview. Lily later used this same
confidence to correctly solve the second part of the Interview 2 task more quickly than
Robin, since Lily did not feel compelled to physically trace a path, relying on its
existence due to her conjecture.
Lily: Interview 2 Episode 2
Lily had similar issues with the third part of the Interview 2 task as Robin. Lily at
first chose not to build a bridge, trying to see if it was possible to start and end at the
same vertex using the bridge configuration from the end of the second part of the
Interview 2 task. After tracing many paths, Lily built a new bridge (in an incorrect
location) and then continued to path tracing. She decided eventually that she had built
her bridge in the wrong spot, and then moved the bridge to a spot where she calculated
that every vertex was of even degree. She then traced paths to confirm her location
worked, which she did confirm.
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When I asked Lily if she wished to revise her conjecture in any way, she said that
she wanted to keep the same conjecture, because all the situations that worked had at
least two even degree vertices. Unlike Robin, Lily did not feel compelled to add
anything to their previous conjecture.
Robin and Lily: Interview 3
Episode 1
At the beginning of Interview 3, I gave Robin and Lily the task and then left the
room to allow them to work. After discussing whether the “center” was two edges or one
(circled in Figure 9), Lily decided to turn the problem “into the bridge problem.” Robin
added that the dots would be the five rectangles in the diagram. Lily then claimed that
they needed to extend the edges of the box to separate the “outside” (see Figure 9).
When Robin questioned this idea, Lily explained that if each edge were a bridge, they
would need bridges from the outside going in, so they needed to partition the “outside”
into “outside landmasses.” Robin agreed with this as they began constructing the graph
(shown in Figure 10).

Figure 9. Box with edges “extended” as drawn by Robin and Lily with “center” circled.
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Figure 10. Corresponding graph to Figure 13 with nine vertices (“center” ignored).
When Robin and Lily constructed the graph that corresponded to their box with
extended edges, Lily noted that they had nine vertices, which she found troubling. Both
agreed that this difference might have invalidated their previous work, and both decided
to ignore the “center.” Robin suggested that they try to “guess and check” paths,
beginning to path trace. She then gave an in-out argument as to why there should be a
path, but she found she could not “get out of the center.” Lily then tried a path, and after
failing, asked Robin if she thought it mattered where they started. Robin responded that
she did not think it mattered. After a few more unsuccessful attempts, Lily claimed that
the graph might not be a good model for the situation.
Robin claimed that they were missing outside points, and needed to add them in
order for the graph to be correct. Lily claimed that it would not make the situation any
easier. Robin then tried to add points and paused when deciding whether she needed to
connect the outside points to one another. Lily claimed that since the outside points were
not on the original diagram, they should only connect to one other point (the
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corresponding point on the “inside”). Robin then suggested that they should not use the
graph.
This episode contained many themes similar to Robin and Lily’s Interview 1,
Episodes 1 and 2. Both those episodes and the current episode contained aspects of prior
experience, in-out strategy, island dilemma, path tracing, start-end confusion, and edge
of the map. I am using prior experience to refer to Lily’s decision to turn the Interview 3
task “into the bridge problem.” Thus, she was referencing her and Robin’s shared
experience from Interview 1, Episode 1, and not an experience from a prior class, as
Robin had in Interview 1. Both also made explicit connections between bridges and
landmasses in the Interview 1 task to the edges and rectangles in the Interview 3 task.
While they had solved the Interview 1 and 2 tasks (from my perspective), their inability
to solve the Interview 3 task constituted a lack of transfer from a traditional view on
transfer. It was, however, an example of cognitive, actor-oriented transfer, whereby
Robin and Lily were constructing explicit relations of similarity between their current
situation and the previous one. Lily also identified a difference between the two
situations in that they now had a larger number of vertices than before. When they were
unsuccessful and Lily decided that the graph was not a good model for the situation,
however, they began the process of abandoning those relations of similarity that they had
previously constructed. From an actor-oriented perspective, the pair determined the
Interview 3 task to be sufficiently different from the Interview 1 task that the use of the
graph did not apply in the former task. This reflected Gick and Holyoak’s (1980) notion
that a surface feature (from the researcher’s perspective), could cause individuals to fail
to observe structural similarity. From a socio-cultural perspective, however, the reason
for this failure to apply their previous knowledge could be attributed to Lily’s insistence
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that using the graph was inappropriate which in turn overcame Robin’s hesitance to
abandon the model. This would eventually lead to their failure to complete the task, as
shown below.
Robin and Lily: Interview 3
Episode 2
After I returned, Robin and Lily asked me to clarify the “center edge,” which I
clarified that I considered it to be two edges. They then claimed that all their previous
work was useless. Lily asked if they were supposed to use a graph, and I responded that
if they felt a graph was helpful, they could use one. I left once more and they continued
to work.
When I returned again, I asked if they had tried to use a graph. Lily explained
that they felt limited, because the connections to the “outside points” were arbitrary. I
asked if they could construct a graph with just one point on the outside. Lily said it
would be too confusing to have so many connections, so it would not be helpful. She
claimed it was easier to use the picture rather than the graph. When I asked them to try
using the graph again, Robin began to draw a graph with only one “outside” point, while
Lily said there was too much uncertainty because they were “adding paths.” She claimed
that they could not know how many times the graph should connect to the outside point,
because “it depends on what path you take.” I then asked Robin what the lines on the
graph meant, and Robin clarified that they were “possible paths.” The graph that Robin
produced can be seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Graph produced with one point on the “outside.”
After Robin produced the graph in Figure 11, I asked them about their previous
conjectures from Interviews 1 and 2. Robin stated that you could have two odds if you
started at one and ended at another. Lily said their situation was different because they
did not have a set starting and ending point. Robin then said that they needed “even
amounts” on the other vertices other than your starting and ending points, but Lily
countered that it did not matter where they started or ended. They attempted to trace
paths once more and failed to find a solution. They both agreed at the end of the
interview that the graph was not a good way to find a solution to the problem.
This episode represented the nature by which Robin and Lily abandoned the
relations of similarity that they had constructed between the Interview 1 task and the
Interview 3 task. It also showed the nature of their negotiation, where Lily’s insistence in
not using the graph was able to convince Robin despite my asking them to try to use the
graph. By the end of the interview, Robin and Lily were both certain that the graph made
the problem more complicated than just the diagram. Robin, however, showed she
understood the distinction that edge represented a possible direction of the path rather
than the path itself, transferring this experience from her second interview. This was
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contrary to Lily who claimed that the graph was inappropriate since it did not determine
the path they were to trace, despite having used the graph to successfully solve the
Interview 2 task.
In referring to their previous conjecture, while Lily noticed that the number of
vertices was different from the Interview 1 task, she was unable to generalize her
conclusions to the Interview 3 task. She claimed that since their graph had two even
degree vertices, a path should be possible; they just could not find one. Robin, however,
was aware that the “other” vertices (not the starting or ending point of the path) had to be
even, but was not able to articulate that understanding as requiring a modification to their
previous conjecture (from at least two even vertices to at most two odd vertices). I
contend that if Robin and Lily had been able to more clearly discuss the differences in the
number of vertices and the necessary modifications to their conjecture, they would have
been able to state a conjecture that could be proven true in general. It was a combination,
however, of Lily’s faith in her previous conjecture and her belief that the graph was not
helpful that prevented such a discussion.
Summary of Robin and Lily
Throughout the interviews, Robin and Lily constructed in-out strategies,
determined that the “center” of the diagram was the problem, that the edge of the map
was not clearly defined, and they were confused as to where to start and where to end.
After I introduced the notion of a graph in Interview 1, Robin and Lily were both
successful in using the graph to understand the related task in Interview 2 in the
individual setting. Both also reinforced the conjecture they developed in Interview 1
using results front Interview 2. In Interview 3, they diverged with Lily no longer
believing in the utility of using the graph to model the situation, while Robin was still
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able to use the graph to make some sense of the situation. Lily’s beliefs, however,
eventually convinced Robin that the graph was not helpful in solving the Interview 3
task. Thus, while both constructed relations of similarity between Interview Task 1 and
Interview Task 3, they were abandoned by both group members despite the source of the
abandonment originating with Lily.
Ted and Marshall
The second pair in the pilot study was comprised of two male students, Ted and
Marshall. Marshall was a 3rd year mathematics major with a concentration in
mathematics, while Ted was a 4th year elementary education major with an emphasis in
mathematics. Marshall had taken Calculus I-III, discrete mathematics, elementary linear
algebra, and mathematical modeling, while Ted had taken the same courses with two
courses focused on elementary mathematics education content in place of the calculus
sequence. Marshall described himself as loving mathematics, particularly what he felt
were differences between the ways he had to think in Geometry I versus his other classes.
Ted found that he had difficulty explaining himself, a magnified issue in Dr. Stinson’s
class. Once he determined what Dr. Stinson “was looking for,” Ted claimed that he was
able to manage.
Ted and Marshall: Interview 1
Episode 1
After several minutes of silence at the beginning of Interview 1, Ted asked if the
prompt said where they were supposed to start. Marshall responded that he did not think
so, and that he also did not think it was possible to not cross a bridge twice when
traversing the bridges. Marshall described there being “two islands,” the first island
having three bridges (the eastern region) and the second having five bridges (the “center
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thing” as referred to by Robin and Lily). He said there was “five ways in or out… so you
go out and in, out and in, and you’re stuck here, two ways out,” referring to getting in or
out of the two islands as one unit. Ted asked if the two islands sharing a bridge changed
the argument. Marshall began to respond, but then expressed that the problem “felt like
discrete” and began to draw a graph. Marshall then said if they removed the bridge that
connected the two islands, they could do it, tracing a path along the bridges that crossed
each bridge just once.
This episode highlighted several of the same themes as the beginning of Robin
and Lily’s Interview 1. Ted exhibited start-end confusion at the beginning, and while
Marshall explained that the prompt did not say, he continued by describing an island
dilemma. He determined this to be a dilemma using an in-out strategy, saying that once
they had used up all the bridges that allowed them to leave the “islands” they would be
left with two bridges out with no way to get back in. Marshall then appealed to prior
experience, claiming he had seen something like it in discrete math, even going so far as
to construct a graph (as seen in Figure 12). Marshall later explained the graph in full to
Ted, explicitly relating the points on the graph to the “islands” and the edges between the
points being the bridges. Marshall then engaged in path tracing in an attempt to find a
solution after removing a bridge.

Figure 12. Marshall’s graph of Interview 1 task with “islands” on left and right.
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Ted and Marshall: Interview 1
Episode 2
Later in Interview 1, Marshall stated that he believed it “had to do” with having
an odd number of odd degree points. Ted then hypothesized that it was because the two
islands had a difference of two degrees (five and three) that it was not possible. Marshall
attempted to show this by tracing a path, then asked Ted to show him the example where
Ted added a bridge and found a path. Ted was unsure of his path, so Marshall asked him
to draw a graph. Ted then said that he did not know how to use the graph, and Marshall
subsequently explained the relationships between the points and islands and the edges
and bridges. As Ted drew his graph, Marshall asked him to label the degrees of each
point, to which Ted responded by asking what he meant by degrees. Marshall explained
that the one island had “four lines connected to it,” to which Ted responded that another
island (with degree three) had three lines connected to it. Ted then reiterated that the
problem was due to the “spread” of the edges, in that going from five to three edges
between the two islands prevented a path from existing.
This short episode showed Ted’s inability to use the graph to solve the problem.
It also highlighted, however, the pair’s tendency to “talk past” one another. As shown,
Marshall first suggested that having an odd number of odd degree points was the source
of the difficulty. Ted followed that with a hypothesis of his own regarding the “spread”
of the degrees. Marshall then asked him to replicate an example that Ted had shown
once before, unrelated to Ted’s hypothesis. Ted then finished that example, and
reiterated his prior hypothesis.
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Ted and Marshall: Interview 1
Episode 3
At the end of Interview 1, I asked Ted and Marshall if they had to start at a
particular point to traverse the graph. Marshall cited one point, while Ted cited another
point. Ted then stated that they were the only two “odd” points. Ted also claimed that he
could not find a path that started from an “even” point, which Marshall supported.
Marshall then claimed that they started and ended at “odds,” but Ted countered that the
original situation was a contradiction to that because all the vertices were of odd degree.
Marshall then amended his conjecture to be that there can only be two odds and you have
to start at one odd and end at the other odd. After attempting to write their conjecture,
Ted asked about a prior situation in which they had drawn a graph with vertices of degree
four, two, and two. That graph was traversable and had no odd degree vertices,
seemingly a counterexample to their conjecture. Marshall then altered the conjecture that
they needed exactly one pair of vertices to have equal degree.
At this point, Ted and Marshall had begun to notice that their starting and ending
points corresponded to the vertices of odd degree. They had also checked numerous
examples less than four vertices, so they were aware of situations that had all evens.
However, due to being pressed for time, they were unable to form a proper conjecture to
explain their thoughts.
Ted: Interview 2, Episode 1
When I gave Ted the Interview 2 task, he first asked for clarification that he was
indeed building a new bridge. After building a bridge in the correct location between the
Red Prince and the Mayor (without any obvious evaluation as to why he put it in that
spot), Ted was able to find a path for the Blue Prince. After failing to trace a path for the
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Red Prince, Ted concluded that it was not possible. I asked him if he felt satisfied with
that explanation, and he said yes, so I asked him about the second part.
Ted began attempting to trace paths for the second part of the Interview 2 task
before building a new bridge. When I asked him why, he responded that he was trying to
think of a location to build the bridge. After trying several paths, he concluded that it
was not possible to build a bridge so that the Blue Prince could traverse the bridges,
because there was no way to add a bridge so that only two vertices were equal in degree.
He then found it was possible to start from the Mayor (“the gray”) and end at the Gold
District. He claimed that since he had to start “on an island” it was not possible for such
a path to exist for the Blue Prince. After I encouraged him to choose a new location, he
attempted a few more locations, each failing to produce a path. He claimed it was due to
having to change the degree of two vertices by one, and he needed two bridges to do so.
I asked him if there was a way he could connect those two vertices, and he found it,
which led him to a path for the Red Prince and concluded it was not possible for the Blue
Prince.
This first episode from Ted’s Interview 2 highlighted his repeated use of path
tracing. Instead of relying on tracing paths on the actual map as in Interview 1, Ted was
now using graphs to describe his paths (as shown in Figure 13). Even though he did not
demonstrate an ability to use graphs at the beginning of Interview 1, he was able to use
them successfully to solve tasks in Interview 2, even if he did not have a general
conceptualization of Euler paths and circuits to prove his findings conclusively. Ted also
did not exhibit similar feelings of lacking a proof as he did in Interview 1, probably
because he did not feel it necessary to show that a path did not exist in some cases.
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Figure 13. Ted’s graph of the first part of Interview 2.
Ted: Interview 2, Episode 2
After Ted solved the third part of the Interview 2 task (placing the bridge in
various locations and path tracing until he found a solution), I asked him if he had a new
conjecture. Ted said he believed that their conjecture from Interview 1 was still true, and
that it mattered where you started. When I asked him if it mattered where the path ended,
he clarified that if he wanted to start and end at different places, the starting point needed
to be odd. He then added that if you started from a point and wanted to end up at the
same point, that point would have to be even.
Although this short episode includes mentions of certain points needing to be
even degree or odd degree, it was clear that Ted was only considering one point at a time.
Thus his conjecture, as it was written, was equivalent to saying that if you wanted to start
a path at a vertex and end at a different vertex, that original vertex needed to have odd
degree. Similarly, if you wanted to start a path at a vertex and you wanted to end at that
same vertex, that vertex needed to have even degree. Though this line of reasoning can
be generalized to construct Euler paths and circuits, it was clear that, after repeated
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questioning, Ted was only considering single points when stating his conjectures. This
probably stemmed from his use of in-out strategies.
Marshall: Interview 2
Marshall’s Interview 2 was short because he remembered the solution from his
discrete mathematics course. He claimed to have remembered the discussion he had in
discrete mathematics, saying of an odd degree vertex, “If you start at one, you’ll end up
outside of it… you’ll have to end up at another one… [and] if you start going into it,
you’ll end up...” This was later confirmed after I gave Marshall the Interview 2 task. For
the first part (after some confusion about whether the Blue Prince could build a bridge
not adjacent to his territory), Marshall built a bridge from the Red Prince to the Mayor.
He said, “I’d build a bridge here, which makes that four and that four, so you’d start here
and end here,” referring to the Blue Prince and the Gold District. Marshall then said, “If
you started here,” referring to the Red Prince, “it wouldn’t work.” He then claimed that
if he started from the Red Prince, he would have to “go into it, out of it, into it, and you’ll
be stuck in,” referring to the odd degree Blue Prince.
I asked Marshall to write his conjecture in full. He wrote:
For the graph to have an Euler path, it must have either two vertices of odd
degree or no vertices of odd degree. If more than 2 odd degree vertices
exist, you must either start at one or not. Starting at one leaves you
outside of the vertex after using all of its available edges. Not starting at
one traps you at the vertex. This is only acceptable if that vertex is the end
vertex and there can only be one end.
When I asked Marshall to clarify the case when all the vertices were even, he said that
then it would not matter. He then said he believed the term was Euler circuit.
Marshall did have some trouble constructing a bridge to satisfy the second part of
the Interview 2 task. While he identified that he wanted to build a bridge that connected
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the Red Prince and the Blue Prince, he said such a bridge “didn’t make sense.” He
identified that the Red Prince had to change to odd while the Blue Prince had to change
to even, but had difficulty locating where a bridge could be constructed on the map to fit
those parameters. He did find a location after a few seconds. Marshall then quickly
solved the third part, saying that all the vertices had to be of even degree, and constructed
a bridge to make that the case.
While Marshall certainly relied on prior experience when attempting to solve the
problem, he was able to use in-out strategies to describe why certain vertices had to be
odd and certain vertices had to be even. He also did not rely on any form of path tracing
to assist in solving each part of the Interview 2 task, unlike Robin, who also recalled prior
experience with the problem from her discrete mathematics class. It was clear, however,
that Marshall was comfortable solving the tasks to such a degree that he did not feel
compelled to trace paths.
Ted and Marshall: Interview 3
Episode 1
At the beginning of Ted and Marshall’s Interview 3, I (as I did with Robin and
Lily) left the room as they began the task. After over two minutes of silence with some
drawing, Marshall said, “so yeah, it’s possible.” After a pause, he said that if “we
defined it as each edge is when it’s cut, like each connection, you essentially need to
cross each edge.” He then stated, “You get five vertices, two odds, which means it’s
possible to have an Euler path.” Ted agreed, but then questioned if the top edges counted
as well. Marshall claimed, hesitantly, that he believed those to be loops, so they would
not count. Ted questioned again, asking if the outer edges counted. Marshall admitted
that they did, saying that they would then have one vertex “sticking out,” as seen in
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Figure 14. Ted later asked Marshall about that vertex, with Marshall then correcting
himself that it had two edges from all except one vertex, producing a new graph (as seen
in Figure 15).

Figure 14. Ted’s graph of Interview 3 task with “sticking out” vertex at top.

Figure 15. Ted’s graph of Interview 3 task with corrected “sticking out” vertex at top.
Ted claimed that he found a path, but Marshall pointed out that he had missed an
edge, one half of the “center thing” found by Robin and Lily. Ted then questioned if they
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counted “that whole solid thing” as one edge or two. Marshall then asked if they counted
the “center thing” as one edge, then they should count the entire middle line segment as
one edge, which did not make sense to him. They concluded that they should ask me
about how edges were defined.
Similar to Lily in her Interview 3, Marshall immediately changed the Interview 3
task into a graph. However, instead of partitioning the “outside” of the box, Marshall
instead chose to ignore the outside, considering them to be loops. Marshall then
concluded from his conjecture that since his graph had only two odd degree vertices, that
an Euler path was possible. Ted, however, was able to question Marshall’s graph,
knowing that if the outer edges had to be crossed, then they had to be represented on the
graph in some way.
Ted and Marshall: Interview 3
Episode 2
After I returned, Marshall immediately asked me how they should define the
edges. I clarified that I thought of the edges as being any segment between two
endpoints. Marshall asked specifically about the center, and when I said they were two
separate edges, he responded with, “then no.” I clarified that he meant it was not
possible, and I asked Ted if he agreed. While Ted agreed and said it was for the same
reasons as Marshall, he felt it also “had something to do with going inside and outside
each of the edges,” and followed that with “It doesn’t say where you have to start, does
it?” Marshall responded with “That’s what I’m saying, we’d have to have an Euler path,
which means you could have exactly two odds.” He continued that since there were more
than two odd degree vertices, it was not possible to create a curve that crossed each edge
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just once. Ted began to say that there was also more than one pair of vertices with equal
degree, but Marshall interjected that the “pairs don’t matter.”
I again asked Ted to explain their solution, and Ted asked Marshall to explain
again. Ted then asked clarification on whether they could have one or two odds, and
Marshall said it was not possible to have just one odd. Marshall then repeated his
reasoning, with Ted agreeing that it made sense.
This episode highlighted the differences between Ted and Marshall’s process of
inquiry. While Marshall repeatedly referred to his previous conjecture from Interview 2
(which was true), Ted continued to pursue lines of thought more similar to his ideas from
Interview 1. Specifically, Ted referred to differences between being “inside” versus
“outside,” describing an island dilemma, as well as their conjecture from Interview 1 that
stated a path was possible if exactly one pair of vertices were of equal degree. Thus,
while Marshall was confident in his conclusions from Interview 2, Ted was unable to
build upon the reasoning that he developed in Interview 2.
Summary of Ted and Marshall
Similar to Robin and Lily, Ted and Marshall both exhibited aspects of prior
experience, island dilemma, in-out strategy, and path tracing. Though Marshall
introduced the use of a graph in Interview 1, Ted was able to successfully use graphs to
solve tasks in Interview 2, despite lacking a clear understanding of graphs in most of
Interview 1. Marshall’s revelation in Interview 2, however, caused their thought
processes to diverge. While Marshall relied on his understanding of his conjecture, Ted
relied on disjointed pieces of in-out strategy and island dilemma in his explanations in
Interviews 2 and 3. This difference led to Marshall explaining most of the task in
Interview 3, while Ted was left to gain an understanding on his own. It should be noted,
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however, that although Marshall was very certain of his conjecture, he was also accepting
when something was clearly wrong, such as when Ted pointed out that Marshall’s graph
did not include the outer edges of the box. So while Ted showed less ability to solve the
task, he was still able to contribute and further their efforts to solve the Interview 3 task.
Cross-Case Analysis
In the following section, I will present a cross-case analysis of each interview.
Interview 1
At the beginning of Interview 1, all of the participants engaged (in varying ways)
with the task as described by the themes of prior experience, path tracing, in-out
strategy, and island dilemma. Prior experience occurred in both pairs, as both Robin and
Marshall explicitly recalled a discrete mathematics course they took previously. They
then used path tracing to either find an explicit solution to the task or to gain insight as to
why the task was not possible. This led them to hypothesize the reasons for the task not
being possible, which included using an in-out strategy to explain why it was not
possible, or to express an island dilemma to identify a problematic area of the diagram.
One key difference between the two pairs was that Marshall first proposed the use
of the graph in his pair, while I had to propose the use of a graph with Robin and Lily. It
was then left to Ted to come to utilize the graph by asking Marshall for assistance, rather
than Robin and Lily having to ask me for assistance to understand the graph. I described
this difference as peer originating versus authority originating. The use of a graph was a
peer-originating idea between Marshall and Ted, whereas it was an authority-originating
idea for Robin and Lily. This may have contributed to Marshall and Ted’s continued use
of graphs throughout the three interviews, while Robin and Lily eventually abandoned
the use of graphs in Interview 3.
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It could be argued from a constructivist view that Robin and Lily’s choice to
abandon the use of graphs was due to their lack of understanding of how to use the graph
to construct an argument. Similarly for Marshall and Ted, it could be said that their use
of the graph was due to Marshall’s strong understanding of the use of graphs. From a
socio-cultural perspective such as Lave and Wenger’s situated learning, however, it could
be argued that Robin and Lily’s choice was due to the graphs not providing them with a
sense of certainty, as illustrated by Lily’s argument that they could not be sure about how
to divide the exterior of the box. For Marshall and Ted, it could be similarly argued that
they chose to use graphs due to Marshall’s certainty that the use of graphs was valid.
From this perspective, it could be the case that the perceived usefulness of the graph
encouraged Marshall to insist on its use, rather than any form of commoditized
“understanding” compatible with a constructivist view.
Interview 2
Interview 2 could be characterized by the participants’ relative reliance on the
conjecture they developed at the end of Interview 1, and their willingness to revise that
conjecture. Robin (assisted by her notes from discrete mathematics) was able to follow
her conjecture of needing at least two even degree vertices, adding that if she wanted the
path to start and end at distinct vertices, then those two vertices needed to be of odd
degree. She later clarified in Interview 3 that she was aware that the other vertices had to
be of even degree. Robin also used path tracing to verify that each of her graphs actually
provided a solution to each part of the Interview 2 task. While Lily also relied on their
conjecture from Interview 1, she was not as aware of the need for odd degree vertices if
the path started and ended at distinct vertices. This was evident in Interview 3.
However, Lily did not feel compelled to trace a path after constructing each of her
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graphs, claiming that she knew a path existed and therefore did not need to locate it
specifically.
Marshall was similar to Lily in that he did not feel compelled to construct explicit
paths. Marshall, however, completely revised his conjecture from Interview 1 at the
beginning of Interview 2, having “recalled” the solution. Marshall then used this
conjecture to rapidly decide the location of each bridge to be built, also without verifying
that his graphs allowed for the appropriate paths. Ted was the only participant who did
not rely heavily on his conjecture from Interview 1. This was probably due to his
warranted distrust of his conjecture, since he knew they had produced several
counterexamples during Interview 1. Ted, unlike Marshall, was not able to determine a
new conjecture, and thus relied upon path tracing, in-out strategy, and the island dilemma
to guide his reasoning.
It should be noted that Marshall was the only participant to undermine his original
conjecture from Interview 1. In both their cases, Robin and Lily stated that they believed
their original conjecture to still be true, with Robin adding information about starting and
ending. They claimed that Interview 2 served to reinforce their conjecture, adding
evidence to its validity. Ted, like Robin, also believed that Interview 2 reinforced his
conjecture from Interview 1, also adding that it mattered where the path started and
ended. This uniform faith from Robin and Lily in their original conjecture, that was not
generalizable to other situations, may have contributed to their decision to not use the
graph when solving the Interview 3 task. In contrast, Marshall’s revision and Ted’s
reinforcement of their Interview 1 conjecture may have contributed to the nature of their
Interview 3, where Marshall repeatedly explained his reasoning to Ted, who continually
discussed other issue, such as their previous conjecture and an island dilemma.
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Interview 3
Interview 3 exhibited similarities and differences between the participants’ usage
of graphs. Both pairs immediately converted the Interview 3 task into a graph, to varying
levels of success. Robin and Lily had issues with the edge of the map, or the box, in this
case. Lily, similar to an action she performed in Interview 1, decided to partition the
outer area of the diagram into sections. This later caused issues due to the arbitrary
nature of the extensions that Lily drew. Marshall also had difficulty constructing an
accurate graph, needing Ted to identify an issue with the outer edges not being
represented on the graph.
Marshall was able to overcome this obstacle by constructing a vertex that
represented “the outside,” while Robin and Lily were unable to construct an “outside”
vertex, presumably due to Lily’s insistence that the outside area be partitioned. Once I
suggested that it was not necessary to partition the outside, Lily argued that that made the
graph too complicated to be useful. This was presumably due to the large number of
edges associated with the “outside” vertex. Marshall, in contrast, was able to draw the
outside vertex accurately with all nine associated edges intact.
In response to Lily’s insistence in not using the graph, Robin made several
accurate responses. First, Robin indicated that Lily’s issues with the graph showing
multiple paths was unfounded, that the edges represented possible paths. Robin also
explained that a path with distinct starting and ending points had to have those points be
of odd degree. She was unable, however, to leverage those ideas into a concrete
argument to use the graph, and eventually agreed with Lily’s belief that the graph was not
useful for solving the task.
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In response to Marshall’s unilateral usage of the graph, Ted took on a questioning
role. Ted first questioned Marshall’s graph’s lack of edges to represent the “top edges,”
which caused Marshall to re-evaluate his graph (and eventually correct it). Ted then
questioned whether certain ideas, such as the starting and ending point or the existence of
pairs of equal degree vertices affected the viability of a solution. Marshall then
responded to those ideas by either agreeing with them (“that’s what I’m saying, it’s an
Euler path”) or discrediting them (“the pairs don’t matter”).
These episodes showed that not all peer-originating ideas are easily undermined,
and not all authority-originating ideas are easily established. Marshall’s insistence on
using the graph and his conjecture overwhelmed Ted’s questioning. This caused Ted to
agree with Marshall’s reasoning, even though Ted did not give evidence of understanding
Marshall’s reasoning. My insistence that Robin and Lily use the graph was met with
resistance from Lily and passivity from Robin. While Lily claimed that using the graph
was not helpful all along, Robin eventually agreed with Lily in spite of my attempts to
get her to reconsider the graph. So while Marshall’s peer-originating use of the graph
guided their reasoning, my authority-originating suggestion to Robin and Lily that they
use the graph was not taken up. One possible explanation for this difference is that
Marshall’s peer-originating use of the graph was accompanied by a greater ability to use
the graph, while Robin and Lily’s usage originated from me, implying a lack of ability to
use the graph.
Summary of Cross-Case Analysis
In the cross-case analysis, I found that both pairs used rudimentary notions of path
tracing, in-out strategy, and island dilemma to guide their reasoning, at first. These
notions eventually gave way to the use of graphs, although some participants continued to
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rely on those notions and prior experience to explore future problems. As the participants
gained more and more experience with the tasks in Interviews 1 and 2, they gained more
faith in the conjectures they had developed. The pairs diverged, however, in that Robin
and Lily abandoned their use of the graph, while Marshall insisted that Ted use the graph
to match Marshall’s conjecture.
The notions of peer-originating and authority-originating ideas were explored.
While these ideas have not been explored in exactly this form in mathematics education,
the issue of authority in the mathematics classroom has been explored on some occasions
(e.g., Engle, Langer-Osuna, & McKinney de Royston, 2014; Hamm & Perry, 2002). I
propose to further explore these ideas in the proposed study.
Summary of Codes from
Initiation/Response
Analysis
I used an Initiation/Response framework to analyze the structure of the discourse
between the interview participants (myself included). Table 1 contains the relevant
definitions for the framework. Every utterance was coded according to this framework.
Table 1
Structure Codes with Definitions
Structure Code

Definition

Initiation (I)

An utterance made not directly referencing an
immediately preceding utterance

Initiation without Response
(IO)

An Initiation not directly responded to by any
participant

Response to Self (RS)

A Response to any utterance from the same participant

Response to Other (RO)

A Response to any utterance from another participant
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In addition to the structure codes, I also analyzed each utterance for its function.
These were open codes, developed using a constant comparative method, implying the
continual addition, deletion, and refinement of codes as I analyzed the data. A list of
these codes can be found in Table 2. Codes that did not occur more than three times were
omitted from the list because I did not believe them recurrent enough to be relevant.
Some utterances were assigned multiple function codes.
Table 2
Function Codes with Definitions and Cognitive Levels
Function Code
Exp Self Ref
Belief
Clarification
Inform
Counter
Agree
Example
Acknowledge
Explain
Hypothesis
Confirm
Evaluate
Lack
Strategize
Conjecture
Request
Question

Definition
Making a reference to prior, unshared
experience
A proposition without evidence
Clarifying a statement or explanation
Stating information
Presenting a counterexample or
counterargument
Expressing agreement
Providing an example
To acknowledge a statement
Provide an explanation
A proposition with unverified evidence
Providing confirmation
Evaluating a situation
Identifying a lack of knowledge or
information
To identify a strategy or method to be
employed
A proposition with verified evidence
To request something be done by one’s
partner
To ask a question

Cognitive Level
Low
Low
Low
High, Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
High
Low
High
High, Low
High, Low
High
High, Low
High, Low

As an example, I have included my analysis of the beginning of Ted and
Marshall’s Interview 3, Episode 1, shown below in Table 3. At the beginning, Marshall
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began to explain his conversion of the Interview 3 task into a graph. Ted subsequently
engaged in surface agreement, which I designated as outward agreement that belies lack
of understanding. Marshall continued with his explanation, beginning to provide an
example path given by his graph when Ted interjected with a question about the “top
edges.” Marshall gave an explanation that was not convincing to Ted, evidenced by his
repetition of his question later. This second questioning caused Marshall to then
reconsider his construction, later constructing an “outside” vertex. The role of
explanation and agreement in discourse shall be explored further in the proposed study.
Table 3
Ted and Marshall Interview 3, Episode 1
Line Speaker
Text
1
2

Marshall
Marshall

3

Marshall

4
5

Ted
Marshall

6
7
8
9
10

Ted
Marshall
Marshall
Ted
Marshall

11
12
13
14

Ted
Marshall
Ted
Marshall

15

Ted

16

Marshall

So yeah, it’s possible [pause]
…One, two, three, four, five… [counting
degrees]
So if we defined it where each edge is when
it’s cut, each connection, you essentially
need to cross each edge.
Yeah.
If you define it like that, you get five
vertices, two odds, which means it’s possible
to have an Euler path.
Yeap.
Yeah, cause you can go…
You can go here… maybe just like…
Wouldn’t these top edges count as ones too?
Well if we count those edges, we’d have to
count this and…
Yeah. [Interrupts Marshall]
…those would essentially be loops.
Yeah.
I think each one would be a loop except this
one would be one that just gets taken out.
Hmm… but wouldn’t… I don’t know… do
these edges count? Right?
They do…

Structure
Code
I
RS

Function
Code
Inform
Inform

RS

Explain

RO
RS

Agree
Explain

RO
I
RS
RO
RO

Agree
Example
Example
Question
Explain

RO
RO
RO
RO

Agree
Inform
Agree
Belief

I

Question

RO

Agree
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The differences between beliefs, hypotheses, and conjectures were discussed
previously with Robin and Lily’s Interview 1, Episode 3. As an example of these
differences within the Initiation/Response framework, Table 4 shows the beginning of
Robin and Lily’s Interview 1, Episode 1, showcasing the use of a belief versus the use of
a hypothesis. In Line 2, I classified Robin’s utterance as a hypothesis followed by a
question. Even though she did not complete her statement, the utterance “…because, for
this one right here,” implied that she was about to give some sort of evidence as to why
she believed the task was not possible. This evidence would have almost certainly been
unverified, since they had just begun the task. In Line 8, in contrast, Robin stated that
they would start on the “outside,” presenting a proposition without evidence (a belief).
As shown in Robin and Lily’s Interview 3, Episode 2 and Ted and Marshall’s
Interview 3, Episode 1, beliefs, hypotheses, and conjectures can have similar guiding
effects on discourse. In Robin and Lily’s case, Lily’s belief/hypothesis that it was not
helpful to use the graph influenced Robin to also abandon the use of the graph. In Ted
and Marshall’s case, Marshall’s conjecture was convincing to such a degree that Ted was
forced into surface agreement, where he outwardly agreed with Marshall’s methods
despite an inability to reproduce them himself. The possible influences of and
differences between beliefs, hypotheses, and conjectures on social discourse shall be
explored further in the proposed study.
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Table 4
Robin and Lily’s Interview 1, Episode 3
Line Speaker Text
1

Robin

2

Robin

3

Lily

4
5

Robin
Lily

6

Robin

7
8

Lily
Robin

9
10

Lily
Robin

11
12

Lily
Robin

13
14

Lily
Robin

15
16
17

Lily
Robin
Lily

Oh my god this is discrete math, what we
did last year! [pause]
Ok, so I don’t think you can, because, for
this one right here, unless you… where are
you starting? Actually that’s the question,
where are you starting?
I think you can start anywhere, cause it
says …
Ok, well…
Can you find a path such that you can, you
cross every bridge, only cross each bridge
once. If not, can you provide
argumentation as to why it’s not
possible…
Does it matter where we start? On the
diagram?
No?
All right, so let’s just say you start on the
outside.
Uh huh.
I think you can’t do it because if you go
this way and this way… and then through
here and out there, somewhere you’re
gonna need to hit this inner bridge.
Uh huh.
But I think because there’s this… inner
center thing, is odd, you can’t do it.
Uh huh.
Because if it was, let’s just say there was
another one here, you could go in, out, in,
to there, but then you would still somehow
have to get to that one. So you go… you
somehow… if it was an odd, you could
somehow…
And it as even…
If it was even… yeah…
I think so too.

Structure Function
Code
Code
IO
Exp Self
Ref
I
Hypothesis,
Question
RO

Hypothesis

RO
RO

Agree
Inform

I

Question

RO
I

Inform
Belief

RO
RS

Agree
Hypothesis,
Example

RO
RS

Agree
Hypothesis

RO
RS

Agree
Counter,
Example

RO
RO
RO

Inform
Agree
Agree
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A Comparison of Themes and
Analyses
In the pilot study, I generated three sets of themes: 1) the classroom themes, 2) the
interview themes, and 3) the Initiation/Response themes. The classroom themes
consisted of negotiation, proof process, and demathematization. The interview themes
consisted of prior experience, path tracing, in-out strategy, edge of the map, and island
dilemma. The discourse themes consisted of surface agreement and beliefs vs.
hypotheses vs. conjectures. In the following section, I will discuss the potential
influences of the classroom themes on the interviews and their relation to the other
themes.
The relevant aspects of negotiation included the building of consensus in pursuit
of truth as well as the expectation that the concerns of each student would be considered
and responded to by all students. One could claim that these conditions should have been
ubiquitous in the interviews, given the restricted nature of the experimental setting. The
interview protocols, however, contained no mention of consensus, merely asking for the
communication between the participants. Perhaps due to their pre-existing relationships
in the Geometry I class, both pairs exhibited aspects of negotiation in both building
consensus and responding to one another’s questions. Dr. Stinson’s focus on definitions
and the accuracy of definitions also manifested in Interview 3, when both groups not only
identified a lack of clarity in the task, but were comfortable with making decisions in
spite of that lack of clarity. Thus, it would appear as though the norm of negotiation
continued within the interview setting.
It should be noted that the acts of abandonment and pulling also occurred within
Ted and Marshall’s Interview 3, Episode 1. Although the conditions for abandonment
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were not precisely met (Marshall “abandoned” Ted during Interview 2, when they were
separated), it was clear that Marshall’s greater conviction with his conjecture devolved
their third interview into Marshall pulling Ted toward his understanding of the problem.
No obvious acts of abandonment or pulling occurred in Robin and Lily’s interviews.
This was perhaps to their detriment when Robin showed a greater ability to utilize the
graphs than Lily, but was not capable of pulling Lily toward her understanding of the
problem as Marshall did with Ted.
The notion of surface agreement indicated the antithesis of negotiation, whereby
Ted was no longer negotiating with Marshall in Interview 3, but rather attempting purely
to understand Marshall’s point of view. It was notable, however, that Ted’s questioning
led to Marshall’s revision of his initial statement, implying that negotiation still occurred
despite Marshall’s clear superiority in the situation. The influence of surface agreements
on the flow of discourse shall be explored further in the proposed study.
For the theme of proof process, Dr. Stinson encouraged the use of examples and
manipulatives and attended to the necessity of the proper structure and order of a proof
for a proof to be valid. The notions of path tracing and in-out strategy exemplified the
use of concrete manipulations to gain understanding about the task. All the participants
began Interview 1 with both path tracing and in-out strategies, exhibiting an instinctive
choice to pursue grounded, concrete manipulations before abstract proof methods. It was
only once they had exhausted their use of those manipulations that the pairs began to rely
on proof methods such as exhausting cases on the number of vertices or number of
bridges. It may have been that the tasks given required this sort of concrete
manipulation, and the participants’ actions were thus not due to the establishment of the
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previous classroom norms. This is beyond the scope of this study, since it would require
drawing participants from a classroom that did not establish such a norm.
While none of the participants were able to reach a proof with the structure or
order of a Neutral Geometry proof, they were aware that their “proofs” were lacking. For
most of Interview 1, all the participants indicated that while they were reasonably
confident in their answers, they felt that they did not have a proof. A technically sound
proof of the Interview 1 task would have required either induction on the number of
vertices or the construction of a detailed algorithm that would construct an Euler path.
While they had some experience with the proof in prior discrete mathematics classes,
they did not have any experience with it in Geometry I, and were thus unable to recall
complete proofs. So while the participants were unable to construct proofs that met their
expectations, their awareness of the lack of rigor in their “proofs” contrasted with the
highly structural and orderly nature of proofs within Neutral Geometry.
Implicit in all of this was the fact that the participants felt compelled to produce
proofs at all. In the prompt, I merely asked them for either an exemplary path or an
explanation as to why there was no such path. I did ask them to provide as much rigor
and mathematical detail as possible (which they may have concluded implied a proof),
but their pursuit of proof was evident without my suggestion.
The only classroom theme that did not repeatedly occur in the interviews was
demathematization. Since the task was phrased in such a way as to be accessible, it did
not contain the mathematical jargon typical in a situation that required
demathematization. One singular instance was a supplementary task that was given to
Marshall at the end of his Interview 2 (since he completed the task so quickly). In that
task, he was asked to construct a loop-free graph with a certain degree sequence. After
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reading the prompt, Marshall’s first question was to ask the definition of loop-free,
indicating a need to demathematize loop-free into language with which he was more
familiar. When I explained that loop-free implied no edge could have both end points at
the same vertex, he indicated understanding and solved the task within minutes. One
could also conclude that Marshall’s explanation of the graph in Interview 3 to Ted
required demathematization on Ted’s part to interpret the graph in a way that related to
the task.
In summary, the themes observed in the classroom manifested in many ways in
the interviews. While the participants showed a natural tendency to negotiate with one
another, explore concrete examples, and desire a proof, there were also examples of nonnegotiation, including the insistence of beliefs constraining the flow of the discourse.
This exemplified, however, the nature by which classroom social and socio-mathematical
norms could influence group and individual problem solving in an experimental setting.
Conclusions of the Pilot Study
In this section, I will share some possible answers to the research questions
provided by the pilot study. The pilot study has provided evidence addressing some of
the research questions, in some cases illustrating a need for further study. The pilot study
has indicated some limitations of addressing some of the research questions, which will
be discussed in Implications for the Proposed Study.
The research questions were as follows:
Q1

How are observed socio-cultural aspects of the classroom
reproduced or not reproduced in a small group setting while
performing a novel task?

Q1a

What are the norms that emerged in the classroom?

Q1b

What are the roles and positioning that develop in each situation?
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Q1c

In what ways does the discourse of the classroom influence the
discourse of the small group setting?

Q2

In what ways do the mathematical practices performed on novel
task in a small group setting influence the mathematical practices
of each individual in an individual setting while working on a
related task?

Q2a

In what ways do the mathematical practices of others influence the
mathematical practices of the individual in subsequent tasks?

Q2b

In what ways do the social norms, power roles and social positions,
and discourse of the classroom setting influence the mathematical
practices performed by an individual in an individual setting?

Q2c

What are the similarities and differences between the mathematical
practices of each individual within the small group setting versus
the individual setting?

Q3

In what ways does the performance of novel tasks as individuals
influence the performance of a related task in a small group
setting?

Q3a

In what ways do the social norms, power roles and social positions,
and discourse of the classroom setting mediate these influences?

Q3b

In what ways does the performance of a novel task in a prior group
setting afford or constrain the manifestation of practices developed
in an individual setting in a later group setting?

For research question 1 (Q1) and its subquestions, the pilot study provided
evidence that the norms of the classroom included Negotiation, Proof Process, and
Demathematization. Negotiation was reproduced in the interview setting with both pairs
negotiating the use of a graph to solve the interview tasks throughout each paired
interview, culminating in Robin and Lily’s rejection of the use of the graph and Marshall
and Ted’s acceptance. Proof Process was reproduced as a result of both pairs’ sensing a
lack of proof, indicating a view that their conjectures lacked the validity and rigor of the
proofs they had completed in the classroom. Demathematization was not repeatedly
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reproduced throughout the interviews. These provided evidence of the reproduction of
social norms of the classroom within the interview settings.
The pilot study did not address the subquestion 1b for all settings. The acts of
abandonment and pulling were identified in the classroom setting, and while some did
occur within the interview settings, an extended study is required to identify acts of
positioning. Subsuming acts of positioning is seemingly the development of
mathematical authority. In Robin and Lily’s Interview 3, Lily’s sense of authority in
determining the use of the graph as inappropriate was able to deter Robin from her use of
the graph, eventually causing them to abandon it. Thus, rephrasing this particular
research question would help refine the observed phenomenon, hence help the
exploration of this particular social norm:
Q1b

What are the ways in which students develop authority in the
classroom and how does this authority influence the small-group
and individual settings?

The definition of authority and the theoretical perspective on how it is developed
will be discussed in Implications for the Proposed Study.
The attempt of addressing the subquestion 1c with the pilot study highlighted a
need of a larger study with a different methodology. It is a question with tenuous
theoretical underpinnings, since the question assumes that the discourse of a classroom
influences the small group discourse with the students as conduits of that influence. I
believe this question can be answered separately in a different study with a different
methodology. Thus, I have chosen, to omit 1c from the proposed study.
Similarly to the first research question, the pilot study provided evidence
addressing the second research question (Q2) but not some of the subquestions. For
subquestion 2a and 2c, the participants exhibited ubiquitous use of graphs when solving
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the Interview 2 task, an idea originated by myself for Robin and Lily and by Marshall for
Ted and Marshall. Thus, at least three of the four participants “transferred” a solution
method from the paired setting to the individual setting successfully. More investigation
is required into the nature of the students’ previous experiences with graphs to ascertain
the validity of this finding.
The pilot study, however, did not help address subquestion 2b. While not as
theoretically tenuous as subquestion 1c, subquestion 2b forced an attribution of influence,
implying that an action on the part of the individual was influenced by a socio-cultural
aspect of the classroom and not by some other effect. While themes such as Proof
Process manifested in the participants’ establishment of conjectures, it was forced by my
asking for a conjecture. Thus, the only way to interpret a participant’s action as being
influenced by the socio-cultural aspects of the classroom will be to ask them explicitly,
an approach recommended by other transfer researchers, such as Lobato (2008). To
accomplish this, I will amend my interview protocol for Interview 2 to include a specific
question about whether the participant believes his or her experience in Geometry I
affected his or her actions on the task.
Possible answers to the third research question (Q3) were observed in the
differences in Robin and Lily’s Interview 3 and Ted and Marshall’s Interview 3. For
Robin and Lily, the performance of the individual task by both Robin and Lily was
unable to overcome Lily’s insistence that the graph was inappropriate for the Interview 3
task. For Ted and Marshall, however, Marshall’s insistence on using the graph and his
conjecture was able to convince Ted. I shall now call these instances of authoritative
negotiation, whereby one individual is proffering a belief (unfounded or otherwise) as a
means of negotiation. Thus, I propose to add a third subquestion:
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Q3c

In what ways does the authority of one individual (and
correspondingly, lack of authority of another individual) influence
the actions of a small group when performing a novel task?

Similarly to subquestion 1b, the theoretical issues of authority and its
development will be addressed in the next section.

Implications for the Proposed Study
In this section, I will discuss implications of the conclusions of the pilot study for
the proposed study. These fall into two categories: theoretical and methodological. I will
then conclude with a summary of the research purpose and research questions of the
proposed study, in light of the aforementioned implications and the conclusions of the
pilot study.
Theoretical Implications
Previously, I discussed my theoretical framework for the pilot study. I chose
constructionism as my epistemology, interpretivism as my theoretical perspective, and
my modified version of discourse analysis as my methodology. The choices of
constructionism and interpretivism allowed me to explore the progression of the
participants’ reasoning, and thus shall be my choices for the proposed study. As for my
discourse analysis, the thematic analysis of open codes allowed me to describe the broad
patterns of behavior and reasoning that occurred throughout the interviews and the
classroom. In the following, I will discuss 1) the role of authority in the pilot study and
its proposed role in the proposed study and 2) the implications of the pilot study in terms
of the possibility of reframing transfer as an act of adaptation.
The theme of authoritative negotiation was the influence of one participant’s
authority influencing another’s actions and reasoning. One purpose of the pilot study was
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to explore how experience developed in an individual setting would influence the group
setting. I found that these influences centered on a knowledge/belief-based authority.
Marshall’s confidence in his individually developed conjecture heavily influenced his
interactions with Ted in the subsequent group setting, with Marshall taking an
explanatory role and Ted taking a questioning role. Marshall seemingly developed this
authority from his beliefs on the validity of his conjecture. Similarly, Lily seemingly
developed authority on the value of the graph in her and Robin’s Interview 3, which later
caused Robin to also abandon the use of the graph.
As part of my discourse analysis in the proposed study, I shall add a facet of the
development of authority based on Weber’s (1947) framework of legal authority,
traditional authority, and charismatic authority. Weber defined authority as “the
probability that a command with a given specific context will be obeyed by a given group
of persons” (p. 139). Weber characterized legal authority as being derived from a legal
or bureaucratic system and established by laws, (e.g., a police officer, legal judge).
Traditional authority was derived from cultural sanctity and established by moral values
and loyalty (e.g., parents, elders). Charismatic authority was derived from a talent
unavailable to other persons and established by cultural values (e.g., mathematicians,
sports players). A mathematics instructor in a classroom (such as Dr. Stinson)
theoretically possesses all three types of authority: as the enforcer of the rules and
procedures, the figurehead of the classroom, and the perceived expert in mathematics.
Students in a classroom, however, derive authority via the normative expectations set out
by the professor. From Geometry I, the norm of negotiation exemplified the expectations
from which the students derived their authority in explanation and questioning.
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This focus on authority also emphasizes the necessity of understanding my role
within the interview settings. As a teaching assistant of the class, a research observer in
the class, and the conductor of the interview, I derive authority from each of the three
forms. Thus it is also imperative that I understand the nature by which my actions and
authority influence the interactions of the participants.
A Proposed Theory: Adaptation
One purpose of the pilot study was to gain a preliminary understanding of any
theoretical constructs that require refinement to develop a model for analyzing transfer as
adaptation. This was to aid the proposed study in the development of a preliminary
model of analyzing transfer as adaptation. This model could then be used to analyze
transfer in a manner sensitive to socio-cultural lenses. The pilot study provided some
evidence of the viability of developing a model for analyzing transfer as adaptation,
which now allows for a first definition of adaptation. This definition will require further
investigation during the proposed study as it is preliminary.
From biology, a suitable definition of adaptation is “the process of change by
which an organism becomes better suited to its environment.” (Stevenson & Waite, 2011)
This definition, with a liberal interpretation of “environment” and “better suited” could
serve as a useful and practical definition of adaptation within a preliminary model of
analyzing transfer as adaptation. For example, a preliminary construct of “environment”
could include 1) the task, as in traditional transfer, 2) the individual’s involved, as in
actor-oriented transfer, and 3) the social setting within which the activity is situated, thus
being sensitive to the socio-cultural aspects of learning. “Better suited,” on the other
hand, is generally used in a sense of survival in that the “organism” (in this case, the
individual student) changes to have the greatest probability of surviving and thriving
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within its environment. To be better suited in a problem-solving situation, as I see it,
does not necessitate greater success in solving the task. It may be that becoming better
suited to the environment could imply capitulating to those with stronger opinions to the
detriment of reaching a solution. This was exemplified by Robin and Lily, whereby
Lily’s strong opinion on the use of graphs influenced Robin into believing similarly.
In this proposed model, adaptation differs from the construct of adaptation in
radical constructivism of mathematics education theory. According to Piaget
(1936/1952), children adapt via two means: assimilation and accommodation. For a full
discussion on assimilation and accommodation, I direct the reader to the work of von
Glasersfeld (1995). In short, assimilation and accommodation are complementary
processes by which children 1) apply previously learned schema to new concepts and 2)
alter existing schema to afford new concepts, respectively. Von Glasersfeld (1981) also
discussed adaptation at length, claiming that an individual does not “adapt” his or her
knowledge to the situation, but merely constructs a knowledge base that is viable within
his or her environment. He also stated that adaptation, biologically, is an involuntary
process by which organisms mutate and are naturally selected. Thus, a person may
cognitively adapt to new concepts subconsciously.
While my proposed theory of adaptation shall subsume Piagetian constructivism
as a basis for cognitive adaptation, the pilot study has shown evidence that any theory of
generality of experience must include the larger socio-cultural influences on learning and
transfer. Thus, this preliminary model of adaptation that aims to reframe transfer in a
way sensitive to sociocultural lenses must include the ways in which individuals respond
to their social envinroment, not merely the cognitive concepts at hand.
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I must also discuss the verb-form of adaptation, that is, what it means to adapt.
In a social sense, adapting to a situation implies a sort of social acumen, or the ability to
alter one’s way of interacting with others. The result of this could be the comfort (or
discomfort) of those around oneself or the achievement of some tangible
accomplishment. For example, Marshall’s way of adapting to the situation in Interview 3
was to insist on the use of his conjecture, repeatedly explaining his reasoning to Ted. His
goal was to interact with Ted in such a way that would allow Ted to understand his
reasoning and presumably, explain it with a level of clarity that was acceptable to myself.
Ted, on the other hand, had the goal of understanding Marshall’s reasoning, but with the
added incentive of interjecting his own ideas, exhibited by his including of his own
explanations related to in-out strategies and pairs of vertices.
These interactions between Ted and Marshall also exemplify the interactive
nature of adapting. While Marshall was attempting to adapt to his situation (which
included Ted’s responses), Ted was also attempting to adapt to his situation (which
included Marshall’s explanations and responses). As such, their individual acts of
adapting mutually influenced the acts of adapting of the other.
In summary, adaptation can be defined in a learning context as the process of
change by which an individual adapts to his or her environment. One’s environment
encapsulates the task at hand, the other individual’s involved, and the greater normative
influences. To adapt is to alter one’s method of interaction. This result may or may not
be related to the task at hand, achieve an intended goal, and in some cases may be
subconscious. In the proposed study, I intend to develop a preliminary model of
adaptation, with the goal of developing a new model of analyzing transfer as adaptation
in social settings. In the Proposed Study section, I will provide more detail.
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Methodological Implications
One purpose of the pilot study was to refine the methods used in the investigation
of reframing transfer as adaptation, particularly the stages of the study, data collection
methods, data analysis methods, and the interview tasks. Several issues that arose during
the pilot study included 1) the lack of novelty of the Interview 1 task, 2) the possibly
subconscious motivations behind individuals’ actions, and 3) the possibly non-cognitive
motivations behind individuals’ actions. I will address the first issue in detail in this
section and provide a short description of the latter two issues. Full descriptions shall be
provided in the Proposed Study section.
A legitimate concern with the three interview tasks was that the first task was
certainly not novel to some of the participants. It is questionable as to whether the results
of the pilot study apply to truly “novel” tasks. This lack of novelty, however, allowed for
explicit appeals to prior experience, a nuance that manifested as Marshall’s dominance in
his Interview 3 with Ted but did not manifest in Robin and Lily’s interviews. This
allowed me to explicitly describe some effects of prior experience, particularly the
differences between those who had prior experience and those who did not. To gain a
greater understanding of their prior experience, however, I propose to discuss the discrete
mathematics course, particularly the topic of the Seven Bridges of Königsberg, with the
instructor of the most recent iteration of that course at the university. By furthering my
understanding of the experience of those in the discrete mathematics course, I will better
describe the role of prior experience in solving “semi-novel” tasks, where the participants
may or may not accurately recall their relevant prior experience. This description would
not be possible without explicit prior experience with the task, and thus the proposed
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study shall have greater descriptive power if the tasks are not completely novel to the
students.
Since the participants were able to explicitly construct relations of similarity
between the second and third interviews, the tasks appeared to perform adequately as
initial and transfer tasks in the actor-oriented sense. While Ted and Marshall were able to
solve the task using this transfer, Robin and Lily were not. Thus, the tasks also
performed adequately as initial and transfer tasks in the traditional sense, since one pair
was able to transfer while the other was not. Therefore, the tasks for the proposed study
shall be the same as those in the pilot study.
To address the issues of possibly subconscious and non-cognitive motivations
behind individuals’ actions, I will 1) expand the definition of utterance to include nonverbal communicative acts, including gestures, facial expressions, and body language,
and 2) perform a fourth, individual interview using a stimulated recall methodology. The
expansion of utterance will allow me to explore the nature of how subconscious
communicative acts, such as some facial expressions and body language, affect the nature
of adaptation in paired interview settings. The fourth, stimulated recall interview will
allow me to ask the participants directly their motivations and thoughts regarding specific
moments during the course of an interview. More details on both of these additions shall
be provided in the next section.
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IRB Narrative
University of Northern Colorado

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
Project Title: Students’ Social Adaptation to Mathematical Tasks
Narrative
A. Purpose
1. Research Questions
The issue of transfer of learning mathematics to new situations has been a prevalent issue
in mathematics education for over a hundred years (Goldstone & Day, 2012). In this
study, I shall explore the ways in which students adapt their knowledge to the varying
situations of working in the classroom, working in pairs in an experimental setting, and
working alone in an experimental setting with the purpose of developing a framework of
analyzing transfer as a form of social adaptation.
The research questions of this study are:
1) How are observed socio-cultural aspects of the classroom reproduced or
not reproduced in a small group setting while performing a novel task?
a. What are the social norms that emerged in the classroom?
b. What are the ways in which students source authority in the
classroom and how does this authority influence the small-group
and individual settings?
c. In what ways does the discourse of the classroom influence the
discourse of the small group setting?
2) In what ways do the mathematical practices performed on novel task in a
small group setting influence the mathematical practices of each
individual in an individual setting while working on a related task?
a. In what ways do the mathematical practices of others influence the
mathematical practices of the individual in subsequent tasks?
b. In what ways do the social norms, power roles and social positions,
and discourse of the classroom setting influence
the
mathematical practices performed by an individual in an individual
setting?
c. What are the similarities and differences between the mathematical
practices of each individual within the small group setting versus
the individual setting?
3) In what ways does the performance of novel tasks as individuals influence
the performance of a related task in a small group setting?
a. In what ways do the social norms, power roles and social positions,
and discourse of the classroom setting mediate these influences?
b. In what ways does the performance of a novel task in a prior group
setting afford or constrain the manifestation of practices developed
in an individual setting in a later group setting?
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c. In what ways does one individual’s source of authority (and
correspondingly, lack of authority of another individual) influence
the actions of a small group when performing a novel task?
To address these questions, I shall observe, audio-record, and video-record the classroom
meetings of an advanced mathematics course in the Fall Semester of 2015 to analyze the
emergent norms of that class. I shall then conduct interviews during the last third of the
semester in which students will be: 1) interviewed as a pair, 2) then as individuals, 3)
then as a pair again, and 4) as individuals using stimulated recall with video to explore
the ways in which each individual adapted to their situation in the second paired
interview.
This research falls under the expedited review category because the research activities
present no more than minimal risk to human participants (see section B for details). Data
collection shall involve the observations, audio-recordings, and video-recordings of the
classroom as well as video recording of interviews. All students will be above the age of
18 and shall not be purposely selected from at-risk groups. All interviews shall be kept
confidential from the instructor. Potential risks should be limited to those expected in
normal paired interaction during the performance of mathematical tasks.
B. Methods
1. Participants and Setting
The population of this study will be students over the age of 18 enrolled in MATH 341:
Introduction to Modern Geometry at the University of Northern Colorado. They shall
come from a single section of the course, which I shall observe for the duration of the
Fall 2015 semester. I shall introduce myself the first day of classes, with the instructing
professor present, and I will explain my purpose for being there (see Appendix A). That
first day, I will hand out the consent form and answer any questions they might have.
With this consent form, I will ask for the students’ permission to observe their class,
audio and video record their class, and solicit them for interviews. Separate permissions
for 1) observing them in class while taking notes, 2) audio recording them in class, 3)
video recording them in class, and 4) soliciting them for interviews shall be obtained
from students using the informed consent form shown below. While students read the
consent form, the instructor will leave the classroom so that he will not have any
knowledge of who decides to participate or not. This approach will ensure that the
instructor has no knowledge of who is participating and who is not.
2. Data Collection Procedures
Data will be collected from classroom observations, audio and video recordings of the
classroom, and interviews. Students may elect to participate in any part of the study
without participating in any other part. They cannot participate in interviews without
participating in classroom observations, audio-recordings, and video-recordings. I will
not take notes of any kind on students who opt out of the classroom observations.
However, I will assist ALL groups in my capacity as a teaching assistant, equally. With
students that give permission for classroom observations, I shall take field notes when
sitting with their group to ascertain their group norms, situated within the larger class.
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Any student who opts out of video-taping and/or audio recording will not be recorded
during class. I will contact these particular students and ask them to sit together in a
group. These non-participating students could choose a location of their choice in the
classroom. Since there are four cameras on the ceiling of the classroom, these students
will not be captured by the video over their table, and an audio recorder will not be
placed at their table. I will be the person recording, editing and working with the cameras,
and I will make sure the camera over these group of students is not recording. However,
if some of these students are accidentally captured in the videos (because they were
moving around or discussing ideas with another group), these portions of the recording
will not be used in the data collection and when possible will be edited out from the
recordings. If such technology options fails (i.e., if editing out doesn’t work), then nonparticipants’ communication will not be used in transcripts and their faces will be blurred
if these videos are to be used for publication purposes.
In-class observations shall be contained in field notes collected by myself, the principal
researcher. Field notes shall be kept in a locked filing cabinet in a locked office, Ross
Hall 2246, and all students who agree to participate shall be assigned a pseudonym to
protect anonymity. All video and audio recordings, including those from the interviews,
shall be transferred to an external storage drive after each class period or interview and
stored in the same locked filing cabinet. These recordings will then be deleted from their
source devices immediately after transfer. Any participant work produced during the
interviews shall have all identifying information covered using black marker and shall be
stored in the same locked filing cabinet.
A total of six students shall be solicited to take part in a series of interviews, including: 1)
one paired interview, 2) one interview with each person individually, 3) another paired
interview, and 4) an individual interview using stimulated recall. I shall record the
number of group assignments in which each pair has worked together in the same group.
I shall then solicit pairs of students, in order, from greatest to least number of
assignments in which they have worked together. Any ties in the order shall be resolved
by soliciting those tied pairs in a random order. If any pair declines participation in the
interviews, the next pair in the order shall be solicited. This process shall be repeated
until three pairs are chosen. Participation in the interviews will be voluntary, and
participants shall receive compensation, as detailed below in Section D.
These interviews will occur during the last third of the Fall 2015 semester, beginning in
mid-October and lasting approximately 3 weeks, with one interview occurring per week
(subject to student schedule constraints) in the order written above. The interviews shall
be video and audio recorded and their work shall be recorded using a LiveScribe pen. As
this project is about both social interactions among students as well as cognitive work,
the video recordings are necessary to capture any meaningful gestures, postures, or facial
expressions, while the LiveScribe pen is necessary to capture any written work
accompanied by audio. Participants who wish to opt out of videotaping shall be
recorded via audio recording and LiveScribe pen recording. They shall inform me of
such preferences upon being solicited for interviews, though they may always refuse to
participate.
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Each of the first three interviews will take approximately 60 minutes, where participants
will be asked to explore several advanced mathematical tasks (see Appendix D). They
shall take place in Ross Hall room 2237. I will ask participants to express their thoughts
using the Think-Aloud protocol described by Patton (2002). This will give insight into
their thought processes without as much influence from myself. However, I will ask
clarifying questions to explore any ideas further. The fourth interview shall be a
stimulated recall interview of approximately 60 minutes in length in which participants
shall be shown video recordings of the second paired interview and asked to recall their
thoughts and feelings from that time. This will give me insight into any thoughts or
feelings that may not have been overtly expressed during the second paired interview.
These protocols are included in Appendix D.
All data shall be destroyed after three years from the conclusion of data collection or
publication.
3. Data Analysis Procedures
Video, audio, and LiveScribe pen recordings of interviews will be transcribed then all
data with participant names will be replaced by pseudonyms, all performed by myself,
the primary researcher. Classroom observations shall be open-coded and analyzed to
establish small-group norms. Classroom video and audio recordings shall be used to
compare students’ communicative acts (e.g., facial expressions, body language, gestures,
verbal utterances) to those performed in the interview settings. Social interactions
(including verbal and non-verbal communicative acts) during the paired interviews and
individual actions (including verbal and non-verbal communicative acts) during
individual interviews shall be open-coded and analyzed to establish patterns of behavior
in each interview setting. Social interactions shall also be coded using an
initiation/response framework to analyze the structure and function of each
communicative act. Transcriptions of the fourth, stimulated recall interview shall used to
provide direct quotes regarding the participants’ unspoken thoughts and feelings during
the preceding paired interview.
4. Data Handling Procedures
Care will be taken to ensure participants’ confidentiality. I will replace any names of
participants with appropriate pseudonyms from any field notes and transcription data.
All data, including field notes, audio recordings of the classroom, video recordings of the
classroom, and all interview data will be stored electronically on secure computer folders
to which only I will have access. Consent forms and hard copies of written work shall be
stored for three years in a locked filing cabinet in my office to which only I will have
access. All data will be destroyed after 3 years or after publication. Only my research
advisor (Dr. Gulden Karakok) and I shall have access to the data.
C. Risks, Discomforts, and Benefits
Potential discomfort for the classroom observations shall include my presence in the
classroom in addition to their instructor. To mitigate this risk, and I shall enter the
classroom on the first day, and with the permission of the instructor, assist students with
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their work so as to have my presence be normal to the students. I shall not assign any
grades in the course and will not perform any evaluations of the students. All students,
regardless of participation in the study, will receive my help.
During the interview, the risks to the participants of this study will not exceed the risks
normally associated in a small-group learning environment. The tasks shall inquire into
students’ mathematical thinking, as well as their expectations and beliefs regarding
mathematics.
Benefits shall include working on enjoyable math problems, as well a $20 iTunes gift
card for each interview participant that completes all four interviews. Any participant
that does not complete all the interviews shall receive an iTunes gift card in the amount
of $5 for each completed interview.
D. Costs and Compensations
Participation in this study is voluntary, and each interview participant shall receive a $20
iTunes gift card upon completion of all four interviews. Any participant that does not
complete all the interviews shall receive an iTunes gift card in the amount of $5 for each
completed interview.
The cost of the study will be the time required for interviews.
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Informed Consent for Participation in Research
Project Title:

Students’ Social Adaptation to Novel Tasks

Researchers:

Jeffrey King, School of Mathematical Sciences
PhD Candidate
jeffrey.king@unco.edu, (970) 351-2229

Research Supervisor:

Gulden Karakok, School of Mathematical Sciences
Assistant Professor

Gulden.Karakok@unco.edu, (970) 351-2215
I am conducting a research study to better understand and describe how students interact in smallgroup learning when performing mathematical tasks. To answer this question, I will be
observing your class, taking field notes, audio and video recording your classroom using table
microphones and the overhead video-recording devices, and interviewing three pairs of students.
Classroom observations will be informal, and I will assist you with your mathematics throughout
the course, regardless of your participation.
Three pairs of participants will be asked to participate in interviews. You may choose to be part
of any part of the study, but you cannot participate in interviews without participating in
observations, audio recording, and video recording of the classroom. Each pair shall be
interviewed as a group, then as individuals in a second interview, and as a group again for a third
interview, and as individuals for a fourth stimulated recall interview. These interviews shall take
place during the last third of the semester and will be approximately 60 minutes in length. The
fourth interview shall involve each individual viewing video clips from the previous paired
interview and each individual shall be asked to recall their thoughts and feelings from the
previous interview. Each interview participant shall receive a $20 iTunes gift card for
participation in the research study upon completion of all three interviews. All interviews will be
conducted in Ross Hall room 2237. Any participant that does not complete all the

interviews shall receive an iTunes gift card in the amount of $5 for each completed
interview.
During the first three interviews, I will ask you to perform mathematical tasks, and ask you to
communicate with one another, explaining your thoughts. The interviews will be video-recorded
and audio-recorded using a LiveScribe Pen, which shall record any written work done by your
group. If you do not wish to be videotaped, you may participate via audio and LiveScribe
recording only. Please inform me of your wishes upon being solicited for interviews. All data
shall be stored within a locked office, and all names shall be replaced with pseudonyms. Only
my research advisor and I will have access to the data. All data will be destroyed after
publication or after 3 years. I foresee no risks to anyone wishing to participate beyond those
normally associated with educational settings.
Having read this above, please indicate your decision of participating in the study below and sign
it. Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study and if you begin
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participation you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be
respected and will not result in loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Having read
the above and having had an opportunity to ask any questions, please sign below if you would
like to participate in this research. A copy of this form will be given to you to retain for future
reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a research participant,
please contact the Office of Sponsored Programs, Kepner Hall, University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-2161
If you are willing to allow me to observe you during class, please provide your signature below
for consent.

Participant's Name (please print)

Participant's Signature

Date

If you are willing to allow me to audio record you during class, please provide your signature
below for consent.

Participant's Name (please print)

Participant's Signature

Date

If you are willing to allow me to video record you during class, please provide your signature
below for consent.

Participant's Name (please print)

Participant's Signature

Date

If you are willing to participate in an interview, please provide your signature for consent, and
please provide an email address so that I may contact you.

Participant's Email Address (please print)

Participant's Name (please print)

Participant's Signature

Date

Jeffrey King
Researcher's Name

Researcher's Signature

Date
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Classroom Introduction Script
Hello,
My name is Jeff King and I am a graduate student here in the Mathematics
Education Ph.D. Program. I am here to ask your permission to observe your classroom
this semester, and to perform interviews with a couple groups of you. I am doing this
because I wish to understand how students interact socially to perform mathematical
tasks.
This semester, I will sit in on this class and serve as a teaching assistant to help you with
the material. If you choose to be part of the study, I will take notes on your work and the
thoughts you share about the problems and with each other. I will do so in such a way
that none of you are identifiable, through the use of pseudonyms. I will also audio record
and video record your classroom. If you do not choose to be a part of the study, my role
as a TA shall remain unchanged; you shall receive my assistance regardless of your
participation. You may choose to not participate in any part of the study.
In mid-October, I will be asking three pairs of you to participate in four interviews, two
as a pair and two as individuals. In the first three interviews, you will be asked to
perform mathematical tasks. In the fourth interview, you will be asked to watch video
recordings of the previous paired interview and recall your thoughts and feelings from
that time. Participation in these interviews is voluntary and you may withdraw at any
time during the interview process. Interviews shall be audio and video recorded, as well
as recorded using a LiveScribe Pen, and will be conducted in Ross Hall room 2237. You
may opt out of videotaping, in which case you shall only be recorded via audio and
LiveScribe pen. Please indicate your preferences when I solicit you for interview. Please
indicate your consent to be solicited for interviews by signing the consent form and
providing a contact email address. Interviews shall occur once a week, over the course of
three weeks, and upon completion of the third interview, each interview participant shall
receive a $20 iTunes gift card. Any participant that does not complete all the interviews
shall receive an iTunes gift card in the amount of $5 for each completed interview.
Please read the consent form carefully before providing consent. I look forward to
working with all of you this semester.
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Contact Email for Interview Participants
Hello,
You are receiving this email because you indicated that you would be willing to
participate in out-of-class interviews for my study. There will be four interviews. The
first shall be with your partner, the second shall be an individual interview with me, the
third shall be another interview with your partner, and the fourth shall be an individual
interview. During the first three interviews, I will ask you to perform mathematical tasks
and communicate with your group during the group interviews, and communicate your
thoughts during the individual inteviews. During the fourth interview, I will ask you to
watch certain parts of the previous interview and recall your thoughts and feelings from
that time. Interviews shall be recorded with audio recorders, a video camera, and a
LiveScribe pen to capture your written work. Upon completion of all four interviews,
you will receive a $20 iTunes gift card. Any participant that does not complete all the
interviews shall receive an iTunes gift card in the amount of $5 for each completed
interview. You may choose to withdraw from the interviews at any time.
Thank you,
Jeff King
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APPENDIX C
COURSE SYLLABUS
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Math 341
Introduction to Modern Geometry
Fall 2015
"The royal road to knowledge,
it is easy to express:
to err, and err, and err again,
but less, and less, and less."
This course is about geometry, but it is also a course about learning to develop and
express your own mathematical ideas. It will emphasize ideas and imagination in
addition to techniques and calculations. We will be investigating not only the planar
Euclidean geometry that you probably studied in high school, but also geometry on
spheres, cylinders, cones, pool tables, and other surfaces. We will try to imagine what
geometry would be like for someone living on each of these surfaces. We will be
studying these geometries not only because they are useful and can tell us surprising
things about the world in which we live, but also because they are beautiful and
fascinating subjects.
This course may be very different from most other math courses that you have taken.
High school and introductory college math courses usually focus on teaching methods of
doing computations: mathematics as finding the correct answer. In this course, we are
going to focus on another kind of mathematics: mathematics as a way of thinking about
and trying to understand the world. We'll try to understand how people decide what is
true, and how they reason about mathematics and geometry in particular. We are going
to focus on the process as much as the results of mathematical thought.
Writing is an important part of this process. Contrary to what some other math courses
may have led you to believe, it is virtually impossible to do mathematics without writing
about it. Writing is a tool for communicating ideas to other people, but it can also be
used as a tool for clarifying one's own ideas. It can be very hard to spot a flaw in a line of
reasoning if you haven't written it down; conversely, writing down a line of reasoning is
often the best way to expose any problems that it might have. For these reasons,
practicing mathematicians invariably use writing as a vital part of their work, and writing
will be an integral part of this course.
This course will require a willingness to invest significant amounts of effort grappling
with developing your own ideas. In this course, as in the real world, you will be the
ultimate arbiter of what you believe to be true. Deciding for yourself what is true is not
easy, but it can be very rewarding.
Writing Assignments: Over the course of the semester, I will be assigning a series of
problems for you to write about. Some of these will be informal writing assignments that
will be graded only on how complete they are; others will be formal writing assignments,
for which you will be expected to turn in a typewritten paper that will be graded not only
on the completeness and correctness of your answer, but also on the clarity of your
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explanations. All of these problems will go through a process of revision: I will make
comments on them, and then you will have an opportunity to revise them. You should
explore each question and write out your thinking in a way that can be shared with
others. Focus on your own ideas and understandings, and turn in whatever your thinking
is on a question, even if only to say, "I do not understand such and such" or "I am stuck
here." Be as specific as possible. Conjecture. Use pictures. Respond to my comments
and questions. Only the final draft of the formal writing assignments will be graded.
There will also be at least one major group project assigned during the semester that will
make up a significant part of your final grade. There will also be a take home midterm
and a final project that will be presented during our scheduled final exam meeting time,
on December 11th at 1:30 p.m.
At the end of the semester, I will ask you to turn in your portfolio containing all the work
that you have done for this class, including all drafts of all papers, so please save
everything. On average, you should expect to spend at least nine hours per week outside
of class on this course. If you are concerned about the time that you are spending on this
class, come see me.
Grades: Your final grade will be computed from your final formal and informal
assignment averages. The informal assignment average will be weighted to be 40% of
your final grade, and the formal average will be 60% of your final grade. Letter grades
will be given following a traditional grade breakdown, including +/- grading.
Due dates: All assignments will have assigned initial due dates. Revisions of formal
writing assignments will be due sixteen days after the previous draft, and only the final
draft will be graded. Informal assignments can be revised as many times as you like;
however, they should be substantially done within sixteen days of the original due date.
Progress made after this date will count half as much as progress made before this date,
unless the problem is at least 3/4 complete by then. All assignments and revisions for
this course will be submitted through the class BlackBoard page.
Hints for Success: The best approach is to strive for a solid understanding of the course
topics and to accept at the start that this necessarily entails some struggling with ideas
and feelings of frustration. The course problems take time, especially time to explore and
think about the ideas. Often your will need to walk away for a while or for a day, and
return to a problem for a second or third look before writing up your response. Expect
this. However, do not get behind on the problems. Try to cultivate an approach that is a
nice balance between "just getting it done" and avoiding it altogether. Stay connected,
and come see me if you are having difficulties.
Texts: The main text for this course are the course notes that you have been given.
There will also be a few other readings for this course that you will be given; these will
come mainly from Experiencing Geometry In Euclidean, Spherical, and Hyperbolic
Spaces by David W. Henderson.
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Course Materials: You will need a folder or binder in which to keep your written work
and a disk on which to keep your work done on the computers. You will also want to
have a sphere of some kind to look at when we study spherical geometry. Tennis balls
work well, as do the plastic spheres often available at craft shops.
Group Work: We will often work in groups in this course. Whenever a group hands in
a written assignment, they are required to put on the paper the names of those who
participated fully, and only those names. Each person must sign the final copy. Your
signature certifies that you participated equally in the project. It is dishonest to turn in
work that is not solely and equitably the creation of the team members. You are not
required to include on the report the name of someone who started but did not finish, or
who did not contribute their share.
Outside Sources: A central aim of this course is to help you learn to develop your own
ideas about mathematical questions. You therefore should NEVER consult any reference
materials outside of the course texts in answering questions for this course. This includes
materials found on the internet. The ideas that you present should be your own.
Office Hours: Our office hours are listed above. Please come see us! The best way to
make an appointment or to get in touch with one of us for any other reason is to send an
email.
Attendance: It is absolutely vital for an interactive class like this that you come to class
and participate. Because our class time will be spent in small group work and class
discussion, it will be challenging to get caught back up after missing any part of class.
You will find it to be strongly in your best interest to make every effort to attend every
class and to arrive on time.
Licensure: This course provides content necessary to enable secondary licensure
standards to address the K-12 Colorado Model Content Standards in Mathematics.
Disability Support Services: Any student requesting disability accommodation for this
class must inform the instructor giving appropriate notice. Students are encouraged to
contact Disability Support Services at (970) 351-2289 to certify documentation of
disability and to ensure appropriate accommodations are implemented in a timely
manner.
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
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Interview 1
Goals: To establish small-group norms in an experimental learning environment, to
compare with classroom small-group norms. To confirm or disconfirm small-group
learning relationships between group members in mathematical activity. To discover
group cognition regarding graph theory tasks. To have members believe that there is no
possible path across the bridges (see task)
Introduction:
Thank you again for agreeing to participate in this interview. In this interview, I
will ask you to think aloud and communicate your thoughts to each other while
performing the task. I will be present, however my main focus is on all of your thoughts
when performing the task, and how you all communicate with one another, not myself. I
will answer any clarifying questions you may have about the task, but otherwise I will try
not to provide any details regarding the task. I may at times ask you to clarify a thought,
but I encourage each of you to ask clarifying questions of your own to your group mates
whenever you do not understand something. Whether or not you complete the task, I am
much more concerned with your thought processes, so please do not feel pressure to
finish the task in full. However, please work to the best of your abilities so that we may
move on to other tasks if necessary.
Task 1 Protocol:
Provide clarification on boundaries of the problem (only travel through once, every
tunnel, can only travel through bridges) when asked. Ask clarifying questions when
students bring up ideas regarding: notation, symbols, proof, rigor, terminology, etc.
Interrupt as few times as possible, allow students to work and communicate.
Task 1 (Participant Version):
Here is your task. Please provide as much explanation as you think is necessary
to justify your answer.
Look at the following diagram:
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In this city, called Kingsmount, there are several waterways (shown in blue) separating
various parts of the city. Kingsmount contains several historic undersea tunnels (shown
in green). As tourists, your group wishes to drive your rental car through each of the
tunnels. However, you do not wish to use too much gas, and thus only want to drive
through each tunnel once (assume that driving around a waterway is too long a drive to
undertake). Can you find a route such that you drive through each tunnel once and only
once? If not, can you provide an explanation as to why no such route is possible? Please
provide as much detail and mathematical rigor as you can in your explanation.
Reminder: please communicate your thoughts with one another.
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Interview 2
Goals: To determine the ideas transferred-in from Interview 1 in the group setting into
the individual setting. To determine the attitudes and beliefs of the individual in
comparison to the group norms established in Interview 1 and the classroom
observations. To build an understanding of graph theory vocabulary for those who lack
it. To obtain surface data regarding prior math experiences.
Introduction:
Thanks for coming again. I would like to ask you some questions before we
begin the task for this interview. What do you remember from the previous interview?
What is your major? What math courses are you currently taking? What math courses
have you taken in the past? What has your experience been like in MATH 341? What
has your experience been like in college math in general? Do you feel as though your
experiences in MATH 341 had any affect on your work in the first interview? If so, can
you explain how? Are you ready to get started?
Task 2 Protocol: Provide clarification on boundaries of the problem (only drive through
once, every tunnel, can only drive through tunnels) when asked. Ask clarifying questions
when students bring up ideas regarding: notation, symbols, proof, rigor, terminology, etc.
Task 2 (Participant Version):
This is your next task. The image below is the same image of Kingsmount as
before.

Suppose now that there are four district in the city of Kingsmount: the Red District
(denoted by the red square), the Blue District (denoted by the blue square), the Gray
District (denoted by the gray circle), and the Gold District (denoted by the yellow circle).
Here are your tasks:
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1. Is it possible to build one additional tunnel so that you can start driving in the
Blue District, driving through each tunnel just once, and ending in the Gold
District, but you cannot do the same starting in the Red District and ending in the
Gold District? Explain why or why not.
2. Can you construct an additional tunnel so that it is now possible to start at the Red
District, drive through every tunnel just once, and end in the Gold District, but it
is not possible to do the same starting in the Blue District and ending in the Gold
District? Explain why or why not.
3. Can you construct a third tunnel so that you can start in both the Red and Blue
Districts, drive through each tunnel just once, and end in the district that you
started? Explain why or why not.
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Interview 3
Goal: To understand how students have appropriated experience from previous group
interview and individual interview, and how they apply it. To see how differences in
experience during individual interview affect group norms. To see how knowledge
gained during interview will allow participants to adapt to related. To see how group
relations manifest now that all members have experience.
Introduction:
Thanks for coming again. This is your third and final interview for this project. Thank
you very much for your participation, and you will receive your gift cards at the end of
this interview. My first question is: “What do you remember from the previous
interviews?” Like in the first task, my primary concern is with your thoughts, so I ask
you to please communicate to one another as much as possible during the task. I may ask
clarifying questions if you state anything that piques my interest. Ask questions of each
other when you do not understand something.
Task 3 Protocol:
Provide clarification on boundaries of the problem when asked. Ask clarifying questions
when students bring up ideas regarding: notation, symbols, proof, rigor, terminology, etc.
Task 3 (Participant Version):
Look at the figure below. Your task is this: Draw a curve such that the curve is
continuous (ie you never lift your pen when drawing it), and the curve crosses each edge
of the figure only once (no crossing at the vertex of two edges). If such a curve is not
possible, explain why.
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Interview 4
Goal: To understand students’ underlying thought processes as they engage in discourse.
To determine if any interpretations represent conscious or subconscious thought.
Introduction:
Welcome back. In this interview, I will ask you to watch some clips from the previous
interview. I will ask that you discuss and explain your thought processes that occurred
during each clip. You may pause the video at any time to add explanation. You may
rewind a portion of the video if you wish to view it once more. After we have viewed
each episode together, I may replay certain parts of each clip and ask you to explain your
thoughts in regard to specific moments if you have not already addressed them. I will ask
you clarifying questions to gain further insight into your thoughts at times during the
interview. If you are uncomfortable at any point, we may stop the interview. Are you
ready to begin?
Interview 4 Protocol:
1. Start clip
2. Allow participant to play, pause, and rewind video as he/she finds necessary
3. After each clip, replay any moments identified during analysis that have not
already been addressed by participant.
4. Ask any clarifying questions as necessary.
5. Play next clip.
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APPENDIX E
CODEBOOK
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Classroom Observation Codes
Proposition Codes
Code
Description
Belief
A proposition stated
without evidence
Hypothesis
Conjecture

Question

Example
“Let’s say that the angles are all 180
degrees.”

A proposition stated
“No, it doesn’t work because every great
with unverified evidence circle intersects another great circle
twice.”
A proposition stated
“At most two odds and can work for one
with verified evidence
odd section, or no odd sections. If you
have all even sections, then you will start
and end in the same section.”
A proposition presented
as a question

Sources of Authority Codes
Code
Description
Group
A small group or the
Consensus
whole class reaching a
sense of agreement

“Do you have to go back to where you
started or do you just have to go through
every tunnel?”
Example
“Do you think that’s a good direction?”

Prior Group
Consensus

A reference to
previously agreed upon
consensus

“So we said that Axiom 4’ is saying that
there can’t be two lines that share the
same two points.”

Authority
Figure

An appeal to the
instructor or TA

“Can you tell me where to start?”

Implicit

No overt appeal to
external authority

“The definition of a line is breadth-less
length, and a point has no length, so it is
not a line, so a point cannot be a circle. “

Preference

An expression of a
personal preference

“I don’t think ‘evenly on itself’ is very
clear.”

Student views

Instructor requesting a
student’s perspective

“So you tell me what you think.”

Logic

An appeal to
mathematical logic

“If we defined straight as being the
shortest distance between two points, that
doesn’t work on the sphere. So it isn’t a
good definition.”
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Interview Codes
Discourse Structure Codes
Structure Code
Description
Initiation
An utterance that was not directly referencing an immediately
preceding utterance.
Initiation
Without
Response

An Initiation that was not directly responded to by either participant.

Response to
Self
Response to
Other

A response to an utterance performed by the same participant.
A response to an utterance performed by another participant.

Discourse Function Codes
Function
Description
Code
Experiential Make a reference recalling one’s prior
Recall
experiences

Example
“I remember doing
something like this in
discrete.”

Belief

State a proposition without evidence

“I think it has something to
do with the number of odds.”

Clarification

Provide or request clarification of a
previous statement

Inform

State basic information

“What do you mean by
that?”
“Oh I meant even, not odd.”
“The prompt says you cannot
cross at the vertices.”

Counter

Provide a counterexample or
counterargument

“But we have three odds.”

Agree

Express agreement

“I agree.”

Example

Provide an explicit example of a
situation or idea

“Ok, let’s try taking this
path.”

Hypothesis

State a proposition with unverified
evidence

“Maybe it’s not possible
because there’s odd ones.”

Lack

Expressing a lack of knowledge or
understanding

“I don’t see what you mean.”
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Evaluate

Evaluate a situation or statement

“Okay so I may have been
wrong.”
“This is so frustrating.”

Affect
Question

Make a statement regarding one’s mood
or temperament
To ask a question

Request

Request something be done by another

“Could you draw it for me?”

Explain

Describe an idea in detail

“So here there’s degree of
four, and then four as well
here, and then three and five.
So you go along this path,
and now there’s four left, but
you take one of those off and
now there’s three.

Conjecture

Make or cite a conjecture

“Yes, and since there’s more
paths for the Yellow, er
tunnels, I believe that you
would eventually get stuck in
Blue”

“So what did you do?”

Continuation Finish the statement of another
participant

“I think it would look the
same but it depends on…”
“… where you came in and
out of.”

Strategy

“I’m just gonna try and toss
one in.”

Describe a course of action going
forward

Cognitive Level Codes
Code
Description
High
An utterance that conveyed specific information or instructions
pertinent to the task.
Low

An utterance that did not contain information specific to the task.

